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THE PREFACE.

As there are no Parts of Scripture upon which more has been written than upon those which are the Subject of the following Sheets, we may conclude that they have been judged both important and obscure. The Prophecies delivered by Jacob and Moses may be reckoned, in Point of Age, among the first Pieces of Poetry, and are by some Centuries more ancient than Orpheus or any Writer, of whose Works Greece, or any other Country, can boast. Viewed therefore only in this Light, they deserve the Attention of the Curious and the Scholar; considered as Divine Oracles, they call on every Lover of Truth for due Examination; and acknowledged as having for their Object, not only a Nation subject to God's immediate Administration in a Country which He gave them, but also the Saviour of Mankind, they demand of all Christians a most serious Consideration; who, besides observing the Manner of God's Dealings with that peculiar People and the exact Accomplishment of what had been predicted, may learn an useful Lesson, when they see that Vine which God's right Hand had planted, on account of its Unfruitfulness trampled upon and devoured by every Beast of the Field.

These Prophecies containing as it were an Abstract of the History of the twelve Tribes, and being delivered before the Rise, at least, during the Infancy of Letters, it was fit that they should be composed in Metre, that they might assist the Memory. It was also proper that they should be in some sort enigmatical, that they might be consistent with the Freedom of human Actions; and, by being thus distinguished from a bare Relation of Facts, might in distant Ages carry with them the greater Conviction. And that they still were much valued by the Jews at a Time when they had no particular Interest in them, may be judged from a Book handed down to us under the Name of the Testament of the twelve Patriarchs.†

† Though Mr. Whiston has honoured this Piece with a Place among his authentic Records, it is easy to judge from the many internal Marks in it, that it could not be the Production of an inspired Penman, as he supposed. From the Nature of the Work, and the Similitude of the Style with the second Book of Esdras, it should seem that they were both written about the same Time, if not by the same Hand.
In regard to the Obscurity of these Portions of Scripture, they may not improperly be compared in that respect to the Agamemnon of Æschylus, which has so much perplexed all Critics: and this is perhaps in a great measure owing to the same Cause, viz. that the respective Texts are not quite genuine in any one Edition or Copy of those Books. But, besides their greater Importance, the Hebrew Songs have these manifest Advantages over the Greek Tragedy and most other human Compositions, That the Λαογαρθιων itself, or authentic Copies of it, were carefully preserved for many Centuries; That, as soon as Learning became in any degree general, they were translated into all Languages; and That a greater Number of MSS. of the original Text than of any other Books, excepting perhaps those of the New Testament, are still extant. Hence it may not be deemed a vain Hope which some entertain, That the Day may come when these Parts of the Word of God, by the Help of those excellent Means which God in His Providence has preserved to us, may be, if not restored to their first Purity, at least, cleared of most of those human Errors, which cannot at present but perplex every Reader of the Hebrew Text.

Though many of the Fathers and other Writers of the early Centuries have been copious in their Remarks on the Prophecies before-mentioned; yet as some of them did not understand Greek, and Jerome and Origen seem to have been the only two of those Critics who had made a Progress in the eastern Languages, little other Assistance is derived to us from their Labours in this respect besides the pointing out the Readings of the Versions used in those Days. Since the Revival of Learning several Persons have indeed contributed to throw great Light on this Subject; but it must still be confessed that a wide Field is left open to exercise the Industry of such as are solicitous to attain Truth in all its Parts.

The Reader will find the Text of the Prophecies here examined differently printed from what he has seen hitherto.

I°. It is divided into Hemistichs; which I am surprized I have not sound done in one of near eighty Copies, MS. or printed, which I have consulted. Moses's valedictory Song (as it has been called) immediately precedes the latter of them; and is in this manner distinguished from Profe in many Books: and no sufficient Reason can be alleged why the same Distinction has not taken place here. I shall only observe farther on this Point, that a careful Attention to this Circumstance might assist to recover some original Reading.
In the Text here printed, many Words, which had long since been omitted or disfigured, are restored on the Authority of MSS; in all which together, and not in any single MS, we must look for the true Text of the Scriptures; and in fixing this we must be determined, as in human Compositions, by the best Rules of Criticism. Conjectural Emendations should not indeed be admitted without great Circumpection; and there are accordingly very few here to be met with, and those slight ones, and scarcely in any other Instances but such as affect the Grammar, and where the best Critics are agreed that a Solasism would be otherwise unavoidable.

In two or three Places I have begun the Verse differently from what is generally done; and

I have distinguished by other Characters what is not properly a Part of the two Prophetical Odes.

The next Difference consists in the Punctuation. From a Multiplicity of Points, with which the Masorets, those egregious Tristers, had deformed their Copies, modern Hebrews had run into the other Extreme, by discarding all of them but the two perpendicular Points. But as the Hebrew certainly requires the same Pauses and Distinctions as all other Languages, all who maturely consider this Matter will, I think, agree in the Necessity of them. Father Houbigant is the only Anti-masoretical Editor I have seen who uses an additional Point to the above-mentioned, viz. a Point in the Middle of the Space between two Words, which in his Bible serves for a Comma, Colon, or Semicolon. But in order to distinguish the Sentences with more Exactness, I have changed the Position of that single Point. The Point therefore at the Bottom, in a Line with the lower Part of the Word, I intend for a Comma; and that which is at Top, for a Semicolon. To these I have occasionally added some other Points, whose Use is common in all modern Languages.

Lastly, as many Persons had frequently complained of the Want of capital Letters at the Beginning of Chapters, &c. I have occasionally added Letters of a larger Form in such Places as appeared to me to require them.

In the Version of the Text I have been as literal as was consistent with Grammar, and have kept as close as I could to our Translation; preferring Perspicuity to Elegance.

The Various Lections are another Characteristic of this Edition: The Jews bad long since adjointed to the Text their Keri's and Ketib's:

* See Macie's Preface to his Hebrew Grammar.
it is but lately that we have had a considerable Number of the Readings of Hebrew and Samaritan MSS. printed with it. As it is of great Importance to the Reader to know what particular MSS, and what Number of them, countenance any one Reading, I have disposed them in such a Manner that he may be easily satisfied in these respects, and also as to the Place where they may be found, by Means of a Table annexed for that Purpose.

It may perhaps be expected that I should say something of the Age and Value of the MSS. referred to: but I confess I have not had a sufficient Experience of them to inform the Public of those Circumstances. This, however, I can say, that most of these MSS. are very fair Copies, and though many of them exceed the Generality of printed Books in the Beauty and Size of the Letter, yet in some Places of a few others I could not be certain of the Words without a Glass. I have collated them without Prejudice, and I hope with Exactness; especially in the more essential Parts, the Letters: for there are certain Marks in many of them, to which at first I was not very attentive, not knowing the Meaning of them, but on farther Consideration I discovered, and have now long since been persuaded, that they are in general Indications of some Error either in the Letters or Points. I have therefore taken notice for the most part of Words marked with that small Circle which the Jews call a Pilka, and of those which are distinguished with an horizontal Stroke or any like Mark. Such Signs very much perplexed Morinus in the Samaritan MSS: but most of them be at last discovered to denote either Faults in the Words which they accompanied; or, if the Word was ambiguous, that it was to be restrained to a particular Idea; or, in short, that they were frequently used as Marks to regulate the Respiration or denote the Passions: some of them, however, eluded his Sagacity.†

To the various Lections of MSS. I have added those of printed Copies: both which will be seen under the Text at the Bottom of the Page. The Use of the marginal Lections is to save the Reader the Trouble of having recourse continually to his Text: by them he will see at one Glance wherein I differ from it; and in all the Lections he will have in effect above sixty Texts before him.

The Text I have followed in the marginal Lections, and with which I have compared the MSS. at the Bottom of each Page, is that of the Polyglot Bibles of Alcala, Paris and London; between which I have not found any material Variation.

From the small Specimen of various Lections annexed to the Text here printed, the Reader may form some Judgment of the Utility of the Work undertaken

† See his Preface to the Samaritan Pentateuch.
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The next Thing which deserves Notice is the Samaritan-Arabic Version, or the Arabic Version of the Pentateuch in the Samaritan Character. I had transcribed the two Prophecies for my own Use only, being led to examine it from its Character of Accuracy. But as it may in some measure be reckoned unique, (the only other which, as far as I can learn, ever came into Europe being much torn and defaced,) and as it seems allowed by those who have examined it to be a good one, I thought that it might be no unwelcome Present to the Public, to bring Part of it into Light. For greater Convenience I have substituted Arabic Characters, and would have printed likewise the Samaritan Character, in another Column, exactly as it is in the MS, if a sufficient Number of those Types could have been procured.

It is well known that the Samaritans mark with a Point the End of each Word like what we see on ancient Greek and Roman Inscriptions: and it were much to be wished that the Jews had been less obstinate, and had borrowed this Method from their Enemies; for a great Number of Errors which have crept into their Text, through Want of this Method, would have been avoided. Besides these Points there were some others in the MS. which occurred at the End of the Paragraphs, viz. three points with two parallel Strokes placed thus ||, or a Mark like this <:<, as may be seen in the Samaritan Text and Version in our Polyglot. These small Advantages of knowing exactly the Limits of the Words and the larger Members of a Discourse were counterbalanced by very discouraging Circumstances, such as the Uncertainty of some Letters for Want of diacritical Points, and the Certainty of some Mistakes, or, at least, of very great Anomalies, pointed out by particular Marks. It was not therefore without great Labour that I


‡ This Version is mentioned by Morinus in the Preface to his Annotations on the Samaritan Pentateuch: a Copy of it was given to him by Perecius; and, because it contains the Hebrew Text, as well as the Samaritan, and Arabic Version in the Samaritan Character (whereas the two latter were only in the MS. I made use of,) he calls it Tri-linguis. That MS. is older than the Bodleian by 314 Years; being written in the Month Rabi the latter, in the Year of the Hegira 623. It is still extant, and in the French King's Library.
arrived at the Sense. I may still be mistaken in it; but I flatter myself that what is done may be of some Help to those who examine the Arabic; and, relying on their Candour, I have hazarded a Translation of it. I have chosen to make it in Latin, because a literal Version (which is the most proper) would have sounded extremely harsh in English. The Punctuation I have added in the Arabic as I thought it requisite: but the Sections, though they seem not to be the most judiciously made, I have retained as they are in the MS.

Neither the Age nor the Author of this Version can now be ascertained. Bp. Walton says that it is probable it was written after Saadiah's Time, i.e. after the ninth Century; eo quod (he adds) multa habet cum illius Versione communia. But that is no Argument. By any Thing that appears, it is to the full as probable that Saadiah borrowed from this anonymous Author as to suppose the contrary; if indeed that Fact is certain that one borrowed from the other, which I cannot but question. In the Chapters here examined we have as many obscure Places as was before observed, as in any Part of Holy Writ; and how different these Versions are may easily be seen: that they should agree in general in numbers Place is unavoidable; and that they should agree even in some difficult Places, though one had not been copied from the other, is far from being impossible: for the Authors of them might have had some traditionary Explanation transmitted to them; or they might have had Recourse to the same Version. However that be, is this Version was originally written by a Samaritan in the Characters in which it now appears, which is by far the most probable Supposition; and that of Saadiah, who is allowed to have been a Jew, in the Hebrew Character, and I have seen it in two MSS. written in that Manner, it seems to be morally impossible that either of the Authors of these Versions should have borrowed from the other, considering the inveterate Hatred which subsisted between these two Nations. The Bishop's Argument therefore being so very exceptionable, it may be allowed that the Samaritan-Arabic Version might as well have been written in the eighth Century or before, as after the ninth.

The MS. under Consideration was written (as appears by a Note inserted in the Book itself) by one who calls himself "Ab Helion in the " Month of Ramazan, in the Year 931 of the Reign of the Sons of Kedar, i.e. (as it is there added) about the Year of the Christian Era."
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"Æra." There is besides another Date to be seen in the Book, viz. "in the first Month Ginnadi of the Year 939 of the Reign of the Sons of "Ismail." Now as there is no Reason assigned for the Insertion of this latter Date, and it cannot be supposed that a Book of that Size took up eight Years in transcribing, I imagine the Copyist used both these Dates, with a View to point out the same Period of Time but according to two different Computations of the Hegira, viz. from Anno Dom. 622, which is the Time fixed by the Christian Writers for the Commencement of that Epocha, and from the Year 630, as Amra fixes it among the Moslemans. And what seems to give Weight to this Conjecture, is the different Mode of Expression used in relation to the Arabs.

The MS. above-mentioned is written for the most Part on Vellum in a running Hand; but the Character is large and sufficiently distinct. It is of a Quarto Form: each Page contains two Columns; on the right Hand is the Version, and on the left the Samaritan Text: and the Place where it may be found is the same as that of the Samaritan MS. marked B. in the Table. Dr. Kennicott † has noted the Places where it is deficient; and has given a true Description of it. Hence it is that Dr. Castell ‡ calls it a Fragment; which unhappily is too true: but the diligent manner in which that great Orientalist read it, shows what Value he set on it. I shall only add in regard to the Samaritan-Arabic Version that it appears to me, from what I examined of it, to be as close as the Mauritanian (published by Erpenius) without running into the same Extremes; and, in general, to be superior to Saadia's Version or that which is printed in the Polyglots, by its faithful Representation of the Text. And this Circumstance ought not to be forgotten. That, as it was certainly made from the Samaritan Text, it adds no small Weight to the few valuable MSS. we have written in that Character.

Some Time after the two Chapters of the Samaritan-Arabic Version had been printed off, I discovered by means of Dr. Kennicott that there was in the Bodleian Library a MS. Arabic Version of the Samaritan Pentateuch. After having examined it, I transcribed from this latter the four Verses which are wanting in the other: I have added them as a Supplement; and subjoined the Various Lections between both, that we may have likewise a Specimen of this Version. This I thought would be a better Method, than to print the whole two Chapters, and that it would be sufficient to note the Difference in the Sense of some particular Words:

† Fert Dissertat. P. 31.  † Prefat. ad Lex. Heptag. P. 1.  b Whether
Whether these two Versions were originally one and the same, I will not pretend to determine absolutely. The learned Reader will judge for himself, if a judgment can be formed from so brief a Collation. It may be observed, however, that the great Affinity between them, not only in Sense, but in Words, and that too in the most copious of all Languages, is difficult to be accounted for but on the Supposition that they proceeded from the same Hand. Dr. Pococke supposes that this was the Case in regard to the Arabic Version printed in the Paris and London Polyglots and the Version which goes by the Name of Saadias; and the Difference between those two is much the same as it seems to be between the two we have now under Consideration. The Dr. assigns probable Reasons for their Variations; and what he says will hold in general in the present Case.

In the Arabic MS. at the End of Deuteronomy we have these Words, viz. "This Copy of the most excellent and most holy Deuteronomy was written by the Hand of our Lord Moses, the Son of Amram, upon whom may Peace abound, was completed on Thursday the fifth Day of the Month of Jornada the latter in the Year eight Hundred and eighty five; by the Hand of (a vile Servant, conscious of his Faults, hoping for the Pardon of his Lord, the least of the Creatures of the most High God) the Slave 'Abu'l-marga, the Son of 'Abu'l-fatah, the Son of Joseph, the Son of Sadkah, the Son of 'Abu'l-far, the Son of Ketir, a Samaritan, of the House of Joseph the Israelite." At the End of the Book of Leviticus the latter Part of this Genealogy is thus read: "Abu'lfarag, Ebn Ketar, Al-Josef, Al-Samari. On the Margin of the above-mentioned Writing at the Close of the Book we meet with Words to this effect: viz. "The Writing of Jabkan which he wrote under Ground, retiring there with Pleasure for that Purpose. Be propitious to this Book, Reader of this MS, and say in God Amen."
From these Extracts we may collect, who was the Author of this Version; (for it seems not only to signify a Transcript but likewise a Version;) viz. one 'Abu'l-Marga. We find also that one Jabkan was the Transcriber of the MS. under Consideration; and we have besides a sort of Date toward ascertaining its Age: but what it means would be difficult to say, (as no Epocha is mentioned,) was it not for this Paragraph, which fixes the Time, viz.:

"The End of the third Book by the Assistance and Favour of God, on Friday the 19th Day of the Month Rabí the latter, in the Year eight hundred and eighty four of the Kings of Greece." This I apprehend is the Æra of the Seleucidæ, which is not unfrequently made use of by the Jews and Arabs;† the former of whom call it the Æra of Contracts, and the latter distinguish it by the Name of the Æra of the two-horned: and it is perhaps from Opposition to both those Religions that the Samaritan Author varied the Expression. The Time when this Æra commenced, according to the best Accounts, is fixed to the Year 312 before Christ: it will therefore hence follow that the Year 885 of that Æra will fall in with the Year of our Lord 573, and that this Version is by more than two Centuries older than that of Saadias, which was before reputed to be the most ancient in that Language.

It may be objected against the Age of this Version, that it is generally supposed that there was no Arabic Version of the Scriptures till about the ninth Century, when that Language became vernacular in all the Countries conquered by the Saracens. But Opinions must yield to Facts. And it may be observed that so early as the first Pentecost after our Saviour's Time we find in Jerusalem Proselytes from Arabia; that there were many Christians, and some Bishopricks established in it in the first Centuries; and that after the Dissolution of the Jewish Polity a great Number of Jews and Samaritans took Refuge in that Country. It cannot therefore be thought improbable that a Version in that Language should have been made in the sixth Century. It is rather surprizing that we do not read of some of a more early Date; and particularly as the Scriptures had long before been translated into most Languages.

† See the famous Arab. Lex. Kamus under the Word الصفر (الصفرة) and d' Herbelot, bibl. orient. under the Word Asfar.
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The Time when this Version first appeared in Arabic Characters could not well be before the fourteenth Century: because 'Abul-Feda (as Dr. Pococke observes*) says that till his Time there was no Arabic Version in those Characters: it is probable however (adds the Dr.) that about this Period some of the Versions that were before made in that Language assumed their proper Form; by which Means the Barrier was broken down, which for many Centuries before had kept the Mussulmans at a Distance from the sacred Volumes.

It ought to be observed that, by a Date at the End of Genesis† compared with the other Date which we have seen at the Close of the MS, it appears that the Space of Time between them is not two Years. Now as it seems to be a shorter Time than is necessary for the completing an accurate Translation, I am inclined to suppose that those Dates refer to the Times when the Author made an End of writing out his fair Copy of those Parts from the rough Draught, in the Preparation of which he might have been engaged several Years.

This Arabic MS. is a fair and complete Copy, written on a fine eastern Paper, in folio. The Form and Freshness of the Letters seem to shew that it cannot well be more ancient than the sixteenth Century. It was purchased at Damascus Ann. Dom. 1663, for the Sum of four Pounds six Shillings, and given to the University of Oxford by Dr. Joseph Taylor. It is catalogued in the Bod. Library Arch. C. 7. No. 333.

Erpenius wished ardently that the Arabic Versions since printed in the French and English Polyglots might one Day see the Light, that we might have Arabic Versions from Christians as well as from Jews: but if he had been informed of this Version made from the Samaritan Text, what Terms may we not suppose he would have used to recommend the printing of it; or rather what would be not have done that the World might receive some Benefit from this hidden Treasure?

I cannot conclude this Article without acknowledging myself obliged to my learned Friends, the Reverend the Professors Dr. Hunt and Dr. Browne, for their Assistance in the Difficulties I met with in the Arabic MSS.


† See his Preface to the Mauritanian-Arab. Version.
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Prefixed to each Section in the Notes is the Comment, wherein I have endeavoured to express concisely the Purport of each distinct Part of the two Prophecies in one View; having considered the several Tribes separately, except in two or three Places where two of them are jointly treated of by the inspired Author.

It is necessary I should inform the Reader that many of the various Lectures adopted, and Criticisms contained in this Work, had been before proposed by Father Houbigant; whose excellent Bible not having had an Opportunity of perusing before I undertook this Performance, I was determined not to enter upon it till I had finished the whole, in order to avoid being prejudiced by so great an Authority. This Resolution I strictly adhered to, except in one single Instance, where I had recourse to him, for clearing up a Difficulty that not a little perplexed me. Upon reading his Remarks on the two Prophecies afterwards, it gave me no small Satisfaction to find many of my Sentiments concurring with those of so judicious a Critic; and that where I differed from him I could see no sufficient Cause to induce me to change my Opinion.

The Examination of the Time and Manner in which the Prophecies were fulfilled makes a distinct Article for the most part in the first Prophecy; and likewise in the second, so far as any new Matter occurs which calls upon us for a more particular Attention.

But as there were some Points, which though immediately connected with the Subject, yet not being suggested by any Thing in the Prophecies, for that Reason could not be mentioned, much less enlarged upon without Digressions, I have thrown them together in an APPENDIX.

Lastly, as a great Part of what both Jacob and Moses had predicted depended on the future Situation of the Tribes in the Land of Promise, and on the Quantity and Quality of the Portions which were to be divided among them, besides that Mention was not unfrequently made of Places in that Country, a Map of it was thought very necessary to complete this Design. But finding none of the several Maps of the Holy Land which I examined to answer my Purpose, I was induced to undertake a new one. In this View I read Roland's Description of Palestine, who in general is guided by the Authority of Josephus, Jerome and Eusebius, in fixing the Situation of ancient Places mentioned in Scripture. From this Book and from Calmet's and Bishop Pococke's Maps I have chiefly compiled mine. In the inland Parts I found the first of these Authors very useful, and (upon the whole, what be

† See Pages 95 and 97.
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The Preface to be, more exact than others: but in the Coasts, where he is manifestly mistaken, I have copied from the Bishop, who not long since visited those Parts. My Reason for inserting by Guess a few of the Levitical Towns whose exact Situation I could not by any Means discover was, That we might have a general View of the whole Portion of Land belonging to this Tribe, be the better able to compare it with other Lots, and see what Proportion it bore to the whole Country. And, that it might appear what Parts the Descendants of Abraham might have claimed as their lawful Inheritance besides the Country which Joshua divided among them by Lot, I have made the Map to reach to the utmost Bounds of all that Tract of Land which God gave to that Patriarch.

In the Ornaments which surround the Title are the Standards of the twelve Tribes, in the Order of their Encampment in the Wilderness; taken from L' Amy's Introduction to the Scriptures. In the Centre of it is the Tabernacle, in which may be seen the Altar of Burnt-Offerings, &c. near which the Tribe of Levi was stationed.

In the Ornaments which surround the Title are the Standards of the twelve Tribes, in the Order of their Encampment in the Wilderness; taken from L' Amy's Introduction to the Scriptures. In the Centre of it is the Tabernacle, in which may be seen the Altar of Burnt-Offerings, &c. near which the Tribe of Levi was stationed.

In the Border of the Reference are two Jewish Shekels, inscribed on the one Side, the Shekel of Israel, and on the Reverse Jerusalem the holy, in the Samaritan, or, as there is good Reason to suppose, in the Jerusalemic Character. The Mark on the one Side is thought to have been Aaron's miraculous Rod that budded, and, on the other Side, the golden Pot of Manna preserved in the Ark.† The two Roman Coins have the Emperor Vespasian on the Reverse. The Figure sitting under the Palm-Tree, in both of them, represents Judea in a Posture that denotes Sorrow and Captivity. Mr. Addison says that the Man by the Palm-Tree in the Medal on the left Hand is supposed to be a Jew with his Hands bound behind him; but as this Account does not answer to what appears on it, I rather think, that he must have meant some other Medal, and that this in question is intended to represent a Roman Soldier exulting by reason of his Conquest of that Country. He is armed with a Lance and Spear, and treads on an Helmet. This Conjecture is farther confirmed by the last Medal which exhibits a winged Figure denoting Victory, and writing on a Shield.
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EDITIONS.

S. T. denotes the Samaritan TEXT as printed in the Paris and London Polyglots.


b. Vander Hooght’s — Do. 8°.

c. Abia’s — Do. 8°. ———— 1661 and 1667.

d. Stephens’s — Do. 24°. 6 Tom.

e. Bomberg’s — Rabbin — Do. Fol. ———— Venice. ————


g. Card. Ximenes’s (or the Complutens.) Polyglot. ————

h. Fel. Pratenfis’s —— Do. ———— 1517.


j. Plantee ——— Do. ———— Antwerp —— 1569.

k. Hutter’s ——— Do. ———— D°. ———— 1587.

l. Robert Stephens’s ——— Do. 4to. 3 Tom. ———— 1543.

N. B. * denotes that the Word among the Var. Left. was originally written as it is represented there.

— — — — that the MS. is not legible in that Place.

ERRATA.

THE

PARALLEL PROPHECIES

OF JACOB AND MOSES

EXAMINED.
THE PARALLEL PROPHECIES OF

בראשית מט. ויהי כה:

יעקב אל בניו. יאמר: האספר
ואגידך לכס אתה אשר וקרא
אתכס באחרית הימים:

حكביי יעקב בנו יעקב,
רשענו אל ישראל אביכם:

לשאר בניו נוחי,
כתי ראשית אוני.

יור שאר, י📸️
עתון

מות

כי עליך משכבי אבר
ואל תלחות יצוו עזר

VARIOUS LECTIONS.

The forty ninth Chapter of Genesis.

And Jacob called unto his Sons, and said, Gather yourselves together, that I may tell you that which shall befall you in the last Days.

2. Gather yourselves together, and hear, ye Sons of Jacob, And hearken unto Israel your Father.

3. Reuben, thou art my First-born, My Might, and the Beginning of my Strength;

4. Superior in Dignity, and superior in Violence, Thou hast been unstable as the Waters, thou shalt not be superior;

Because thou wentest up to thy Father's Bed:

Then by going up didst thou defile my Couch.

Various Lections.

MS. i. ST. MSS. A. B — C. D. E. F. [B. H. a Piska. ]

MS. iii. ST. MSS. A. B — C. D. E. F. G. [Hebrew ]

MS. iii. ST. MSS. A. B — C. D. E. F. G. [Hebrew. ]

A 2
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Various Lections.

V. v. v

ST. MSS. A. B — C. D. E. F. G.

MSS. H. [I.i. a Pisma.]

V. vi. vi


ST. MSS. B. D. E. F. B. D. *


MS. T. wants

5. **Simeon and Levi are Brethren:**

They have executed their violent Stratagems.

6. O my Soul, enter not into their Council;

In their Assembly, mine Honour, be not united *with them*!

For in their Anger they slew Men,
And in their Wilfulness they extirpated a Chief.

7. Cursed be their Anger, for it was fierce;

And their Wrath, for it was cruel:

I will divide them in Jacob,
And scatter them in Israel.

8. Thou *art indeed Judah*;

Thy Brethren will Praise thee:

Thy Hand shall be on the Back of thine Enemies;

The Sons of thy Father shall fall down to thee.

**Various Lections.**

W. ii. [wanting E] *םְלֹותָהּ שֶׁיַּעַבְרָהּ [םְלֹותָהּ שֶׁיַּעַבְרָהּ] לָהּ כְּדִי קֶרֶם* MS. G.

V. vii. [wanting E] *אֶתְמֶנֶּךָ יְהֹוָה [אֶתְמֶנֶּךָ יְהֹוָה] בְּכַל הַכָּל הַכָּל* MS. Z.


The Parallel Prophecies of

Various Lections.

V. ix. - nj ST. MS. C. Марк Август MS. 5.


9. Judah, thou art a Lion's Whelp,
    Thou didst bring up my Son from being a Prey:
    He stooped down, he couched as a Lion,
    And as a Lioness: who shall rouse him up?

10. The Sceptre shall not depart from the Land of Judah,
    Nor a Leader from her Standards,
    Before He come who belongeth to her;
    And Him shall the Nations obey.

11. Tied to the Vine is her Fole,
    And to her choice-Vine the Ass's Colts;
    And her Garment is washed in Wine,
    And her Clothes in the Blood of Grapes.

12. Her Eyes are red with Wine,
    And her Teeth white with Milk.
THE PARALLEL PROPHECIES OF

Various Lections.

V. xiii. בְּכַלּתוֹ לָתוֹ הָיָה יִשְׂמַךְ. xiii.

םֶעָנָיִיםְ וְיֹבֶלְו. וְיָכַוְוְיֵרָדוּ וְיֵלַעַדוּ;

טַפַּרְלְבָּן יִשָּרֵךְ בְּהוֹרְבָּה נְרַחְמָה.

רֶבֶנ בְּנֵי הַמָּשְׁפָּטִים.

חַיָּה מַגְּנָה בַּיּוֹרָה.

לָא אֵלֶּבֶן בְּנֵי נְעְרֵיָה.

יָמָּה מְקַסְּמִים לַעַלְבוֹ.

יָיִי לַמְּסִים עַבְדֵּהּ.

וְלִיּוּוּ עַבוֹ.

כְּחוֹדֶר שָׁכַמְּמִים יִשְׁרָאֵל.

לָיִיּוּוּ נְגַשׁ עַלְפַּיּוּ דָּרֶךְ.

יִשָּׁפָּן עַלְיִי אָרְחֵי.

V. xiv.

V. xv.

V. xvi.

V. xvii.

V. xiii. בְּכַלּתוֹ לָתוֹ הָיָה יִשְׂמַךְ. xiii.

םֶעָנָיִיםְ וְיֹבֶלְו. וְיָכַוְוְיֵרָדוּ וְיֵלַעַדוּ;

טַפַּרְלְבָּן יִשָּרֵךְ בְּהוֹרְבָּה נְרַחְמָה.

רֶבֶנ בְּנֵי הַמָּשְׁפָּטִים.

חַיָּה מַגְּנָה בַּיּוֹרָה.

לָא אֵלֶּבֶן בְּנֵי נְעְרֵיָה.

יָמָּה מְקַסְּמִים לַעַלְבוֹ.

יָיִי לַמְּסִים עַבְדֵּהּ.

וְלִיּוּוּעַבוֹ.

כְּחוֹדֶר שָׁכַמְּמִים יִשְׁרָאֵל.

לָיִיּוּוּ נְגַשׁ עַלְפַּיּוּ דָּרֶךְ.

יִשָּׁפָּן עַלְיִי אָרְחֵי.

Various Lections.

V. xiii. בְּכַלּתוֹ לָתוֹ הָיָה יִשְׂמַךְ. xiii.

םֶעָנָיִיםְ וְיֹבֶלְו. וְיָכַוְוְיֵרָדוּ וְיֵלַעַדוּ;

טַפַּרְלְבָּן יִשָּרֵךְ בְּהוֹרְבָּה נְרַחְמָה.

רֶבֶנ בְּנֵי הַמָּשְׁפָּטִים.

חַיָּה מַגְּנָה בַּיּוֹרָה.

לָא אֵלֶּבֶן בְּנֵי نְעְרֵיָה.

יָמָּה מְקַסְּמִים לַעַלְבוֹ.

יָיִי לַמְּסִים עַבְדֵּהּ.

וְלִיּוּוּעַבוֹ.

כְּחוֹדֶר שָׁכַמְּמִים יִשְׁרָאֵל.

לָיִיּוּוּ נְגַשׁ עַלְפַּיּוּ דָּרֶךְ.

יִשָּׁפָּן עַלְיִי אָרְחֵי.

V. xiv.

V. xvi.

V. xvi.
13. Zebulun shall dwell at the Haven of the Sea;
   And he shall be for an Haven of Ships;
   And his Border shall be unto Zidon.

14. Issachar is the Ass of Strangers,
   Couching down between two Bars:

15. And he saw the resting-Place that it was good,
   And the Land that it was pleasant;
   And he inclined his Shoulder unto the Burthen,
   And became a Servant unto Tribute.

16. Dan shall avenge his People,
   Like any of the Tribes of Israel:

17. Dan shall be a Serpent by the Way,
   An Adder by the Path;
The parallel prophesies of

Various Lections.

That biteth the Horse's Heels,
So that his Rider shall fall backward.

18. (I have waited for thy Salvation, O Lord!)

19. A Troop shall invade Gad:
But he shall invade their Rear.

20. The Meat of Asher shall be fat;
And he shall yield royal Dainties.

21. Nephtali is a spreading Oak,
Which producteth beautiful Boughs.

22. Joseph is a Bullock,
A Bullock near a Fountain.

23. My Son, my young one, was upon the Wall,
The parallel Prophecies of

Various Lections.

V. xxiii. μαρτυρίαν ST. MSS. A. B. C. D. E. F. G. [a Mark over the last Letter K.

V. xxiv. μαρτυρίαν wanting MS. iii.* a Mark on the last Letter K. N.

And the Archers sorely grieved him,  
And contended with him, and maliciously-opposed him;

24. But his Bow returned with Force,  
And his Hands bent its Arms,  
By the Hands of the Mighty-One of Jacob,  
By the Name of the Shepherd of Israel;

25. By the God of thy Father, who shall help thee,  
And by the God Almighty, who shall bless thee  
*With Blessings of Heaven above,*  
*With Blessings of the Deep lying beneath.*

26. Let the Blessings of the Breast and of the Womb  
(The Blessings of thy Father,) prevail  
Beyond the Blessings of the eternal Mountains,  
*
*Beyond the desireable Things of the everlasting Hills:*

**Various Lections.**

*D. E. F. G.* wanting MS. i *וַאֲמִרֵנָה [רָכָּא] MS. K.  
*וַאֲמִרֵנָה [רָכָּא] ST. MSS. A. B. C. D. E. F. G. A. X. iii. 5. [א] P'j'ka over ד*  
H. i. Ed. 4. *בְּכֵה [בְּכֵה] MS. B.  
*בְּכֵה [בְּכֵה] MSS. N. W. i. ii. iii.*
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Various Lections.

V. xxvi. התוכזב לארשי יהוד.

V. xxvii. בןموس ואב יוחנן.

V. xxviii. אדם יאכל טרי.

Various Lections.


4. 5. Ed. a. b. d. e. f. g. h. i. l. μ. l. ST. MSS. A. B. C. D. E.
They shall be on the Head of Joseph,
And on the Crown-of-the-Head of the Prince of his Brethren.

27. **Benjamin is a ravenous Wolf;**
In the Morning he shall devour the Prey,
When in the Evening he hath divided the Spoil.

28. All these are the twelve Tribes of Israel: and this
is what their Father spake unto them, and blessed
them; every one according to his Blessing he blessed.

**VARIEOUS LECTIONS.**

*F. G.* [a Piske over ד נ. ס. ו.]* ה* מ. א. V. xxviii.
The parallel Prophecies of

Various Lections.

In the Title — wanting MS. V. wanting MS. X. Z. iii. V. ii. wanting MS. A. B. E. G. wanting MS. A. B. *.

X. ii. 5. [a Pisha over i. wanting ST. MSS. A. B. D. E. G. —.

Jacobi and Moses examined.

The thirty third Chapter of Deuteronomy.

And this is the Blessing wherewith Moses, the Man of God, blessed the Children of Israel before his Death: and he said,

1. The Lord came from Sinai,
   And rose up from Seir unto us:

2. He shined forth from Mount Paran,
   And the Holy-One came with Multitudes;
   From his right Hand issued Streams unto them.

3. O loving Father of the People,
   All the Saints are at thy Hand,
   And they fall down at thy Feet,
   And they shall receive of thy Words.

Various Lections.


Digitized by Google
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Various Lections.

4. — He commanded us a Law,
    To be the Inheritance of the Congregation of Jacob.

5. And he was King in Jeshurun,
    When the Heads of the People were assembled,
    Together with the Tribes of Israel.

6. Let Reuben live, and not die:
    And let Simeon be few in Number.

    And this he said of Judah,

7. Hear, Lord, the Voice of Judah,
    And make him go before his People;
    Let his Hand contend for him,
    And be thou an Help against his Enemies.

Various Lections.

    wanting MS. iii. אמה [מחונת] ST. MSS. A. B. D. E.
    E. G. a Mark K.
THE PARALLEL PROPHECIES OF

V. viii. V. x.

VARIOUS LECTIONS.

V. viii. V. x.
And he said of Levi,

8. Let thy Thummim and thy Urim be to thy holy one,
   Whom thou didst prove at Mazzah,
   And with whom thou didst strive at the Waters of Meribah;

9. Who said to his Father,
   And to his Mother, I have not seen You;
   Neither did he acknowledge his Brethren,
   Nor know his own Children:
   For they observed thy Word,
   And kept thy Covenant:

10. They shall teach Jacob thy Judgments,
   And Israel thy Laws:
   They shall put Incense before thee,
   And whole Burnt-Sacrifice on thine Altar:

**Various Lections.**

- MS. DC: וֹתְרֹתָךְ וֹתְרֹתָךְ MSS. A. D. E. G.
- MS. B: וֹתְרֹתָךְ וֹתְרֹתָךְ MS. I. שְׁמֵךְ שְׁמֵךְ MS. M.
- ST. MS. בָּאַפָּל בָּאַפָּל MS. i.
- ST. MSS. D. G. A. I. M. מְבִית מְבִית MS. i.
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Bara' Yehu ha-Hila

musa Yov' Tovrim

mikht ha-mani kemoy

masna'oy miv kimoy

labonim samar

yri Yovrim

isevuk labshu uli

hafeha uli kli yovrim

rovi hasheneshi

liluqsho samar

mebrukha Yehu azorah

mesi

mehoshos razha hatha:

Various Lections.

V. xi. yir' MS. X. mese [mese] ST. MSS. A.
MSS. A. B. E. — G. kurs MS. D. simon MS. A.

V. xii. lebonim ST. MSS. A. B. D. E.
A. lebonim labonim ST. MSS. A. B. D. E.
G. [two Marks K. yir' MS. X. i. after wanting ST.
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11. Bless, Lord, his Forces,
And accept the Work of his Hands:
Smite through the Loins of them that rise against him,
And let not his Enemies rise up again.

He said of Benjamin,

12. The Hand, even the Hand of the Lord
Shall dwell in safety upon him;
It covers him all the Day long,
And dwells upon his Shoulders.

And he said of Joseph,

13. Blessed of the Lord be his Land
With the precious Things of Heaven above,
And with the deep lying beneath;

VARIOUS LESCTIONS.

MSS. A. B. D. E. וַתִּכְנַס הָאָרֶץ לֵעָלָיו MS. V. [wanting MS. 5. וַתֵּרַמְנָה לֵעָלָיו MS. G. The latter Part of this Verse is thus read —
כֵּחַפְתָּו [כֵּחַפְתָּו—MS. i. וַתִּכְנַס לֵעָלָיו כָּל־הוֹם לֵעָלָיו כָּל־כְּרַפֵּי שֶׁבֶּן ST. MSS. A. B. D. E. וַתֵּרַמְנָה בָּרָפָי MS. H. X. i. [a Mark K. V. xiii. מָשַּׂה [מָשַּׂה MS. M. מִבְּרַחָה [מִבְּרַחָה MS. M. מִבְּרָכָה [מִבְּרָכָה with a Pisca H*. This Word seems to be written מִבְּרָכָה על M. וַתֵּרַמְנָה [וַתֵּרַמְנָה] Rosh M. M. ii.
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V. xiv. נרشي וגרשי ידוהי.
V. xv. מראות הגרי כות.
V. xvi. עמל ארצה ומלאור.
V. xvii. משכן שכנ ינני.
V. xviii. דבר שור הער.
V. xix. קרני ראמי קרני.
V. xvi. ב AssemblyCompany עופת ינני.
V. xix. יدور Apostle איש.
V. xvi. poids רבכון אפרים.
V. xx. חשם אלפים מנשה.

VARIOUS LECTIONS.

14. And with the precious Fruits of the Sun,
   And with the precious Produce of the Moon;
15. And with the chief Things of the eternal Mountains,
   And with the precious Things of the everlasting Hills;
16. And with the precious Things of the Earth and its
   Fulness,
   And with the Favour of Him that dwelt in the Bush:
   Let these be on the Head of Joseph,
   And on the Crown-of-the-Head of the Prince of his
   Brethren.
17. His Glory is the Firstling of a Bullock,
   And his Horns are the Horns of Rhinoceroses;
   With them he shall gore the Nations,
   And in like Manner the Ends of the Earth;
   And these are the ten Thousands of Ephraim,
   And these the Thousands of Manasseh.

Various Lections.

MS. iii. ראמי ST. MSS. A. B. D. E. G. ינוה MSS.
A. B. יזוחי MSS. A. I. M. X. Z. iii. ראנה MS P.
ראנה MS P. חזר ST. A. B. E. [wanting D. D]
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Various Lections.


xviii.

xix.

xx.

xxi.

Various Lections.
And he said to Zebulun (and to Issachar,)

18. Rejoice, Zebulun, in thy going out;
And, Issachar, in thy Tents:

19. They shall call the People unto the Mountain;
There they shall offer Sacrifices of Righteousness:
For they shall suck of the Overflowing of the Seas,
And of the hidden Treasures of the Sand.

And of Gad he said,

20. Blessed is Gad with a large-Country:
He hath rested as a Lion,
And hath torn the Shoulder with the Head:
For he provided the first Part for himself:

21. When there in the decreed Portion he was secured,
28 \textit{The parallel Prophecies of}

V. xxi. \text{ms. D} \text{. ST. MSS.} A. B. D. E. G.

Various Lections.

V. xxii. ms. D. ST. MSS. A. B. D. E. G.

V. xxiii. want ms. i. ST. MSS. A. B. D. E. G.
Then he went with the Heads of the People:
He executed the Righteousness of the Lord,
And his Judgments with Israel.

And of Dan he said,

22. Dan is a Lion's Whelp:
He shall leap beyond Bashan.

And of Nephtali he said,

23. Nephtali is satisfied with the Favour,
And full of the Blessing of the Lord:
He shall possess to the West and the South.

And of Asher he said,

24. Let Asher be blessed with Children,
And let him be acceptable to his Brethren;

Various Lections.

ST. MSS. A. B. D. E. G. רוחל a Mark or Peskà over the Word
wanting MS. Z*. וווי ST. MSS. A. B. D. E —.
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Various Lections.

V. xxiv. בְּעָשָׁה יָדָיו. מַעְלָה.
MSS. B. D. בְּעָשָׁה. מַעְלָה. [Mark K. V. xxv. מַעְלָה מַעְלָה.
MSS. A. B. D. E. גֶּשֶׁם רַבָּה.
Dr. א. ב. ד. י. ק. מ. ו. א. ה. י. ש. פ. ס. ו. א. ה. י. ק. מ. פ. ס. V. xxvi. דֶּשֶׁם.
And let him dip his Feet in Oil:

25. Under thy shoes let there be Iron and Brass;
   And as thy Days, so let thy Mighty-Men be.

26. There is none like God, O Jefhurun,
    Riding on the Heavens to thy Help,
    And on the Clouds in His Excellency.

27. Thou art the Habitation of the eternal God,
    And under His everlasting Arms:
    And He shall drive the Enemy before thee,
    And shall say, He hath destroyed, and he shall dwell.

28. Israel is alone in Safety;
    The Fountain of Jacob is upon a Land
    Of Corn, and Wine, (and Oil;)
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sofar אסף ירמאל! מיכôle.

שש נשע בחרת?

כון עורד.

ואשר תרב נאותך.

יכהוש אphiaך לול.

ואחת על יבמהו חורך.

**VARIOUS LECTIONS.**

V. xxviii. שמי [שם] ST. MSS. A. B. D. E — G.


ุงשת [נשת] ST. MSS. A. B. D. E — G.

גאתך [גאתך] ST. MSS. D. E — G.
And his Heavens shall drop down Dew.

29. O happy Israel! who is like thee,
O People saved by the Lord?
Who is the Shield of thy Help,
And who is the Sword of thine Excellency:
And thine Enemies shall submit themselves to thee;
And thou shalt tread on their high-Places.

Various Lections.

H. X. i. wanting MS. X. מַעְטָר] מַעְטָר K. M. iii. wanting MS. X. מַעְטָר [אָבָרִי MSS.
The parallel PROPHECIES of

Excerptum ex antiquo & celebri, ac pene unico MSto Arabico, literis Samaritanis exarato, in Bibliotheca Bodleiana apud Oxonienses adservato; nunc primum in lucem quadantenus edito: cum Versione Latina, & Observatiunculis Versionem ipsam respicientibus.

Caput XLIX libri prii legis Mos- 
fer, seue libri Bereshit.

NB. The Arabic Titles to these Chapters are not in the MS. but are taken from Erpenius's Mauritanian Version.

The four first Verses are wanting in the MS.

V. 5. * in suis institutis [مقاطعهم] I follow here Dr. Castell in the Sense he gives to this Word which he quotes from this MS.

V. 7. bGloriabatur, which answers to the Sam. Version, which uses here the Verb יسحب To glory. See Cast. Lex. P. 289. The Sam. Text and MSS. read here יscribe, which has likewise the same Signification.
Jacob and Moses Examined.

rum quia vehementes, et associatio eorum: quoniam exart firma: dividam eos in Jacob, et separabo eos in Israel.


This Version follows here also the Sam. in which we read א genomic, in the same Sense. NB. The final Alif seems here wanting, as in א genomic in the prec. V.

V. 10. Saliman] Thus the Arab Authors generally write the Name of Solomon the Son of David; see Cast. Lex. P. 2541. But as this proper Name is manifestly derived from סلام To make Peace, and as the Sam. Verf. has רט, which is generally understood here as signifying by Eminence The Peaceable one, I rather think the Author of this Version meant that it should be considered as an Appellative in the same Sense.

adeps.] As the Word מיל in Heb. without the Vowel-Points signifies indifferently either Milk, or Fat; the Translator has injudiciously taken it in the latter Sense.
The parallel Prophecies of

V. 16. [Sic ut una] In the Samaritan this Word is written which is certainly a Mistake for unctions.
This Version is inconsistent with the Context in this Place; and so are the Syr. Sam. Vulg. and that of Saadias: The LXX, by changing the Number of the Pronouns, is freer from Exceptions. NB. I have taken no Notice in the Latin of the Affix of the next Word; but shall examine the Meaning of it hereafter.

Deus answers exactly to The all-sufficient; but I have considered it here as a proper Name, because it is preceded by another Attribute of the Deity, viz. The mighty-One.
The Parallel Prophecies of

Caput XXXIII libri quinti legis

Moses, seu Eleh Hadebarim.

Æ C est benedictio qua benedixit Moisë, legatus Dei, filii Israel ante mortem suam: (2) Et dixit, Deus de Sinai venit, & ortus de Sbarar illis, resplenduit de monte Pharan, & cum eo erant aliquot millia sanctorum; a dextra ejus luxit lex illis: (3) Profeéro est amans populorum, & omnes sancti ejus in manu tua; & illi se submittent ad pedes tuos, & patienter ferent verba tua. (4) Legem præcepit nobis Moisë, haereditatem turmæ Jacob. (5) Et fuit rex in Israel, postquam conveniunt capita plebis universæ tribuum Israel. (6) Convaleat RAUBEN, & non moriatur; & fit cum eo numeros. (7) Et hæc de JEHU-DAH, & dixit, Audi, & Deus,

V. 1. *Israel*] The MS. wants the l in this Word, which I have supplied.

V. 6. *Convalecat,* יתב] This Verb, as it is written in the Sam., may signify To dwell, To repent, or To be restored to Health. The Author of this Ver. seems to have thought that To live was sufficiently explained by the subsequent Words Not to die; and therefore, contrary to his Custom, paraphrases in this Place.

V. 7. *audi* seems to be a Mistake for אשמע.
(8) Et ad LIVI dixit, Perfection tua & luminaria tua sint, quaeum tentasti in Massab, &cum quo disceptasti ad aquas Dispensationis: (9) Dicens patri tuo & matri tua Non vidi, & fratrem tuum non agnovit, & filium tuum non animadvertit. Quicunque observavunt eloquia tua & faderar tuarum, (10) Docebunt judicia Jacob & legem tuam Israël, ponent suum in ira tua, & sacrificium super altare tuum. (11) Benedic, o Deus, agmini ejus, & opus manuum ejus fit tibi gratum: debilita lumbos infurgentium in eum & eorum qui oderunt eum: quis eum excitabit?

(12) Et ad BENVAMIN dixit, Manus cum potentia Dei habitabit in tranquillitate, & alas motabit super eum omni die, & inter scapulas habitabit.

(13) Et ad JOSEPH dixit, Benedicta a Deo fit terra ejus praebantissimis cali, de rore, & de

— *eum* In the Arabic we have here the feminine, for the masculine, affix: and so likewise read four Sam. MSS. of the Text. See Var. Lect.

V. 9. *Non* is a Mistake for ٌ.
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... abyfis cubantibus subitus; 14. De praabantissimis proventium folis, & de praabantissimis quae truduntur a lunis; (15) Et de capite montium aeternitas, & de praabantissimis collium mundi; (16) Et de praabantissimis terrae universae; Et beneplacitum habitantis rubi descent ...

V. 13. 'abyfis' is the second Letter in this Word, but, as the Word is marked in the MS., I have placed it third in the Arabic; by which Means it becomes the plural of 'abyfis'.

V. 14. 'qua truduntur a lunis'; it is literally ex ejectione lunarum.

V. 19. 'classis' See this Word quoted from this MS. in Castell's Lexicon.
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V. 22. 1 Betania, so Bashan is generally called by the Arabic Writers.

V. 23. 2 meridiem [وُلِدادرُوم] This Word not occurring in any of the Lexicons I have met with, I have given it the same Signification as has in Heb.
NOTES

On the forty ninth Chapter of GENESIS.

V. i. Called] Jacob, sensible that his last Hour drew near, and having made an End of blessing Joseph's two Sons, as is related at length in the preceding Chapter; now calls all his Sons together, that he might take his last Farewell of them.

That which shall befall you] We have in Scripture Instances of Fathers summoning their Children, or Magistrates the People under their Charge, to attend to their last Words: where the Declarations, except in the Case of Isaac, are to be regarded rather as Prayers for their Prosperity, or as Directions for their Conduct, than in the Light of Prophecies. But in the remarkable Prophecy before us we have as it were an Epitome of the History of the most extraordinary Nation that ever existed, for near the space of 1500 Years; we have Facts, so remote, and some of them so extraordinary, foretold in it, that, as they are infinitely beyond the Penetration of human Sagacity, they must be allowed by every fair Inquirer, when he sees how exactly they were fulfilled, to have been dictated by the unerring Spirit of God.

An Opinion prevailed very early in the World, that the Soul when it was near departing from the Body acquired a presaging Faculty. Socra-

a Gen. XXVII. 4. 1 Kings II. 1. Joh. XXIII, XXIV.
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Superior in dignity and superior in violence. The Verb אֲבַל, signifying primarily To stretch beyond the usual Bounds, is used also figuratively for Adding, Advancing, &c. I follow most of the antient Versions in considering the two Words אֲבַל in this Place as Adjectives; and this may be justified by other Places. The Word אֲבַל being used indifferently in a good or bad Sense, I apprehend the latter of them suits the Context rather better; because Jacob in the next Word reproves his Son, and as it were passeth Sentence on him; and in Verse 7th the same Word is joined to the Anger for which the two next Sons are condemned.

V. iv. Thou hast been unstable, וַיְזַכְּרוּ. The Samaritan Lec-
tion is here admitted; because it seems to connect better with the pre-
ceding Verse; because וַיְזַכְּרוּ, (the Reading of the Hebrew Text,) if it was an Adjective, should most probably have been written וַיְזַכְּרוּ, as in all the other Places where it is so used; and because all the antient Versions (from which any Thing can be collected in this respect, Saadias's Arabic excepted which is not here very intelligible,) seem to have had a Verb in their Copies: But, as they differ as to the Signification of this Word, in rendering which they seem to have been guided merely by the exigentia loci, I have followed our Version in the sense it gives to it, which will appear on Examination to be the most certain.

Thou shalt not be superior] What the Advantages of Primo-
geniture were, cannot now be exactly ascertained. It is suppos-
ed that they consisted in the Kingdom or supreme Power, in the Priesthood, and in larger Possessions. Most of the Jewish Writers agree in this Point; and we find that Melchizedek was both King and Priest, and so Anius in Virgil is called Rex idem hominum, Phœbique Sacerdos. This, however, is certain that Reuben had neither of these; for the first of them was given to Judah, the second to Levi, and the third to Joseph; so that he was upon a Level with the rest of his Brethren. His Tribe was indeed one of the first that had Lands assigned to it, and the Country had good Pasture-Grounds, but was frequently infested by the Incur-
sions of the neighbouring Nations who lived to the South and East

f Esth. VI. 6. Prov. XVII. 7. g Gen. XIV. 18. h Æn. III. v. 80. i v. 10. k Ex. XXVIII. 30. l 1 Chr. V. 1. m Num. XXXII. 43. n v. 25.
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of it. See this Point more particularly discussed hereafter at the End of the Remarks upon GAD.

— **GOING UP, יְהָה** This Word may be rendered either by the Gerund, as Gen. XLVI. 4. or by the Participle, as Chap. XXXVIII. 13. and Deut. XXXII. 50. I find Calmet approves of the first of these Senses: for he says, "J'aimerois mieux traduire: 'Vous aviez souillé ma couche en y montant.'" Je lis holeh, au lieu de halah, dans l'Hebreu; And certainly this is much better than to make יְהָה the preter, for if it is referred to Reuben, the Enallage of Persons is unnatural; and if referred to the Couch, as in the Margin of our Bibles, or to Reuben's Dignity, according to others, in the Sense of perished or vanished, it ought to be shewn that the Verb can admit of such a Sense in this Place: It is indeed joined to a Smoak o and to a Vision, p which may be justly said to vanish; but though this Sense of the Verb may be more applicable to Dignity, yet the Words are so distant that they cannot be well connected. The Targums, Syr. Sam. and LXX are to this Effect; Then didst thou defile my couch when thou wentest up. The Vulg. omits this Word; and Saadius's Arab. is quite foreign to the Purpose. Erpenius's Ed. reads على Against me.

**SIMEON AND LEVI.**

Jacob intimates that these his Sons were not nearer related in Blood, than in their cruel Disposition, which had manifested itself in an Act shocking to Humanity: On the mention of which (v. 6) he immediately breaks off; declares in an affecting manner that he was not privy to, and testifies his utter Abhorrence of, it. He comes next to some of the Particulars of that infamous Day, when these two Chiefs in cold Blood destroyed a whole Town from the principal, to the meanest, Inhabitant; (as is related at Length, with all the Circumstances of Perfidy and Inhumanity, Chap. XXXIV.) V. 7. The good old Man, here roused with Indignation at so barbarous a Scene, passionately exclaims against the immoderate Wrath which had produced such bitter Fruits, and takes his Leave of them by assuring them, that their Punishment, though slow, would be adequate to their Crime.
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V. V. BRETHREN [וּרְאַתָּהוּ] This Word is used for Persons of the same turn of Mind, Prov. XVIII. 9, &c.

**THEY HAVE EXECUTED, [בָּלַע]** This Reading of the Samaritan Text is preferable to that of the Hebrew, viz. בָּלַע Instruments; and is followed by several of the Versions: and Ezekiel, 9 when he expresses the full Execution of Anger and Fury, uses this Word; than which a more proper could not be thought of in this Place, as it gives a just Idea of the total Excision made by these Brethren of all that belonged to Hamor; see VV. 15 and following of the Chapter before-mentioned.

**THEIR VIOLENT STRATAGEMS, or literally, The Violence of their Stratagems, [הָעֳנַמֵּים מִלְכָּהוֹרִים]** This last Word, occurring only in this Place, has, as it usually does in the like Cases, much divided Expositors: But of all the Interpretations of it, that of Habitation is the least justifiable; for there is no sufficient Authority for that Signification, which at best makes but a bad Sense; and has this Inconvenience in common with the next that shall be mentioned, that there must be a preposition supplied: The Sense of Swords given to it is borrowed from the Chald. מִלְכָּה, which the Rabbins (who mix all Sorts of Languages with their own) having evidently adopted from the Greek μαχαίρα, it cannot for that Reason be admitted. Le Clerc translates it Affiances, from the Chaldee Root, which is a much better Sense, as it intimates that the Promises of Marriage to which they had assented were the Cloak of their Cruelty; see VV. 9 and 13. Dr. Castell, after Lud. de Dieu, contends for the Signification of Counsels; his Words are, Προφητεία οἱ Ιωκραί (quos adduc vidimus) ad unum omnes, & cum iis Critici, & nostri, cum Gladiis, Peregrinationibus &c. elongati nimis a vero hujus vocis sensu. Perficatur Grotius; est plane Αἰθιopicum (ἱλαρον) n. Consilium, Ιουσιασία; suffraguntur fenes; 3. Sam. Ar. Maur. a quorum partibus fuit elit Veritas; favet etiam contextus. The Doctor had probably not examined Aben Ezra, or had forgotten that he renders the Word in the same manner that he does. But may it not be objected, that it was going too far to fetch the Signification of an Hebrew Word from the Ethiopic Dialect: and if we can find what we want in the Arabic, why should we not rest there? Now [مُكَر (from the Verb مَكْر machinatus est)] signifies fraudulent Purposes, deceitful Views, &c. either of which Sense
more strongly expresses the same Idea which is espoused by these learned Men, and is favoured equally by the Context, and by the Versions above-mentioned: I may add, that either of them is more authorized by the History; for we are told that when Hamor and Shechem made a fair Proposal of repairing the Injury done by the latter, the Sons of Jacob answered Shechem and Hamor his Father deceitfully. Chap. XXXIV. 13.

V. vi. O my soul, enter not into their secret;] Though Jacob seems from what is recorded to have urged only prudential Reasons against the Crime committed by these two Brethren, yet we may fairly conclude from the manly Abhorrence he expresses here, that his Conduct in that Transaction was not open to Censure.

Into their council, בָּשָׁדִי. This Word does not so frequently signify a Counsel, or Secret, as it does a Council, or Assembly where Persons meet to consult together. It is rendered by the latter of these in our Version in many Places, and should have been so here.

Be not thou united with them, מָצִית. Most of the antient Versions render the Verbs in this, and the preceding, Line, by the optative Mood; but I have followed ours here in using the imperative with the vocative Case, to avoid the Solecism which infuses on joining בָּשָׁדִי, a Noun of the masculine Gender, with מָצִית which (if considered in the 3 person fut.) is of the feminine. The Samaritan Text reads indeed מָצִית kindled; but the Sense of the Verb מָצִית is more agreeable to the Context. It is not improbable however that neither מָצִית nor מָצִית are perfectly right, but that the true Reading is to be extracted from both, and that it was מָצִית, the 3 pers. masc. fut. either of the Verb מָצִית To be united, or of מָצִית To rejoice; because if the Force of the imperative was intended to have been expressed, that Mood would have been used: And because all the antient Versions agree, as was before intimated, against the vocative Case. I have supplied in the Version the Preposition with the Pronoun (ָּם) with them, as in a parallel Instance, וּלְאֵיךְ עָמַדְתָּךְ תֹּאכֵל: Thou shalt not be joined with them in Burial; for otherwise it should be a בָּ, and not a ב, which should be prefixed to בָּשָׁדִי.


Mins
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MINE HONOUR ANSWERS TO MY SOUL in the preceding line, and, like it, is frequently used in Poetry for the Pronoun of the first Person. [u]

MEN, their] This Word, though singular in its Form, is frequently used for any Number of Men; though it is nearly a Matter of Indifference which of the two Numbers we adopt here: The singular answers more exactly to the Chief in the next Line; but the plural represents in a stronger Light the Murder of all the Males. [w]

IN THEIR WILFULNESS] That this is the proper Sense of יְנִיָּה in this Place appears probable by confronting it with ANGER in the preceding Line, and with the History which represents these two Champions as giving the greatest Scope to their Anger, and in a cruel and SPORTIVE Manner making a general Massacre. It must be confessed, however, that this Word is generally used in a good Sense for Goodwill, Favour, &c. as Dr. Kennicott x has observed: but there are not wanting Instances y which may justify the rendering it MERE WILL OF PLEASURE; as Passion, rather than REASON, directs.

THEY EXTINGUISHED A CHIEF] The primary Signification of the Verb הַכּוּן is that which is given here: It is used in a secondary Sense for boughing Horses or Cattle; hence many render this Place, they boughed an Ox; while others prefer the Sense of pulling down a Wall; for יְנִיָּה, abstractedly considered, may justify either Interpretation. "But," as Dr. Taylor z has observed, "neither appears from the History; on the contrary they preferred and seized upon the Oxen. If the Grammar will but bear it," adds the Dr, "the best Sense, I apprehend, is in their self-will they extirpated a Prince. They slew the Subject, and extirpated the Prince’s Family." Now that the Reader may be able to form a Judgment, I shall lay before him all, I think, that can be said in favour of this Sense. That יְנִיָּה, and not הַכּוּן, is the usual Term for a Prince or Chief, is well known: but as the Verb יְנִיָּה signifies To have Power, as a King or Chief, one might expect to find the participle יְנִיָּה, or the derivative יְנִיָּה, used as the apppellative for the Person vested with that Power; the first signifies only an Enemy (from watching an Opportunity, which is one of the Significations of that Verb;) but the

u Pfal. VII. 6. XVI. 9. XXXVI. 8. w Ver. 25. x Diff. on 1 Chr. P. 60. y Dan. VIII. 4. XI. 1, 16. Neh. IX. 24, 37. Est. 1. 8. z Con. in voce יְנִיָּה. See also what Dr. Kenn. has observed to the same Effect. Diff. on 1 Chr. P. 56.
latter, besides the Signification it has in common with the first, is used also for chief, or principal, as I think may be proved from two Instances, viz. 10. When he (the Plowman) hath made plain the Face thereof, doth he not cast abroad the Fitches, and scatter the Cummin, and cast in the principal Wheat? a 20. The other Instance, b viz. דְּּוְּיִמְּלִיל נְשָׁה הָרָעָה, may not be thought at first Sight so clear, as it is generally rendered, In Gilead they sacrifice Oxen: but whoever will take the Pains to examine the whole Scope of the Prophet, will, I make no doubt, subscribe to the Version of the LXX. viz. דְּּוְּיִמְּלִיל נְשָׁה הָרָעָה and to the printed Arabic, which is to the same Effect, viz. דְּּוְּיִמְּלִיל נְשָׁה הָרָעָה, THE PRINCES which sacrificed — and conclude with the learned Benedictin, c that "l'ancienne Leçon de Théodoret, & de St. Jérôme (who read here PRINCES) est sans doute la meilleure." To this might be added, that from the Verb abovementioned comes נְשָׁה a Gift presented by one who is admitted to see a Person of Eminence; that נְשָׁה in Samaritan signifies Principality; and that שָּׁר in Arab. is To command. And before I conclude I cannot but suggest an Argument which arises from the Context in behalf of the Sense here contended for, viz. That, as in five Couplets of Verses relating to Simeon and Levi, the second Line of four of them is plainly exegetical of the first, it is highly probable that this holds likewise with regard to the fifth Couplet; which will not be the Case but in the Sense here offered, or that of an Enemy; which may be acquiesced in, if what has been said is not thought sufficient to establish the other Sense: for though the Sons of Jacob were reconciled to the Sichemites, yet the Word may be used in a laxer Sense for a Man who had been, or whom they thought to be, and had treated as, an Enemy.

V. vii. CURSED, רְשָׁם] This Reading of the Hebrew Text is much preferable to רְשָׁם in the Samaritan; as this last is always used in a good Sense, for illustrious, magnificent, &c. which Sense is contrary to the whole Scope of this Place; whereas the excessive Anger and Re- sentment here mentioned may be justly said to have produced cursed Effects, and in Consequence the Curse which immediately follows.

N.B. It may be observed here by the Way that most, if not, all the Curses in the Old Testament are like this to be limited to some temporal Evils. This Consideration helps to account for the Imprecations we there meet with.

a Isai. XXVIII. 25. b Hof. XII. 12. c Calm. Comm. in loco.
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I will divide them in [Jacob] Jacob full of the Holy Spirit speaks here as an Oracle of God, attributing to himself what belonged to the Supreme Disposer of all Things, and what did not come to pass till some Generations after. By Jacob and Israel he here means the Land of Canaan and the other Countries which were to be divided among his Sons. In this Division the Simeonites had only some Towns and Villages given them in the worst Part of Judah's Lot, which not finding large enough for them, they removed at different Times, and formed Colonies in different Parts which they conquered from the Idumeans and Amalekites. The Levites had their forty eight Cities dispersed in the twelve Tribes in Proportion to their Extent. These two Tribes therefore were not only separated from one another, but each from itself, in a great measure, according to Jacob's Prediction.

JUDAH.

Jacob, having disinherited in Part his three eldest Sons on account of their Crimes, comes now to his fourth, who, according to the antient and established Law among Nations, had the best Right to succeed to what they had forfeited. He takes Occasion in the Beginning of the Discourse he addresses to him to observe, that, as his Name implied Praise, he accordingly should be praised by his Brethren; and that on account of his military Exploits, they would honour him as their Chief: For that Reason, and because he had been chiefly instrumental in saving Joseph's Life, he is compared in the next Verse to a Lion, whom none dared to oppose. The Allegory ended, Jacob resumes the Subject (v. 10.) from which he had digressed, explains what those Honours should be, which he had only mentioned in general, and says expressly, that they should consist in his having the supreme Power; which whosoever obtained, whether some of his Descendants or others, they should continue fixed in the Portion assigned him for his Inheritance, till Christ, whom he should have the Honour to reckon among his Posterity, should come to establish his universal Empire.

The Land of Judah having been treated of as a Person V. 10. in Verse 11 and 12 the same Figure is carried on, and under a great Variety of Images its great Fertility, in Vineyards especially, and in Pasture-Grounds is described.

d Jof. XIX. 1.  e 1 Chr. IV. 39, &c.  f Jof. XXI.  V. viii.
V. viii. Thou art indeed Judah. In our Version the Pronouns שָׁמָי and יְזָהא are supplied, and ג is omitted; which is not so well, as the Words may as conveniently be rendered literally. To the substantive Verb, which must necessarily be supplied, I have added the Adverb indeed, and distinguished the Word Praise by different Characters, in order to convey by it some faint Idea of the Paronomasia of the Original.

N.B. From what is here said, and in V. xvi. Bishop Hooper was led to think that the same kind of Allusion, though not so clear, ran through all the Names in this Prophecy, and that almost every Thing that was prophesied of each of the Patriarchs had reference to his Name; and he has written a Treatise to prove that Point.

Thy Brethren will praise thee. The Jerusalem-Targum intimates that this was accomplished when all Jacob's Descendants, returning from Babylon, took the Name of יָדִיי יָבּד or Jews, in Honour to Judah: But it is more probable that the Praises or Honours here intimated were bestowed on this Tribe long before that Period, and that they refer to his Precedence in the Wilderness, or to his obtaining the first Lot in the Land of Canaan. The Reason of this Distinction seems given in the next Line; after which greater Honours are promised.

Thy Hand shall be on the back. The Word וֹעֲשֶׂה properly signifies The Back-Part of the Neck; hence it is used indifferently for Back, or Neck. The Phrase therefore Thy Hand upon or against the Back of thine Enemies, is I apprehend the same as if it was more fully expressed, as it is in other Places, i. thus יָדִיי הָעַדְשֶׂה יָדִיי יָבּד or rather יָדִיי יָבּד יָדִיי יָבּד יָדִיי יָבּד; Thy Hand will make thine Enemies turn their back to thee, or before thee: i.e. put them to flight. This Tribe, as was before suggested, led the Van of the Armies of Israel, and had the first Place in the Encampments in the Wilderness; was, after Joshua's Death, fixed upon to lead the others to Battle; and produced David, that great Captain, who made an intire Conquest of his Enemies: I have, says he, pursued mine Enemies, and overtaken them; neither did I turn again till they were consumed; and presently after he adds, Thou hast also given me the Necks, (יָדִיי) or rather the backs, of mine Enemies, &c.

G v. Nold. in s 31. h id. ib. 8. i Ex. XXIII. 27. Joh. VII. 8, 12. 2 Chr. XXIX. 6. k Num. II. 3. l Judg. I. 1. m Ph. XVIII, 37, &c.
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Thy father's children shall bow down to thee.] This is, not to be understood, as some have imagined, as if all Judah's posterity were to be particularly honoured in their own person by their brethren. It is sufficient for the accomplishment of this part of the prophecy, that they all partook of the honours of David, elected from among them; whom all the tribes acknowledged as their lawful sovereign, and from whom descended a very long race of kings; that they had in this portion the temple, the throne, and the metropolis; and that all the tribes were enjoined to go thither at all the solemn festivals to worship. It is in respect to these circumstances that the historian is to be understood, when he says, Judah prevailed above his brethren, for out of him came the chief ruler.

V. ix. O Judah thou art a lion's whelp; thou didst bring up my son from being a prey:

This prophecy is hitherto very distinct and clear, but begins here to be very much perplexed by a great number of enallages: For in most versions the line preceding this runs in the second person; this is in the third; the next is in the second again; and in that which immediately follows the third person re-appears. The tenses of the verbs are as much diversified; for in three lines immediately succeeding each other we have the future and pretérit tenses expressed, and the present is to be understood. Not to insist here on the obscurity arising from the same word's being used in the compass of four verses for the founder of the tribe, for the tribe itself, and for the country possessed by that tribe: to which may be added an unaccountable confusion in the pronouns. To remove some of these difficulties, and to examine the sense given in the version, shall be the business of the following note.

The words יְדוּֽעַב אַלְּפָּה יְבָשָׁן, 'Judah a Lion's Whelp, abstractedly considered, seem to require only the substantive verb to make them a proposition. But as the four preceding lines and the next are addressed to Judah in the second person, it should seem that this ought likewise so to be. The reason, as I apprehend, why the pronoun יְוָאנֵ is not expressed in this verse, is that, as it had occurred just before, it might be thought unnecessary to repeat it, and particularly as the verb in the next line is in the second person. The sense of this hemistic is therefore to be supplied with the necessary parts from the context.
JACOB AND MOSES EXAMINED.

I construe וַיָּכָר in the next Line in such a Manner as to have the infinitive וַיִּשָּׁכֵר understood, which gives the particle מ a negative Force, as in the following Instances, viz. מִיַּכָּר וּמִיִּשָּׁכֵר, that you may not be, or from being, a King; מִיַּכָּר וּמִיִּשָּׁכֵר, that she may not be Mistress; and, lastly, מִיַּכָּר וּמִיִּשָּׁכֵר that he may not be a People. These are sufficient to justify the rendering וַיָּכָר from being a Prey, or that be might not be a Prey.

By מֵאַיִם I understand is meant emphatically my son, or my favourite or dear Child, in the same Manner as in the admired Lamentation of David over his Son Absalom. And with regard to the Verb וַיָּכָר, I consider it here as transitive; for which Sense I think there is sufficient Authority. When God (for Instance) tells Jacob, I will go down with thee into Egypt, and will surely bring (or, bringing I will bring) thee up again, are not the Words וַיָּכָר and וַיִּשָּׁכֵר in Kal? at least, the infinitive is so, for otherwise it would be וַיָּכָר as it was in Hiphil.

The same may be said in regard to the Expression וַיָּכָר when they are laid or brought into the Balance. A Wound to be cured is said in Kal To be made to ascend: so likewise a Fact, or Person that is mentioned in a Book, is said to be brought, or made to ascend, into it; and this in the Conjugations Kal or Hiphil indifferently. I might dwell on several other Instances, which the masoretical Pointing determines to be in Kal, and which are generally considered as transitive; but, as their Conjugation is not distinguishable without the Points, I shall only refer to them. Upon the whole, מֵאַיִם seems capable of being rendered thou hast made to come up, or thou didst bring up, viz. my Son from being a Prey: the Sense of which will be according to Saadias's Version (or rather Paraphrase) of this Place, viz.

Thou hast delivered my Son from Death.

The Words thus explained every one will see allude to a well known Fact, in which Judah acted a principal Part. Reuben indeed shewed true brotherly Affection in endeavouring to save Joseph's Life: but it was by Judah's Counsel, under God, that every Step of that important Transaction was directed: For he not only prevailed over his Brethren to sell him to the Midianites, that being the lesser Evil; but over Jacob,


in
in persuading him to suffer them to go once more to Egypt, having first pledged his two Sons for Benjamin; and his pathetic Speech prevailed over Joseph's Policy; inomuch that he may not improperly be said to have been that generous Lion, who alone preferred the Lamb from being devoured by savage Beasts. An Act then inspired by Reason and Conscience, and so important by the Divine Direction in its Consequences, cannot be thought too insignificant to have been recollected at this Time, as it was the happy Source from whence flowed all the Comforts they then enjoyed.

Another Argument arises from the Method used by Jacob in this Prophecy: For hitherto he has assigned a Cause for the Curse he has pronounced on his three eldest Sons, and now because Judah is blessed in a particular Manner, may we not expect to have the Reason of it given? If it is objected that he gives no Reasons for what he says concerning the rest of his Sons; it is replied, that as the Predictions relating to seven of them are of much less Importance, they are delivered in very few Words; and that in them no judicial Rewards or Punishments are found, because their particular Merit or Demerit does not appear, from what is recorded, to have been equal to that of the other five: the Blessings being therefore gratuitous the Reason of conferring them is not to be looked for. But this was far from being the Case with regard to Joseph: as he was to be very eminent among his Brethren, the Grounds of his Greatness are sufficiently laid open to our View. It is not therefore improbable that Jacob should have his Eye fixed upon some Transaction in Judah's Life, and as there is none recorded that does him more Honour, or is more meritorious, we have Reason to suppose it that which we have been considering, which together with his natural Right, after the Forfeiture of his elder Brethren, will be the Foundation of that important Prophecy which almost immediately follows.

He stooped down, he couched as a Lion, and as a Lioness &c.] Jacob having compared Judah to a young Lion, which had delivered his Son from becoming a Prey to wild Beasts, pursues here the Allegory. That there is sufficient Foundation in Nature for such a Comparison is not improbable from Aristotle's Account of the Lion, who says that some Beasts are generous, courageous, and noble, as the Lion; ta

a Ch. XLIII. b Ch. XLIV. & XLV. c Ver. 23, 24.
A t v tptt, kcu clv^ho, kcu ivfiri,oicvXimv :d and particularly from the Story of Androcles and a Lion, mentioned by Ælian. e This Man having by Accident relieved the Beast in its Distress, gave it an Opportunity of shewing its Gratitude by constantly bringing him Food as long as he continued in its Den. The Lion being at last taken, and the Man exposed to it in the Roman Theatre, the generous Animal recollecting his former Benefactor, instead of falling upon him, as the Spectators expected, not only crouched at his Feet and cared for him, but tore in Pieces a Panther that was sent to devour him. The Story likewise which he relates in another Place f from Eudemus, proves at least that it was the Opinion at that Time, that Lions were ready to assist the weak and oppressed. See likewise in Bochart's many Instances of Gentleness in Lions. The Picture therefore of a courageous Lion's Whelp proud of having rescued in his Excursion for Prey a Man that had been kind to him, which, when returned to his Den satiated, bends his Knees, and lies down prostrate, secure from all Apprehensions of any Attack, is well drawn and its Colours are striking. But as in Painting, if the principal Features of each Figure are exact Copies after Nature, we readily excuse the slight Excursions of the Painter's Fancy; so in poetical Descriptions, when the Image is well adapted to illustrate and adorn the Subject in some principal Circumstances, the Adjuncts are not to be examined in that Light, as if every Part was to correspond in an exact Manner with it. Thus in Moses' Song, h God, on account of his fatherly Care of the Israelites in leading them through the Wilderness, is compared to an Eagle teaching her Young to fly, which is a well chosen Comparison: but it would be lost Labour to endeavour to point out what particular Acts of God answer exactly to every Part of the Description of the Eagle: So likewise in Solomon's Song; i when he had compared his Spouse's Teeth to a Flock of Sheep shorn, and gone up from washing, one would imagine he had sufficiently exemplified the Beauty of them; and yet he adds in both Places, where he uses the Image, whereof every one bear-

ETH TWINS, AND THERE IS NOT ONE BARREN AMONG THEM: which Adjuncts it is manifest have little or no Relation to the Teeth. It is I apprehend so here; for when we read He stooped down, he couch-ed, &c. we are led to separate for a while the Idea of Judah, and follow the Poet till he has compleated the Description he had begun of the

---

e De Anim. LVII. C. XLVIII.  
f De Anim. L. IV. C. XLV.  
g Hieroz. Lib. I. Chap. II. P. 10.  
h Deut. XXXII. 11.  
i Ch. IV. 2. VI. 6.  
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Lion. Igitur bis in Comparationibus, says Dr. Lowth, quae ad ornatum & deleitionem referuntur, id vere statui posse videtur, eas suum finem tum maxime adhibui, cum Imago inducitur non modo elegans & jucunda, sed ejusmodi etiam, quae a re cui componitur toto genere fit plane diversa & difficilis, in uno autem vel pluribus adjunctis cum eadem apte conveniat.

Upon the whole: I would not be thought to lay so great a Stress on the Interpretation here given to this Verse as if it was absolutely the true one. For though it appears to me to be a probable Interpretation, many Persons may still prefer the Sense which is found in the Generality of Commentators, who, reading the first Lines thus, "Judah is a Lion's Whelp; thou art gone up from the Prey, O my Son," paraphrase on them in this Manner, "Thou my Son Judah, mayest be compared, on account of thy Courage, to a young Lion, which returns to his Den in the Hills when he is satiated with his Prey, &c." and by the Gradation observable in this Verse, (viz. a Whelp, an adult Lion, and the still fiercer Lioness with Young,) they think that the gradual Increase of Dominion in this Tribe is aptly represented; which, from sight Marks of Respect paid to it in the Wilderness, arrived to the greatest Honours under David and Solomon; and enjoyed the Blessings of Peace, after it had subdued its Enemies in such a Manner that none would dare for a long Time to attack that Kingdom.

Who shall rouse him up? Ælian says that the Egyptians had observed that a Lion when he sleep moves his Tail, to shew that he was not quite overcome with Sleep as other Animals; and that for that Reason they had consecrated him to the Sun.

V. x. The sceptre in its primary and general Signification denotes any Rod or Staff; whence it comes to have an appropriate Sense, and is used for a Shepherd's Crook, and for the Rod or Sceptre which is the Token of the royal Authority, &c. The Word is found in this last Sense in three other Places; and there is abundant Authority to fix it thus from Analogy, from the Context, from the Event, and from near all the Versions, antient and modern.

But it should be observed that by sceptre here is not understood an absolute Authority; because, as it is only an Ensign of Power, it determines nothing as to the Extent or Condition of that Power, so that it may...
may be used for a limited and dependant, as well as for a despotic, one: and, that though the Sceptre is regarded by us in these Days as a Token of Royal Authority, it does not necessarily suppose a King to wield it, but may be used for a subordinate Magistrate. These Positions must be granted by Critics, as otherwise they cannot account for the Accomplishment of this Prophecy. Hence I collect that Sceptre here signifies the CHIEF COMMAND, or AUTHORITY, whether it was called βασιλεία, αρχή, πρωτεύω, γεωργία, or αρχηγευσις, as we find it was: and what seems to confirm it, is the Word GENERAL or GOVERNO in the next Line, which is exegetical of it.

shall not depart] As these Words have been urged to prove that Judah must have been in Possession of the Sceptre at the Time that Jacob spoke, I shall here quote a Remark of Wagenseil in confutation of that Notion; viz. Illud præmonuisset operæ pretium est, perperam ætas hoc uticinium tractare, qui initium impetuosus ejusdem statim in id tempus quod editum est, aut paulo post defugint, & sic per continuationem successionis, ad Messiae adventum usque producunt. Praterquam enim, quod secundum Theologorum regulam, etiam prophetias quæ aliquid brevissim & e vestigio quæ eventum prænuntiant, tamen cum temporis aliqua mora, & tali, qualem res ipsa efflagit, accipere oportet, ut idem tanto magis debatur nostrar pronuntiare conveniat: Turn vero insuper ipsa entbeus vates nostrar Jacobus, cum oracula sua edere vellet, signanter ita filios suos alloquitus esse deprehensurus, "Congregamini ut annuntiem quæ eventura sunt vobis in diebus nostrar," ut Vulgatus transtulit.

from judah, ידועה] This Word is used in the following Senses;
1. For the Patriarch so called, as V. 9; 2. For his Descendants, or the Tribe; 3. For the Land given to that People; 4. For the Kingdom so called, in Opposition to that of Israel; and 5. for the Country, in Contradistinction to the City of Jerusalen. Of these different Acceptations of Judah, the second and third only can be suitable to this Place: The second indeed may be, but with this Caution that the Tribe of Judah be not restrained merely to his Posterity, (because the Prophecy thus limited would not be true;) but that it be extended to all that ever made a Part of that Tribe, as Wagenseil explains it; viz. & quidem...
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proprie attinet is a appellatio, tum primum ad tribum Judeæ, eōque qui sunt bant festabantur, tum deinde ad illos, qui ex Babylonica captivitate in Palestina sunt reducines, quorum major pars ex tribu Judeæ genus ducabant; &c. But, to avoid the Mistake which may arise from not attending to this Distinction, I prefer the third Sense, i. e. the Land of Judah. What determines the Word in the Sense contended for, is, that Judah, when it is to be understood of the Land or Tribe, is almost universally, in the Prophets at least, of the feminine Gender; as will appear by the following Instances, viz. "Let us go against Judah and vex her, and let us make a Breach in her for us, and set a King in the midst of her." Judah she shall be carried away captive, all of her, she shall be carried away &c. Again, "Judah she mourneth, and her Gates languish." And of many other Instances which may be seen in the Margin, I shall only mention one more, viz. "Judah hath multiplied fenced Cities, but I will send a Fire upon his Cities, and it shall devour her Palaces." I quote this Verse particularly, because it is exactly parallel to that we are now considering; the masculine and feminine Pronouns being in both of them construed with Judah; see vbn or yvn, and nbn; and in order to shew that some few Exceptions can be no material Objection to the general Rule. Now that Judah is here also of the feminine Gender, will, I trust, be sufficiently shewn when we come to consider the Word shil; but in the mean time I beg Leave to conclude that it signifies here the Land of Judah.

The Reason why Judah is here of that Gender seems to be in order to distinguish what is predicted of that Patriarch from what relates to Christ, as will appear by the Sequel. And though the Pronouns in these three Verses are far from being exact, and Dr. Pococke tells us that it is not worth while to stand on such a Grammar-Nicety, yet as there may be found a sufficient Clew to arrive at the Truth, and the Point is of too much Importance to be passed over in Silence, I shall in the Course of these Remarks shew what I apprehend is the true Syntax: but beg Leave to mention here that I have considered the Pronoun in...
the next Line as feminine, with a View only of preserving a Consistency in the Diction.

Nor a leader, נְדֵרָה] The Particle  י is here considered by Bp. Patrick, after Wagenfeil, as disjunctive, and not as copulative; so that the Construction is according to them, The Sceptre shall not depart, &c. or a Governour shall not depart, &c. i.e. one or other of the two shall be in the Tribe of Judah, not co-existing, but in a Succession; viz. Kings from David to the Captivity, and inferior, tributary, Princes from that Period to Christ. But a very little Examination will shew that this is not untwisting, but cutting, the Knot: for they assume a Principle contrary to a Rule, which I cannot find admits of one single Exception, viz. that  י is always negative when a Negative Particle has preceded, and where there is no Verb in the latter Branch of the Sentence; for in that Case it is adversative: The Instances they propose prove nothing to their Purpose; for whether we read, Thou shalt not make any graven Image, or any Likeness, &c. (as it is in one Place, γ) or substitute the negative nor any Likeness &c. (as it is in another Place γ) the Sense is the same; there is no Disjunction, but the Prohibition extends to both Members of the Period. The Case is the same in all other Instances. This Fort not being therefore tenable, we must seek Refuge elsewhere.

Of the two Significations of נְדֵרָה, Leader, and Lawgiver, the first seems the more certain, as the Word may be rendered by it, or in the Notion of Governour, wherever it occurs; but not so of the latter. And as to the other Sense generally given to it, viz. Interpreter, or Dispenser, of the Laws, I cannot find that there is any Authority for it in Scripture; and yet in this Sense the Word is to be understood here, (if the latter of the two Significations is adopted,) except it be said that by Lawgiver is meant Jehovah, who acted by his Vice-gerents during the Theocracy, as is explained in the Div. Leg. z Le Clerc refers to Sceptre in the preceding Line in order to ascertain the Signification of נְדֵרָה in this, as one is explanatory of the other: but it proves at least as much in favour of the Notion of Governour, as of the Interpreter of the Laws. The LXX read here πουσινας, the Vulg. Dux, and Symmachus translates this Word in another Place πορευομαι. a But what determines this
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Word principally in the Signification of Leader, are the Words that follow, viz.

From between his standards ] This is the Samaritan Lection; the Hebrew is from between his Feet; or his seed, as the Words are generally explained. But, though we meet with the Expression, The young one that cometh out from between her Feet, it does not follow that it can be used of a Male without great Impropriety: And allowing it might, the Assertion would be repugnant to Fact; for History sufficiently informs us that Judah was far from having an unbroken Line of Princes descended from him to the Time this Prophecy neccessarily supposes. Wagenfeil proposes a new Sense of the Word מובט לונלור viz. the Extremity or Decline of the State; implying that Judah would have Kings or Governors to the last. But the Places he refers to can by no Means, I think, establissh his Conjecture:

1. The first is not in the least to his Purpose, and supposing that their Feet, or the Rear of their Army, in the other Place might justify the rendering ילע from here in the manner he would have it, yet would the Expression the Feet of the State sound very harsh; but what is of more Force, the Prepositions מ & יב immediately preceding could never be so distorted as to signify even to, or any Thing else than from between, or simply from; see Nold. Le Clerc, not satisfied with any Sense that is given to the Hebrew Lection, suspects its Genuineness, and, though in general no Advocate for the Sam. Text, he is here forced to speak in its Defence. Vexilla Judae, says he, dicuntur ejus posteris, metaphorad ex re militari duxit. "Non recedet e mediis ejus vexillis" idem erit as si dicet "Jacob, juris dicendi jus semper erit penes aliquem eorum qui vocatus ad militiam vexilla fide, sequentur. Unicuique autem Tribui suis sive vexilla docemur Num. II. The Sense he gives to is a good one; but, as the chief Use of a military Standard is to distinguish Armies, or Parts of Armies, from each other; (whence it comes that מובט signifies a distinguished Person;) I rather think that the Meaning of the Expression From between his, or her Standards, is from the Land of Judah distinguished by his Name and as his Property, or from his Posterity as a people distinguished from other Nations.


UNTIL
Until, ⁹Until, ²Until, These two Particles thus connected occur in four Places besides; and there signify until, i.e. to such a Point of Time, and no farther. The Instance Le Clerc gives to justify their not excluding the Time which follows that Event to which they are prefixed is not to the Purpose; because the Particles are not the same, but יִשָּׁעַר. It seems therefore here implied that, when Christ came, the Sceptre should depart from Judah.

Some Jews, oppressed with the Weight of this Text, thought they could not shake it off better than by separating these Particles, and reading the first in the Sense of לַיְהַז; thus, The Sceptre shall not depart, &c. for ever, for Siblo (or whatever else they substituted) shall come. But that this is a mean Refuge for their Obstinacy, has been shewn by Nollius, and by the Author of Conference de Metz.

Who belongeth to it, ²Who belongeth to it, Before any Reasons are offered to vindicate the Sense here given to the Word we are now considering, it may not be improper to endeavour to fix the true Reading; and though so much has already been written upon this Verse by others, I hope to be excused if I briefly mention what Exceptions the principal Interpretations of this Word are subject to.

The Word which is rendered Siblo in our Version is written in the Hebrew Text נִלְשָׁנָּה, but in the Samaritan נִלְשָׁנָא. (זלנ) The MSS. which countenance the first of these Lections are indeed more numerous; but those which establish the latter have more Weight: not only because they are more antient, but because they uniformly exhibit the Reading of their Text, which the others do not; besides that the oldest Hebrew MS. we have, and one other, read with the Samaritan; not to mention the indirect Testimony of some other MSS. on this Side of the Question on Account of some Mark affixed to the Word. To this may be added; as a collateral Proof, that almost all the antient Versions, and the Fathers, as we shall see presently, bear Evidence to the Integrity of the Samaritans in this Place; and scarcely one appears in Defence of the Jews.

With regard to the Nature of this Word, it must be either a Proper Name, an Appellative, or a Pronoun. Some of the Advocates for נִלְשָׁנָּה

f Gen. XXVI. 13. XLI. 49. 2 Sam. XXIII. 10. 2 Chr. XXVI. 15. g Ann. p. 927. h p. 123. i See the Preface in the Article of Var. Lett.
tell us it is one of the Names of the Messiah. But why it is so, none of them can inform us, any more than that the Prophecy can be suitable to Him only. It is incumbent on them to shew, if it is a Proper Name, whether it is simple or compound; what the Etymology of it is; and from what Circumstance it took its Rise: for there are few Names of Persons in the Hebrew Language, and none of any Eminence, which, if we are not informed by the sacred Writers, we are not able of ourselves to account for in these respects. But farther, if Shilo is a Proper Name; how comes it to pass that a Name given on that Occasion to so eminent a Personage as the Desire of all Nations, should not have been recorded or alluded to, before, or since, that Time? And what Reason can be assigned why we have not had some Light given us by the Historian in this Obscurity? To which may be added that our Lord is not mentioned once by Name in the Old Testament. The Word Shilo therefore considered as a Proper Name of Christ, though long Use and pious Regard have made it in some sort sacred, as it seems founded only in Ignorance, cannot be obstinately defended but by Superstition.

The Sense of this Word, as an Appellative, is next to be considered. Those who say that שילו signifies His Son (i.e. Judah's) from יִהוּדָה The Secundines, use a very bold Metonymy, and take too great a Liberty in adding one Letter, and altering another. In the same Class may be ranked those who would read here יִתְנָה, He that should be sent, in Conformity to the Vulgate: For the Agreement of the Samaritans with the Jews in the same final Letter makes the Plausibility of that Conjecture vanish; as Walton k has shewn. Others, who deriving יִשְׂרָאֵל from ישר, To be quiet, render it The Peaceable one, or Peace-maker, speak with more Probability, but do not satisfactorily account for the Insertion of the τ. It is true there are not wanting Instances which seem parallel, as יִשְׂרָאֵל and יִשְׂרָאֵל; but as those Words are generally found without the τ, it is not improbable that, when all the MSS. have been collated, it may be found that they have surreptitiously got into the Text there, as well as here. The τ is supposed by others to have been mistook for γ, and יִשְׂרָאֵל is according to them the participle of the same Verb, and in the same Sense, as the last mentioned: But the MSS. contradict that Supposition; and to me it appears probable that the later Jews imagining the Word was one of the Names of the Messiah, have added the τ to distinguish it from the Town יִשְׂרָאֵל.

There being no other Root in Hebrew, from which this Word can be supposed to be derived, Recourse is had to the kindred Dialects. The Chaldee לשב and the Syriac לשב, besides the Sense they have in common with the Hebrew Verb, or that which is foreign to the Purpose, signify To cease; hence Le Clerc interprets לשב The End: Upon which the Jew, in Conferences de Metz, 1 humourously remarks; A entendre M. Le Clerc, notre Saint Patriarche aura été rempli de l’esprit de Prophétie pour nous apprendre que Juda aura l’autorité Souveraine jusqu’à ce qu’il ne l’ait plus, n’étant plus un peuple séparé. Attendiez-vous d’un célèbre Commentateur une interprétation si banale de la plus grande des Prophéties? The only Sources, from which we may expect to draw any Affirmance, now remaining are the Samaritan and Arabic: In the first is used for Drawing out, but not in the Sense of Redeeming, or Delivering from Sin, &c. In Arabic indeed לשב in the 8 and 10 Conj. has that Signification, (and so has likewise לשב) and it may perhaps have the Sense which Schultens11 gives it, viz. To liquidate or restore Things, that had been greatly disturbed, to Tranquillity, &c. It must be confessed that: either of these Verbs, (for nothing to the Purpose can be extracted from the others, viz. לשב, לשב, etc.) seems to give a very satisfactory Notion of the Origin of the Word in Question. But, as we have already the same Root in the Hebrew, it is not so safe to borrow a new Signification of it elsewhere; particularly when the Sense given by these Means to the Word is such as must frequently be mentioned in the Course of so large a Work as the Old Testament, I mean that of Saving, or Redeeming. Now neither לשב, nor any Verb like it, has ever there that Signification; wherefore, as it is highly probable that the Hebrews were unacquainted with the Word in that Sense, I conclude that it is not to be derived from that copious Fountain the Arabic, or any other of the Sister-Springs.

But the considering לשב as compounded of Pronouns may be subject to fewer Objections. It is well known that the inseparable relative Pronoun לו, as it may be connected with any Part of Speech, so may it likewise with another Pronoun: And it has been shewn that שעה the antecedent is feminine, so must therefore be the relative and demonstrative Pronouns. Hence it follows that, though לו, like לשב, is impersonal and undeclinable, לשב must be the dative Case of לשב; and both united signify literally he who is for her, or he who belongeth to her, i.e. (as we may

1 P. 124. m. Orig. Heb. p. 75. see also Dr. Sharp’s Argument in Defence of Christianity, &c. p. 7.
more fully explain it from the Context and the Event,) "That most
"EMINENT PERSON whom Providence has ordained to be a NATIVE
"OF THE LAND OF JUDAH AND OF THE LINEAGE OF THAT Pa-
"TRIARCH." The following Instance sufficiently justifies this Con-
struction, viz. מֵרְוַיָה שְׁלֵי לְאֶבֶר מִשְׂרָה; My Vineyard, WHICH belonged
to me, I have not kept."

The Word thus explained seems to make the whole Prophecy nearly
parallel, in Matter and Form, to another of which our Lord is the Sub-
ject. God declares to Ezekiel, that he would take the Crown from
Zedechias, (the last of David’s Line that wore it;) and that it should be
no more until he came whose right it was; according to our
Version: or, according to others, he unto whom belonged judg-
ment. יָרְוַיָה שְׁלֵי לְאֶבֶר מִשְׂרָה. There is indeed this Difference that
in one Place the Nominative is immediately connected with the Pronouns,
and in the other the Antecedent is at some Distance: And that there it is
said the Crown would be given to Christ; but here it is not the Sceptre
that is said to have belonged to Him, but He to the Land. However
though the Words might be explained in such a manner as to make this
Text almost the same as the other, (thus, The Sceptre shall not depart
from the Land of Judah &c. until he comes who shall be born in
it, viz. in order that he might take the Sceptre,) yet I think that it is
more agreeable to the Nature of Prophecy in general to suppose that thus
far is only predicted, that Christ should be a Descendant, and born in the
Land of Judah. For in the first Prophecy relative to Him, he is called
the seed of the Woman; in the next, the seed of Abraham by Isaac;
here he is called a descendant of Judah, and afterwards, the son
of David: Each succeeding Prophecy gradually unfolding the pre-
ceding one; and all in Process of Time becoming clearer, and more de-
terminate.

That all the antient Versions (two or three excepted) and the Fa-
thers countenanced the Interpretation here given of יָרְווַיָה שְׁלֵי לְאֶבֶר מִשְׂרָה, will appear by
the following View of them. In Onkelos we read יָרְוַיָה שְׁלֵי לְאֶבֶר מִשְׂרָה Until the Messiah cometh whose is the Kingdom.
The Jerusalem-Targum is the same, only that it adds וְאֶזֶר, מִשְׂרָה, and
before מִשְׂרָה; i. e. until the Time that the King Messiah, &c. Jo-

n Cant. I. 6. o Ch. XXI. 27.
nathan in his Targum varies indeed from these, and renders יִּלֵּדָם by his young Son. It is not easy to determine what יִּלֵּדָם in the Samaritan Version signifies, as was before observed. It is not however the Pronoun with the Affix, for then the יִּלֵּדָם or יִּלֵּדָו would have been prefixed instead of the יִּלֵּדָם: The Latin Version of it in the Polyglot Bible seems to be right, as it is favoured by the Samaritan-Arabic here printed. And Erpenius's Mauritanian Arabic Version reads according to the latest Hebrew MSS. אָלַי אֶל מַשְׁלָה שִׁלְּה, till Shilah comes: whence (by the Way) it may seem not to be very antient. But the Syriac has here היִּלָּךְ עַל הַיָּדִים, יִּלְאוּת הַמֶּשֶׁךְ, hwot comes unto whom it is (viz. the Sceptre:) until he comes whose it is; which likewise must be referred to the Sceptre; so read the Polyg. Editions, and three or four MSS. of those Versions which I have examined. The Persic Version after these Words, יִּלְאוּת הַמֶּשֶׁךְ,にて comes his Messiah comes: The Translator, having borrowed probably the Word Messiah from the Targums, makes יִּלְאוּת the genitive Case of the Pronoun יִלֵּדָם. All the printed Copies of the LXX. translate it by τὰ αὐτοῖς αὐτῷ; and so read all the antient MSS, as those that have collated them inform us, except the Univercity Coll. MS. which reads מְשֶפֶל אתו: Though Breitinger has inserted into his Text after Grabe מְשֶפֶל in small Character, instead of מְשֶפֶל, which is in the Margin, yet this latter is the Reading of the Alex. MS. (from which Grabe made his Edition,) in which it agrees with the Vatican, Complutensian, and Aldine Editions. Eusebiius tells us that the LXX read so in his Days, and moreover informs us that Theodotion's Version was just the same in that Place: and that Aquila translated this Verse thus, ὅνα αὐτοῖς τα οὖς αὐτῷ αὐτῷ, καὶ αἱ ἄρχεσαι ἀποκρίνεται αὐτῷ, οἵ ποιοὶ ἐγνώκατε, καὶ αὐτῷ σεαυτῷ λαῶν. The Sceptre shall not be overturned from Judah, and a diligent Inquirer from between his Feet, until he come, and to him shall the Collection of the People be. Here Junius supposes that αὐτοῖς is a Mistake for αὐτῶν; but, though it is not so literal a Translation of the Hebrew, it is used by Demosthenes much in the same Sense as I have given it. What is more remarkable is that the Word יִּלָּךְ is omitted in the Version, as here quoted by Eusebius. As he takes no Notice of
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the Omission in the Course of his Remarks on that Prophecy, it is not
improbable that the Error is to be charged to the last Transcriber. It
seems intimated however, that Aquila used the same Word as Symma-
chus; whose Version of this Place is, ou ἀνακοίμησις ἐξουσίας αὐτῶν ἠνυώδες,
ἐξ ἕναλήθη ὡς αὐτοκτόνα, ἐναυτῷ ἐπὶ τὸν στίχον ἅπαντα — The Power
shall not be taken away from Judah till he comes for whom it is reserved;
and He will be the Expectation of the Gentiles. Eusebius in his Exposi-
tion of the latter Part of the Verse changes the Order of the Words,
thus, ἐνδικτὶ τητυπτὸς ὅσον τρόπον ὁ Σουν ἡ Φορούμενα ἡ Ἐπο-
καί εἰσὶν τὴν προφητείαν τῆς ὁρμήνευσι — till the Expectation of the Gentiles
comes and what are referred for Him of whom the Prophet speaks. In other Places
where he cites this Verse, we read ἀν αὐτοκτόνα ἡ Ἐπορούμενα, x and in
Chrysostom; and in short one of these Readings, τα αὐτοκτόνα, or ὡς
αὐτοκτόνα, or the Latin Version of them deponita illi, or cui repo-
situm est, is acknowledged by Ignatius, Irenæus, Justin Martyr, Atha-
amnias, Cyril, Clemens of Alex. Diodorus Thars. Origen, Theodoret,
Ambrosius; and by Jerom, Tertullian, and Austin.

It should be observed that though most of the Versions render the
Pronouns as if they were masculine, we are not to conclude that they
read Ἰησοῦς in their Copies, but I rather think that they did not fully ap-
prehend the Force of the Antecedent in that Place, which seems to be
the first Instance in the Bible that can justify that Anomaly. Upon the
whole, the Sense here given to Ἰησοῦς, which appears to be the true
Reading, may be thought, it is hoped, agreeable to the Rules of Gram-
mar, to other Places of Scripture, to the general Nature of Prophe-
cy, and to most of the antient Versions and Fathers.

Having now minutely considered the several Parts, particularly the
last Word, of the Prophecy thus far, I shall not detain the Reader by
examining the Opinions of Interpreters concerning the general Scope of
it; but, referring to others for that, shall only lay before him what ap-
pears to me to be the true State of this Point, on which so much has
already been written; and, after pointing out the Advantages resulting
from my Interpretation, I shall answer some Objections.
It is generally supposed that Jacob had no other Design in this Part of the Prophecy than to inform Judah, that the Sceptre or Government should be fixed among his Posterity till the Messiah, who should be descended from him, came in the Flesh. But I see no Reason against carrying the Patriarch's Views somewhat farther, i.e. to the Dissolution of their State. The Text is indeed silent in that respect, and we could not expect to have a Truth so unwelcome, though accompanied with most pleasing Circumstances, revealed in express Terms: a Veil is therefore cast over it, and a Period the most replete with Joy and Comfort is substituted. But other Parts of Scripture and the Event have shewn us, that Christ's second Coming, and the Dissolution of the Jewish State are one and the same Thing. I say his second Coming, because the Particle until (as was shewn,) necessarily carries us beyond his first Coming, which wrought no such Revolution in their Government as the Prophecy supposes; and as is generally afflected. For Josephus * (whose Authority in this Case must be allowed to be good) says expressly that from the Time that Pompey conquered Jerusalem (πομπαγιαν ανακεφαλασσον, και ἀνακατεστάσεως) we lost our Liberty, and were made subject to the Romans: which Event happened, according to Usher, b 63 Years before the Christian Æra. From that Period to the Demolition of their City and Temple, which is upwards of 130 Years, there was no material Change in the Form of their Government; for, whether they had for a short time an Aristocracy, or whether an Idumæan with a Roman Commission, or a Roman Deputy governed them, they were all at that Time under the Roman Yoke; which galled their Necks rather more than the Assyrian, Grecian or Syrian, under which they had successively been after their Return from Babylon. Christ indeed, when he dwelt among them, would have eased them of a heavier Burden, which neither they nor Fathers could bear: But because He would not free them from Caesar's Power, they obstinately adhered to Moses's Ritual; and this obliged their Lord who had come before to redeem them, to come again soon after, as he had predicted, to judge and condemn them. The Destruction of Jerusalem by Vespasian, which put an End to the Jewish Government, is so well known in Scripture by Christ's, or the Son of Man's, Coming, that it were lost Time to endeavour to prove it, it being mentioned no less than seven Times in one Chapter c under that Image.

The advantages of this Interpretation are, 1°. that whatever Kind of Government we find in the Land of Judah from the Time of David to Vespasian; whether monarchic, aristocratic, or democratic; whether ecclesiastical or civil; whether absolute or dependant; whether vested in a Native of that, or of another, Tribe, or even in an Alien from their Commonwealth; the Prophecy is not in the least affected by it. It is true indeed that for the Space of seventy years no Footsteps of Government are to be found in the holy City, while the Inhabitants of Judah, reduced to a servile State, were transported beyond the Euphrates. But as they knew that the Messiah was not come, and as they were certified by their Prophets of the particular Time of their Restoration, it is allowed on all Hands that this temporary Departure of the Sceptre is no material Objection to the Prophecy. And

2°. That it furnishes us with a new Argument against the Jews. Their Patriarch and our Lord prophesied of the same Days; the Event has answered the Prediction; and therefore the two Prophets are true. And we may likewise farther urge to them, not only that Christ is come, but also that His Coming is the Cause that they have been expelled from their own Country, and have been Vagabonds ever since; that they are mixed with all Nations, and incorporated with none. Hence we have, in common with other Interpretations, not only a sensible Evidence of the Accomplishment of this Prophecy, but likewise a rational Demonstration of the Harmony between the Abrahamic and Christian Covenants.

But it may perhaps be objected

1°. That it is unnatural to have recourse to the figurative Sense of Christ's Coming when the literal one is as suitable. I answer that however true the Objection may be with regard to a Relation of Facts, it does not hold as to Prophecies, which for the most Part are delivered in obscure and figurative Terms; in order that they might be consistent with the Freedom of human Actions, as Mr. Lowth observes; and likewise that when the Thing foretold came to pass, Men might rather be convinced, that it was the Lord's Doing, than that they should be allowed before hand to gratify their Curiosity by knowing precisely what He intended should be done in future Times.

It may be objected that by giving this Prophecy so great a Latitude both Jews and Christians are Losers; Thofe, because instead of having a Promise of being governed by their own Princes, they are only assured in general that there shall be a constant Succession of Governours among them; And thefe, because they are thereby prevented from fixing exactly the Time of the Advent of the Messiah, which the common Interpretation is supposed to do exactly.

It may be replied with respect to Judah, (for it must be remembered that we are considering the twelve Tribes in a distinct Capacity;) that that Tribe had a manifest Advantage over the rest, (as shall be shewn more particularly under the next Head,) in having the Prophecy thus interpreted: And if the Jews are not satisfied with that; let them prove from Scripture that they were intituled to, or from History that they actually enjoyed, more. — And with regard to the supposed Loss of Christians, though it might be a sufficient Reply to observe in general with Le Clerc; viz. "Non semper spectandum Interpretibus quis per Judeos licet; aut quis causaexpedit si verum est, sed quid veritatis re ipsa conuenta- neum, non minus ac si nulli nunc in rerum natura Judei effent, nec ulle unquam de Messia adventu concertationes nobis cum illis juven, cenferi queat:" I answer more particularly with the Author of the Divine Legation of Moses; to whose ingenious Interpretation the fame Objection might be made as to this; viz. that "Religion loses nothing by the Change, since there are fo many other Prophecies which point out the Time with infinitely more Precision. On the other Hand Religion gains much by it, in evading a Number of Objections which had stigmatized the supposed Prediction with apparent Marks of Fals- hood." And

Lastly, It may be objected that as the Temple, the King’s or Governour’s Palace, and the Sanhedrin were at Jerusalem, it should rather have been said, that the Sceptre shall not depart from Benjamin, as that City seems to have belonged to this Tribe. To which I reply that though the Benjamites had a Right originally to that Metropolis; and it is on that Supposition only that we can account for what Moses says of them, at leaff, with respect to the Temple, (as we shall see hereafter;) yet it cannot be doubted, but that even before the Time that David took it by Force of Arms, it was at leaff common, it being on the

---
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Frontier of either Tribe; and from that Period onwards it is expressly said to belong to Judah; and Judah and Jerusalem occur so frequently as synonymous that it may be thought needless to produce Instances. But should it be said that it belonged to neither of these Tribes in particular; that it was a free City, common to all the Tribes, according to Josephus and others; it may be rejoined, that this may be granted without weakening the Argument, provided it appears that Judah had the best Right to that City from the Time in Question, and that it belonged chiefly to him; which none can deny. His indisputable Title to it was established by David with the Monarchy, and cancelled only by the Sentence of Christ. He had as much superior Pretensions to it than the other Tribes had, as he had greater Honour and Advantage than they in having Christ descended from him, and in having his Tribe made the regal one: These were indeed public Benefits, but Judah was more immediately and particularly interested in them. In this Light there is nothing in this Part of the Prophecy which is inconsistent with what is said V. 28.

And him יִהְיֶה Le Clerc (who, as it was before suggested, explains יִהְיֶה in such a Manner as to have no reference to the Messiah,) makes this Pronoun relative to Judah; because the Tribes were wont to assemble at Jerusalem: and another Author says, "Whether we refer the "Gathering of the People to the Tribe of Judah (as they did in the "Time of the Captivity) or to Shiloh when he should come, as to the "Main of the Prophecy there is not a deal of Difference." But as it has been shewn that the Word Judah in this Verse is feminine, (and probably so used to avoid Confusion;) this masculine Pronoun cannot agree with it: It must therefore be referred to the last Antecedent; and this perhaps will be more evident when the Signification of the next Words is ascertained.

Shall — obey.] It may not be an easy Matter at first Sight to determine which of the two Lections is preferable, viz. יִהְיֶה the Substantive of the Hebrew Text, or the Verb יִהְיֶה of the Samaritan; any more than what the precise Meaning of the Word is: which may be considered as an αὐτός λέγωμεν; for יִהְיֶה, in another Place where it occurs, comes from another Root according to Castell. I follow however

in both Respects Onkelos, the Jerusalem-Targum, and the Sam. Ar. Version; and though it cannot be known what Case יְּכֹ֖ל may govern, the dative is as probable as any; as יְּכֹ֖ל in the Sense of Obeying is frequently so construed. And it must be confessed that the notion of obeying is more suitable to the context than that of Expectation, or Gathering unto; according to most of the other Versions. Castell, Schultens, Paginus, Opitius, &c. derive יְּכֹ֖ל from the Ar. סַֽלְלָל, To Obey; which is much better than to make the Verb יְּכֹ֖ל, (which signifies both To expect, and To gather unto,) the root of the other senses; for they must change the י into a י, and add a י, that it may answer their purpose. If the substantive יְּכֹ֖ל is preferred to the Verb in the same sense, the Line must be thus rendered; And to him shall the obedience of the Nations be paid.

The Nations, יְּכֹ֖ל. This Word is frequently used in the same sense as יְּכֹ֖ל, The Gentiles, or such Nations as were Aliens from the Commonwealth of Israel; and Isaiah, who seems to have had this Place in his Eye, prophesying of our Lord says יְּכֹ֖ל, The Root of Jesse shall the Gentiles seek; and in another Place, יְּכֹ֖ל, the Isles shall wait for his Law. And here in like manner it seems to mean all Nations, Gentiles as well as Jews.

Tied to the Vine is her pole
And the Asses colt to her choice vine;
And her garment is washed in wine,
And her clothes in the blood of grapes.

In the Lines before us we have no less than three feminine Pronouns and two masculine, as they are read in the Hebrew Text. In the Samaritan and several MSS. they are almost uniformly masculine, which might seem to claim the Preference, as there is but one Subject in this latter Part of the Prophecy: But Le Clerc suspects those Readings; and I think justly: Pro יְּכֹ֖ול, says he, Samarit, יְּכֹ֖ול, quad Emendationem sapit; and presently after in respect to another Word adds, Suppicerur quispiam ex ingenio Critici יְּכֹ֖ול affixum in יְּכֹ֖ול mutatum: For we have seen in the last Verse that Judah signified there the Land so called, and that it was feminine; and as what is here said is now almost generally allowed to be a Description of that Country, all the relatives should

be of the same Gender. I consider נון as the Participle passive, not in the singular with the paragogic, but as the plural with ה omitted, which happens not unfrequently though it is not in regimen. And as נון is used nowhere but in this Place with the ה final, I construe that Termination as the Affix; and י in יב, which is generally thought redundant, as the nominative plur. in regimen; there being no Occasion that it should answer exactly in Number to the Word which corresponds to it. Farther, in יב I separate the י and join it to the Beginning of the next Word, which I consider as the Participle passive of the second Conjug. as Lev. XIII. 58. & XV. 17. The Masora and many Critics allow of the Disjunction of some Words; and several Instances, which have hitherto escaped Notice, might be here given, were it the Place. And lastly I have restored the ה to יב, not only from Analogy, but on the Authority of many MSS. and the Samaritan Text: for there is no more Reason to make a new Appellative of יב without a Root, than there is to give to the Verb יב the new Signification of Destroying, merely from one Instance, when the parallel Place and Versions prove it to have been an Erratum for יב.

In these four Hemistics every one will observe that the second and fourth are exegetical of the first and third; and that they all express but one general Sense, which is somewhat differently exemplified in the first and second Couplet. To tie Asses in Vineyards and to wash Clothes in Wine are generally understood to be hyperbolical Phrases, denoting such extraordinary Abundance, that Grapes would hardly be more regarded than Grafs, or Wine than Water.

V. xii. her eyes are red with Wine,
AND HER TEETH WHITE WITH MILK.

Though וְַלֵּבָּה and יַבְּלֶה might be considered in the abstract for Redness and Whiteness with the Ellipsis of the Prepositions, I rather suppose that there is here an Enallage of Genders, which frequently happens in such Allegorical Descriptions, particularly when the Subject is of the common Gender. But as the sudden Transition from masculine to feminine would found harsh in the Version, I have therefore used the
same Gender as in the preceding Verse. Dr. Castell gives to the Samaritan Lection the Sense of bright, from the Arabic سَالِحٌ; but Le Clerc has shewn that the other Lection is preferable: The Signification of it is fixed by another Word in the Language; and the Opposition between red and white may seem more natural. The Particles may be here regarded either as efficient, or comparative; but the first seems the more eligible: for the Expressions Eyes red with Wine, and Teeth white with Milk, shew more clearly that there would be in that Country Abundance of Fruits and Herds than if we were to say, Her Eyes are more red than Wine, &c.

To attribute Eyes, Teeth, and Clothes to a Country might seem a great Licence; but Prosopopoeias are so frequent in the Prophets that they need not be cited to justify Jacob's considering Judah here under that Image, or in the Light of his Virgin Daughter.

The Vineyards of Engedi and of Sorek, so famous in Scripture, were in this Tribe; and so was the Brook of Eshcol, whence the Spies brought those extraordinary Bundles of Grapes. That this Portion also abounded with good Pasture-Grounds is probable, from its being the Place in which Abraham, Isaac and Jacob sojourned, who had all numerous Herds of Cattle. Besides the Vales of Bethlehem and Hebron, one of the Vales of Sharon, celebrated for its rich and extensive Pastures, is supposed by some to have belonged to Judah; and Josephus observes of Judea in general, that it is a good Pasture-Country, υπὸς γὰρ ἐκεῖ χωρὶς ἀβέροις. And Dr. Shaw intimates that, notwithstanding all the great Disadvantages this Country now labours under, there may still be seen it Pastures clothed with Flocks, Vineyards, &c.

Most of the Fathers, and many later Interpreters, have considered these two Verses as prophetical of Christ; because he calls himself a Vine, and is said to have rode upon an Ass, the Fole of an Ass: and they explain the washing of his Garment in Wine, of his flesh being covered with Blood; which the Wine in the Sacrament represents. His Eyes, say they, were more red than Wine at his Passion; and the Meaning of "His Teeth are whiter than Milk" is that in His Mouth was found no Guile;
74 The parallel Prophecies of Guile; or the Words signify in general the Purity of his Doctrine.

— The other Sense though far from being literal is much less forced: It is likewise more agreeable to the Context; as Jacob describes figuratively the Portion of most of his Sons: And after he had said in plain Terms that when Christ came the Nations would obey Him, it is not so natural to suppose that he would have passed at once to the boldest of Figures, if he had intended that Christ should be the Subject of the six last Hemistics. Besides, it would be contrary to the gradual Light which Prophecy is allowed to bring with it in Proportion to its Approach to the Object, to suppose that all the Particulars of our Saviour's Death and Passion were revealed at this Time. To which may be added, that the feminine Gender could by no Means be defensible on that Supposition.

ZEBULUN.

As Jacob mentions all his Sons according to Seniority in regard to their respective Mothers, this should have been regularly Issachar's Place. Though it may not be thought necessary to assign a Reason why Zebulun has here, in Deuteronomy, and in Joshua, the Precedence, it seems not improbable, however that this Distinction was grounded on the younger Brother's greater Merit; in the same Manner as Jacob, Moses, Ephraim, &c. who, in the same Circumstances and for the same Reasons, are mentioned before Esau, Aaron, Manasseh, &c. Zebulun's Portion of the Country was preferable to Issachar's; for besides the Advantages he had in common with him, and that our Lord chiefly resided in this Tribe, (and hence was called a Nazarene,) he is here promised a Sea-Coast, with Harbours commodious for Ships, and bordering on Phœnicia, the Mother of Navigation and Commerce.

V. xiii. Haven, נֵבֶּן.] This Word here twice used, though in other Places rendered a Shore or Coast, may signify a Haven or Bay, where in Ships are protected from Storms; for that is the Sense of the Root נָבַן. What Jacob promises to this Patriarch is farther confirmed and enlarged upon by Moses; and yet Joshua in the Division of the Land is thought to exclude him from any maritime Coast; whence it comes to pass that most Maps of Canaan directly contradict these Prophecies.
But, though it were allowed that Asher's western Coast reached from Zidon to Mount Carmel, which would shut out Zebulun from the Mediterranean Sea; there are no Grounds to suppose that he had not all, or the greatest Part of, the western Side of the Lake of Genesaret or Tiberias for his Boundaries to the East. Joshua does not indeed say that this was the Case, but may seem perhaps to intimate the contrary, by making Nephtali join to Judah: but as it must be allowed that there were no less than six Tribes which prevented that Junction, I had rather say that Judah upon Jordan was the Name of a Town situated at the northern Extremity of the Lake of Genesaret, or acknowledge an Error in the Text, than to say with most Commentators that, because there was a Communication between them by means of the Jordan, therefore they joined; for by the same kind of Argument England and China might be proved to be contiguous. On the other Hand, Isaiah describes Zebulun as situated by the Way of the Sea, which St. Matthew more fully explains when he says that Capernaum was "by the Way of the Sea, on the Borders of Zebulun and Nephtalim:" and Josephus makes this Tribe extend itself to the Lake of Genesaret, on the Coast of which were Bethsaida, Chorazin, Cinnereth or Tiberias, besides Capernaum; all which seem to have belonged to Zebulun. These Ports therefore confirm in some Measure the Truth of this Prophecy: but, if it could be proved that this Tribe had some Ports likewise to the Mediterranean, it would add much more Weight to it: for a few Towns, and these inconsiderable ones, on a Lake, with fishing Boats only, can hardly be thought to have been alone an Object worthy of Jacob's Attention, or to answer to the Description he gives of this Portion. But the Objection already mentioned to Zebulun's having Havens to the West is thought by Masius, Bonfrerius, &c. to be insuperable: while others imagine that the Prophecy was sufficiently accomplished by the Zebulunites's applying themselves to naval Affairs; though they had no Ports of their own. But if this was the Sense of the Prophecy, it would have been more suitable to Dan, and equally applicable to any other Tribe of Israel. Some I suppose that the Line of Asher's Inheritance was interrupted towards the Sea, to admit Zebulun within it. But the Expression reached unto Carmel implies a Continuity of Parts in the Line: besides that no
The parallel Prophecies of good Reason can be given, why a Hill only, on the other Side of a River, and at a Distance from the Possessions of the Asherites should have been assigned them by Joshua. The rest of the Interpreters generally make up in Declamation for their want of Argument; by informing You that Jacob as exactly foretold two hundred Years and upwards the Situation of this his Son, as if he had been present at the Division of the Land: but they conceal the Manner in which this was fulfilled, and the Difficulties attending it. Whereas it may be shewn that the Event answered to the Prediction by an easy Interpretation of that Word which occasions the Contradiction as it is now understood; viz. if Carmel in Joshua be not considered as the Mountain so called in the Tribe of Issachar, but as a fruitful field or Plain, which it as often signifies; in the same manner as Sharon, which is nearly synonymous to it, and used, like it, indifferently as a proper Name or as appellative. That Mount Carmel was not meant by Joshua in that Place seems probable from its not being so distinguished, which it generally is when intended: If it is, he contradicts himself when he says that their (Zebulun's) Border went up to (or toward) the sea; which necessarily means the Mediterranean, as appears by the Context. And as this Mountain is situated just beyond the Banks of the River Kishon, it is unlikely that Asher's Boundaries would have been extended beyond that River, which is a much better Barrier than a Hill so situated. But the most forcible Argument that can be urged against that Supposition, is that Jacob's Prophecy will be false in another respect; for Zebulun will not only have never had an Haven to the Sea properly so called, but will also never have reached to Zidon or Phœnicia; because Asher intervened.

Now we are informed by Travellers that there is a Plain, which extends itself from Ptolemais to Ecdippa or Achzib, (which seems to have been Asher's South-western Limit;) and that it is moreover called to this Day Sharon; but that it was antiently known by the Name of Carmel may I think be collected from Jokneam, one of Zebulun's Towns, being styled Jokneam of Carmel, which Carmel is not the Mountain, but a tract of Country, as Calmet has observed; and that it is the Part we are enquiring after seems not doubtful from the Description of the same Town in another Place, where it is said that it had a River before it; which, as it is not named, makes it very probable that it was

m See Isaiah XXXV. 2. n See Calmet in loco; see also Bp. Pokocke supra. o Joshua XII. 22. p Josh. XIX. 11.
the Belus, as profane Authors have called it since; ὁ δὲ τὸ ποταμὸν ὕδατος ἐπὶ τὴν ἐλευθερίαν, a very small Stream; and not the Kishon, which, as it was a large and famous River in Comparison, would not have been thus described. This Rivulet was but two Furlongs from Ptolemais, which we are informed was built in a large Plain: and which seems to be the Place in Question: It is called Carmel of the Sea, as it bordered upon it, and to distinguish it from other Places of that Name. If therefore the Plain above described is found to be the Carmel meant by Joshua, and the Rivers Belus and Kishon the north-west and south-west Boundaries of Zebulun; (which latter I believe is allowed by all;) it will follow that this Tribe had originally about five Leagues of Sea-Coast assigned to it, or 120 Stadia according to the Jewish Historian. In the universal History Sicaminum al. Porphyreon, Heiphah or Cepha, Magdalon, Zebulun, Jotappe, and Joppa are mentioned as Sea-Ports belonging to Zebulun; but it may be difficult to prove that all these Towns were on the Mediterranean. This however, is certain from the Testimony of a credible Eye-Witness, that at the Mouth of the River Kishon is a large Bay, (the largest by far on that Coast;) and on the north of it is a secure Station or Harbour for Ships; and, according to Ellubabi, "here is a noble and large Harbour completed with much Art:" and that the Zebulunites got Possession of it seems probable from Josephus's Account, who says αὐτή ἐν τῇ περιοχῇ γενεται αὐτῷ ἡ γένεσις τῆς Ζεβουλοῦντος ἡμέρας, καθό τινα καταλαμβάνειν τὸν Ἰούδα, as it extends itself on the Sea Coast as far as Ptolemais, does not want the Delights which the Sea produces.

AND HIS BORDER יִרְכְּבַּהֻ. This Word has been considered by some as signifying a Mast, or Oar; but without the least Authority. Its most usual Sense (and indeed the only one it has besides that of Thigh) is a Shore or Coast.

UNT0 ZIDON. Here is not meant the Town so called, as was before intimated, for Zebulun's Border was very distant from it; but the Country belonging to the Zidonians or Phœnicians; it being not unfrequent in Scripture to use the Capital for the Province. The Boundaries
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of the Tribe of Zebulun toward Phœnicia were in Josephus's Time the Towns of Ptolemais, or Zebulun. Though Authors differ very much as to the Situation of the first of these Towns; some placing it lower than the Kishon, others at the Mouth of it, and others higher than the Belus, yet I think there can be no doubt but that Josephus's Account is best, who ascertains exactly its Situation, which moreover agrees with Strabo's.

N.B. There is a Tradition in the East that the Patriarch Zebulun was buried at Zidon, whose supposed Sepulchre is held in great Veneration, particularly by the Jews. In the Testament of the twelve Patriarchs we meet with another Legend which merits much the same Credit, viz. where the same Patriarch is represented as informing his Children, that "he was the first who made a Boat to fail in the Sea, &c"

ISSACHAR.

This Tribe was to have a fertile Country for its Inheritance, which would induce them so to apply themselves to Agriculture, that they would prefer being burdened with Taxes and Contributions, rather than go out to War. On which Account the Comparison of an Ass patient of Confinement, without the least Struggle for Liberty, is very pertinent.

V. xiv. The ass of strangers, or belonging to Strangers. The Samaritan Reading דם seems here preferable, which their Version renders "an Ass of strangers or travellers." This Sense seems farther confirmed by the next Verse, where it is said that they became Tributaries.

Between two bars. The proper Signification of this Word, as has been observed by Le Clerc and Taylor, is a Place where Cattle are railed in and confined; and so it is used Jud. V. 16: from the Root יָקַס To dispose, or set in order. The two Rails, according to the latter, were the Labours of Husbandry, and the extraordinary Taxes they might submit to, to be exempted from the Avocations and Perils of War.

V. xv. Resting-place was good] I read here with all the Samaritan MSS. נַחֲנָה מְזוֹרַה signifies both Rest, and a Resting-Place; but the latter ap-
pears more suitable to this Place, as it is explained by Land in the next Line. The Goodness of this Portion may be sufficiently collected from what is said in Scripture of the Vale of Jezebel, so frequently mentioned in it; from the Detail we meet with of its Produce; and from what Josephus says of lower Galilee in which this Tribe was situated.

— And he inclined his shoulder unto the burthen, and became a servant unto tribute.

The three Targums give quite another Turn to all that is said here of Issachar, which Grotius seems not to disapprove of. But the Words must be violently strained before they can admit of such an Interpretation. For though War may be said to be a Burthen, there would be a manifest Harshness in the Phrase be bowed bis Shoulder to the War, for going out to War: whereas under the natural Image of a Beast of Burthen, patiently submitting to any Hardship, a People such as has been described immediately suggests itself; besides that לזרו is frequently used for an heavy Tax or Imposition as well as סטים. Neither can ירי signify And he shall have a tributary Servant, without the Addition of the Pronoun נה. And it is still a greater Liberty which the same Author takes in supplying the Canaanite as a Nominative Case to ירי, when Issachar must necessarily be the Subject of the whole Period.

When this Prophecy was accomplished is not very certain: It is probable it was under the Judges. We read in that Book, that all the Tribes on this Side Jordan, (Issachar excepted,) either drove out the Canaanites, or made them Tributaries, or suffered some of them to continue in their Possessions. It seems not improbable that the Omission of Issachar is rather to be attributed to the Transcriber than to the Historian: for what Reason else can be assigned why that Tribe alone should have been passed over in Silence? Had we been told that they did not drive out the antient Inhabitants from their Portion, it would have been a Key to this Prophecy. That this, however, was the Case, may, I think, be collected from the Goodness of that Part of the Country, which would make the Canaanites the more unwilling to quit it, and on the other Hand, invite the Issacharites rather to cultivate what they had got Possession of, than to go out to War against their Neighbours. During forty six Years, we find that the Kings of Mesopotamia, Moab, and Canaan oppressed Israel, and reduced them to Servitude: But as this

does not appear to have been peculiar to this Tribe, it may be supposed that, in the Intervals and after that Time, Issachar was besides tributary to some of these Kings, or to the Philistine Lords who lived among them. This Tribe does not seem to have distinguished itself, like Zebulun and other of their Brethren, by military Exploits: It was rather noted for having Men that had Understanding of the Times; by which seems to be understood a Knowledge of the Weather and Seasons proper for Agriculture, and withal perhaps some Idea of Astronomy; which their more retired kind of Life, and Necessity, had taught them.

**DAN.**

Jacob having made an End of foretelling the future Fortunes of the Sons he had gotten by Leah, takes Occasion, from the Name of the eldest of his Sons by Rachel's Maid, to intimate that his Posterity should be considered in the Land of Promise as if he had actually been the Son of the Mistress; and, under the Image of a Serpent, suggests that on some Occasion they would make Use of Wiles and Stratagems against their Enemies, and thereby gain their Ends.

**V. xvi. Dan shall avenge**] The Verb יְבָהֵן, besides the Signification of Judging and Contending, certainly signifies to avenge or asshe the injured. This might be inferred from the Reason assigned by Rachel for giving the Child this Name, viz. because רֹנִי אַלְיָיָה יָהַב עַל בַּכְלָה, "she said, God hath avenged me, and hath also heard my Voice," (for thus the Words should be rendered;) "therefore she called his Name "Dan, i.e. avenger." But that it may not be thought I give this Sense to the Word without Authority, I shall refer to some other Instances, where it will be found that this Word must necessarily be so used. From those Texts therefore we may collect, not only that this Verb has the Notion of Avenging, but likewise that it should be so rendered here: For if Dan had his Name from Dun, and Dun is here used in Allusion to the Signification of Dan, it follows that the Verb Dun here must have the same Signification that it had when it was first given to Dan; otherwise the Paronomasia (which all agree it to be found in this Place) is lost. But farther, if this Verse has reference, accord-
ing to the general Opinion, to Samson, a Native of this Tribe, the Title of Avenger will at least be as suitable to him as that of Judge; and will be also better connected with what is said in the next Verse. But I should think it better to understand the whole of what is here said with greater Latitude, viz. as a Description of the Genius and Manners of all the Danites.

His people This Word cannot be understood of the twelve Tribes, as the Targums render it, on account of the Pronoun which restrains it to this particular Tribe. And the next Word

Like any is to be construed indefinitely, as in many other Places: For this Prophecy cannot be said to have been fulfilled in a collective Sense, as not half of the Tribes had Judges elected out of them; and fewer still perhaps could be said to have produced valiant Leaders or Deliverers: Besides, if they all had produced either or both, this would have been too general a Circumstance to have been insisted upon; and Jacob could not then properly have been said to have blessed every one according to his Blessing.

V. xvii. An adder, or occurs but in this Place: but its general Signification is not difficult to determine; as the preceding Line, to which this answers Word for Word, manifestly points it out to be one of the viperine Species. Bochart will have it to be the horned Serpent, and derives it from θρίαμβος, which in the Rabbinical Dialect signifies To go lame; but the Syriac Root is To creep seems better. I have followed our Version in the Signification it gives to it, it being as probable as any, and because it is well known that this Kind of Reptile stings all sorts of Cattle.

The Part of the Prophecy before us seems to have the same Object in View as that of Moses, viz. that this Tribe should plant a new Colony at some Distance from its original Settlements. Though it was the most numerous, Judah excepted, and one of the most warlike of all the Tribes of Israel, (and therefore called by Moses a Lion's Whelp) not being able however to get Possession of all the Cities assigned to it by Joshua, q yet it avenged its People from its Enemies, by attacking some other of them against whom there was a greater Probability of Success. The Danites used the Craft of the Serpent in sending the five

q Judg. I. 34, 35.
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Spies to discover what Part of their Enemies Land was weakest and might most safely be attacked. And the Destruction of the careless and secure Inhabitants of Laish, or Leshem, is well represented by the Rider's falling backward from his Horse.

V. xviii. (I HAVE WAITED FOR THY SALVATION, O LORD.)

Here we have a sudden Transition from the third person of the future to the first of the preter, and likewise a new Subject, which no sooner appears but vanishes. That these Words are unconnected with the Context, is self-evident: and though the LXX. have joined them by rendering προτάτη the preter as if it had been the part. pres. ἡγε, that Reading, considered abstractedly from the Context, is not in the least a probable one, for allowing that the π might be easily mistaken for a μ, how is the Addition of the two π's to be accounted for? It is besides contrary not only to all the MSS. yet examined, and all the other Versions, but, I might add, to common Sense, if referred to the last Antecedent; which is the most natural Construction. For what Idea can be fixed to these Words — ἔκαστον πληρηθείς τῷ ὠάθῳ, τῷ κυνῆν αὐθηναζων ποταμο. And the Rider (who, it is to be observed, is there put for the Enemy) shall fall backward, Hoping for the Salvation of the Lord. The Connexion will still be worse, if this Hemistic is joined to the next Verse, as will appear at Sight. And it may be remarked farther, that the Stanza in the Hebrew Poetry generally consists of two or four Hemistics; and when of three, they all usually convey one Sentence: but it is seldom that we see five, or one single Hemistic: Here then if we join לֶאֲלַתִּי לַבֹּא לְסָלֹם לְהוֹוֶה to the preceding Verse, it will consist of five; if to the next, of three; or the Line must stand by itself. But it has been shewn that this Hemistic cannot be connected with what precedes or follows, and therefore it must be looked upon as quite a detached Sentence, and it is accordingly written at some Distance in many MSS.

Now what this Sentence (I have waited for thy Salvation, O Lord) signifies, no one can doubt, as the Terms of which it is made up are obvious, and as free from Ambiguity as any that can be used, (excepting that Salvation may be used for a temporal, or eternal, Deliverance;) but how it comes in here is a Question not easy to resolve, and is defervently esteemed one of the cruces Interpretum. As it would be needless to collect the various Expositions of this Place, I shall confine myself to a few

r Josh. XIX. 47. and Judg. XVIII. passim.
of the most approved among them. One says, "That Jacob, having "mentioned the Perils to which the Danites should be exposed, here "prays that God would rescue them." But this is harsh, says Le Clerc: and though he assigns no Reason, I suppose he meant, because Victory is in Effect promised them in the preceding Verse under the Image of the Serpent biting the Horse's Heels so that the Rider shall fall backward. The same Answer (it may be here observed) will serve to those who re- strain these Words to Samson in particular. Le Clerc's own Conjecture is, That Jacob, recollecting his Stay and Servitude in Egypt, and at the same Time the Promises made to Abraham of his Seed's inheriting the Land of Canaan, which he foresaw could not be obtained without great Dangers, prays God (or declares) that He would preserve them in their Wars. But in order to give some Stability to his Hypothesis, he should have told us, why this should have been said rather to Dan than to any other of his Brethren. There is as much Reason to expect it after the next Verse; for there Intimations of Wars are given. He concludes, as does Calmet, and most others, that Jacob might have had much higher Views, and might have meant with Jonathan and the Jerusalem Targum: I do not wait for the Salvation of Gideon, the Son of Joash, which is a temporary Salvation, or of Samson the Son of Manoah, which is also a transitory Salvation; but I expect the Redemption of Christ, the Son of David. But if we take the Liberty to paraphrase in this vague Manner, we may easily get over the greatest Difficulties. And why, I would ask, if such was Jacob's Meaning, were not these Words spoken rather after the tenth Verse, where all agree the Messiah is promised, and where therefore they would have been much more pertinent. The next Exposition I shall mention is Bp. Patrick's, viz. "Jacob, perceiving his "approaching Death, and his Spirits beginning to fail him in the middle "of his Speech to his Sons, breaks out into this Exclamation (which "belongs to none of them) saying, I wait, O Lord, for a happy deli- "verance out of this World, into a better Place." But, though the Supposition be granted probable, yet can it be thought, that so accurate an Historian as Moses would have recorded such a Circumstance without giving his Readers the least Notice of the Occasion? Or, if we consider him as a Poet, would he not rather have omitted what was foreign to his Subject? I refer the Reader to Bp. Sherlock's ingenious Interpretation; with which if he is not satisfied, may we not suppose this Hemistic to be an Interpolation? It is well known that many such occur both in the

* On Prophecy. App. to Diff. II.
Pentateuch and other Parts of Scripture, and therefore it would be unnecessary to produce Instances here.

But no MS. of the Text, or printed Version, countenances this Conjecture. That I grant with regard to a great Number of MSS. and perhaps there is not one extant which favours it. But if we determine to ascend to the Origin of some Errors in the sacred Books, neither MSS. nor Versions will frequently be ready to give us any Assistance. And as the Instances hinted at, which are universally allowed to be Interpolations, are to be found, I apprehend, in all the MSS. now extant as well as in the Versions, so this supposed Interpolation appearing in them all, would only prove that it was a very antient one. And farther, some Light in this Case may be received from one of the most approved and most antient of the Versions: For Onkelos in his Targum as printed by Buxtorf and Bomberg, which Editions have been followed by Jay and Walton in their Polyglots, reads here only דוד ספנֶּבַיִּים which is the literal Translation of the Hebrew. Now how comes it to pass that Onkelos, who is generally prolix in his Paraphrase in difficult Places, and always copious enough in others, should here be content with a simple Version? The Reason seems to be, that this Hemistic was originally wanting in his Book, which some one in aftertimes, thinking it an Omission, officiously supplied, but seems to have feared to imitate his Manner of paraphrasing. Whether Cardinal Ximenes had the same Reading in his MSS. as that now mentioned, which I find in three antient MSS., or whether it was wanting, or was precisely such as he has printed it, I cannot pretend to say; the Reading however which he attributes to Onkelos is the same which we now find in the Targums of Jonathan and Jerusalem. From this Diversity therefore it is not improbable that both the Readings of the Complutensian and other Polyglots in this Place are Additions since Onkelos's Time; and that this Hemistic was not in the Text from which he made his Version.

But, lastly, if a Reason should be required to be given for the supposed Insertion of this Hemistic; though one might be dispensed with from giving a Reason for a Thing of this Nature which seems to owe its Being to a Mistake or some Conceit; it might be observed, that the old Hebrews might perhaps have had the same Fashion as the late Jews of inserting round their Texts some Words of Scripture, or their

---


in the Bodl. Lib.
own Remarks: Some Danite transcribing this Prophecy might add at
the Close of what is said of his Tribe these Words from Ps. cxix. 166.
Or, in short; (for there is no End of Conjectures) as these Words are
exactly placed in the Middle between the Blessings of Judah and Joseph,
they might have been inserted in the Margin, merely to denote that
Circumstance. And however ridiculous this may appear, it is but some-
thing like what may be seen in the Jewish Books, viz. large Letters in
the Middle of Words to intimate to the Reader that he is arrived to the
Middle of the Book he is reading, &c. &c.

G A D.

What is predicted of this Patriarch bears great Affinity to
what was observed of the last-mentioned: There we had an Allusion
to the Name; here almost every Word has the same Turn: And in
both Places, after Intimations of Distresses, an happy Deliverance is
promised.

V. xix. Shall invade, inw[109x488] The Verb (from which a
Troop is derived,) signifies only To gather a Troop, in order to invade or
plunder, or simply, To depopulate; but never, as far as I can find, To over-
come; as in our Version. This Verse is likewise rendered there, and
by most Commentators, in too literal a Manner; For it is well known
that the Hebrews abound with Pronouns, which will not bear to be all
expressed in other Languages. The same Form of Speech occurs also in
the next Verfe.

The immediate Reason, I apprehend, for the seeming Redundancy
of the Pronouns in these Places is on account of the Proper Names,
which throughout this Prophecy are the first Words of each Part, (ex-
cepting the Case of Joseph, the Reason of which will be given hereaf-
ter;) by which means one may draw more precisely the Line of Dis-
tinction, and judge what belongs to each of the Patriarchs. Moses in-
deed has not observed the same Method; but, in order to avoid the
Confusion which would otherwise have followed, he seems to have called
each Tribe by Name before he addressed them; and the Patriarch's
Names are still prefixed to their respective Parts.

Their rear ὀπτήων.] Here two Things are to be noted: 1. that
though ἐπὶ an Heel may easily signify the End, or Extremity of a
Thing,
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Thing, it does not appear that it ever is used for at length; the two Places generally cited in Proof of it not being to the Purpose, as it signifies there always. On the other Hand, as there is sufficient Authority for rendering this Word the rear of an Army, or, as in our Version, the Liers-in-wait, so likewise no Signification could perhaps be more suitable here than either of these. 20. The Particle ꞌtopic, which creates a Confusion when prefixed to ḳ赑 in the next Verse, and is wanting in this, I join to ḳ赑: by which means both Verses are cleared from all Embarrassments: see the Notes on V. 11. It will hardly be objected by any Person of Learning that a Mem clausum is here substituted for an apertum, (as they are called;) as there were originally no Grounds for such a Distinction, any more than for the other final Letters.

This Part of the Prophecy seems to have been fulfilled the soonest of any. Sihon, the King of the Amorites, refused the Israelites a free Passage through his Country to the Land of Canaan; and, not content with this, levied a large Army, and, in Conjunction with Og, the King of Bashan, marched out, and attacked the Israelites under the Conduct of Moses. The Consequence of this rash Expedition was, that both those Kings, and their Armies, met with a total Overthrow, lost their Country, and all that they had. The Country of the Amorites was given by Moses to the Gadites; probably because they had been chiefly instrumental in subduing it; for they are frequently represented as some of the bravest Soldiers of all Israel. And it is with reference to that Grant, that what he says of this Tribe in the parallel Place is to be understood; and, I think, it is so here. But perhaps it may be capable of a greater Latitude. For the Amorites vexed and oppressed the Children of Israel which were on the other side Jordan, during eighteen Years; till Jephthah subdued them with a very great Slaughter. And a long Time after this Event, we find the Amorites in Possession of the Land of the Gadites; unto which these latter are promised to be restored, and the Usurpers to be carried into Captivity. Severe Judgments are also predicted against this Nation by different Prophets for having insulted, and rejoiced with Despite at the Calamities of Israel in general, and pro-
bably, in a more particular Manner, at those of the Gadites, who were their next Neighbours.

A S H E R.

This Patriarch (whose Name implies Happiness, and to which Moses seems to allude,) had the Satisfaction to hear his Father declare in the clearest Manner that his Posterity would enjoy the greatest Plenty.

V. xx. Asher, יָשֶׂר ] See the Note on the preceding Verse.

His meat shall be fat; מָטָא לְעֵצָה I read here with the Samaritan Text and MSS, to avoid the Solecism of the Hebrew Text; and render מַטִּיס Meat; as all eatables are frequently called in Scripture bread.

Royal dainties, מְדִינְתּי מְלָלָה; or literally, the Dainties of a King, or such as a King might partake of. Calmet intimates that the Meaning of this Verse is, that the King would receive from Asher Oil for his Food, and that Asher would furnish the King with excellent Perfumes, or exquisite Niceties. But that Sense is forced; for בִּשְׁלָל is here the genitive, and not the nominative, Case; and is therefore properly rendered in our Version by the Adjective, in the same manner as היָשֶׂר in the next Verse. Among the Delicacies here promised we may reckon Oil, which was to abound very much in this Tribe, and was highly prized in those Days; as may be collected from what Moses says of Manna, which in one Place he compares, as to Taste, to Wafers made with Honey, and in another, to fresh Oil: Add to this some of the choicest Wines, aromatic Shrubs, Balms, Perfumes, &c.

By what both Jacob and Moses predict of Asher, he must have had, (if the Description answered to the Promise) a most fertile and delightful Spot for his Possession: That it really was such, may, I think, be sufficiently collected from several Intimations in Scripture. A great Part of Solomon's daily Provision for his Table seems to have come from thence. And the yearly Stipend of Wheat and Oil which the same

---

King paid to Hiram, in return for his Cedars, may reasonably be supposed to have been sent from the same Quarter; at least, for the most Part, as it was the nearest Province both to Tyre and Lebanon. When Israel traded with the Tyrians in Wheat, Honey, Oil, &c. who, among that People, were more likely to have supplied them than those that were contiguous to them; and particularly as they seem to have traded very early? Laish, the Town which the Danites surprized from the effeminate Zidonians was in this Portion; and the Report the Spies made of the Environs directly confirms the Prophecy, viz. We have seen the Land, and behold it is very good. . Josephus moreover says that "both the Galilees" (and After possessed a principal Part in the upper one,) "were extremely populous; that these Countries never knew the Want of brave Men; that the Soil of them was fat, and full of Pasture-Grounds, and of all Sorts of Trees; that the whole of it was cultivated, no Part of it lying waste," &c. Strabo says that near the Mountains Libanus and Antilibanus were fine arable and fruitful Hills; which must be understood of the Tribes of Apher and Nephtali, and the half Tribe of Manasseh. Pliny also, after Theophrastus, mentions that in a Vale between the Antilibanus and some other Hill, not far from the Lake of Genefaret, grew the Calamus and the Funcus odoratus; from which a sweet-smelling and precious Essence was extracted: and likewise Polybius. And lastly Sarepta, a Town in this Tribe, has been much commended for its Wines by several Writers of the later Ages; one of whom says,

\begin{quote}
Vina mibi non sunt Gazetica, Chia, Falerna;
Lyraque Sareptano palmite missa bibas.
\end{quote}

Sidonius.

**NEPHTALI.**

By the Image of a spreading Oak, (the Glory of the Trees of the Forest,) we may suppose Jacob intended to represent to his Son that his Posterity would enjoy some considerable Advantage: That it was to consist in a fine Country which they were to obtain for their Inheritance,
Moses's Account of the same Tribe makes it probable, and the Event seems to put it beyond all Dispute.

V. xxii. A spreading oak, signifying an Oak, or in general a Tree, as well as (the more usual Form of writing it,) any one that examines the Instances referred to in the Margin will, I think, be satisfied; though, it must be observed that in some Editions the ' is not always written, but frequently supplied by Points. And with regard to the Verb יֵשׁ, one of its most usual Significations is To shoot out Branches or Roots; whence is derived A Shoot.

Which produceth, Bochart reads here; but, as Le Clerc has observed, he should rather have read nisi, which the Syntax requires; and for this Reason I have taken the Liberty to add the final: The י here prefixed is the relative Pronoun, as V. 17th.

Beautiful boughs, Le Clerc renders it placiti (sc. dicta,) intimating that the Nephtalites would speak what they pleased, as a Token of their greater Liberty: but at the same Time ingenuously acknowledges that he cannot find that they were more remarkably free than any other Tribe. And as to the common Interpretation of this Verse (viz.— a Hind let loose which giveth goodly Words,) it can scarcely be defended: And, if the Verb is made to agree with Nephtali, the first Antecedent, the Question will still recur, What has a Hind to do with goodly Words?

That the Words we have been considering easily admit of the Sense here given them, the Advocates for other Interpretations do not deny; But, says Dr. Patrick, “we do not find that they (the Nephtalites) were ‘either more beautiful, or numerous than other Tribes:” as if the general Idea of a fine Tree was absolutely to be restrained to either of these
The parallel Prophecies of Circumstances, and necessarily implied the superlative Degree in them. It is much more natural, and more agreeable to the whole Tenor of the Prophecy, to suppose that Jacob meant the Land which this Tribe should possess; a Land, which, for its Beauty and Fertility, will appear to have very well answered this figurative Description of it. "Besides," says the Bishop, "this Interpretation makes this Verse in a manner, the "very same with the next, concerning Joseph." But if it can be proved, (which I trust it will,) that the next Verse is absolutely as distinct from this, as can be, the Objection vanishes. And as to the Liberty of altering the Points, however presumptuous it might be judged in his Days, as it is now no longer regarded in the Light of an unwarrantable Action, I need say nothing farther on that Head; but only add that the LXX, and Onkelos both countenance the Sense here proposed: in the first we read — τάξις_ ημέρης_ ειδικους (or as it is some Edit. ειδικους) αυτον ἑλλικτον — a luxuriant Shoot producing in its Fruit what is beautiful: and, in the latter, this Place is thus paraphrased, — שֶׁבֶר יִשְׂרָאֵל יָדַע יָדַע — bis Lot will fall in a good Land, and his Possession will produce Fruit.

As Nephtali’s Portion of the Land of Canaan bordered upon Asher’s, it should thence seem not to have been very unlike it: That has been shewn to have been a delicious Canton; and this may be proved to have been in no wise inferior: But as the Arguments which were there drawn from Scripture, from Josephus, &c. most of them equally make in favour of this Tribe, I shall refer the Reader to what was said there; and only observe that the Town Laish was at the Extremity of Nephtali; that this Tribe, with two others, is said to have supplied David and his Army (at the Time he came to Hebron to be crowned) with Bread, Meat, Cakes of Figs, and Bunches of Raisins, and Wine, and Oil, and Oxen, and Sheep abundantly: and that Lebanon, so frequently mentioned in the Prophets on account of its Beauty and Fertility in general, but especially in Wine, bordered on Nephtali.

Joseph]

Jacob being now come to his favourite Child by his beloved Wife, dwells longer on him than on any other of his Sons: Having compared

x See also 1 Kin. IV. 15. y 1 Chr. XII. 23, 40. z Hos. XIV. 5, 6, 7.
him to a Bullock in a Place well-watered, he next describes in very lively Terms the Malice of his Brethren against him; which, he says, the Divine Providence was pleased to make productive of the most salutary Effects: and then concludes with assuring him, that his Posterity would possess in the most unlimited Manner all Kinds of worldly Enjoyments.

V. xxii. is a bullock, a bullock — | This most difficult Verse has given Interpreters not a little Trouble; they, however, agree nearly as to the Sense, and in considering מִשְׁמַר as if written in the absolute, instead of the construct, Form; both which are frequently confounded, as Le Clerc here observes, and confirms by Examples. Some render בְּקַלָּה a fruitful Son; but Rabbi David says בְּקַלָּה must be here feminine, because it agrees with מִשְׁמַר; so that according to him מִשְׁמַר is for מִשְׁמַר, and that for מִשְׁמַר, which is again for מִשְׁמַר, the regular feminine of the participle. The Rabbins Jonas and Jehuda, (deriving this Word from מִשְׁמַר) will have מִשְׁמַר to signify a Plant bearing Branches. But (to mention no other Etymology or Explanation of these Words) may not the Verb מִשְׁמַר be the Root, whence comes מִשְׁמַר an Heifer or Cow? and may not מִשְׁמַר admit of the same Construction as מִשְׁמַר בְּקַלָּה, the usual Phrase for the Young of a Cow or a Bullock? If this Conjecture is admitted, we need not suppose that a Letter is omitted in one of the Words, or have recourse to the unnatural Change of the Gender of the other, and it will appear that the Sense is as suitable to the Context as any other. My Reasons for giving it the Preference are, that Moses in blessing Joseph compares him to a bullock; whose Horns he says denote Ephraim and Manasseh: in lieu of which these two Sons of that Patriarch may perhaps be thought to be pointed out here by the Repetition of the Word Bullock. Though what is now alleged would be no Argument in regard to some of the other Tribes, yet it seems to have no little Weight here on account of the great Affinity in most Parts, and even Identity of other Parts, of the Blessing given to this Patriarch in both Places. Again, the Notion of a Bullock, the most lordly of Beasts of Pasture, seems better adapted to the Tribe which so long governed the other Tribes of Israel, and was so distinguished for its Valour and Strength, than that of a Twig or tender Shoot. To which may be added, that it is not probable it could have been Jacob’s Design to have com-

See Pag. Lex. in Voc. מִשְׁמַר.
pared Nephtali, no very considerable Tribe, to a stately Tree, and Joseph, one of the two Tribes by far the most powerful, to so low an Object.

As the immediate Repetition of נֵפְתַּלִי might have sounded rather harsh; to prevent that Inconvenience Joseph's Name intervenes: and this, I apprehend, is the Reason why it is not placed here first like that of all his Brethren. See the Notes on V. 19th.

Near a fountain, יִּגְשֵׁהוּ. Though the Image of a Tree planted by the Rivers of Waters b is very natural, yet the Expression a Young Branch by a well may not be thought to convey that Idea very distinctly, except a well is here put by a Metonomy for a Soil through which Water flows: and as it will then be very suitable for a Plantation, so likewise will it be the fittest for Cattle, and indicate with sufficient Clearness that Joseph's Portion would be remarkable for Cattle and Pasture. It should also be observed that that Idea could not be expressed more concisely, or emphatically, than by this Word. And the Propriety of Jacob's mentioning that Circumstance will be more evident, if we recollect the great Difficulties which his Father and Grand-Father had in relation to the Wells and Cisterns, which they had digged for watering their Herds. c Fountains moreover were esteemed such an Advantage in a hot Climate, that the sacred Historian does not think them unworthy his Notice: and one of the Excellencies of the Land of Judea was, that it was to be a Land of Fountains d

V. xxiii. My son, my young one] I read here with the Samaritan Text and MSS. בְּנוֹ יָעִשֶׁהוּ; which Reading is followed by their Version, by the Sam. Arabic, and by the LXX. by Chrysostom, and Ambrosius. As to the rest of the antient Versions, they are so inconsistent in this Line, that the true Reading cannot be gathered from any of them; which perhaps may be attributed to the Hebrew Copies being corrupted very early. The Words בְּנוֹ יָעִשֶׁהוּ, as they now stand in the printed Hebrew Text, cannot convey any distinct Idea; for, not to insist on the Want of Syntax between them, neither of them can well admit of the Sense now generally given to them: for the first is never used for Branches, or the latter applied to inanimate Matter. The Jews, not knowing how to account for this Difficulty, have divided this extraordinary

mary Comment, viz. That because Joseph was handsome, the maidens climbed up the walls to admire him as he passed along. On the other hand; the Samaritan Reading is beautiful, and strongly expresses the Father's Affection for his Child, and is by far less exceptionable than the other Reading; notwithstanding what Hulsius e has asserted to the contrary. He says that יינע is not a Hebrew Word, because of the laft †: but this Objection will vanish, if that Word and the preceding one, וּבַ, are separated from each other in the Construction; as I have done in the Version. And as to his other Objection, viz. that Benjamin, and not Joseph, was the youngest Son of Jacob; it is sufficient to reply, that יינע is used as frequently in the positive f as it is in the comparative or superlative Degrees; that, in these last Cases, it has generally the Article ו prefixed; and that it not only denotes a young or little one, in respect to Age; but is used likewise of Persons of little Account, g and of low Circumstances: h in any of which Senses the Word was very applicable to Joseph at the Time when he was sold by his Brethren.

But farther; as there is no connexive Particle or relative Pronoun to the Words under Consideration, they may be considered as quite detached from any Thing that preceded: For which Reason I have connected them with the Verse following; and indeed I cannot see how the Samaritan Lection can admit of any other Construction. By these Means, moreover, the Conjunction at the Beginning of the next Verse becomes necessary; whereas according to the common Interpretation it is redundant.

Was upon the wall, יִנְעַ בָּ[The Phrase to be upon a Wall may denote the being exposed to danger, as leaping over the Wall seems to imply the escaping out of it; for so I think David must be understood in the Psalm j where he uses it; which abounds with many Figures, such as thefe, viz. He drew me out of many Waters; Thou wilt light my Candle, &c. Or, if we suppose Jacob took his Image from a fortified Town, (and that there were such Towns in his Time in Canaan and Egypt is highly probable;) then a wall may be taken in the literal Sense; from which Joseph is represented to have opposed the attack of the Besiegers. This Conjecture seems favoured by the Context. In short, whatever Sense we fix on these Words, it is agreed


that.
that those which immediately follow have a reference to Joseph's being put in the Pit: but there is no Authority for reading here ריבי, which would be much plainer.

AND CONTESTED WITH HIM &c.] The Signification of Shooting, which is generally given to the Verbs ביכר and כדי, would be very pertinent here, if it was certain they admitted of it; but as it is not, I have followed the Samaritan Reading, from the Verb ביכר TO CONTENT WITH AS AN ADVERSARY, which most of the Versions seem to have had in their Copies. The Verb יבש, besides its more usual Sense of hating, implies the acting with Cruelty against any one: This may be inferred from the Context where it is used in another Place. Thus the three Verbs will have nearly the same Signification, and strongly express the determined Malice of Joseph's Brethren against him. Le Clerc observes, after Aben-Ezra, that "there is here an וְרָכְב וַיִּשְׁבִּי, for the Order "ought to have been, they bated him, provoked him, shot at him; which," he adds, "is no less true according to the History, than the regular "placing of the Words." But, allowing that ריב signifies To shoot, we need not suppose any Confusion in the Order of the Words; for the י's which are prefixed to the Verbs need not be converptive, but the first may be copulative, the second may denote the Time or Manner of the Action, and the third the Cause; thus, and they exasperated him when they shot (or, by shooting) at him, because they hated him: See Noldius in Part. 1. See also the Instances given by Dr. Lowth of the future's being used in speaking of a past Action, and his ingenious Manner of accounting for it.

V. xxiv. RETURNED יָנָשָׂה.] The Verb יָנָשָׂה To return is here more significant and better adapted to the Allegory than בניי To remain: For Joseph is here represented as shooting with a Bow which did not break or slacken by the Number of Arrows which it sent forth: By which and what follows is represented his Constancy and Trust in God who assisted him in his Misfortunes. The Phrase To return with Force is, I apprehend, of the same Import as this, Not to return back or empty (or without Execution,) as David says was the Case with his Friend Jonathan's Bow and Saul's Sword, and is the opposite to turning aside.
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His hands bent its arms.] This Verse has some very considerable Difficulties. In the Line before us we have in the first Place a Verb which occurs but once besides; and the antient Versions disagree as to its Signification there, as well as here; and the Remedy usual in these Cases fails us; for the Sifter Dialects give now but little Assistance: The Syriac, on the one Hand, inclines one to think that the true Signification of אב is To act with Levity; whereas the Arabic seems to persuade us that To drive out of its Place, To move, &c. is a better Sense. On the Authority of the latter of these, added to what seems to me to be the Meaning of the Word in the Place referred to, I have rendered it bent. Its being always considered in this Place passively, contrary to what I have done, is no kind of Objection, as the active Signification is in this Case equally admissible. The next Difficulty arises from the Construction of two well known Words, viz. כורע רַעִי The Arms of his Hands, as they are generally rendered: but the Expression is too harsh to be borne. Aware of this Inconvenience, Le Clerc translates this Line thus, Auâëa sunt vires manuum ejus, because, says he, Arms have frequently that Sense in the Scriptures: But to this Fat. Houbigant replies, "Concedimus nihil frequentius esse quam brachium pro viribus usurpatum: negamus, brachium manus, significare quidquam, aut usquam reperiri pro pro viribus manus. Quippe brachium persona, non manui, tribuitur. Ergo sermonis falsa figura est brachium manus. Atque id sacra Pagina docet in eo, quod sequitur, cum tamen sequi debetur prae brachiis manuum, non ante hæc; ut sequitur, cum tamen sequi debet præ brachiis manuum. Non dubitandum igitur, quin olim scriptum fuerit brachia ejus, finiente hie membro priori: Roborata sunt brachia ejus." The first Part of this Remark is very just, and the latter seems plausible, but is, I think, liable to this Objection: — that by omitting יי the Hemistic will be too short; and it will want a Member that it may correspond to the preceding one to which it ought to answer. I agree with him in supposing that the original Reading was with the Affix; for the Polyg. Arabic and the Samaritan Arabic Versions retain it; and the Lection יי, in two Samaritan MSS. seems to shew that they had the same Word in their Text, but that the Copyist transposed the two last Letters: I render the Word The Arms of it (viz. of the Bow) on the Supposition that the two Extremities were thus called by the Hebrews; for it does not appear what Name else they had for them; nor can I find how they are called by the

2 Sam. VI. 16.
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Arabs: That they should have been named from some Members of an Animal is more than probable from Analogy: now from what Parts were they more likely to have been denominated than from the Arms, which when expanded, are an exact Representation of a Bow; or from Horns, (as they are among the Greeks and Latins) which are not unlike that Instrument? It is manifest that Horns are to a Beast, what Arms are to a Man, in Point of Defence; whence both are indifferently used by a Metaphor for Power, Strength &c. and by a sort of Catachresis Horns are applied to Men, to Altars, &c. and Arms to God, to Beast, and to inanimate Matter. But, as the LXX. and the Vulg. have here θητευμα and Vincula, it may perhaps be thought that the Meaning of this Line is, “His Hands stretched (or strengthened) the strings of it.” To this it is replied that וָיִּשְׁרִי is the only Word which is used for that Part of the Bow. Upon the whole, if it is imagined that we have not sufficient Authority to give עַלַּד the Sense here proposed, there certainly cannot be any Objection to rendering this Hemistic thus, AND HIS HANDS ENLARGED (OR CONFIRMED) ITS POWER.

THE MIGHTY ONE אֲלֵיהֶם] This Word signifies that which is strongest and most excellent in its Kind; and is applied indifferently to God, to Angels, to Men, and to Brutes: but when it denotes the Almighty, it has always either Jacob, or Israel after it.

BY THE NAME בְּשֵׁם] The Name of God, it is well known, frequently denotes His Nature or Attributes; so that it may be used here for his Power, as that corresponds best with Hands; or, if יִשְׁרִי is taken in a more general Sense, for Means, Direction, &c. other Attributes which have reference to them, as Wisdom, Goodness, &c. may be substituted.

OF THE SHEPHERD הִיאָּד] This Title is here, and in other Places, with great Propriety applied to God, as he had for wise Reasons selected the House of Jacob from the rest of the World, to be his peculiar Flock. Joseph might indeed be so called, since he fed his Father and Brethren for a long Time; but it may be better to refer this Word to God, notwithstanding what Le Clerc says; as he was the Cause of that Circum-

p Vide Steph. Lex. in voce x.
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stance, and Joseph, as the Instrument, will be virtually included. And, besides that this Sense is more agreeable to the Context, it is nearly the same Expression which Jacob used in blessing him before, viz. אָלָלָה יְבִנֶן יַעֲקֹב יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְרוּ עַל נֶbang יִצְר...

* * * I have omitted the Word מָן א s tone: 19. Because it is not to be found in any Edition of the LXX. in Chrysoptom, Theodoret, or Ambrosius: And an ancient Hebrew MS. omits it; (though it has been supplied since in the Margin by a later Hand, as appears by the Colour of the Ink, and the Form of the Letters.) 20. Because it makes no consistent Sense; for this Word is never used, as Le Clerc and others contend, in the Sense of a Rock, which are frequently applied figuratively to God; and that this is to be referred to Him, has been shewn: and what other Idea can be fixed to it, I confess, I cannot comprehend. Those who make this whole Verse relative to Joseph, and refer to Isaiah, with our Version, for the Sense of Foundation, should consider that מָן simply has not that Signification, but must be connected with מְסַמֵּר; in the same Manner as in order to express a corner-stone must be added. Father Houbigant, to obviate this Difficulty, would read מְסַמֵּר, which supposes an easy Error, and likewise would make a very good Sense, viz. BY THE NAME OF THE SHEPHERD OF THY FATHER Israel. The Jerusalem Targum seems to have read מְסַמֵּר the Sons, and Onkelos מְסַמֵּר; which Readings are better than מָן: But still the Text will be clearer, if this Word, whatever it is, is expunged; For 21. The Line consisting of three Words (as all the rest in the Stanza) will be compleat without it: And moreover, if it be omitted, then every Word in this Hemistic will answer exactly to every Word in the preceding one, (as is the Case of the most perfect Parts of this Sort of Hebrew Poetry:) viz. Name or Power — to Hands; Shepherd — to Mighty One; Israel — to Jacob.

V. xxv. BY THE GOD OF THY FATHER Jacob, having mentioned the wonderful Effects of God's Providence towards Joseph himself, rapidly passes on, without any perceptible Stop, to the Blessings which the same Providence reserved for his Posterity.

y Ch. XLVIII. 15. z Ch. XXVIII. 16.
AND BY THE GOD ALMIGHTY: [I read here יי מ with all the Samaritan MSS. instead of ב which is the Reading in the Hebrew Copies. And though the Sense is the same whether we supply the Preposition from the preceding Line, or suppose that God is included in the Word מ, yet it is probable that the Samaritan is right here; because there is no Occasion to repeat the Preposition. *Imo י premisißum simul in- fluit in subjunctum nomen synonymicum. b.f.* *A Deo patris tui & Omnipotente,* says Noldius p. 125. Farther; because the Enallage is rather harsh; for to say in the Language of the Schools, מ Subjectum notat, cui inesse causa ad effectum commemoratum agoenda accedens; o autom derivationem effectus istius ex eadem offendit, is not satisfactory. And lastly, because that in six out of seven Instances where י occurs in Moses מ immediately precedes.

OF THE DEEP בсмотреть Many confine the Terms heaven and deep here to Showers and Springs issuing from the latent Reservoirs of the Earth: But may they not be extended so as to comprehend what is peculiar to each, viz. as Weather and Air, to the first; — and to the latter, Metals, Minerals and whatever else is contained in the Bowels of the Earth, (for thus the Word is used,) and yet so as not to exclude the Produce of its Surface?

V. xxvi. OF THE BREAST AND OF THE WOMB] By these two Words Calmet understands two distinct Sorts of Blessings, viz. by the first, Abundance of Milk and Cream; and by the latter, a great Number of Children and Cattle. But that seems to be a Distinction without a Difference; both the Words conveying one and the same Idea. Le Clerc observes that “they are not placed in their natural Order;” “for,” says he, “Infants are conceived in the Womb before they are nourished “by the Breast.” But if we consider this Observation, it may not be found very pertinent: for as this Hemistic has none which properly corresponds to it, so that the latter may express in stronger Terms the Sentiments of the foregoing, the last Word here supplies the Place of it, by explaining the former; for Womb more clearly denotes an Offspring than Breast.

I join this Line with the Verse following, not only to make the Stanzas more regular, but because the Sense appears thereby better connected, as will be shewn at the End of the Verse.

a Ps. LXXI. 20.
OF THY FATHER] To these Words the Samaritan Text and the LXX. add AND OF THY MOTHER: but with what Propriety Rachel can be here mentioned, it is not easy to say.

OF THE ETERNAL MOUNTAINS] If there was ever Reason for admitting a various Lection, it is here: for all the different Kinds of Proof conspire to destroy the Hebrew, and to establish the Samaritan. The Word הָרָה of the Hebrew Text occurs only here; which Circumstance is in itself suspicious. The Verb from which this supposed Noun is derived signifies To be big with Child; whence it is not probable that it can be used of a Male: but allowing that it might signify both the Parents, why must it be extended to remote Ancefiors? And how was Jacob happier than Isaac or Abraham? And if he was, why is that mentioned here? I pass over the other Interpretations of this Word, as being foreign to the Purpose, or strangely wrested from the Text, or not justifiable from History. On the contrary the Samaritan Lection, הר, is a well known Word, regular in its Form, and determined by the corresponding Word Hills in the Sense of Mountains, which is of all others the most pertinent to this Place: It is besides countenanced by the parallel Place, by the most antient Hebrew and Samaritan MSS. and by the LXX. Samaritan, and Samaritan-Arabic Versions.

THE DESIREABLE THINGS, מָן נָדָא] As this Word without the Vowel-Points may be either of the singular or plural Number, I have given the latter the Preference, that it may answer more exactly to בֵּרֵעָה Blessings in the preceding Line: that it signifies A DESIRE, and may be used for That which is desireable, admits of no Doubt: but I cannot find that the Sense of utmost Bounds, which Aben-Ezra and others give it, is supported by any good Authority.

THE EVERLASTING HILLS] The Word Jeep יְרוּם never signifies Eternity from the proper Sense of the Word, as Dr. Taylor has observed, but when the Sense of the Place, or the Nature of the Subject to which it is applied, requires it, as God and his Attributes. When applied to Time, it signifies a Duration which is concealed; (for that is the Import of the Root;) as being an unknown or great Length, with respect either to Time past or to come: thus perpetual Hills mean Hills which

b Deut. XXXIII. 15.
have been from the Beginning, and shall continue to the End, of the World. Calmet here observes that Jacob in a Transport of Affection for his Son Joseph conceives in his Behalf WISHES AS BIG AS MOUNTAINS; which Expression he thinks very much exaggerated: But there is no Foundation for this Remark. All that Jacob seems to have meant is, that though Joseph was to have a most excellent Country for his Portion, he would still be more blessed in respect to his Issue.

ON THE HEAD ] As the Head is the principal Part of the Body, it is frequently used for the whole Person, thus the Lord will take away thy Master from thy head, c i.e. from thee; The Strength of mine head, d i.e. my Strength. And to denote the Happiness of the Just, it is said that Blessings are on his head. e This being premised, the Expression The Blessings of the Breast and of the Womb — shall be on the Head of Joseph may not appear so harsh; and implies that his Posterity would be very numerous.

OF THE PRINCE From Nazar to be separated in a religious or in a distinguished Manner comes Nezer a CROWN; and a Mitre (or rather the golden Plate of it) as Tokens that Princes and the High-Priests that wore them were eminently separated or distinguished from the rest of the People in their respective Stations. And that Nazir here implies one highly distinguished in Eminence and Dignity, is agreed by the most judicious Critics; and Sir John Chardin says that it is still the very Name which is given in Persia to the first Officer of State, or Superintendent of all the Demesnes. f Jacob might therefore use this Term with reference to the same Office which Joseph enjoyed at that very Time: but yet he might possibly carry his View farther, and here obliquely suggest that Joseph's Posterity would be long distinguished in an eminent Manner above their Brethren by being vested with the Sovereign Power, which they enjoyed for many Centuries. However that be, Joseph is called elsewhere the GOVERNOR OF HIS BRETHREN, in allusion, no doubt, to this Place.

Now the whole Scope of this Verse will best appear by some such Paraphrase as this; "The Blessing of a fruitful and numerous Progeny" (a Blessing far superior to the Possession of a delightful, fertile, and ex-

"tensive Country) is the Blessing which thy Father particularly pro-
mises as the Lot of his Son Joseph; who is, and shall be, of a very
"distinguished Rank among his Brethren."

The Blessing conferred on Joseph, both by the Patriarch and Law-
giver, is, I think, reducible to these three Heads, viz. — 1°. a good and
tensive Country; 2°. a numerous Progeny to possess it; — and 3°. a su-
perior Authority over his Brethren.

I. As to the Goodness of the Country which fell to the Lot of the
Sons of Joseph, there is not a Point in Scripture which will admit of a
clearer Proof. The Countries of Bashan, Gilead, and Ephraim (situated
in the Portion of Joseph's Sons) are everywhere described as having the
finest Pastures; as producing the best of Cattle of all Sorts; the most
beautiful and serviceable Trees; and Abundance of Wine, Balm, etc.
insomuch that the two first Places came to be used for any Thing that
was superlatively excellent in its Kind. But their great Abundance was
the Parent of Luxury, which soon produced its genuine Offsprings, Vice
and Destruction; as their Prophets inform us. They who chuse to
have the Scripture-Account confirmed by human Authority may see
what was observed in the Notes on Asher; Josephus's Description of Sa-
maria, the Capital of Ephraim and of the ten Tribes; and Bochart.
And in regard to the Extent of the Inheritance of Joseph, on both Sides
of the Jordan, it will appear to have been about a fourth Part of the
whole Country.

II. The Population of the Tribes descended from Joseph will be evi-
dent on comparing their Sums total with those of the other Tribes:
When they came out of Egypt, Judah's total (who is then by far the
most numerous of all the Tribes,) is 74600; Ephraim's and Manasseh's,
72700; but in the Plains of Moab, these latter exceed the former, (who
continue superior to others in that respect,) by 8700: They appear to
have gone on increasing in that great Proportion above the rest for a great
while after this; for we find that after they had gotten Possession of the
large Country of Bashan and the Province of Samaria, they still com-

I Judg. VIII. 2. \[l\] Isai. XXVIII. 3. \[m\] Jerem. VIII, 22. XLVI. 11. \[n\] Pfal.
P. 1151. Huds.

plain
plain that they were freighthened for want of Room, and beg of Joshua
that he would give them more Land; for we are, say they, a great
people, forasmuch as the Lord has blessed us hitherto: Their great Ge-
eral confirms what they had alledged, and adds withal that They had
great power, and gives them another Lot. And though Ephraim
loft in a civil War against his Brother 42000 Men in one Battle, they
nevertheless recovered so fast from that Misfortune that, at David's Co-
ronation, there were of Joseph's House about 60000 mighty Men of Va-
lour, and Captains in his Host: which is a far greater Number than any
other Tribe could produce. And it is observed of the half Tribe of Ma-
nasséh which dwelt on the other side Jordan that they encreased exceed-
ingly about this Time. Again, the House of Joseph is described by
Hosea as very fruitful among his Brethren: but they are threatened that
this their Glory should fly away like a Bird, from the Birth, and from the Womb,
and from the Conception (Words which are nearly similar to those used
by Jacob when he promised that Joseph would be thus populous, ) and
that though they brought up their Children, yet God would bereave them that
there should not be a Man left. Hence, in short, we may conclude, that
what Jacob predicted of the two young Men when Joseph introduced
them to his Father separately for his Blessing, viz. (In thee [Joseph] shall
Israel bless, saying, "God make thee as Ephraim and Manasséh;") was
fully verified. Josephus moreover observes that both the Countries of
Bashan and Samaria were exceedingly populous: Tacitus says, Magna
pars Judæae vicis dispersitur; and Strabo, that about Jamnia (on the
Borders on Ephraim) 40000 Soldiers could be raied.

III. Joseph's House having then so large and so good a Portion of the
Land of Promise, and being withal so very numerous, might reasonably
expect a proportionable Share of Power. The brave Leader, who by Di-
vine Appointment succeeded Moses, issued from it; as did besides five
of the twelve Judges, whose Tribes can be ascertained; and of the other
four concerning whom the Scripture is silent in that respect, viz. Sham-
gar, Deborah, Ibzan and Abdon; it is probable that the second and
fourth were likewise of Joseph's Posterity, because one of them dwelt,
and the other was buried, in the Land of Ephraim. And if Joseph's
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Family had no particular Share in the Government during three Reigns, that was amply recompensed to them afterwards, when most of the Tribes became subject, and continued in their Allegiance to them, for the Space of about 250 Years. Jeroboam's Title to the Crown might indeed have appeared questionable, had he not been set up by the free Election of the People; h and had not God, their supreme King, concurred with them, i and forewarned them of this Revolution. k That Jacob did not confine his Views merely to the Person of Joseph in the latter Part of this Prophecy (as is generally thought,) but had an Eye to the Establishment of the Kingdom of Israel in the Portion of Joseph, is to me highly probable: because he declares V. 1. that he would inform his Sons of the most remarkable Occurrences in their future History; and because Moses uses the very Words upon which this Opinion is founded, and confirms it by other Circumstances, l the Propriety of which will not be so apparent but on this Supposition.

BENJAMIN.

After so remarkable a Benediction had been bestowed on Joseph, Benjamin, who was also tenderly loved of his Father, might reasonably have expected to have heard that some great Blessing was reserved for him likewise. But, though his Lot was one of the very best, yet he had not the Satisfaction to be informed of it at this Time: it pleased God rather that he should have some Idea of the rapacious and sanguinary Temper of his Posterity. The Ways of Providence are in this Case, as in many others, unfathomable: but yet it may be humbly supposed, that this Declaration was graciously intended as a distant Caution to the Benjamites against the dismal Effects which they would one Day bring on themselves, if they did not curb their Passion. The Prophecy before us does not present us with a View of a fond Father bestowing his Favours partially, but of a venerable Prophet declaring from the common Father of all, what was of the utmost Importance for the Welfare of some of his Children to know.

V. xxvii. A ravening wolf] Either the Particle of Similitude, c is here to be supplied before גזפ; or י, considered as a Pronoun, as V. 25. is wanting before נמך; or י is redundant. The LXX. Syr. and

h & Kin. XII. 20. i ib. v. 15. k Chap. XI. 29, &c. l See Deuter. XXXIII. 17. Vulg.
The parallel Prophecies of

Vulg. seem to have read אֶבּוֹן. It is well known that Wolves are both the most fierce and cruel of all Quadrupeds: and on this accounthe find them in the Heathen Mythology consecrated to the God of War. It is observed by a great Naturalist that nothing daunts them, when stimulated by Hunger; and he compares them to very wicked Men, who despise all Danger in the Way to their infamous Purposes. That there is a great Similitude between this Animal and the Tribe we are now considering, will appear by the Sequel.

The Prey, יָרֵעַ] I render this Word Prey, more from the exigentia loci than from any Authority that can be deduced from the Bible: יָרֵעַ has that Sense in two more Places, say most Lexicographers; and the Verb יָרֵע, according to them, once signifies To plunder: but if these Instances, are properly examined, it will be found that they are capable of another, and that, perhaps a better Sense than that of Prey: However if the Noun יָרֵע or יָרַע here was to be regarded as an יָרָע יָרָע in this Sense, it might be justified from the Chaldee יָרֵע יָרֵע יָרֵע and from אֵע in Arabic, which signify To plunder. To this may be added, that from אֵע, one of whose whole Significations is To cut down or lay prostrate, comes אֵע Food.

When in the evening, לַוְיָרַע] That the Particle י should be here rendered after or when, has been shewn by Bochart, and since by Le Clerc, Patrick, &c. The former of these observes that the Morning and Evening in this Place are not used for the whole Day, but for the whole Night; for that Wolves sleep in the Day-Time, and rove about for their Prey in the Evening, and hence are called Wolves of the Evening.

There is no Part of Jacob's Prophecy which has more divided Interpreters, with respect to its Accomplishment, than this which we are now considering. It has been imagined that it relates to Judge Ehud, to King Saul, to Queen Esther, and to the Apostle Paul; who were all of this Tribe; and the Abettors of these different Opinions labour to find some resemblance in the Character of these several Persons to the Nature of the Wolf, to which Benjamin is compared. But there is one material Objection common to them all, as was before observed in

respect
respect to Samson of the Tribe of Dan) that they are taken in too confined a Sense, when restrained to one particular Person; whatever Analogy there may be between that Person and the Image. And as to the Opinion of the Rabbins, according to whom the Wolf denotes the Altar of Burnt-Offering (for the Temple was situated in this Tribe,) it appears far fetched, and too much refined.

The most judicious among Modern Commentators are persuaded that the Patriarch points to the War obstinately and unjustly undertaken by this Tribe against the united force of all Israel. And indeed this Sense is built on a more solid Foundation: it is an Event worthy of the Notice of the prophetic Spirit; is agreeable to Jacob's general Declaration Verse 1. and to the whole Tenor of the Prophecy. The Account of this remarkable Transaction (which arose from a very slight Circumstance, but proceeded to that Height that 65000 Lives, at least, were lost in it, and which was near being attended with the total Extinction of one Tribe in Israel,) has been fortunately transmitted down to us, with all its Circumstances, in the Book of Judges. In this Event one may, I think, without great Sagacity, trace the Outline of the Wolf in the Conduct of the Benjamites: Their fierce, but ungenerous, Spirit is nearly as striking in the Historian's Narration as in the poetical Description. And if any one expects to discern an exact Likeness in every Part of the Piece between this Tribe, in respect to the Fact referred to, and the savage Beast before-mentioned; I beg Leave to refer him to what has been observed on Verse 9. where he will see that all the Adjuncts in a Simile seldom answer in every respect to the Object illustrated.

Here ends the Poetry, which the least Attention will immediately discover. In what follows we have no elevated Sentiments; no Metaphors, Similes, or Figures; no Distinction of Lines, or uniform Correspondency between them; in short, nothing which constitutes the Essence of this Sort of Poetry.

V. xxviii. And this is that which their father spake unto them] It has been questioned Whether these are the very Words Jacob spoke on this Occasion, or whether this is only the Sum and Substance of them. Bp. Patrick is of the former Opinion; and supposes that the Spirit of Prophecy, coming on the Patriarch at this Time, raised his Style and Understanding. But Le Clerc seems to think it not improbable

\[x \text{ See Le Clerc, Calmet, &c.} \quad \text{s Chap. XIX, and XX.} \quad \text{O that} \]
that Moses, or some other before him, might have given the Prophecy this Form: He will not allow it to have been delivered in Metre, because it has no ἔμωτελευτα or Rhymes, which he falsely thinks essential to the Hebrew Poetry. Without pretending to decide this Point, I shall take Leave to observe that, though Prophecy delights for the most part in a lofty and enigmatical Language, at present the Prophets are generally allowed to have been left to their natural Faculties for the Expression, after the Conceptions had been suggested to their Minds by the Holy Spirit. Now as there is no Piece of Poetry in the Old Testament superior to this in Art, Beauty, or Strength, it may seem to have too great a Perfection for Jacob’s Time, and to be more suitable to that of his Descendant who was learned in all the Wisdom of the Egyptians. And, notwithstanding that Poetry be allowed to be the most antient Vehicle of Instruction, it may not be thought agreeable to the Simplicity of the Patriarchal Age to hear a Father take his Leave of his Children in so laboured a Composition. Jacob and Esau are blessed by their dying Father in very plain Terms: Jacob blest his Grand-Children in the same manner: And Joshua and David in similar Circumstances follow the same Example: whence a presumptive Argument, may be drawn against the Bishop. But nothing can be collected from the parallel Prophecy’s being composed in Metre; for that Circumstance, if it proves any Thing, proves as much that Moses made some Alterations in this Prophecy, as that he copied in this respect after Jacob. But why should that have been altered which was dictated by the Spirit? A Prophet under the Guidance of the same Spirit might have taken the Liberty of changing the mere Form, if any one good End was thereby answered, such, for Instance, as that the Prophecy might at first be the more easily committed to Memory, or that it might be read with greater Pleasure at all Times. It cannot be said that the Prophecy will be the less true by the supposed Alteration: for one Prophet’s Authority is as good as that of another: Neither will it be material, if it be urged that, on this Supposition, no Criterion will be left by which we may judge precisely what Jacob’s Prophecy was originally, when we are satisfied that it is essentially the same as it was when he delivered it.

And blessed every one according to his blessing — i.e. he told each of them what would happen in Aftertimes to his Posterity respectively, as we are told in the Introduction to the Prophecy. The Verb בָל in this Place neither signifies To blest, nor yet on the con-
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contrary To curse: though it is true that it is applicable to all Jacob's Children separately; as the three eldest were cursed, and the rest were blessed; yet, whatever the precise Meaning of it is, it is certain that it must be used in such a manner as to be common to them all in the same Sense: the Sense therefore given by Schultens a to this Word, viz. To bid farewell, or To take Leave, will be here very suitable: it is thus used 2 Sam. XIX. 39. And Calmet says that benir est mis ici pour exprimer les derniers Sentiments d'un Pere mourant envers ses Enfans.

a On the Book of Job, Chap. I. V. 5. see also Taylor's Scheme of Scripture Div. Page 235.

NOTES
The Parallel Prophecies of

Notes

On the thirty third Chapter of Deuteronomy.

Title.

V. i. Vulg. Moses, the man of God] Though Moses generally speaks of himself in the third Person, and the Title of Man of God is frequently given in Scripture to Prophets, yet as this is the first Place where Moses is thus characterised, it very much looks as if these Words, Man of God, were added after his Death. This Phrase is nearly the same as the Arabs use when they speak of Moses, viz. אל המ Sinai, or the inspired Man, or the Prophet of God, and it is not very unlike our Manner of speaking of a great and good Man when deceased, whom we call υμασαρνας, of blessed, or pious Memory. Moses indeed was highly deserving of being called Man of God, in whatever Sense these Words can be taken; but his known Modesty would hardly have suffered him thus to speak of himself at any Time, but more particularly at this Juncture when he knew by Revelation that he was at the Point of Death, and might also have known by the same Channel that his Sepulchre would be hidden, with a View that his Brethren, always prone to Idolatry, might not pay him divine Honours. In these Circumstances therefore it is not probable that this wise Law-giver should incautiously give an Handle to frustrate the Designs of Providence, which he would in some Measure do, if we suppose him at this Time thus magnifying his high Office.

a He is so called in many other Places, (viz. John. XIV. 6, &c.) but not before his Death. And as to the Title of Psalm. XC, which Psalm is attributed to Moses, the Man of God, that cannot prove that Moses gave himself that Title: but I think it can be proved satisfactorily from internal Marks in the Psalm itself, that he is not the Author of it.


c It may be objected that Moses, in another Place, speaks more in Commendation of himself than he does here, viz. Num. XII. 3. But that Verse has been judged by many learned Men to be an Addition of Ezra, or of some other inspired Author. See Cornel. a Lapide; Hugo in loco; Lorinus; Pol. Synop. & Calmet.
As Moses had before composed a Song to celebrate the miraculous Passage of the Israelites through the Red Sea, so his View in this Song seems to have been to commemorate God’s gracious Dealings with them since that Time. A more proper Subject could not have been thought of, in order to awaken their Attention, and raise a due Sense of Gratitude in all Israel, before the several Tribes heard from the Mouth of their great Prophet, now speaking for the last Time, what Providence intended to do farther for each of them.

In the three first Lines of this Song Moses reminds the Israelites of the several Places, where God had been pleased to manifest Himself in a wonderful Manner to them: he afterwards suggests that God’s great Love ought to be repaid by them with Adoration and Obedience: and concludes with setting before them the great and lasting Advantages, which they had in common, in consequence of the Covenant they had entered into with God, who vouchsafed to become their Lawgiver, after they had expressly stipulated to elect Him for their King.

V. i. (ii. Vulg.) From Sinai] As this Mountain was celebrated for the most awful Display of the Divine Majesty, and for the grand Covenant there made, it has here the first Place.

And rose up] As Fire was a Symbol of the Divine Presence, its moving from one Place to another before the Israelites in their Journies is obliquely compared to the Sun’s Rising.

Seir] This Place, Paran, and the other mentioned in Habakkuk, d either denote some of the principal Encampments of the Israelites in the Wilderness, or if (as many learned Men think) they are only different Parts of the same Ridge of Mountains as Sinai, they may be considered only as an Amplification of what went before.

This Verse is one of the three Texts which the Musulmans wrest in order to establish the Divine Legation of their Prophet. Sina, say they, has reference to the Law of Moses, Sair to the Gospel of Jesus, and Paran to the Coran of Mohammed. e

d Chap. III. 3.

Unto us. In this short Ode the Change of Persons in the Pronouns creates no small Difficulty. I read here with Onkelos, the LXX. the Syriac, and the Vulgate. The first Person plural seems to be the best, as there is no Antecedent; and to be the most suitable to the Speaker.

V. ii. And the holy one came with myriads] The 1 in קָרָים is omitted in five or six Places, which are sufficient to justify the rendering הוהי קָרָים, the Holy One, as in the almost-parallel Place. The first Person plural simply implies A great Multitude of Men, as Verse 17th. and it seems here to mean the House of Israel, as Numb. X. 36.

From his right hand &c.] Le Clerc observes on this Place, Si abeisset 1 in voce מִימֵי, omnino vertendum cenferem e meridie, ut esset locus parallelus Hab. III. 3. Nenne, e meridie Moabitice regionis, & universae Palestinae venerat Deus, una cum Arca, &c. But though it was obvious, and allowable, to separate the 1 and to connect it with the next Word, (thus בֵּית לֵאָשׁ) yet the Sense will be, at least, as good and to the full as like another Part of the Place referred to, if the present Reading is retained.

Streams] This Word is generally considered as two distinct Words: but a great Number of MSS. and some Editions connect the two Syllables: It occurs in many Places in Moses and Joshua; and, though it is sometimes rendered by some of the Versions as a Proper Name, it seems in general to be an Appellative: It signifies primarily Any Thing issuing from a Head, and moving with a Continuity of Parts; and hence is often used simply for a stream of Water: but the Context here seems to determine it to be a stream of Light: God having been represented before as rising like the Sun; then soaring forth; and now issuing Thunderings and Lightnings from his right Hand; as was the Case at the Delivery of the Law. Was it not, I say, for the Context, by comparing this Line with the Song of Deborah and Barak, and another Place where it is said in Allusion to the same Circumstance that the Heavens dropped, the Clouds also dropped Water, one would be inclined to interpret נַפּוֹר stream of Water. The Root of this Word we have
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have in Chaldee and Syriac, for יְשָׁרָא and אֶל in both signifies To pour forth.

The Word thus explained will make this Line answer exactly to Part of the 4th Verse of the Song of Hab. above-mentioned, viz. מֵאֶל יְשָׁרָא דְּמַעֹר From his right Hand issued Streams of Light unto them, יִתְנַה בֵּית וּלְרֵא There were Rays of Light (diverging from a Point not unlike an Horn) issuing out of his Hand.

V. iii. 0 LOVING FATHER בַּר רַוְֵבָה This Reading of the Samaritan seems preferable to that of the Hebrew Text, on account of the three Affixes of the second Person immediately after.

Of the people יִתְנַה רַוְֵבָה The Context seems to make it necessary to understand by this Word the House of Israel only, and not all the World, as many think.

All the saints יִתְנַה רַוְֵבָה I omit the Affix on the Authority of the LXX. Chaldee Paraphrase, and the Vulgate: Because a Pronoun is unnecessarily connected with this Word: And it is morally impossible that the present Reading of this Word in our Texts should be the true one as the Context stands. It is not improbable, however, that the original Reading was יִתְנַה רַוְֵבָה All thy Saints; because י and א are not unlike one another as they are written in many MSS. The Saints here seem to mean the most righteous among the Multitudes of the House of Israel before-mentioned.

At thy hand יֵתְנַה תַּה The Proposition י may be either rendered at or near thy Hand; to indicate the waiting and constant Readiness of good Men to perform God's Commands; or, it may be rendered under thy Hand, i.e. under thy Care and Protection. See Nold. 26. and 30.

They fall down at thy feet יִתְנַה תַּה The Verb יֵתְנַה occurs but once besides; and there it signifies To join, Adhere unto: Dr. Forster gives it the Sense of the Arab. קָנַן To fall down, which is followed by Le Clerc, who observes upon it; Reliquae omnes interpretationes contortae sunt & Grammaticae parum consequentes. Significat Mosés, pios quomodo Deum unum colere, ejusque solis imperii parere; maximum enim summæ veneratiois indicium est, ad pedes ejus, quem veneramur, provocari.
AND THEY SHALL RECEIVE — Both the Texts seem here deficient; for שְׁגָה (which is the Hebrew Lection) wants either the connexive Particle with the plural Termination, or it ought to have the Word רֹאִים before it, that it may agree with the Saints in the preceding Line; and שְׁגָה, (the Reading of the Samaritan Text) manifestly wants the formative, before שְׁגָה: but from both together we may be authorized to read שְׁגָה. See Dr. Kennicott's Remark to the same Effect.

V. iv. — He commanded us a law;] In the Text we read מֹאיֵם commanded &c; but Dr. Kennicott has shewn the great Inconsistency of making Moïès the Speaker in this Place; and has pointed out the probable Origin of the Insertion of Moses in the MS. from the Similarity of the next Word — מֹאיֵם or מֹאיֵם or מֹאיֵם. Aware of this Difficulty, Jonathan and the Author of the Jerusalem Targum put these Words in the Mouth of the Children of Israel; — בַּנָּיֵם, The children of Israel said, &c. And indeed the Word Moïès cannot be retained in the Text with any Propriety, but on the Supposition that Moïès taught the Israelites this Song, with a View that they might sing or repeat it in their own Person. But I think still that it will be better, if omitted; because the Sense is much clearer without it. The Lord mentioned V. i. will then be the leading Subject through this Ode: the Law will seem to have more Authority when said to have been commanded by God: it will be more agreeable to Moïès's Character and Manner to attribute the Command of the Law to God: Moïès cannot with equal Propriety, as God, be made the Subject of Ver. 5th (as Dr. Kennicott has observed:) And, lastly, as every Line in this Ode in the Original consists of three Words (excepting the preceding one; but where it is not improbable that the Reading might have been, בַּנָּיֵם מֶרְבִּיתֵי — as was before observed) it should hence seem that this Line was compleat without the Word Moïès, which, as it is the fourth Word in it, prevents its being uniform with the rest: Add to this, that, allowing Moïès was originally in the Text, it would more properly have been the first, than the last, Word in the Line.

To be the inheritance, מֶרְבִּיתֵי] I have followed most of the antient Versions in supplying this Place with the substantive Verb, which

k Diff. on 1 Chr. P. 432. 1 ibid. P. 434.
seems to make it clearer than when Inheritance is considered as put in Apposition with Law.

AND HE WAS KING, יתבשא לאו

It is not agreed among Critics unto whom these Words are to be referred. Selden and Grotius make them relate to Moses, the last Antecedent, as it stands in our Texts; but, though this may be more agreeable to Grammar, (allowing that the Word Moses is not an Interpolation,) it is not so agreeable to Scripture. We do not find that Moses was ever crowned; that he ever had this Title; or ever enjoyed, properly speaking, any one Royal Prerogative: the contrary is rather strongly intimated. m And as to those who consider this Place as a Prophecy of the Kingdom of Judah, or of that of the Messiah, they seem not to have sufficiently attended to the Scope of this Song. n It cannot, I think, be doubted from the Context that this alludes to the Institution of the Theocracy, which happened about the Time of the Delivery of the Law; whence as it is most probable that God, who is frequently called King, should have the Title given Him on this Occasion: so likewise it is improbable that Moses should now take it to himself for the first Time, for the Reasons already given in the preceding Notes: Add to this, that at the Close of Moses's first Song before-mentioned, it is said, שנד ידיה, The Lord shall reign, &c. o But quære whether the second and third Word might not have been transposed and this whole Hemistic have been originally thus read, JAH OR JEHOVAH REIGNED OVER JESHERUN; instead of יהוה ידיה, as it now stands? For this Verb is construed with a ל; and an Emendation arising from the Method here proposed is of all others the most convincing.

OF JESHERUN] Whether this Word is an Appellative or a Proper Name, it certainly signifies the same as Israel wherever it occurs. The proper Signification of it may be THE ESTEEMED OR BELOVED; for thus the Root יסנ is used. p The LXX. render it ηγασταρίς; and the Apostle Paul, where q he called the Jews ηγασταρίς, may have had regard to the Origin of this Name.

WHEN THE HEADS OF THE PEOPLE WERE GATHERED TOGETHER WITH THE TRIBES OF ISRAEL.] This seems to refer to the fo-
The Assembly of the Elders, who were convened to deliberate on God's Message, when he proposed to be their King, and to the Answer given by them and the rest of the People.

The Interpretation of this Place given in the Universal History, though ingenious, may appear too refined; viz. "When the divided Power of the Heads of Tribes and Families centred in one Head." But to endeavour to prove from these Words, that the Jewish Government consisted of King, Lords, and Commons, is ridiculous.

Here Moses comes immediately to Reuben without prefacing, And he said to Reuben, as he does of the other Tribes before their respective Parts. The Reason of which I imagine to be, that the Ode we have examined was sung by a Company of Israelites to whom Moses had taught it: for as he enters directly upon the Subject of a particular Tribe and begins with the eldest, on whom the Attention of the Congregation was naturally fixed, there seems in that Case to have been no Occasion for mentioning that Patriarch's Name beforehand, as the Interval of Time and the different Manner of delivering the Ode and the Prophecy concerning Reuben would be a sufficient Distinction: in this Light Reuben's Part may be considered in some Measure as connected with the Title of the Chapter. And if we look upon this Chapter as left in writing by Moses in the Form in which we now have it, in this View likewise a Title to this Part may not appear very necessary: for there seems to be a greater Distinction between the general Song and a particular Branch of the Prophecy, (or, in other Words, between what is said of God and Reuben,) than there is between any two particular Parts or Tribes. Some of the Titles which we shall meet with are absolutely necessary to their respective Parts to avoid a Confusion, viz. to Levi, Benjamin, and Joseph, whose Names are not mentioned in the several Parts relating to them: for which Reason I imagine that these, as well as the rest which are not so necessary, were added by Moses himself, (and not by some other inspired Author, as some have supposed,) and that when he delivered this Prophecy by Word of Mouth, he gave sufficient Notice beforehand to the Tribe he was going to address, that they were to be the next Subject of his Discourse.

JACOB AND MOSES EXAMINED. IV.

REUBEN and SIMEON.

Though these two Patriarchs had been excluded by their Father from the Right of Primogeniture on account of their respective Crimes, yet Moses seems to assure the Posterity of the one that nevertheless they would certainly enjoy many of the Comforts of Life; and that the Descendants of the other would continue to be a People, but would not be numerous.

V. vi. Live and not die] When a Thing is intended to be described in a striking manner, this is generally done in Hebrew by a Repetition of the same Terms a little varied; or, what comes to the same, by being expressed both affirmatively and negatively, as here and in many other Places. The Verb לֶהָלֵךְ To live is used for being refreshed after Trouble or Dejection, and for being happy: in either of these Senses it may be applied to the Reubenites, who, notwithstanding what their Ancestor had forfeited, had one of the first Portions of the conquered Country, which abounded with all the Necessaries, and most of the Conveniences, of Life.

But let SIMEON be few in number, מָרוּם מָאוֹם מָלַשׁ מְלַשׁ מְלַשׁ M. I. 69.] It is an allowed Rule in Hebrew that the Word מָלַשׁ Number, when placed after the Substantive to which it belongs, denotes a FEW, as מָלַשׁ מָאוֹם, Days of Number: but when it comes before the Substantive to which it is joined, then it signifies MANY, as מָלַשׁ מָאוֹם, the great Number of his Tears. This Rule, being, I think, subject to no Exceptions, determines the Sense in this Place to be men of number, or a few men: I am therefore surprized that Dr. Taylor, after having allowed its Validity, in quoting this Instance, should say that מָלַשׁ Men is evidently understood after מָלַשׁ thus, Let bis Men be a Number of Men. What can countenance a Supposition diametrically opposite to the established Principles of Grammar, I cannot conceive; except it be the common Prejudice that מָלַשׁ conveys precisely the Idea of blessing, which always carries with it the Notion of some Good; and that as Moses is here delivering a Blessing what he says must therefore be taken in a good Sense: (But
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see this Word explained P. 106.) Or that it is supposed that the History contradicts the regular grammatical Sense. This Objection would indeed have Weight: but it will be shewn that both are in perfect Harmony with each other. It cannot be pretended that the negative Particle of the preceding Hemistic is to be here supplied, as it is in our Version; or that it gives the a negative Force, as Noldius explains it: for it is adversative; and that because we have here another Verb which cannot be affected by it. In Proof of this Assertion, I beg Leave to refer to some of the many similar Instances b which might be here produced. Though there is an apparent Solecism in 712 ♦n,1as it stands in the Hebrew Text, the Expression may be very justifiable; for we meet with one which is nearly parallel, viz. And I being few in Number, or Men of Number: c where the Pronoun has, as in many other Places, the Force of the substantive Verb. Commentators on that Place agree that implies Jacob and his Family; so here is not used improperly after the Patriarch's Name, which, being put for his Tribe, is to be considered as a Noun of Multitude, and may therefore have a singular or plural after it: However, if this is not satisfactory the Samaritan Lection (from him) may be thought freer from Exceptions; for simply signifies a few, or small Number.

Here all Interpreters take notice of the Omission of Simeon. Some of them suppose that he was designedly omitted by Moses; while others include him in one or the other of the three first-mentioned Tribes. And though Capellus e says that it does not belong to us to enquire into the Cause of this Omission, as God has not been pleased to reveal it; yet as some very great Names, as we shall see presently, have not scrupled to examine this Point, I shall take Leave to follow their Example. Theodoret f and Diodorus Tarcsensis, in treating of the Question under Consideration, observe that Reuben was blessed on account of his brotherly Love; and Levi, because Moses was descended from him, and because it was necessary that the Tribe which was to absolve others from Curses should itself be exempt from any Curse: but that Simeon could have no manner of Pretence to a Blessing. But if by brotherly Love they mean, as they probably do, Reuben's Love to Joseph, why did not that good Act of his rather operate on Jacob than on Moses? As it does not

appear to have been judged by his Father a Counterbalance to his Incest; I think it could have had no Effect on the Lawgiver some Centuries after. And as to Levi, the Reasons here alleged in his Behalf seem to me rather groundless and weak; (as shall be shewn hereafter, when that Point will be particularly enlarged upon:) so that it cannot well be concluded from hence either that Reuben or Levi had better Pretensions to a Blessing than Simeon had. Others say that this Patriarch was not blessed by Moses, because of the Murder of the Sichemites: or because he was principal in the cruel Resolution of killing Joseph; or on account of his Murmurings and Idolatries in the Wilderness. But as the two first of these Crimes (allowing the second to be well-founded) did not prevent his being mentioned by Jacob, why should they have been the Cause of his being passed over in Silence by Moses? And if we suppose that the Tribe of Simeon had been more guilty of the last-mentioned Crimes than the rest of Israel, I see here no Reason why it should have been omitted, but rather a Reason why some farther Judgment on it should have been predicted.

They that include Simeon in Levi's Blessing, because they are joined together by Jacob, should consider, that, on their own Principles it should follow, that all that Moses says of Levi should be equally applicable to Simeon; which cannot be. Neither can Simeon be included in what is said of Judah, not only for the Reason before given: but (as this Opinion is founded on Simeon's having his Inheritance in Judah's Portion), because it would follow that Dan, for the same Reason, might have been included in the same Tribe. But they argue more speciously who comprehend this Patriarch in the Prophecy relative to Reuben: For they may urge that, as they were both guilty of great Crimes, what is predicted of the one may be supposed to relate equally to the other: and that, as they were the two eldest of the Family, they are properly considered together in the first Place. However, the Question still recurs, why Simeon's Name should not have been rather mentioned, which would have removed all this Embarrassment.

That his Name was originally read in the Text is probable: and when we find it preferred in the Alexandrian MS. (the most antient and valuable one extant,) and in the Complutenian and Aldine Editions of the LXX, there seems little Room to doubt but that there is an Error in our Texts. They therefore who say that no accurate Copy of that Version

The parallel Prophecies of Simeon are much mistaken: k and so was Capellus, when he asserted that nulla fit tribus SIMEONIS mentio neque in Hebraico, neque APUD LXX. neque in Vulg. l He used probably some late Edition made from the later MSS. which omit this Word, in Conformity to the Vatican Copy. If it is here alleged that neither Ambrosius, Theodoret, or Procopius Gazaev had Simeon in their Texts; m I reply that this is not strictly true: For the first of these Authors, so far from countenancing that Assertion, says expressly, Benedictit etiam Moyses tribum Reuben sicut scriptum, Virat Reuben & non moriatur ET SIMEON fit multis in numero. Neque enim benedixisset, si secundum Patriarchae sententiam benedictione fisset indignos. Certa quod firiendum ille praeerit, iste compleverit. n And to the Authority of Theodoret and Procopius I shall oppose the Testimony of two other Writers, either of whom would be a sufficient Counterpoise by reason of his more early Age, and these are Josephus and Philo, who both plainly assert that Moyses blessed every one of the Tribes. Moiowos (says the former) τεσσαρες τελωνες του βιον Φασαστος, ημε τυλως ΕΚΑΣΤΗ, ΤΩΝ Φυλων απορθησαντος τα και όμορφα, &c. o And we thus read in the latter of them — φησιν εκεινος την εκεινον απακιουν εμάλλιν (Μωυσης) εις οραμαν εδεικτηκα και τον Θεον απολυτων βιον απαρθησαντων, — τοι δι' ηματησαν, ου δι' αυλησεθην αυτου παντι τοι εις την θεωρησαν εικον, αλλα και ΚΑΤΑ ΜΕΡΟΣ ΕΚΑΣΤΗ, Φιλην, τα μακρα και θεος αυτοις απαθησανα; p These general Expressions seem to prove that Simeon's Name was in the Copies which these Authors made use of: Persuaded therefore by such Evidence, I have taken the Liberty to insert his Name in the Text within Brackets; and I trust that what has been advanced will be strengthened by the Considerations which shall be next offered.

The Words of the Text, Let bis Men be few, cannot relate properly to Reuben; for that Tribe was by no means the least numerous, as will appear by some of the Places which shall presently be referred to: But on the contrary they are strictly true of Simeon, the most inconsiderable of all the Tribes in that respect: for from 59300, which was their Number when they came out of Egypt, q instead of increasing as most of the others did, they diminished to such a Degree that about forty Years after, when they were numbered in the Plains of Moab, they


amounted
amounted only to 22,200. Further, it is observed of this Tribe, that, though some Branches of it increased, others had not many Children, neither did all their Families multiply as the Children of Judah. And at a Time when many of the Tribes sent out forty thousand armed Men Simeon furnishes only 7,100; which is another probable Mark of their Inferiority in Point of Number.

Again, there is no great Coherence in the Sense of these two Lines, Let Reuben live and not die; — But let his Men be few: But if the latter of them is referred to Simeon, the Sense will be clear: each of the Patriarchs will then have a distinct Part; and the Brevity of each Prophecy and the Opposition between them, together with the natural Order in which they will be mentioned, will account for their Union; as in the Case of Zebulun and Issachar, V. 18.

And lastly, as Moses's joining those two Tribes together furnishes us with a probable Reason for the Transcriber's Omission of Issachar's Name in the Title or Margin of the Prophecy which concerns him and Zebulun; so here, if we suppose that Reuben and Simeon were originally joined together, we may perhaps be led to conclude that, because Simeon's Name was not mentioned in the Margin, hasty or ignorant Transcribers, regarding the two Lines we are now considering as belonging to Reuben only, omitted Simeon's Name in the Texts they were writing; and from them this Error may have crept into all the Copies of it now extant.

Now the Construction of this whole Line with Simeon's Name inserted in it, viz. יִשְׁתַּחֵץ מַחְיָב מָסָר — But let SIMEON his Men be few, seems to be the same as if it was more distinctly written thus, יִשְׁתַּחֵץ מַחְיָב מָסָר, or מַחְיָב מָסָר, or Men of Number: And as to the Redundancy of the Pronoun, this Hemistic is nearly parallel to two others which we have seen before, viz. אֱלֹהִים לָדָם נָוָה, וְזֶרַע נַעַר נוּדוּדָה.

And this he said; יָדַע may appear a late Addition; for one MS. the LXX. and the Vulgate do not acknowledge it; and the rest of the Versions seem rather to have supplied, than to have found, it in their Copies. The Text would be clear if יָדַע was placed before י: However, the present Reading may perhaps be justified from some nearly parallel Places, where י is redundant. See Noldius, Art. 74.

s Num. XXVI. 14. t 1 Chr. IV. 27, 38. u P. 10.
Bp. Patrick seems here not to have looked upon his Text when he observes that "The Blessing of Judah is as much as to say Judah shall be remarkably blessed: for these Words," continues he, "This is the Blessing, are used of none of the rest of the Tribes, &c."; but where does he find the Word Blessing but in our Version and the Vulgate?

JUDAH.

Jacob had promised Judah that the Sceptre would be established, and would long continue, in his Land; which was to be a remarkably good one, &c. to which Blessings Moses having probably nothing material to add, here prays God that He would be propitious to him; that He would send him at the Head of his Brethren to fight against the Canaanites; and that, by assisting him against them, they all might gain Possession of that Country, which was the great Object of their Hopes.

V. vii. The voice of Judah] It has been asked, What could be the Subject of these Prayers which the Lawgiver here prays God to hear from this Tribe. To this Question a general Reply may be sufficient, viz. That such Things must necessarily be supposed to be meant, as are proper for them to ask, and for God to grant: but that nothing is so likely to have engaged their Attention in particular as what has been suggested, viz. the Accomplishment of Jacob's Promises to them. And why (it is asked farther,) does Moses make this and the following Petitions in the Behalf of this Tribe rather than of any other? Because not only Judah, but all Israel, were immediately concerned in having them granted; he being, as it were, the Heart which gave Life to the other Members, by taking the lead in all military Expeditions; as was shewn Ver. 9. of the preceding Chapter.

And make him go, מנו] This might perhaps be considered as the Substance of the Wishes or Prayers of the Descendants of Judah, and might be rendered, That thou mayest bring him &c. (for the \wright sometimes affects the Verb at some Distance: \w) But it may be better to understand it as Moses's own Wish.

w See Nold. Art. 72.
Before his people, יִשְׂרָאֵל This Particle is not unfrequently thus used: or it may be rendered Together with. What the Meaning of the common Version of this Place is (viz. "Bring Judah to his People," I cannot comprehend; for it is obvious, if one considers, that it cannot properly signify in this Place To his Country. The Phrase his People is not to be confined to the Tribe of Judah, (as it is to the Tribe of Dan in another Place: y) but must be extended so as to take in all the other Tribes; which, as they were in some sort subordinate to this Tribe, are not for that reason improperly so called.

Let his hand contend for him;] The Samaritan Reading is here admitted, because it is more agreeable to Grammar and to the ancient Versions.

LEVI.

Moses, having finished that Part of his Prayer which related to Judah, enters rapidly on a new Subject, and offers his Petitions in the Behalf of his own Tribe. He begins by entreating the Almighty that the Sacerdotal Office might continue in this Tribe in which He had been pleased to appoint it, notwithstanding that they, together with the rest of Israel, had twice very remarkably displeased Him through their Disobedience and want of Faith: But, as they had manifested a great Zeal for the Service of the Lord on another remarkable Occasion, and had duly punished all Offenders without the least respect of Persons, he prays that it might still be their Province for the future both to administer Justice, and to offer Sacrifices: And (though they were exempted from War, yet as the Time would come when this Tribe would produce some of the greatest Champions whom Israel ever saw,) he implores God that He would grant them a Success equal to their Valour, and assist them in making an entire Conquest of those Enemies, who would endeavour to reduce the Jewish Nation under their Yoke.

V. viii. In the three following Verses there is some Difficulty in ascertaining Who the general Subject of them is, and To whom the Pronouns are relative: besides that there twice occurs in them an Enallage

x See Nold. Art. 3, 8. y Gen. XLIX. 16.
of Number. In respect to the first of these Points; it is generally sup-
posed that Verse 8th relates to Aaron, and to his Successors the Priests,
only; and the 9th and 10th to the rest of the Tribe: But there seems
to be no Ground for such a Distinction; for Aaron is not said to have
been particularly concerned in the first Temptation at Rephidim, z (which
was thence called Mafsa;) as he was in the latter, here referred to, at
Kadesh; a (which for the same Reason took afterwards the Name of
Meriba, or Strife.) On both these Occasions God made a general Trial
of the Faith of His People, but they were all, excepting perhaps Joshua,
Caleb and Eleazar, found guilty. And though this cannot be understood
here, as it generally is, b of all the Israelites; it may be more applicable
to the Levites than to any others, who, as they were God's more imme-
diate Ministers, incurred a proportionally greater Condemnation. But
how can a whole Tribe be called the Holy One of the Lord? With as
much Propriety perhaps as Aaron can; for בִּדְגָּד does not always signify
a compleat Character of Virtue and Piety; but is as frequently used for
such as are Objects of God's Favour, or whose Office was sacred; which
is as true of the Levites in general as of their first High-Priest. And
did not the Privilege of using the Urim and Thummim belong to Aaron
in particular and to his Line? It did; but the Point in question seems
to be, Whether these were not rather charactertistical of the whole Tribe
from the rest, than of one Part of it from the other. c And in regard to
the singular Number's being here used; it is no more than what is done
in respect to all the other Tribes: and therefore I think Levi must be
the general Subject throughout these Verses, whether expressed by the
singular or plural, which is indifferent, as the Word is a Noun of Mul-
titude. And

As to the Person to whom the Discourse is here addressed, it cannot
be Levi, as Le Clerc says; for, in that Case, Thy holy One must be un-
derstood either of God, or of Aaron; If of God; (though it is true that
Levi proved Him at the Places before-mentioned,) He must be the Sub-
ject of V. 9, which is absurd: And if understood of Aaron; how did
Levi in particular tempt him at Mafsa and Meriba? besides that V. 9,
when applied to him only, is false. It is much more reasonable there-
fore to consider all that is said here as a Prayer addressed to God, men-
tioned in the Verse preceding this; for however divided the learned may
be in respect to this Verse, they all must agree that the six Pronouns in

z Ex. XVII. 2, &c. a Num. XX. 3, 4. Deut. XXXII. 51. b Pf. LXXVIII.
18. XCV. 8, &c. c See the Remarks on V. 16. and 27. of the other Ch.
the two Verfs following relate to God, though His Name is at a much greater Distance there than here.

Thy urim and thy thummim. What the Matter or Form of these were, and how distinguished one from the other, the Scripture does not inform us: But that they were a Part of the Pectoral of the High-Priest, and were worn by him only, and that they signify Lights and Perfections, is indubitable: And it seems evident, as to the Manner of God’s Answers; (when formally consulted by the High-Priest vested with these Ornaments, in the Name, and for the Interest, of all Israel, viz.) that they were delivered in a clear and audible Voice, and absolutely free from all Ambiguity; notwithstanding what the Rabbins say to the contrary. They who chufe to fee a particular Account of these Matters may consult Dr. Spencer; (who has written very largely on this Subject, and has subjoined to his Treatife an Explication of the literal, and mystical, Sense of this Verse;) and Dr. Prideaux’s Connexions.

Urim and Thummim are here manifestly used by a Metonymy for the Priesthood; and are properly called God’s, as they were made by His Appointment, and were a Means of Intercourse between Him and His People.

V. ix. To His father and to His mother, I have not seen you. In the Heb. Text we read ויהי, I have not seen HIM; but that surely cannot be the true Reading; for him has either no Antecedent, or has such an one as cannot agree with it: and the Samaritan, ויהי I have seen, is manifestly defective: It seems therefore probable that the Affix i in the first of these Texts was originally a י, which Letters being not unlike (particularly in MSS.) are frequently mistaken one for the other; and especially as the LXX. read, ουκ ειδάκα τε: the Vulg. has the second Person plural; joining thereby both Father and Mother, which the other Version takes separately. Not to see plainly implies here the same as in the Instances referred to, viz. not to acknowledge, or regard.

His children, ובן] In both the Heb. and Sam. Texts we read ובן His Child: but the Word in the Masora is marked over with a Pîska, to

denote its being defective; and it is accordingly written in the oldest MSS.

And kept thy covenant, ] The ı is to be considered here not only as copulative, but also as convertive of the Verb in the next Word.

V. x. They shall teach thy judgments] The Levites were not only commissioned to instruct the People in the Law of Moses, but were also appointed by that very Law to be Judges and Interpreters of it in civil, as well as in religious, Cases: And they actually enjoyed this Power in its full Extent for many Centuries; and though they were abridged of it afterwards in some respects, they still had a considerable Share of it about the Time of the Dissolution of their national Polity; as appears by many Instances in the New Testament.

They shall put incense before thee] This was another Part of the Priest’s Office.

Burnt-offering, ] This Word, as a Substantive, occurs but once besides, and there it is joined to בּלֵן, which likewise signifies Burnt-Offering: And that it must have that Sense here, the Context and the ancient Versions seem to put it beyond Doubt.

V. xi. Bless, lord, his forces] The Word בּלֵן is almost universally used in a military Sense, for valour or strength, whether in a single Person or a whole Army. The distinguished Exploits of the Maccabean Princes, of the Town of Modin, who preserved their Country from Ruin against the large Armies of Antiochus and others, seems alluded to in this Place. This is the most shining Part in the Character of this Tribe; and it gives a Luster which exceeds that of all the other Tribes. And why Moses should not have carried his Views to this Time, I cannot see. It is difficult I apprehend to assign a Reason why he should pray so ardently for the Prosperity of this Tribe in particular, consistently with his known Character, and to shew how the two last Lines are connected with the two preceding ones of this Verse, according to the common Interpretation: Whereas the Sense here given frees

Moses from Partiality, enlarges his Object from a small Tribe to a whole Nation, and accounts in some measure for the Enallage of the Numbers in this, and the foregoing Verse.

And let not his enemies rise up again.] I connect רַאֲשֵׁךְ with יִרְשָׁהוּ, as most of the ancient Versions do; and because the two Lines are thereby more regular. And though the Particle מ may be considered as occurring only in this Place in Hebrew as a negative, the Use of it in Chaldee may perhaps be sufficient to determine it in that Sense here. The Samaritan reads וְשָׁלֹק מִלְחָמוֹ שָׂרֵפָה, which are the Words Jacob uses when he speaks of Judah: and they are likewise very applicable to Levi, if the Sense proposed in the preceding Notes be admitted.

BENJAMIN.

After an Account had been given of the Priesthood, and of the general Duties of the Levites, the Place where they were to be exercised comes properly to be next considered. The first and second Temple were doubtless built in a Portion to which Benjamin had a Right; and it is with reference to this Circumstance that what Moses here predicts of him is to be understood; viz. That God’s Providence would remarkably continue over him until the Dissolution of their State; and that He would, for a Season, vouchsafe to dwell (by His visible Representation) in his Inheritance.

V. xii. The hand even the hand of the Lord shall dwell.] The Samaritan Text and MSS. separate the two מ’s; in which they are followed by the Versions made from them; with this Difference, that the one (in the Samaritan Language) has them both; whereas the other (in Arabic) has retained only the first of them, and rendered the other by Power, which it signifies not unfrequently. Whether both the Words were originally written cannot now be determined. Such a Repetition however, in order to raise the Attention, and to give greater Weight to what is said, is not unusual in Scripture: and particularly when God is addressed, or introduced as speaking, or acting; thus, _Why withdrawest thou thy Hand, even thy right Hand, &c._ And

though this Instance is not exactly similar, the following are: My God, my God, &c. The Lord, the Lord, &c. And he said unto his Father (אֱלֹהִי אֱלֹהִי) my head, my head; more Instances of such Epizeuxes may be seen in Glassius. By reading 'י, 'י the Sense is less embarrassed than if we read דִּי; because one Subject will predominate throughout this Benediction: And if we do not meet with such a Phrase in Scripture as, The Hand of the Lord dwelleth, &c. neither does the other, viz. The beloved of the Lord, occur: but that it is very justifiable, no one, I believe, will doubt who considers that Hand, when applied to God (which it frequently is,) signifies The Divine Agency, or Impulse, as Theodoret explains it; and that the Expression The Hand of the Lord is upon, or Against, any one (when He afflicts, or opposes him) is very common: and therefore when He chooses to continue for a long Time with any Person in any Place, He, or the Divine Energy, may properly be said to dwell there; thus, I (the Lord) will dwell among the Children of Israel. The Spirit of God — The Spirit of Him that raised up Jesus — The Word of Christ — are all said to dwell with Men.

From the Verb נָחַל (which we have twice in this Verse,) comes The Tabernacle, or the residence wherein, and likewise נָתַן, or נַתָן, by which the later Jews understand that Divine Presence, which from the Tabernacle removed to Solomon's Temple, where it continued to the Babylonian Captivity; after which Period it never returned.

In safety] This seems to imply that the Temple would be fixed in this Lot, and not be ambulatory, as the Tabernacle was.

It shall cover him] The Verb נָטַל is an נָטַל לָעַנְשׁ: Schultens affirms that its primary Sense, taken from the Chaldee, Syriac and Arabic, is to rub bright; which I think very doubtful: However it certainly signifies in the first and last of those Languages, (to which I may add the Samaritan,) to cover, by way of Protection. Cappellus observes that it conveys the Idea of Brooding, as an Hen covers her Chickens: In this Sense it is very applicable to the Hand of God; par-
ticularly as it is followed by the Preposition יָלֶדֶן over him. But those that follow the Hebrew, sensible that יִשְׂרָאֵל should be regularly the Nominative Case to the Verb, and not able to make any Sense from that Connexion, either substitute another Nominative, as our Version, or give the Verb another Sense, as Le Clerc and Grotius.

\textbf{All the Day Long}] That is, as long as the Law of Moses and the Theocracy should continue. This Phrase יָרִיך does not everywhere signify, as Dr. Taylor intimates, Always, Continually; but is more frequently used for A long Space of Time.\footnote{See Psal. XXXII. 3. XXXVIII. 6, & 12, &c. f Zach. XIII. 6. Prov. XXVI. 13. g See Josh. XVIII. 28. Jud. I. 22.}

\textbf{And shall dwell upon his shoulders}] See the Particle יִשָּׁר used in this Sense.\footnote{It cannot be doubted but that Jerusalem belonged originally to this Tribe; and, though in process of Time it came to be generally considered as one of the Cities of Judah, yet it is not improbable that when the Temple was built, the Spot on which it was erected and the Environs were still regarded as a Part of Benjamin's Portion: However, this is certain that God intended that these two Tribes should share in the same Fortunes, and should continue to enjoy their Property and Privileges longer than any of the other Tribes, (as the Prophecies plainly intimate:) and this may be the Reason why we cannot easily trace what belongs to each separately.}

\textbf{J O S E P H.}

\textbf{Whether we consider Joseph with respect to his Situation in the Land of Canaan, or to the eminent Dignity by which his Descendants were distinguished, he is here in his proper Rank. Moses in blessing him copies after Jacob: He promises him the choicest Things which the Heavens or the Deep had in Store; the most precious Produce of the Earth, whether annual or monthly; whatever the Hills or Vales could boast of; and in short, the greatest Profusion of all earthly and...}
The parallel Prophecies of heavenly Blessings: And having touched upon the distinguished Rank of this Patriarch, he takes Occasion to describe, under the Image of a Bull, spreading Terror wherever he comes, the great Exploits by which the numerous Posterity of his two Sons would signalize themselves.

The precious things, נצרָת This Noun which occurs here so many Times seems to be derived from the Arabic ﷺ To excell in Glory or Honour: As it is used here in the singular, it might perhaps be more properly rendered The Excellence: It answers to בְּרָכָה in the parallel Place.

Above] I read here מְעָלָה, instead of מָלֹם with the Dew; because it is the Reading of the parallel Place; and without it there is no Opposition to הַרְוָע beneath in the next Line. It appears to have been a very ancient Mistake, for all the Versions seem to have had מָלֹם in their Copies: The Syriac however reads, מְעָלָה הַיָּלָה מֵעָלָה with the Dew of the Heaven above, which is the literal Translation of מְלֹם מְעָלָה.

V. xiv. Produce of the moon. בְּרֵאשִׁי יִרְדְּבִים Literally, The Things put forth by the Moons: By which most of the ancient Versions understand, What is produced every Month, or several Times in the Year, as Grafs and Herbs; in Opposition to what comes, but once in the Year, as Corn, &c. implied in the Fruits of the Sun, in the preceding Verse.

With the chief things] Our Version gives מְרַאֶשׁ its proper Sense in this Place: For in the parallel Place the Word which answers to it is בְּרָכָה Blessings; and it is moreover explained in the next Line by precious Things.

V. xvi. Of the earth and its fulness] Earth, being here opposed to Hills and Mountains, seems to imply a Champaign Country: and the Fulnes thereof (by an Hendiadis) to signify a most plentiful Champaign Country. And this Sense will still appear more probable from the Event: For besides the great Plain near Jordan, which Joseph had in common with some other Tribes and the Plain of Sharon near the Mediterranean Sea, there seems to have been

h Gen. XLIX. 25, 26. i Gen. XLIX. 25. k Gen. XXVII, 39. another
another great Plain near Samaria, which Josephus calls Μηχναίαν ἐπάγωνον: and near Mount Ephraim was the Valley of Fatness.

Of him that dwelt in the Bush[1] The Heb. Text reads the Participle with the paragogic: but the Sam. is clearer without it. The Expression dwelt in the Bush answers very much to the Description given of it, that It burned with Fire without being consumed. Moses might choose to use this Periphrasis, to remind the Israelites of what passed between God and himself at the extraordinary Manifestation to which this alludes; when, among other Things, God gave them repeated Assurances that they should possess the Land of Canaan.

Let these be יָהָלָם ] I consider this Word as if it was written יָהָלָם which it should regularly be, as the preceding Substantives are masculine. יָהָלָם might possibly have been the original Reading; for it is used as common by Isaiah in two Places: Or, what is more probable, a Transcriber hastily comparing this Place with the parallel one, and finding there יָהָלָם, might be induced to give this Verb the same Gender and Form which he found that to have; for what follows for two Lines is Word for Word the same in both Places. But in regard to the present Lection of all our Copies, viz. יָהָלָם for יָהָלָם (with a double נ paragogic, the first of which, according to the Masorets, is changed into a נ;) it is not, I think, defensible.

On the head of Joseph, &c. This and the following Line have been before explained.

P. xvii. His glory is the firstling of a bullock, תּוּחָן ] I omit the Affix-Pronoun, as the Samaritan Text and most of the Versions do. תּוּחָן may either signify in general A choice Bullock: Or the firstling of a Bullock may have reference to Joseph’s having obtained Reuben’s Birthright. And because a Bullock is the best Emblem of Power among Beasts of Pasture, it seems here used to denote The superior Honour and Dignity of the House of Joseph above the rest of the Tribes of Israel. See the last Article relating to this Tribe in the other Chapter.

His horns are the horns of rhinoceroses] As the Word בכר is singular in the Hebrew Text, our Version, to avoid a Contradiction in Terms, reads Unicorns. I have considered the דֵּרֶך of the Samaritan Text as the plural in the construct, for the absolute, Form. And though it cannot be absolutely determined what Animal the Reem is, I think, it is most probable that it must be either the Rhinoceros, or the Gazel, according to Bochart. The Accounts of the Unicorn given by the Ancients, as well as by late Writers, are so contradictory that the judicious are satisfied that it is a mere Chimera. By Horns here, which in the Scripture-Language denote Power or Might, are very properly represented Joseph's two Sons, each of whom was the Founder of a very numerous and considerable Tribe. Ephraim and Manasseth are spoken of in the Order their Grandfather prophesied they should be considered, viz. the younger before the elder.

With them he shall gore the people] The Jerusalem-Targum expounds this of the Victories gained over the Canaanites by Joshua and Gideon, who were both of this Family; to whom might have been added Jephthah, for the same Reason, who also distinguished himself in a signal Manner in the War against the Ammonites.

And in like manner; ויה or ייה has nowhere, that I can find, the Force of the Preposition unto: but in four Places it is used in the same Manner as it is here rendered.

The ends of the earth] This Expression is frequently used in the Old Testament for the remotest Inhabitants of the Land of Canaan; as שָׁדַי is in the New.

ZEBULUN and ISSACHAR.

N.B. Hitherto some probable Reason might be assigned for the Order in which the six Tribes last-mentioned were placed: But now we seem quite in the Dark in that respect concerning the six following ones. None of the Commentators whom I have seen have attempted a Solution of

\[r\] See the first Note on Gen. XLIX. 22. 
\[s\] Hieroz. Tom. II. P. 935, &c. Ed. Ludg. 
\[t\] Gen. XLVIII. 19, 20. 
\[u\] Judg. XI. 
\[w\] Ver. 5. sup. Job XXIV. 4. 
\[x\] Ps. XXII. 27, &c.
of this Point: But may it not be supposed that Moses had regard to the future Situation of the twelve Tribes in the Land of Promise; and that he here speaks of them in their chorographical Order; beginning with the south-eastern and south-western Extremities, and thence proceeding onwards, on both Sides of the Jordan, till he arrives at the northern Points? The six foregoing Tribes are placed in this Order; and though other Causes have been assigned for that Circumstance, yet it makes this Supposition probable. The Situation indeed of Zebulon (whom we are now to consider,) is an Exception; for Issachar should have come before here, as well as in Jacob’s Prophecy: but as this is the only Exception to the Order observed in both Places, it may weaken, but does not destroy, the general Rule. After we have left these two Brethren, we cross the Jordan, and come next to the Country of Gad; and from thence, having travelled through the Land of Bashan, we arrive at last on the Frontiers of Dan, who is fixed between Nephtali and Apher, having one to the right Hand, and the other to the left.

Zebulun and Issachar are here joined together: They were uterine Brothers, but the disposition of their respective Posterity was to be very different: These, it is here intimated, would delight in Agriculture, and those in Commerce. By Trade and Manufactures the Descendants of Zebulon would enrich themselves; (as the others might by disposing of the Produce of their Farms;) by which Means they might be enabled to offer large Burnt-Offerings at the solemn Festivals, and hospitably receive the People, whom they invited to go up with them to Jerusalem.

V. xviii. In thy going out, Jacob’s Blessing seems to determine the Sense of this Word to Voyages, on account of Trade. In thy tents] This is plainly opposed to going out, and signifies that the Issacharites would remain in their own Country; in order (as it is suggested elsewhere, a) that they might employ themselves in Husbandry.

V. xix. To the mountain; The Heb. Text is here to be construed as if it was written רַזְיָם, with the י local. The Sam. Lect. רַזְיָם is not better; for, if it is rendered My Mountain, there is no proper Antece-
dent to which the Pronoun can be referred: And if considered in the absolute special Form (as the Grammarians distinguish it,) besides that some Particle will still be wanting, it will be difficult to know what particular Mountains are meant: whereas by the Mountain is generally understood Mount Sion, whereon the Temple was built afterwards; whether all the Israelites were obliged by their Law to come at all the solemn Festivals. *Inde factum est,* says Dr. Spencer, *quod Zion, mons conventus nuncupatus est.*

There they shall offer sacrifices of righteousness] By seems to be meant the same as by *Shalom Peace-Off'rings,* or grateful Returns to the Almighty for Mercies received: The Psalmist uses this Expression in the same Sense. After these Sacrifices it was usual to feast on Part of the Victims.

Thus far what is here said might possibly be regarded as common to both these Tribes: but the two following Lines are to be restrained to Zebulun, who only, by reason of his Situation, could well receive the Advantages mentioned in them. In the Samaritan Text and five MSS. the next Verb is in the singular Number.

They shall suck the overflowing of the seas] *Shemesh,* or perhaps *Nasam* (for it has that Termination in all the other Places where it occurs,) is derived from the Verb *Shamash,* which in Chaldee, Syriac and Arabic, signifies To overflow. By the Expression They shall suck the Overflowing of the Seas, may be meant in general That they would grow rich by Traffic; or it may have a particular reference to the *Murex,* whose Use is well known in dying of a purple Colour, and which was taken on the Coast of Tyre, bordering on Zebulun.

And of the hidden treasures of the sand.] Some think that this is only an Enlargement on the preceding Line: but Jonathan in his Paraphrase explains it of the Art of making Glass from Sand; his Words are יאזווחא פוג פוג הילוגו יפ ממעקחמל. The *Chalfoon,* *Murex,* and *Glass,* were well known in Egypt, and they shall dwell near the great Sea and feast on the Tunny-Fish, and catch the Chalfon (or *Murex*) with whose Blood they will dye of a purple Colour the Threads of their Clothes; and from the
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Sand they will make Looking-Glasses, and Utensils of Glass, &c. Now whether Moses had any Idea of these Manufactures when he used these Words, I shall not take on me to determine: The Fact, however, is certain, that Purple was found, and that Glass was made from Sand, on their Coast; as shall be shewn immediately.

The Prophecy before us points out two remarkable Circumstances, viz. That this People would go up to sacrifice at Jerusalem; and That they would enjoy great Advantages from their maritime Situation. As to the first of these Points; all Interpreters seem agreed that the two first Lines of Verse 19 imply that one, or both, of these Tribes would go up to Mount Sion to sacrifice, as was before observed: but when, or how, this was fulfilled, none of them inform us. Calmet indeed supposes that it was fulfilled in the Time of Deborah, and that it is alluded to in her Song; but at the same Time is dissatisfied with that Interpretation. Whitson's unable to conceive how this should be said of Zebulun, makes no scruple to assert that we have here a Dislocation, for that these two Lines belong to Levi, and should have come after these, They shall teach Jacob thy Judgments, and Israel thy Laws; — But, if instead of confining our Views to the Time of the Judges we enlarge the Prospect and look attentively to the Decline of the Jewish Monarchy, we may perhaps discover what we are in Search after. About that Period we may see King Hezekiah rejoicing to find that many of Zebulun had accepted of his Invitation to come to Jerusalem, among the Remnant which the King of Assyria had left in Israel. A Multitude of these Men are actually employed, during fourteen Days, in offering peace-offerings and making Confession to the Lord God of their Fathers, at that grand Passover: And they had been perhaps instrumental in bringing up with them a great Company from Issachar, Asher, Ephraim, and Manasseh; which they might have supplied out of their great Stores, with Provisions of all Sorts for their Journey, and with Beasts for Burnt-Offerings; as they had done on a former Occasion. After the Defection under Jeroboam we find that "some of all the Tribes of Israel came up to Jerusalem to sacrifice unto the Lord God of their Fathers;" and that in Josiah's Reign all Israel, not only contributed to the Repair of the Temple and followed all his Days

f Judg. V. g Auth. Rec. Test, of the 12 Pat. P. 435. h Ver. 9. i 2 Chr. XXX. 11, 18. k Ver. 22. l 1 Chr. XII. 40. m 2 D. XI. 16.
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"the Lord, the God of their Fathers," p but came, in much greater Numbers than they had ever done before, to keep the Passover. q And, though from these general Circumstances it does not appear what Part the Zebulunites acted, it is not improbable that they were on those Occasions also some of the most zealous for the Service of the one true God. That such a Disposition in a People would be an Object worthy of Moses's Attention, will, I think, be allowed; for he has noted in this Prophecy some Points seemingly of less Moment: And that about this Time was the propereft Season for the Accomplishment of this Part of it, seems clear; for surely it could not be so meritorious to go up to Jerusalem in David's or Solomon's Reigns, (as sooner it could not well be, r) as it was afterwards, when Idolatry had taken deep Root in all the Land of Israel. But, not to dwell longer on this Point, I pass.

To the Advantages which the Zebulunites may have enjoyed from their maritime Situation. It has been suggested that they might have arisen for the most Part from the Manufactures of Purple, and Glass.

In regard to the Murex: Homer distinguishes the Sidonians by the Epithet of παμπουκιλου s and πελυβδολαι t and takes Notice of their χιλανα φαίνοντα; u and Eumæus the Sidonian says of his Mother that she was 

καλὴς, μεγαλὴ πτ, και γαλαα ερ̄ εδμα. w

The Φαινικος and Φοινικος stone occur in all the Greek Classics; and the Places in the Latin Poets which prove that the best Purple came from Tyre are too numerous, and too well known, to be here quoted; it may therefore be sufficient to refer to some of them. x In Pliny we find a Description of the Murex. y Caffiodorus z gives the following Account of the Discovery of its Use, viz. Cum fame canis avida in Tyrio litore proiecta, conchylia impressa mandibulis contusit, illa naturaliter humorem effuentia, ora ejus miraculi colore tinxerunt. Et ut est mos bominibus occasiones repentina ad artes ducere, tali exempla meditantes fecerunt principibus decus nobile, &c. We have in Julius Pollux x nearly the same Relation

p V. 33.  q XXXV. 18.  r See Ver. 19.  s Iliad. VI. v. 289.  t ib. XXIII. v. 743.  u ib. IX.  w Odyss. Lib. XV. v. 417.  x Virg.
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of this Fact; but the best Account, according to Wetsten, is found in Achilles Tatius: And Cyrus Prodromus has this Verse to the same Effect, viz.

'Evptiou,jew© *i<TiGa,pivroptyvpct.&c. e

And 2°. in respect to the Art of making Glass from the Sand of the River Belus, that rests on the following Authorities: Strabo, after he had given an Account of Tyre and Ptolemais, says μετατιν θη της Αχυς και Τυ- 

ρού, οιμωντας εις ιδιας επομενας εν αυτων αμμου εκαθως μεν εις κα 

χαλκις, κυριομενας δε εις Σιδονα της Καρακου αναξειωτη τινες και 

της Σιδονος εις των υαλινων Ψαμμων επυρνθειαν εις χυμων.' &c. f

And Josephus informs us that του δε αχυν (i.e. Ptolemais) απο υπο σιδιον ο χαλκυνος βηλος δωταμος

Σημερες πανταρηνειν ολιγον, μετα ο του Μερενον Μυκηνον εις, εχθρο εν του τοπο των εικαντοποιησον θεωματος αξιων, κυκλοτερησε μεν γαρ εις και χοιλος, ανασθηςιν δε των υαλινων Ψαμμων, εις των εκαθως εις των αερον εις αυτο των εχθρων Ψαμμων, του δε μεταλησιν ευτοις μεταταλειον εις υαλον, θεωματοσι 

του των μον δοκειν, τω των οπωτερων εις εις χυμων εις τον τοπο των εις ψαμμων εικασαι. το μεν ανα και τον την εις εις ψαμμων και φωσιν. To the same Effect Tacitus remarks, Belus amnis Judaico mari illabitur: circa cujus os con-

cente arena, admixto nitro, in vitrum excoquuntur: modicum id litus, sed egerentibus inexbaustum: h And Pliny also says, Belus amnis quinque

M. pass. spatio in mare perfluens, juxta Ptolemaidem coloniam: lentus bic 

turrir, infalubri potu &c. — non nisi refuso mari arenas satetur; fluobibus

enim volutata nitescunt, detritis fordibus: i and presently after observes, Quingentorum eftpajfuum non amplius litoris spatium, idque tantum multa per 

saccola gignendo fuit vitro. Fama est appulsa naxe mercatorum nitri cum

sparsi per litus epulas pararent, nec effet cortinis attollendis lapidum occasio,

glebas nitri e naxe subdissi: quibus accensis permixta arena litoris, transfluen-

tences novi liquoris fluxisse rivus, & banc susce originem vitri: And else-

where he calls Sidon Artifex vitri; & officinis vitri nobilis; and adds

fiquidem etiam specula excoxitavernat.1 And lastly, according to Har-

duin, m exactly the same Story may be seen in Isidorus Lib. XVI, and

Orig. Cap. XV.

b In not. ibid. c De Clitoph. & Lucip. Lib. III. d Epi. æst. 1.7. 2.3.
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Now whether the Zebulunites did ever reap the Fruits which their Situation offered them, is not certain: They had undoubtedly the best Havens; their Country abounded with Commodities for Exportation, their Shores furnished them with Materials for Manufactures much sought after; and they bordered on the two Nations the most famed for Commerce. In these Circumstances it can hardly be supposed that Jacob's Comparison of Issachar is applicable to them, and that they were indolent and unenterprising: on the contrary they are rather distinguished by the opposite Qualities. And the Silence of Writers, sacred or profane, on that Head is no material Objection to the supposing that they actually traded. Such a Circumstance might have been thought too trivial to deserve a Place in their Annals, or might have been alluded to in the Chronicles of the Kings of Israel, which are now lost. It is only by Accident that we find the Tribes of Dan and Asher employed in naval Affairs, and, if the Zebulunites had not been more laudably engaged at that Time, we might have seen them also on board their Ships. The same may be said in relation to the Trade of the Hebrews in general. We have the Names of only a few of their Artists upon Record: and, though none of them had been transmitted to us, as it could not thence be concluded that they had no Arts among them; so neither can any Inference be drawn against the Commerce of Zebulun in particular from the Silence of Authors in this Respect. But it may be objected that it is highly probable that this Tribe did not trade in the Commodities of Glass and Purple in Ezekiel's Time: for if they had, we might reasonably have expected to have found them particularly mentioned among the other Merchants at Tyre, as Dan is; or in the Enumeration of the Particulars sold at that Emporium by Judah and Israel these Manufactures in all Likelihood would have been inferred. In answer to this, it may be observed that how old soever the Discovery of Glass may be, the Art of making it appears of no great Antiquity. Aristophanes is generally allowed to be the first Author who mentions it under the Name of ἦρας. And as he did not live till some Centuries after the Babylonian Captivity, it is most probable that the Art of making and working it was unknown at the Time in question. And in regard to the Manufacture of Purple, which seems to have been more ancient;
it is sufficient to reply, that as the Fish from which this precious Colour was extracted, chiefly abounded on the Tyrian Coasts, it would have been unnecessary to have carried any to vend at that Market. If the Testimony of Josephus should be here allledged, where he says, καὶ ἦσαν οἱ καθαροὶ χαλκοὶ τὰ τῆς ἡλίου ἀντίγραφά, οἵ τε ἐμπροσθὸς καὶ τὰ πίσω, "— We neither inhabit a maritime Country, nor delight in Commerce;" we need only refer to the Objection last mentioned, to shew that his Words in that Place are not to be taken too strictly, and to what he affirms elsewhere (as was before observed) viz. "that about the Town of Ptolemais (which was in this Tribe) they had Access to the Sea, and reaped from it all desirable Advantages." But, to conclude this Point, though it may still be doubtful whether the Zebulunites ever employed themselves in the fore-mentioned Branches of Trade, or not; we have abundant Evidence to conclude that the Prophecy was sufficiently fulfilled by their being placed in a Country answering so exactly to the Description which Moses gives of it.

G A D.

The four first Lines of this Part relate to a past Transaction, but the four last are prophetical. This warlike Tribe, having applied to Moses for the Country of Sihon, King of the Amorites, and having obtained it, is not improperly here compared by him to a Lion resting after he is satiated with his Prey. Moses seems to commend indirectly their Prudence, in having chosen so large and so good a Tract of Land for themselves, and concludes with reminding them of the Conditions, on which their Grant of it was founded, viz. "That after they had built Cities "for their Wives, their Children and their Flocks, they should lead the "Armies of the Israelites, and not return unto their Houses, until they "had compleated the Conquest of the devoted Inhabitants of Canaan."

V. xx. Blessed is gad with a large country - בָּרוּךְ יֵשָׁנָה בַּרְצֹת Gad; which seems to be a literal Version of the Text. Though רָחַב or רָחַבָה are the most usual Terms for broad, and broad only in this Place, that Objection may not be thought insuperable, if we reflect how common the epenthetic שֶׁבֶץ is in the Formation of Nouns; as
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or שבל; ב_path, אום או om A Collection, &c. The Words before-mentioned and לרוב do not signify Broad or Wide only, but are used also simply for A large Place: א and that Gad's Portion was A large one, will appear to any one who examines it. The Expression here used is exactly parallel to that which we shall see presently, viz. ניבי הנעים לאר

He hath rested, and is so used in many Places, א and signifies moreover, To be at Ease, or To be happy: in this Sense it is very applicable to Gad, and corresponds to the Word blessed in the preceding Line.

The shoulder, As the Lion seems to be the Subject in this Place, I translate this Word shoulder, as Numb. VI. 19. The Comparison we have here has great Affinity with another which we have seen before: א and that this Tribe answered to it, will appear by the Places referred to.

For he provided, א I consider this Line as giving a Reason why Gad is said to be blessed with a large Country, and why he is likewise represented as already enjoying Rest. The Particle א is not unfreqently thus rendered in our Version: א and the Verb נבא has the Sense of choosing or providing in the Places mentioned in the Margin. א That Gad was actually one of the first Tribes to which Lands were granted in the Country beyond Jordan, is related at Length in the XXXII Chapter of Numbers; which is a Key to this and the following Verses.

V. xxi. When there in the decreed portion he was secured, א The Particle א, which is generally here considered as causal, has reference I think rather to some past Time, and should be rendered when or after that. א The Reason why this Tribe chose the Country of Jazer and Gilead, we are told, was because it was a Place for Cattle, א in which they greatly abounded, and not because they would be secure in it. And, as Moses had advised them to build Cities for their

little
little ones and Folds for their Sheep, before they went to war with their Brethren over the Jordan, it seems here to be prophesied that they would do so accordingly. I render הָלַּכְתָּ֣יָּהּ מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה the decreed Portion, as the Word מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה is used in this Sense. h They that suppose that Moses here commends Gad for choosing that Country because he was to be buried in it, seem as much unacquainted with the sacred Chorography and Chronology, as with that great Lawgiver's Modesty. Le Clerc renders מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה honoured, from the Chaldee Signification; and observes, Versions pleraque hic plane carent sensi, which is true: but the usual Sense of the Verb מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה or מַעֲשָׂ֣קָה, To lie covered or secure, seems to express distinctly enough the Security of the Possessions of the Gadites in their fenced Cities, i which the Divine Providence protected while they went, according to Agreement, to fight for the other Tribes; and is likewise very descriptive of this Canton, which had the best Barriers of any, viz. three Rivers which nearly surrounded it, besides a Ridge of Mountains.

Then he went, מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה] In this irregular Word (which it is generally supposed should be written מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה, with the Chaldee Termination, as Isaiah XXI. 12.) I think that the two last Letters have been transposed by the Negligence of Transcribers, for מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה, or מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה (as it is usually contracted,) is the constant future of מַעֲשָּׂ֣קָה: this Verb may perhaps be considered in a transitive Sense, viz. he made to come, or he led—which agrees exactly with the Compact they made with Moses; We ourselves, said they, will go ready armed before the Children of Israel; k and the Event shews that they fulfilled their Promise; for we are told “that the Children of Gad—passed over armed before the Children of Israel, as Moses spake unto them.” l See the Places referred to m for the Sense I have given to the Particle in this Place.

The righteousness of the Lord and his judgments]
These two Words יִרְדַּכְתָּ֣יָּהּ יִשְׁמַּחְתָּ֣יָּהּ seem to be an Hendyadis, and to convey the same Sense as when joined together; thus יִרְדַּכְתָּ֣יָּהּ יִשְׁמַּחְתָּ֣יָּהּ just Judgments: a what these were, the Context plainly points out, viz. the Extirpation of the seven Nations of Canaan, whose Sins, being now fully grown to Maturity, called aloud for the Hand of Justice to root them out, before they spread their baneful Influence farther.

Moses seems here to prophesy that Part of this Tribe, too closely confined within the Bounds of the Portion originally assigned them, would attack, like Lions, the secure Inhabitants of a Place, the Situation of which he gives them a general Idea of; and thereby intimates that they would form a Colony distinct from the rest of the Danites.

V. xxii. He shall leap, or make Excursions — The Verb מַעָלָה, occurring only in this Place, has divided Interpreters between the two Significations of Leaping and Flowing: the first of these is given to it from the exigentia loci; and the latter from the Talmud, and from the Chaldee and Syriac Dialects; though in the latter of these מַעָלָה signifies also To throw or dart, in which Sense it may be very applicable to Dan, darting like a Lion on his Prey. But there is no sort of Connexion between the Ideas of Lion and flowing: neither can Dan be said (according to the Targums) to have flowed from Bashan, with any Truth or Propriety: and they that assert that he is compared to a Lion coming down from Bashan, because that Country abounded with Lions, should give some Proof of that Circumstance, and shew moreover why Bashan is rather mentioned than Arabia or Africa. On the other Hand, if we recollect that Moses was at this Time near Mount Nebo, and was here probably giving this Tribe some Intimations of their future Situation, it will, I believe, be allowed, that he could not fix on any Part more convenient for that End than Bashan.

Beyond, מְמַלֶּךְ I consider this Particle as having the same Sense as in this Instance, viz. יִשְׂרָאֵל מְמַלֶּךְ אֶת הָעִוָּר, But be laid Beyond the Time appointed him.

Bashan was a large Country to the South of Libanus, belonging to the half-Tribe of Manasseh. This was the most northern Part, at least eastward of Jordan, that was possessed by any of the twelve Tribes, till a Party of the Danites surprized Laish and settled there; which City they afterwards called Dan: hence we meet frequently with the Expression from Dan to Beer-sheba; i. e. the two Extremities, to the North and South, of Palestine. The exact Time when this Expedition was undertaken
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dertaken is not easily fixed: we have an Account of it at the End of the Books of Joshua, and Judges, but in both it is out of its proper chronological Place: it is most probable that it happened during the Anarchy which infused on Joshua’s Death.

N E P H T A L I.

Jacob appears to have promised to the Nephtalites a delightful Country under the Image of a fine spreading Tree; and here Moses predicts in clear Terms that their Portion would answer to that figurative Description, and withal points out where it would be situated in the Land of Promise.

Satisfied with the favour and blessing] By these Words most Interpreters understand the Country afterwards known by the Name of Galilee, a Part of which fell to this Tribe’s Lot; and which is allowed to have been extremely fertile. See what was remarked, on this Tribe and that of Asher, in the other Chapter.

To the west and the south, Le Clerc supposes that the original Reading of this Place was The Sea, or Lake, of Merom, which we find mentioned in Joshua; and round which the Nephtalites he supposes were settled: But this Conjecture is unsupported (as he acknowledges) by any external Evidence: and the Reading of our Texts may be justified; for the Town Lai/ or Dan, having been just before hinted at, and the Country of Bashan mentioned, it is with reference to these two Places that South and West, I apprehend, are to be understood: for the Nephtalites were situated to the South of Dan, and to the West of Bashan. The Word or simply cannot I think be understood of the Lakes of Semechon or Genesaret, but must signify the Mediterranean Sea, which was to the westward, as well as all the Country of Nephtali, from Bashan. Le Clerc objects that, It is harsh to say that the Nephtalites would possess the south, because the Danites had a Town to the north. But, surely, if not only Moses, but Jacob, thought that the Circumstance of the Emigration of the Danites deserved to be predicted so long before the Time, that Objection must vanish. Besides; it is not improbable that many other Danites, oppressed...
on the one Hand by the Amorites and invited on the other by the Success of their Brethren and the Goodness of the Country came soon after to settle in that Neighbourhood; insomuch that the Colony may be supposed to have become in a short Time a Rival to the Mother-Country. And the Reason of Moses's mentioning this Tribe after the other seems to be on Account of their respective Situation. See what was remarked in the preliminary Note to Zebulun and Issachar.

ASHER.

Moses prophesies that the Asherites would be numerous, and wishes that there might always be a perfect Harmony between them and the rest of the Israelites: He tells them that their Country should be very fruitful, but particularly in Oil; he seems, besides, to intimate that they should have the Advantage of Mines; and prays that there might not be wanting a great Number of Men of Valour in their Tribe as long as it existed.

V. xxiv. And let him be acceptable to his brethren] This may be considered rather as a Wish than a Prophecy: for we do not find that this Tribe ever signalized themselves in particular by such Acts as might ingratiate them to their Brethren. And though this Request might have been made equally in Favour of any of the other Tribes, it may seem here more pertinent, on account of the preceding Line; after which it comes more properly; for their Numbers might have prompted them to have taken up their Arms, upon a slight Provocation, against the rest of the Tribes: Or, rather, this Petition might have been added chiefly with a View that there might be something to answer to the foregoing one, which it does sufficiently; and seems to imply public, as the other Petition does private, happiness; and is an Allusion to the Name Asher.

Let him dip his feet in oil] This figurative Expression is allowed to denote such Plenty, that Oil would be very little regarded in this Tribe, and is like those which we have seen before.

w See the Comm. on this Tribe in Gen. x Gen. XLIX. ii.

UNDER
Under thy shoes let there be iron and brass] The Word יעה does not occur in that Form in the Signification of Shoes, but always ייע, and therefore the י must in all Probability be a Preposition, and rendered under; as in the Margin of our Bibles: And the Meaning seems to be that in this Tribe there would be Mines of those Metals: But, as this Point is controverted among the learned, those that are not satisfied with this Interpretation may follow the Samaritan, the two Arabic, (viz. those of Saadias and Erpenius) the Samaritan-Arabic and Persian Versions, which render this Word Bars, or Bolts, which it certainly signifies; and understand the whole Expression figuratively, viz. that "they should have strong Barriers to guard their Possessions," meaning by that the Mountains of Libanus and Antilibanus. The preceding Line being expressed in a figurative Sense may perhaps be thought to give some Weight to the Versions before-mentioned.

And as thy days] As this is not said of one single Person, but of a whole Tribe, the Signification must be extended so as to be adequate to the Subject; and by their Days must be understood as long as they continue to be a Tribe.

Thy mighty-men.] This Reading of the Samaritan Text is preferable to that of the Hebrew, viz. יירבד, which occurs only in this Place, and whose Signification consequently cannot be ascertained. דב is nearly akin to רש, says Le Clerc, and he renders it Fame: but it is always used in a bad Sense, viz. for Evil Report, Slander, &c. and this not only in Hebrew, but likewise in Chaldee, Syriac and Arabic. But יפר may be rendered Mighty-Men, or Multitudes. I prefer the first of these two Significations, because the latter is already sufficiently expressed in the first of these five Hemistics.

Each of the five Hemistics which we have been examining contains either a Wish, or a Prophecy. The Wish, expressed in Line the second, has already been considered. The Predictions, though four in Number, shall be treated of under the three following Heads; viz. That this Tribe would have (10.) a numerous Posterity, and a great Number of

Men
Men of Valour; 2°. — abundance of Oil; and 3°. — Mines of Iron and Copper.

1°. In regard to the first Point: The whole Number of this Tribe going out of Egypt amounted only to 41,500; but at which Time no less than seven of the other Tribes were more numerous: But, when they were again numbered in the Plains of Moab, they had increased to 53,400; and were exceeded in that respect but by four Tribes: Most of them decreased in the Wilderness on account of their Rebellions; but this Tribe was that which multiplied the most during that Interval. This Capitation happening in all Probability but a few Days before Moses' Death, he may seem to have had regard in the Words here spoken to their past, as well as future, Increase. A little before David's Reign we meet with 26,000 PRINCES of this Tribe, all choice and mighty Men of Valour: and if little Benjamin, who not three Centuries before was reduced to 600 Men only, was able at this Time to bring into the Field of Battle 57,434 good Soldiers, the least, I think, we can suppose Asher had then is 100,000. And, lastly, among the Bands, "which came armed to Hebron, to turn the Kingdom of Saul to "David," we find only one of the Tribes which sends out a greater Number than this did; and it should be remembered that it was one of the most distant from the Rendezvous. After this Time I find no data in Scripture from which any Argument can be drawn: but let the Jewish Historian supply the rest: He informs us that Hecateus the Abde-ite, (who was not only a Philosopher, but a good Historian,) wonders at the extraordinary Populousness of the Jews, notwithstanding their frequent Emigrations, intestine Commotions and civil Wars: but yet he solves in some measure this Problem, by saying that their Country was the best and most fruitful of any. Josephus himself observes in relation to both the Galilees, (the upper of which chiefly belonged to this Tribe;) that, τιλεως ωστε τα μαυρικα, και των οικον εθνων αθλοφυλω και τωιοστον, προς πασαν αει ιπεμοτοι επιστεναν. MAXIMOI TE ΓΕΡ ΕΚ ΝΗΠΙΩΝ, ΚΑΙ ΠΟΛΑΙ ΠΑΝΤΟΤΕ ΓΑΙΑΙΑΙΟΙ, ΚΑΙ ΟΥΤΕ ΔΕΙΔΙΑ ΠΟΤΕ ΤΟΥΣ ΑΝΑΡΑΣ, ΟΥΤΕ ΛΕΙΠΑΝΩΡΙΑ ΤΗΝ ΧΩΡΑΝ, ΚΑ
tesxen' &c. and for this he gives the same Reason as Hecateus.


2°. That
20. That Asher's Portion was very fertile in Corn, Wine, Oil, &c. has been shewn before: k And I shall only add in regard to the Oil here promised, that during a Famine of three Years and a half, l when the Prophet Elijah wanted Sustenance, he was directed by the Holy Spirit to go to a poor Widow's at Sarepta, in whose House he was supplied with Bread and Oil. m The Inference from this Circumstance is very obvious.

30. The mines, which seem here promised to this Tribe, agree with what Moses had before asserted, in his Description of Palestine: viz. that "it's Stones would be Iron, and of whose Hills one might dig "Brass." n But, say some, the Silence of sacred and profane Authors, who treat of this Country, makes it very dubious whether there were any Mines in that Country; if a Conclusion to the contrary is not thence to be drawn. In answer to this Objection it ought to be observed, that, though this Circumstance were not expressly mentioned by any Author whatever, this ought not to discredit Moses's Promise; because as Pliny observes, "Iron, the best and the worst Instrument of Life, is "so common, that it is to be found in almost all Countries:" Ferri mettalla, says he, ubique propemodum reperiuntur; minimaque difficultate cognosciuntur; o and again, metallorum omnium vena ferri largissima est. p The same Observation will hold in some measure in relation to Copper; for, next to Iron and Lead, it is the most common of all Metals: so that it is not surprising if Authors, who have not professedly undertaken to give a natural History of this Country, should omit taking Notice of these Mines. Besides, Moses had declared that "Israel should not lack any "Thing in Palestine;" q which he would never have said, had he not been sure previously that all the Necessaries of Life, at least, were to be found in it. Again, as Iron and Brass are frequently represented as being common in this Country, r and it is nowhere I believe, intimated, but in the Instance which shall be mentioned presently, that these Metals were imported, it is more than probable that they were extracted from their own Mines; particularly as they never (as far as I can remember,) are distinguished by the Name of the Place from which they came, as Gold from Ophir. Farther, Asher's Portion, as it extended itself to the Libanus and Antilibanus, was for that Reason the best situated for Mines;

and therefore we might expect to find some there if any where. We read accordingly that David brought from divers Cities bordering on these Mountains great Quantities of Brass; which, doubtless, had been extracted from their Bowels. Dan, who was contiguous to this Tribe, traded with Tyre in Iron; and Aser is represented as being much engaged in a commercial Life. The Artificer whom Hiram King of Tyre sent to Solomon to work in Silver, Brass, Iron, &c. was by his Mother's Side of the Town of Dan; which Place, it is well known, bordered on Aser and Nephtali; whence it is that he is said in another Place to have been of the last-mentioned Tribe.

These Deductions from Scripture receive some Light from human Authorities. Sarepta (῭δῳν) before-mentioned, a Town of this Tribe, is allowed to have received its Name from the Verb ἄφω To assay Metals. Pliny says that Gold, and the Method of fusing it, was discovered by Cadmus the Phoenician; and though he attributes the Invention of making Brass to the Cyprians, Snellius and Hyginus both assert that Cadmus has an undoubted Right to that Honour; which, I think, is the more probable as the Calamine is hardly known in the Classics by any other Name than that of Cadmia. And, to conclude with what is generally regarded as the most cogent Argument on this Subject, Eumæus, the Sidonian, is introduced by Homer saying,

Ἐξ μικρὸν Σιδωνίου ΠΟΙΤΧΑΛΚΩΤ ΕΥΧΟΕΙς ΕΒΑΙ.

THE CONCLUDING SONG.

Moses having made an End of declaring to each Tribe some of the particular Circumstances, which would distinguish them from the rest; and having prayed for their respective Prosperity, as far as the Holy Spirit suffered him consistently with the Divine Decrees, now concludes the whole with a general Benediction.


This
This beautiful Ode begins with representing God Almighty, who had vouchsafed to become the tutelary Deity of Israel, as being far superior to any local Gods; for the Heavens and all the Creation obeyed Him: And though He was so high exalted, yet He condescended to assist them, and humbled Himself so far as to reside among them in Symbols; that they might be satisfied that they were under His more immediate Care. God is next described as the Leader of the Armies of His chosen People; and, after having openly declared His Approbation of their Valour, He puts them in Possession of the Enemy’s Country: A Country, in which they would live separate from the rest of the World, and might rest secure under His Protection, without soliciting any foreign Aid; a Country moreover remarkable for its excellent Fountains, and fruitful Dews and Showers; and abounding in all manner of Corn, Wine, and Oil. Here Moses, unable to conceive greater Blessings, or more transcendent Mercies for any Race of Men, breaks out into pathetic Exclamations, reminds them of their inexpressible Happiness and peculiar Privileges, in being the Subjects of an Almighty Lord: And, as he knew them to be a rebellious People, too forgetful of God’s Goodness, he concludes the whole with repeating that, as God was their Friend; their Patron, and Protector, they might rest assured, that they would conquer their Enemies, and triumph in the Possession of their Land.

V. xxvi. Jeshurun] I render this Word in the vocative Case; for otherwise we have no Subject, to which the Pronouns of the second Person can relate. See the Remark on Verse 3.

Riding on the heavens] Though the Verb רבכ has generally the Preposition יִֽעַ or בּ after it, it is likewise construed without either. The supreme Being is frequently described as riding on the Skies; making the Clouds His Chariot, and the Winds His Ministers: in condescension to the gross Conceptions of a carnal People, who were unable to consider the Attributes of the Lord Jehovah abstractedly.

To thy help, יִֽעַ, or for the sake of thy help.] The Particle יִֽעַ has not unfrequently that Sense; thus, יִֽעַ for thy great Mercies sake, thou didst not utterly consume them. e

d 2 Kings IX. 18, 19. e Neh. IX. 31. See also Dan. IX. 7, &c.
The parallel Prophecies of His excellency, הון or יינו, when applied to God, signifies His Magnificence or Majesty, and, when applied to Man, as in the last Verse of this Ode, it means His Superior Honour or Virtue.

V. xxvii. Thou art the habitation, תַּמָּשֵׂג. The Antecedent to this Word is, I imagine, Jeshurun, mentioned in the preceding Verse; and it is considered here as if it was in regimen by many of the ancient Versions; whence it is not improbable that it was originally in that Form. God is frequently said in Scripture to have His Habitation among the Israelites; sometimes in Jerusalem, and sometimes in Sion, and He had at that Time His Dwelling (if I may use the Expression,) among them; hence the Israelites are called the Habitation of Justice.

And under his everlasting arms] The Samaritan Text and Version read here וּמִּתְנֵי and הָרָאוּס his Arms; and the Samaritan-Arab. and Saadia's Version, though they paraphrase, yet retain the Affix; thus the first מְצוֹנָה כִּי שָׁאוּרֵם הָעוֹלָם Under his Providence is the World, and the latter, מִמֶּנַּה מַלְוֹק הָעוֹלָם And under him are the Kings of the Earth. The Want of a Pronoun in the Hebrew Text has much perplexed Interpreters in this Place, and our Version of it (viz. Underneath are everlasting Arms,) is scarcely intelligible. In Erpenius's Maurit. Version the Word מִמֶּנַּה is taken in a figurative Sense; viz. מְצוֹנָה כִּי שָׁאוּרֵם הָעוֹלָם, And under Power is the World.

He hath destroyed] Though the Reading of the Hebrew Text in this Place is a very good one, the Samaritan nevertheless appears to me better, when connected with the next Word וַיִּשְׁלַח, as I have done: because the Sentiment seems thereby rendered more sublime; it being the End of the Means before-mentioned. God having been represented in this Ode as coming down from Heaven to dwell among the Israelites, and to assist them in driving the Enemy before them, He is here introduced as declaring of them, that, because they had executed His Command of destroying him, they shall therefore certainly be put in Possession of his Land: Whereas according to the common Interpretation they have here only a Commission given them to destroy the Enemy. The speaking
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of the Action as already past cannot be made an Objection, as it is well known that this Mode of Expression when it relates to future Events is very common in the Prophets; and as to the Change of Persons, the third may as well begin here as at the Words immediately following.

V. xxviii. Israel is alone in safety] The Verb יְרוּם signifies To live alone, and I suppose its Signification may be extended to Living separate, as in Arabic; see בָּזְר. The Israelites were separated from the rest of the World by their peculiar Institutions, religious and civil: and they were sufficiently secure under the Theocracy without entering into Leagues, offensive or defensive, with any Power. What is here said seems to be an Allusion to that Part of Balaam's Parable or Prophecy, where he says, Lo, the People (Israel) shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned among the Nations. g Upon which Words Philo thus paraphrases, μονοὶ κατοικοῦν μη συνάρρητοι ἐπὶ τοὺς ἔθνους, εἰς κατά τον ισραήλ ἀναγκαίως, καὶ κατὰ τὸν τέλος τῶν ἐκατέρων ἦδον ἰδοιτα, μή συναρρητομανίαν εἴλασιν εἰς τὸν τῶν πολιτῶν ἀργήνος.

The fountain of Jacob, בְּקֵさי יְשֵׁב] Among the various Expositions of these Words, this seems to be the best; for Fountain is manifestly opposed to Dew: and the Expression, The Fountain of Jacob is upon a Land of Corn, &c. implies that the Land (of Promise or) of Jacob is a Land of Fountains, of Corn, &c. according to the Description of it. h

AND OIL] Though neither of our Texts, or any MSS. which I have seen, read at present בָּדֶשׁ, I think it nevertheless highly probable that it was written by Moses: for how else can we account for this Word גָּבִיש and Oil, in the Syriac, which in general is known to be a very faithful Version? No little Weight may be added to its Authority in this Instance from the following Texts, all which describe the Land of Promise; viz. — "Wells digged, which thou diggest not, Vineyards, and olive-trees, which thou plantedst not." k — "A Land of Wheat and Barley, and Vineyards, of oil-olive &c." l And lastly — "Thou shalt carry much Seed into the Field" — — "Thou shalt plant Vineyards" — — "Thou shalt have olive-trees, throughout all thy Coasts.

AND HIS HEAVEN SHALL DROP DOWN D EW] Thus Moses called the Air of the Land of Promise, in speaking to the Israelites, THY HEA-
VEN that is over thy Head, And in another part of the same Chapter, the Lord shall open unto thee His good Treasure, the HEA-
VEN to give the RAIN unto thy Land.

V. xxix. O happy Israel] The six following Lines answer to the seven first: God is there said to have none like Him; so is Israel, here: He is superior to all created Beings, because they obey Him; these are superior to other Nations, because He has saved them: In both Places they are represented as being under His particular Providence; assisted by Him in conquering their Enemies; and admitted by Him into their Country. Quare therefore whether this Song might not have been penned with a View, that it might be sung in different Parts; (as they seem calculated for a Chorus, accompanied with Timbrels, or other Music;) viz. the first Part to be sung by the Men, and the other by the Women; as was done in that Song which celebrates the miraculous Passage of the Israelites through the Red-Sea.

* * *.] I suppose that the Word הָיְשָׁ ה has been omitted by Negli-
gence; for it seems rather more wanting in this Place than in the Be-
ginning of the next Line.

SHALL SUBMIT THEMSELVES] The Verb שָׁנָ ה besides the Signi-
fication of Denying or Concealing the Truth, signifies also To submit one’s self, and is accordingly thus rendered in many Places by our Translators, and I think it should be so here.

HIGH PLACES] Though מַעֲרוֹא generally denotes such high Places as were appropriated to the religious Rites of Idolaters; it is likewise used for Intrenchments, or Fortifications on Eminencies, which seems to be the Sense of it here. See the References, where the Chaldee Paraphrase constantly renders מַעֲרוֹאת בָּם by A fortified Edifice.
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THE APPENDIX. NUMB. I.

A DISSERTATION on the preceding Prophecies.

THE SYNOPSIS.

[i.] The Prophecies briefly compared (1°.) with the Abrahamic Covenant; (2°.) with other Parts of Scripture; and (3°.) with each other.

[ii.] Their principal Object (The Land of Canaan) viewed in different respects: (as 1°.) Why it was fixed upon for the Descendants of Abraham; (2°.) What Right they had to it; (3°.) Why they were not put in possession of it sooner; and (4°.) How the Division of it by Lot was consistent with the Prophecies.

[iii.] The immediate Causes of the Assignment of each distinct Lot considered (1°.) in general; and (2°.) in particular with regard to the Tribe peculiarly separated for God's service: (3°.) Why the Priesthood was limited to one Family.

[iv.] The Impartiality of the Patriarch and Lawgiver to those who are the Subjects of the Prophecies inquired into.

[v.] The Objections (1°.) that the Property and Privileges of the Community were unequally distributed, and (2°.) that the Land of Promise did not in fact correspond with the prophetical Declarations, examined at large.

[vi.] The Conclusion drawn, that the Prophecies are true.

[1 — 1°.]

The Prophecies of Jacob and Moses may be considered as containing the Substance of the Abrahamic Covenant; and, as this is the Foundation on which they are established, it may not be improper to examine its Nature in general, before we compare it with these Prophecies.

A Faith manifested by Works, in an idolatrous Age, was the Motive which induced the Almighty to enter into Covenant with the great Patriarch. God's Design in this Act was to reward Virtue in an eminent manner; by conferring Blessings, not only on Abraham, but through him on all Men: Hence Rewards are the only Sanctions which are expressly
52 The parallel Prophecies of

expressly annexed to this Covenant. God, on His Part, stipulates in it
to grant to this righteous Person himself, to his Seed after him, and
to the whole Race of Adam in due Time, extraordinary Blessings, both
temporal and spiritual. On the other side, the Covenant, according to
the strictness of the Letter, required of Abraham and his Descendants,
who were to enjoy the temporal Part, the Observance only of a Positive Rite. This external Sign was evidently intended to be a perpetual Memorial of the Covenant; to be a Pledge to his Posterity, that they were the immediate Heirs of the Promises made to their great Ancestor; to be a Characteristic, which might induce his adopted Offspring to search into the Cause of this peculiar Covenant; and to be a Token to them, that through the chosen Nation, they were all in like manner to be blessed. What God had promised could not fail of Execution; and it was morally impossible that Man should totally neglect the Practice of the Means of so gracious Blessings. The grand Objects of this Covenant were therefore not contingent. Whatever the Conduct of the Israelites might have been, they must have inherited the promised Land; they must have been numerous; and of them, as concerning the Flesh, Christ must have come. But, this Covenant being made with free Agents, we shall discover, if we weigh it attentively, that there were some general Duties deducible from, and consequently certain Penalties implied in, its very Nature: and that the Extent and relative Goodness of some of the Promises, and perhaps also the particular Time and Manner of other of them, depended on the Degree of Virtue among the Individuals descended from that great Patriarch. It appears then that the Promises of the Abrahamic Covenant, though all delivered in an absolute form, were, some of them, conditional; and others, partly absolute and partly conditional.

Only the absolute Promises of the Covenant can well be compared with the Prophecies which we are now examining: and a very great Agreement may be perceived. Some of these are personal; and, as they may be taken either of the Patriarch singly, or of his Posterity collectively, are not found in any particular Part of these two Prophecies; but they may be traced in their aggregate Sum, or will be met with, in direct Terms or by Implication, in the general Benediction (viz. in the preliminary and concluding Songs) of Moses: Of this sort are the following, That Abraham's Name would be great; a That be would be a Blessing, b and

a b Gen. XII. 2.
a great Nation: and that God would bless them that blessed him, and curse them that cursed him. But it ought to be observed, with regard to the Patriarch's Offspring, that these solemn Engagements, particularly the last, notwithstanding that they were necessarily to be fulfilled, depended chiefly, as to their Mode, on their Virtue, as a Nation. And there are other Promises, which, though absolute in regard to Abraham, were yet conditional as to particular Branches of his Family, till the Prophecies fixed them: such are these, That in him, or in his Seed, all Nations would be blessed; and that Nations and Kings would come from him. Now we may see Declarations nearly parallel to these in the Parts of the Prophecies which regard those two Tribes which had the Happiness, not only of being both vested with the Sovereign Authority, but also of being the most numerous of all the rest: to One of which this last Blessing was more remarkably peculiar, while the other might glory in the Prospect of having the Messiah lineally descended from that Patriarch who first gave Name to their Tribe, and afterwards to the whole People. But as our two Prophets evidently intended to sketch out only those Events which were to be remarkable and peculiar in the future History of the several component Parts of the political Body of Israel, it would be in vain to seek Footsteps of those Promises in the grand Covenant, which, though made to Abraham without restriction, appear nevertheless to have been established on some supposed Conditions. Where, for instance, God informs him, that He had given unto his Seed all the Land from the River of Egypt unto the great River, the River Euphrates; or, (as it is declared elsewhere) from the Red Sea even unto the Sea of the Philistines, “and from the Desert unto the River;” there we see that God expressly stipulates thus; if thou wilt indeed obey his Voice; (viz. of my Angel, whom I shall send before thee, to bring thee unto the Place which I have prepared,) then I will be an Enemy unto thine Enemies, &c. If therefore the Israelites never extended their Conquests so far as to be Masters of all that Tract of Country from the Mediterranean Sea to the River Euphrates, and from Egypt and Arabia to Syria, it was their own Fault: God had given it them, and had frequently promised

of them His Assistance in expelling the Inhabitants of those Parts: but they chose to permit a great Number of this devoted People to dwell among them, "with whom they mingled, and learned their Works:" and these deservedly proved the Source of the greatest Calamities which befell them.

Sensible of this Fact, Sceptics have availed themselves of this Objection to the Abrahamic Covenant: and their Answerers, by not attending to this Truth, have not been happy in giving full Satisfaction. For they assert that, in David and Solomon's Reigns, Abraham's Descendants were in full possession of the whole Land which God had given him: but this is an Error; for they never drove out, from the maritime Parts, the Phoenicians, who were undeniably Canaanites. And those two Kings could not, I think, be justified in making Leagues of Friendship with Hiram King of Tyre, consistently with God's Commands.

The general Deduction, then, from the whole, is, that Abraham's Descendants enjoyed at no Time the Promises of the Covenant in their full Extent; because they were never sufficiently virtuous: But, had their Progress in Wisdom been proportionate to their superior Advantages, they must have tasted of the most compleat Happiness on Earth; and, instead of being, (as they were at last,) the By-word and the Reproach, they would have been the Envy and the Glory, of all Nations.

As the principal Residence of Abraham had been Canaan since he had been called from his Kindred in Mesopotamia; and by having travelled over all that Country, he was sufficiently acquainted with its Nature and Qualities, any other Description than the general one, which related to its Limits, would have been unnecessary.

Isaac, in blessing Jacob, alluded doubtless to the Country they then inhabited; for he uses nearly the same Expression as Moses does, when he blesses in general the Sons of the latter of these Patriarchs: The one says, "God give thee the Dow of Heaven, and the Fatness of the Earth; and Plenty of Corn and Wine: Let the People serve thee, and Nations bow down to thee; be Lord over thy Brethren; and let thy Mother's Sons bow down to thee. Cursed be every one that curseth thee; and blessed be he that blesteth thee." The other declares that "The Fountain
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"Of Jacob is upon a Land of Corn and Wine," and that "His Hea-
vens would drop down Dew:" o and, addressing himself to the
whole Congregation of Israel, adds, God will thrust out the Enemy from
before thee, who will be subject unto thee; and thou shalt tread upon his high
Places." But though these Benedictions are far from being unlike, yet
perhaps a more particular Likeness of what Isaac foretold may be traced
in some Parts of our two Prophecies. Jacob transfers one great Part of
the Blessing he had received from his Father to one of his Sons, where
he says, that his Brethren would praise him, and that his
Father's Children would bow down to him; that the
Sceptre would not depart from him, &c. q and he seems to
bestow as much as he can of the remaining Part to another Son,
when he prays God to bless him with Blessings of the Hea-
ven above, and Blessings of the Deep lying beneath; r which
Moses more fully explains, by adding to the Blessing of the same Pa-
triarch, that he would enjoy the chief Things of the eternal Mountains,
and the precious Things of the everlasting Hills, and the precious
Things of the Earth and its Fulness," &c. It may farther be
observed, that that Patriarch, who had the chief Command conferred on
him by his Father, had likewise a Promise of a good Country; s
and the other, who inherited the largest and best Portion of the Land,
had it suggested to him, that he should enjoy no small degree of
Power.t

The Promises made at various Times to the Israelites in the Wil-
derness answer likewise to the last solemn Declarations of their Father
and great Leader. We find it frequently asserted in the Pentateuch that
Canaan would be a good and large Land, sowing with Milk and Honey; w
abounding with Brooks, Fountains, Depths (or Lakes;) and with Wells
(digged by others;) that it would produce in great Plenty Wheat, Barley,
Wine, Oil, Figs, and Pomegranates; that Metals would be found in its Hills;
and, in short, that the Israelites would not lack any Thing in it. x The
Particulars of these Promises are all expressed in some Part or other of
the Prophecies relating to the twelve Tribes: thus, it is predicted of Ju-
dah that he should have Abundance of Wine and Milk; y and

t Ver. 25. s Deut. XXXIII. 15. 16. t Gen. XLIX. 11. 12. u Ver.
XIII. 27. XIV. 8. &c. &c. x Deut. VIII. 7. 8. 9. XI. 10. 11. y Gen.
XLIX. 12.
of Apher, that his Lot would be remarkable for its Meat or Bread; for its Oil, Iron and Brass: or they are implied in the Favour and Blessing of the Lord, &c. or, lastly, they are couched under some Image, as that of a fine spreading Oak.

It is not only the Land of Canaan which is described throughout the Writings of Moses in an uniform manner, but the Characters of the same Persons are similar in all the Prophecies contained in them. Though this Point is not immediately connected with our present Inquiry, as it may be of some Use, I shall not pass it over in Silence.

A Prophet called forth from among the Heathens foretells of the Israelites exactly the same Truths as their own Men of God: for Jacob and Moses draw out, as it were, at full Length, the very same Portrait of The Desire of all Nations, and of The peculiar People of the one true God, as Balaam's Prophecy exhibits in Miniature. The Prophet of Midian uses exactly the same Words which God spake to Abraham, and to Isaac through Jacob: and in his Parables (as they are called,) we trace the whole of the unconditional Part of the Abrahamic Covenant; either as it had respect to the promised Land, to the Fruitfulness of his Offspring, or to the Birth of the Messiah from it. We may observe that Balaam's figurative Description of Palestine answers in general to the plainer Account of Moses; and that both he and Jacob, when they raise their Voice to the prophetical Tone, might almost seem to have copied after him: thus, what this latter says of Israel under the Image of a Lion, Jacob had before applied to Judah in Terms almost parallel. The Expression The Sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a Leader from between his Standards, might have been imagined alluded to in the Star which shall come out of Jacob, and in the Sceptre which shall rise out of Israel. And, if Jacob fixes the Duration of that Sceptre to the Advent of Christ, Balaam may perhaps be thought to predict that Period with no less Exactness: “Ships (says he) shall come from the Coast of Chittim and shall afflict Ashur, and shall afflict Eber, and be also shall perish for ever;” i.e. “The Romans, will come from far in Ships and reduce to Captivity both the Assyrian Empire and the Hebrew Nation; and will totally subvert the Constitution of the latter, who shall thenceforth no more exist as a distinct People.” Again; Jacob paints Joseph as a Bullock feeding near a perennial Spring; and Moses, describing the numerous Progeny of the same Patriarch's Sons, says, in Allusion to that Emblem viewed in a different Light, that their Horns are the...
The Prophecies of Jacob and Moses being then found, each of them respectively, agreeable to other Places of the Pentateuch, might hence seem likely to agree one with the other.

The Prophecies delivered by Jacob and Moses have in common one general Subject and Object; and we shall find no small degree of Similitude between their several corresponding Parts: they will not indeed appear at first Sight so exactly parallel to each other, as they were both of them found to be relatively to Balaam's Parables; and that probably for these Reasons, because they were delivered at a greater Space of Time from each other, than either of them was from the Revelation communicated to the World by the Prophet of the Gentiles; because a greater degree of Evidence for the Conviction of the Israelites, that what he announced was dictated by their Lord Jehovah, was necessary than in the other Cases; and, in short, because Balaam dwells only on general Topics, whereas Moses descends to many Particulars, if not unknown to, at least not touched upon by, Jacob. But still the attentive Reader will discover in the Subject before us such a Resemblance, as is generally observed in the common Offspring of the same Parent: he will find that the Predictions of our two Prophets generally agree one with the other; or that, where they do not agree, a satisfactory Reason for the Difference may be assign'd.

There is the most exact Similitude in Words and Sentiment in the Blessing conferred on Joseph: it is the longest Part of any in the two Horns of Rhinoceroses: with them they shall gore the Nations, and in like manner the Ends of the Earth. And, if we once more consult Balaam's Prophecies, we shall see not only the same Thoughts, but some of the Words we have now quoted: for thus he represents Israel, HE SHALL POUR OUT THE WATER OUT OF HIS BUCKETS, AND HIS SEED IN MANY WATERS: HE SHALL EAT UP THE NATIONS HIS ENEMIES, AND SHALL BREAK THEIR BONES, AND PIERCE THEM WITH HIS ARROWS. And, farther, if the Patriarch had not been prior in Time to this Gentile Prophet, some probably would have asserted that he had borrow'd from this latter Expression the Idea of placing Joseph on the Walls of a Fortress, repelling with the superior Force of his Bow the Attacks of his Affailants; or, lastly, that he had had in his Eye this other Part of the same Description. — And his King shall be bigger than Agag, and his Kingdom shall be exalted: where Moses follows him precisely in the Words, viz. The Blessings shall be on the Head of Joseph, and on the Crown of the Head of the Prince of his Brethren.
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Prophecies; and, if it is not throughout exactly similar, it is in some Verses the very same. We see plainly an Allusion to the same general Points in what both the Patriarch and Lawgiver predict of Zebulun and Issachar, Dan and Gad, Aser and NeBeth. We may investigate Jacob's Curse of his two elder Sons in what Moses denounces against Reuben and Simeon, and trace, in the general Scope of the two Blessings bestowed on Judah, no small Affinity. Where any of these differ, it is because Particulars, which had been once sufficiently insisted on, might have been thought unnecessary to be repeated; or, if all the Circumstances were not revealed, or but obscurely intimated in the first of these two Prophecies, they have been supplied, or illustrated, in the latter of them. But

There is a total Difference in the whole of what the two Prophets foretold of Benjamin; because they have each of them in View a different Period in the History of this Tribe. And, lastly, with respect to Levi, an hasty Reader may perhaps imagine that the two Prophecies are absolutely contradictory: but, if he takes the Pains to search the Scriptures, he will be satisfied that they are both perfectly reconcilable to each other, and worthy of the Spirit of Truth: and he will see that, as the moral and religious Deportment of this Tribe, in the Interval between the two Prophecies, had been such as rendered them fit Objects of God's Mercy, instead of his Wrath as they were before, an Alteration in their outward Circumstances was become necessary.

[11.] WHETHER the Country given to Abraham and his Posterity was really such an one as answered to the Description which we lately saw of it, will be examined at large hereafter: at present we proceed to inquire into

(19.) The Propriety of God's fixing upon the Land of Canaan for the Habitation of His chosen People.

As God had sent Abraham into Egypt, He sends thither in like manner Jacob and all his Family. A Famine in both Cases is the apparent Cause of their Journeys: but the great End of Providence, the informing the World thereby of His Revelations, is easily discovered. When the Remembrance of the good Offices performed by Joseph, after a few Generations, had well nigh been obliterated, and his Brethren groaned under the hard Yoke of Servitude, then was a fit Occasion for the Almighty to interpose in favour of the oppressed, and a proper Season to give those who were to partake of the Promises some Proof that He
He had not forgotten the grand Covenant. The Country, wherein the Israelites were at this Time detained, fertile, populous and learned, was the Spot on Earth the most frequented by Strangers. In this Theatre God displayed His Power publicly, and in a manner never, before or since, known in any particular Place. After He had rescued His People from Tyranny, He joined them together by the social Bands of Laws, both religious and civil: but still they wanted a Country in which they might enjoy these Advantages. As many of their Statutes were local, it was necessary that they should have some common Dwelling-Place. The inhospitable Deserts of Arabia, in which they then sojourned, not affording them even daily Bread without a Miracle, some other Territory was to be sought after. And the World, not yet stocked with Inhabitants, might have furnished them ample Room for that Purpose: but Canaan is the Country which is assigned to this People:

It was not because it wanted Inhabitants; for it rivalled Egypt in that respect, as well as in the Means of their Subsistence: nor was it, because it was adjacent to the Country from which they had come; for they wandered forty Years in the Wilderness. It was on account of its being the fittest Place in the Universe for the Manifestation of the Divine Operations, natural or moral. And though the Land of Canaan has been represented as "an obscure Corner of the Earth, wherein the Israelites were purposely and in effect concealed from the rest of the World;" yet this, or the neighbouring Kingdom of Syria, must be acknowledged by the learned and ingenuous Disquisitor to have been the best calculated of any other for the Execution of the Designs of Providence. The Descendants of Abraham were indeed intended to be a peculiar and distinct People for some Ages; they had therefore a Law plainly ordained for that Purpose: and, as it was levelled against the Abominations of the Gentile-Worship, hence proceeded that Want of religious and civil Intercommunity, for which they have been so notorious: But they were not much actuated by this Principle after the Babylonian Captivity; for there they enlarged their Notions, and, in consequence of it, extended the Borders of their Church. But the Effect of this Improvement was not perceived till some Centuries after their Restoration; and this is the Reason why the Historians, whose Works are still extant, and who lived soon after that Period, do not take much, if any, Notice of them: but that others, whose Books have not reached these Times, have been particular in the Account of them is very evident from Citations from them produced by a Barrow's Serm. XV. Page 185. fol.
the Jewish Historian. And it is demonstrable that the Jews were situated on the confines of Egypt, the great Nurseries of Arts and Sciences and Mart of Knowledge, that they bordered on the two Nations, Syria and Phœnice, whose commercial Genius had led them to visit the most distant Climates, and that their Country was the Thoroughfare from most Parts into the opulent and delicious Peninsula of Arabia. And, as they were placed in the midst of the four great, successive, Monarchies, they had, at least, as good a Right as any of the Greeks for their Pretensions of being the oμφαλὸς τῆς, The Navel or Centre of the Earth.

Besides these Advantages; it may be here observed that the Land of Promise was remarkable for two uncommon Circumstances. Among its natural Produce, the Balsam-Tree, celebrated for its medicinal Use and as a Means of the greatest Luxury, is universally acknowledged to have grown only in that Country. And there is scarcely one Writer (as we shall see hereafter,) who, if he makes mention of Judea, omits to observe the strange Nature of the Lake Apollonites, or forgets the Tradition that it was formed by an Earthquake, which overwhelmed Sodom, Gomorrah, and three other Cities; and that this was brought upon them as a Judgment for their Crimes. These extraordinary Circumstances were Inducements for Searchers into Nature to visit that Place, and to satisfy themselves of the Truth of these Reports. And no ingenuous Person, convinced of the latter Fact, if he had pursued his Inquiries, could have said otherwise than, as the Syrian General declared on a similar Occasion, "Behold, now I know that there is no God in all the Earth but in Israel." [ii.—20.]

The Right which the Israelites had to this Country is next to be examined.

Since the bare Assertion that they derived their Claim to it from God's Grant, formally and repeatedly made to Abraham, may not satisfy some Persons, we must look if any other Source can be discovered. It is allowed that prior Occupancy, Labour, or long Possession form a good Title to Property; and that, when these fail, the Commutation of an Equivalent or Conquest have the same effect. Now we find that this Nation, when they demanded Admission into Canaan, might have pleaded the Possession of their Ancestors for three successive Generations; that they were the first Possessors of some Parts; d that they had built

ALTARS and dug several WELLS in other Parts of it; and that they had purchased more than one Place in that Country. On the other hand, the ancient Inhabitants from the Flood could perhaps have insisted on no other Title than Prescription: and farther, however just their Plea might have been, we are assured that they had absolutely forfeited it by their notorious Violation of the Law of Nature. As the Land in this case was reduced once more to its original State, what People on Earth had so just Pretensions to Canaan, as the Children of Abraham? It cannot be asserted that their Forefathers had surrendered their Claim by Dereliction; for it is evident that their Absence was involuntary; and that Jacob, when he was in Egypt, never meant to yield up his Right from his Family; for by his last Will he orders his Children to bury him in the Burying-Place PURCHASED and PREPARED by Abraham; and thus he addresses himself to Joseph, “I have given to thee one Portion above thy Brethren, which I took out of the Hand of the Amorite with my Sword and with my Bow.” It appears then, upon the whole, that the Posterity of Abraham had an indisputable Title to the Land of Promise, as all the Circumstances, from which, according to the established Laws among Nations, Property springs, concurred in their Favour.
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find accordingly that only a certain Number of them fell by His Sword; while a great Part of the Nations, who, like Rahab, were disposed to acknowledge Jehovah to be God in Heaven above and in Earth beneath, were suffered, either to continue unmolested in their native Lands, or were sent forth as Ambassadors into all Parts, to inform all Nations of the mighty Works done by the Lord of the Hebrews in Behalf of the chosen Family. But neither could the Memory of these Facts be sufficiently propagated and perpetuated in the Patriarchal Age; and this was a farther Reason why God was pleased to defer the Execution of this Plan till the Arts of Navigation and alphabetical Writing had made a Progress adequate to that End.

Another Reason why God deferred so long the Accomplishment of His Promises seems to be, that by such a seasonable Delay, He might not only make Trial of the Obedience of the Israelites, (by which Means one of the Tribes had its Sentence mitigated, and in a great measure reversed;) but have also an Opportunity of conferring insensibly one of the greatest Blessings which He had promised to their great Progenitor, in making his Posterity exceedingly numerous. The various Tribes descended from him were not indeed equally populous; and hence it came to pass, that, when the Country was to be divided, one House obtained nearly a fourth, instead of a thirteenth, Part of the whole Inheritance; and this conformably to the general Rule established with respect to the Division; viz. That to many more Inheritance should be given, and to few left Inheritance. Whereas had this been done immediately after Jacob's

---

* In Procopius Cæsarienfis the following remarkable Fact is recorded: The Gergefites, says he, the Jebusites, and other numerous Nations of Palestine, when they found that they could not overcome Joshua, retired into the neighbouring Parts of Egypt; but that Country, already too populous, could not contain them: so that they were under the necessity of seeking other Settlements in different Parts of Africa, where they built a great Number of new Cities, and spread themselves all over those vast Tracts of Land which extend from Egypt to the Pillars of Hercules; preferring in the mean time their ancient Language, the Phœnician. In the Province of Numidia, (he adds) and in the City Tigitis built by them, may still be seen two large Columns, erected near the great Fountain, with the following Inscription in Phœnician Characters which our Author translates thus, "We are they who fled from before that Robber Joshua, the Son of Nun.

---

Death, the rest of his Sons, not understanding the Designs of Providence, would, doubtless, have complained of their Father's Partiality to his favourite Son, Joseph; and would have thought it very unaccountable, that what he had pronounced on Levi as a Curse should prove at once, without any apparent Reason, such a Blessing as many of them might envy.

Though the Division of the Land of Canaan among the several Tribes was actually made by Lot, it is manifest, however, from the Event, that Providence overruled in such a manner, that each of them had precisely such Portions of it for their Inheritance, both in Quantity and Quality, as the Prophecies had long before assigned to them respectively. The Reason why God ordered a Method which seemed to leave to Chance what really belonged to Him to determine, may well be supposed to have been an Intention to cut off among them all Occasions of murmuring: this being universally allowed to be the best Rule of avoiding Contentions; particularly in those Cases, in which the several Competitors may think that they have an equal Right to Preference. And it may easily be collected from the Jewish History, that no People would have been more likely to have complained of Grievances, if some such wise Expedient had not been resolved upon.

† We are nowhere told in Scripture how these Lots were drawn. Maffius supposes that the Hebrews, when they came to divide the Land had only one Urn, which contained the Names of the different Parcels of it; and that each Tribe (represented, I suppose, by its Prince,) drew the Lots according to Seniority, and possessed afterwards that Portion, whatever it was, which was mentioned in that Ticket. The more general Opinion is, that they had two Urns, one of which contained the Names of the Tribes, and in the other were the Names of the several Portions of Land to be divided; and that, as soon as the Ticket with the Name of any particular Tribe had been drawn out of one of the Urns, a Ticket was immediately taken out of the other, which determined the Situation in general. The relative Extent of the several Portions was after that fixed by able Surveyors (according to Josephus,) in proportion to the Numbers in each Tribe: and there is Reason to suppose that the different Cantons, after having been thus assigned by Lot to all the Tribes, were again subdivided by the same Method among the several Families of each particular Tribe.
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BEFORE I enter on the Consideration of the immediate Reasons for the Assignment of each particular Lot, I must premise that God's Choice in general, though frequently ascribed to His mere arbitrary Pleasure, is always agreeable to the Fitness of Things, and determined by the Merit of the Person chosen. This follows from the Nature of God's Attributes, and is universally true, though we are not always able to investigate the Cause of His Determination: thus, when He prefers one Man to another, it is because He has, or because He foresees he will have a greater degree of moral Excellence; or because, upon the whole, such an Election will be productive of a greater Good.

The Reason why God has extended more or less, since the Time of Abraham, His Blessings and Chastisements beyond the Objects in whom the Merit or Demerit centered, was, that He might thereby the more effectually discourage Men from Vice, and engage them to the Practice of Virtue: And the Rule He has observed in respect to the Extent of those Sanctions towards the Posterity of the virtuous or vicious, seems, from a View of His Dispositions, to have been, TO MAKE THE TEMPORAL HAPPINESS OR MISERY OF THE CHILDREN, AS WELL AS OP THE PARENTS THEMSELVES, PROPORTIONALLY GREATER AND MORE CERTAIN, AS MEN KNEW LESS OF HIS WILL TO DIRECT THEM IN THIS LIFE, AND HAD FAINTER NOTICES OF THE ETERNAL REWARDS AND PUNISHMENTS OF THE LIFE TO COME.

If Merit and Fitness are not made the Ground of God's Election, how shall we account for His fixing on Abraham out of all Mankind? And for His Preference of Isaac to Ismael, of Jacob to Esau, † of Judah, Joseph and Levi to the rest of their Brethren? The Distinction therefore so evidently made in these Prophecies among the Tribes, must, I think, depend on one or other of the following Causes, viz.

† Where we are told that God loved Jacob, and hated Esau; (they being not yet born;) this ought not to be taken according to the strict Import of the Words: but should be considered as a literal Translation of a Mode of Speech in a Language wherein they want Words to express Preference, and that the Phrase implies no more than That God loved one better than the other. Rom. IX. 11, 13. and Mal. I. 2a3.
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first; The Merit or Demerit of the Founders of the Tribes:
secondly; A Fitness in one Tribe's having such a particular Situation or Occupation rather than another:
thirdly; A Concurrence both of Merit and Fitness together; Or fourthly; A Mixture of every one of these Causes.

[iii — 10.] In regard to the first of these Causes; we are expressly told that the Demerit of the three eldest Sons of Jacob lost them the Advantages of Primogeniture. And that Merit was the Cause of the extraordinary Blessings which Jacob promised to the Descendants of Judah and Joseph, may, I think, be deduced from the Prophecy itself, as I have attempted to shew.

II. Where there seems to have been no eminent Merit or Demerit in the Founders of the Tribes, we find those Tribes placed in such a Situation as would best answer to their leading Disposition: Such, for instance, as had very large Herds of Cattle, as the Tribes beyond Jordan, had a Country remarkable for its fine and extensive Pasture-Grounds. The Tribes which were the most martial were situated on the Extremities of the Land; and therefore the more exposed to Invasions, as well as the better able to guard against them: as Dan, both in its first and last Settlement; so likewise Asher and Nephtali; to which Tribes some others might be added, as Judah, Simeon, Gad, and the Half Tribe of Manasses beyond Jordan: but in regard to these latter Tribes the Reason here insisted on is only Secondary; for another Reason for their Allotments has already been assigned. And, on the other Hand, the Issacharites, who seem to have had less Courage than any other of the Tribes, are placed in the Centre of the Land; where, it being a good arable Country, they might indulge their favourite Employment of Agriculture. But

III. ZEBULUN, Issachar's younger Brother, is preferred to him both in Honour and Advantages; for which no doubt the Reason was, (as has been observed in the Notes) that the Younger Brother had the greater Merit; and, probably, also because God foresaw that his Descendants would be enterprising, and fond of Commerce and Manufactures: they had therefore a Country the best suited for these Purposes. And the Reason why the Tribe of Benjamin obtained one of the most delicious Spots of Canaan for their Inheritance, and had besides the Honour of having the Temple built in it, can, I think, be no other

a Page 54. than
than this, That their Ancestor did not consent with his Brethren to take away Joseph's Life. It is true that his Merit in this Case was only negative; and this may be the Reason why it was not touched upon either by Jacob or Moses. And with respect to the Situation of this Tribe, it is most probable that they were placed near Judah, because God knew that they would firmly adhere to that Tribe when all the rest forsook it, and would constantly partake with them of the same Fortune. And as the Benjamites were brought very low by the civil War which they had rashly occasioned, b it was necessary for their Safety that they should be near one powerful Tribe, for otherwise the neighbouring Tribes, after the Schism between the two Kingdoms, would soon have reduced under their Power the remaining few Descendants of their younger Brother.

As to the Tribe of Levi, it has something peculiar in its History which preceded its Lot, as it was distinct from all the rest in its Profession and Maintenance: In it we find both Demerit and Merit, and must likewise suppose a particular Fitness in the Men who composed it for the Office settled on them for all Generations. The Father of this Tribe by his Crimes, brings upon his Posterity the Patriarch's Curse: the Lawgiver, on account of the Zeal shewn by this particular Tribe for the Service of God, confers on them the sacred Office of Ministers of the Altar; a Blessing wonderfully consistent with the Sentence which had been passed upon them. I am well aware that these Things are generally referred to God's mere Pleasure; c but, if we search, we may perhaps solve this Difficulty upon the Principles of Reason. God's Will being always determined by His Wisdom, we may reasonably conclude, That there must have been good Grounds for the Opposition He caused our two Prophets to make in His Declarations with respect to this Tribe: and the Event must decide Whether the Prophecies in these Particulars are reconcilable.

The Sentence which Jacob by God's Inspiration passed on the Offspring of his Son Levi will be found to have been as clearly implied in the Abrahamic Covenant, as it was distinctly expressed in the moral Law. Before God suffered the Descendants of the great Patriarch to enjoy the Land of Canaan, He remarkably fulfilled One of the Three Great Promises of the Covenant. We have seen How astonishingly the two Tribes descended from Joseph multiplied. Simeon and Levi, on the contrary, were by far the least numerous of all their

Brethren. And the Continuance of this Blessing and of these Curses was precisely agreeable both to the judicial Sanctions of the Second Commandment, and to the personal Conduct of the Children of these Patriarchs. The Blessing continued in the Posterity of Joseph, who feared God and kept his Commandments, to a thousand Generations. The Curse never departed from Simeon; for this Tribe seems to have hated God, and, as was before observed, aggravated their Father's Sentence by their own Impieties: but in the Family of Levi, it subsisted during three Generations only or four at most; the Obedience of that Patriarch's Descendants having averted the Continuance of God's Wrath. It therefore appears that a Curse was fulfilled on these two Tribes.

But Jacob's Words plainly refer to the Land of Promise: and there likewise some Traces of the Curse ought to be discovered. As Joseph's Blessing, besides a numerous Progeny, extended to a delightful Country for his Inheritance: so Simeon's Curse is easily seen in the Assignment of the smallest and the worst Part of the whole Land to his Lot, and which was so bad, (as has been observed) that his few Descendants were frequently obliged to remove wherever they could seize on a better Spot in the neighbouring Countries. But the Tribe of Levi, after that the Law had been promulgated about fifty Years before they had any Possessions, and the Curse had been removed from them, increased unquestionably as much as the other Tribes: and though the Mosaic Constitution very amply provided for their Support, yet is Jacob's Curse notwithstanding remarkably distinguishable in the Manner in which they were all scattered over the whole Country.

The immediate Cause of this great Alteration in their Circumstances, Moses plainly intimates in his Prophecy to have been their impartial Observance of God's Orders in executing idolaters; in which Act no other Tribe gave them any Assistance. They are thought by some not to have polluted themselves, like the rest of the Congregation, by worshipping the golden Calf. But, not to insist on an Uncertainty, it is evident that they were the only Part of the People, whose Conduct, in the Consequence of that Affair, was commendable and comparatively meritorious. Though this Tribe in general still felt, and must feel for Ages in some sort, the Effects of the Malediction entailed upon them, yet God wisely and justly placed them in such a Situation, that they found upon the

---

c Moses and Aaron were Descendants in the fourth Generation from Levi by their Father's Side, but by the Mother's in the third. Exod. VI. 16, 20. d Origen. Homil. XXVI. in Num.
whole no Inconvenience from it, and (as will appear hereafter) it proved in the End a general Blessing.

Farther, when the Constitution in Church and State came to be formed, what Set of Men could have so good Pretenstions to be God's Ministers as those who had before signalized themselves in His Service? As to personal Merit in any of the Tribes, considered as such, we find none in any other. Levi had therefore a better Right than all the rest to be chosen to that Office. Again, if the Merit of Fathers imputed to the Children could make them Competitors with the Levites, Judah and Joseph, who were on that account intitled to Privileges above the rest, had before had the regal Honours and the largest Portions of the Land conferred on them. And, lastly, the Tribes of Reuben and Simeon, instead of atoning for the Vices of their respective Parents by Obedience and Attention to Virtue, are known to have rather aggravated the Sentence passed on them by their own personal Offences; and Levi was the next Brother, to whom, if Right of Succession can be pleaded in this Case, the Choice of the remaining Lots belonged.

[iii — 3°.) We are now to endeavour to assign a Reason for God's Limitation of the Priesthood to one particular Family.

As the whole Tribe of Levi was separated by God to minister in the Worship He had instituted; so He vested the Descendants of Aaron, and them only, with the Office of Priests; with this Restriction, that the High-Priests should be lineal Heirs in a direct Line from him. And as to his other Sons, they were also to be Priests but subordinate to the High-Priest, who was to represent Aaron in all Ages. From this Ordinance of the Almighty we are led to inquire, viz.

I. Into the particular Merit of the Person whom He first appointed to that Office: And

II. Into the Fitness of the Designation, limited as above-mentioned.

I. Were we to reflect abstractedly from the History on the great Dignity conferred by God Himself on Aaron, and on his Sons in a perpetual Succession, we might perhaps be apt to conceive an exalted Idea of his Virtue, and imagine him as compleat a Character as his great Ancestor, the Father of the Faithful. But in Holy Writ he is represented, not only as subject to the Infirmities of our Nature, but his Character appears in it to have been fullied by two great Sins. And as we per-

Exod. XXXII. 35. and Numb. XX. 12.
ceive in his History no eminent Act of Virtue or Religion, either prior to his Appointment or after his Transgressions, we may perhaps wonder why Joshua, Caleb, or Eleazar were not rather chosen; who, if they were not of superior Merit to Aaron, before his Investiture to the Priesthood, were, however, exempt from those Offences with which he stands charged.

If, from the partial View we have of God’s Counsels, we were to answer these Objections, it might be observed, That the Merit of these Persons, when duly examined, may not appear superior. Aarons Idolatry admits of some Extenuation. The Prejudices of Education seem to have made a deep Impression on him, as well as on his Brethren, and to have been the Cause why he transgressed against that Law, newly promulged, which made Idolatry absolutely incompatible with the Service of Jehovah, and defeated the End of that Religion over which he himself presided. And though it may be urged that some Persons, in his Case, would doubtless have suffered Death, rather than have confented to that great Sin; yet we are to remember that no mere Man is always guarded against moral Evil: and it may be justly questioned whether any one in Aaron’s Age, Moses excepted, would have died a Martyr for a new Religion. And from God’s ready Forgiveness of this Offence, we are led to consider it rather in the Light of a Trespass of Infirmity than of Presumption.

In respect to Aaron’s Distrust of God’s Power at Meribah, it cannot be known how Joshua, Caleb, or Eleazar would have behaved under that Trial. It is probable, however, that in the same Circumstances they would not have acted differently from Aaron; for Moses himself appears on that Occasion to have spoken unadvisedly. And it is certain that these two were punished on that account in a most exemplary manner by dying in the Wilderness; while the other three were rewarded with the Enjoyment of the Promises. As therefore no other Faults in

f See Exod. XXXII. 22. g See Verse 32. h Ibid. Verse 33, 34. i See Numb. XX. 12.

† From this Expression of the Psalmist, compared with our Version of Numb. XX. 10, a Conclusion unfavourable to Moses’s Ingenuousness seems deducible. But it is evident that the Words which he spake on that Occasion, viz. לֹֽאֲשִׁיָּה יִבְאַרְּהָנָא לָּטְשׁ בִּֽ֥כֵּרֵן יִבְאַרְּהָנָא should have been rendered, as they are in all the ancient Versions, thus, “Hear, ye Rebels, shall we (not must we) “fetch you Water out of this Rock.”

1 Psl. CVI. 33,
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Aaron's Conduct are recorded but what, as Sins of Infirmity, are venial, we seem authorized to conclude that his Character must be, upon the whole, not a bad one.

Farther, if we reflect on the general Manner of the Recorder of these Facts, we shall be satisfied, from the Ingenuousness with which he mentions his own Transgressions and those of his Family without the least Palliation, that if he is partial, it is rather when he makes mention of other Sons of Jacob than of the Family of Amram. If therefore we do not find in his Writings any Traces of Aaron's Repentance, we are not thence to infer that he was not affected with a Sense of his Sins. The outward Expression of his Sorrow for them was not probably so signal as it was in the Case of David and Peter, because his Offence was not so great as was either of theirs; the Light he had to direct him being certainly not so bright as it was under the Prophets and Apostles. But David and Peter are allowed notwithstanding to have been good Men; and in Aaron's Situation would most probably not have been better than he was. Aaron then upon the whole might, for any Thing that appears to the contrary, have been a good Man. And

There seems to be some Foundation for this general Conclusion, That it was morally impossible, all Things considered, that Aaron's Character should have been totally exempt from Blame. It is sufficient if it has all the Perfection which the Time wherein he lived required; i.e. if he was not more inferior to the Son of God in respect to moral and religious Excellence than the Mosaic Dispensation was inferior to the Christian. And,

Lastly, from the Consideration of God's moral Attributes we may infer, that He knew, notwithstanding Aaron's Faults and Infirmities, that there could not be found, among all the People He had chosen, a more fit or worthy Person, upon the whole, on whom and his Sons this high Honour could be entailed. God indeed foresaw before He elected Aaron to the Priesthood that he would soon fall into a temporary Idolatry, and He foresaw likewise that his Grandson Phinehas would punish that Crime in a most laudable and exemplary manner. And if the Conduct of two of Aaron's Sons who were set apart with him for the same Office was to be liable to Censure, they escaped not unpunished: but the second High-Priest and his Brother Ithamar seem to have been blameless, as to any great moral Defects: and it was well known to the overruling Providence that in remote Generations no other Tribe would produce, in the
most distressed Times of the Jewish Commonwealth, Governors so eminent for their Zeal for God's Service, for their Patriotism, and for their personal Virtues: for which reason, doubtless, it was, that God caused Aaron's Rod to bud in Preference to the Rods of the Princes of all the other Tribes.\(^k\) *

II. The Experience of Ages has confirmed the Reasonableness of the Mosaic Establishment in perpetuating Dignities in Families. The Priesthood fixed in the Tribe of Levi corresponded to the Princely Dignity instituted in all the other Tribes. Now these Honours are allowed \(^1\) to have been hereditary in the elder Branch of each Patriarch, some Cases excepted, when the Heir was for good Reasons set aside; in whose Room another was elected, and in whose Family it then became also hereditary. The same Rule seems to have been observed in general with regard to the Office of High-Priest. Aaron was the eldest Son of Amram, the Son of Kohath, who was the second Son of Levi; so that only the Descendants of Gershom, who was the eldest Son of Levi, could have disputed that Honour with him. Korah, who had the Temerity to do so, was his Cousin-German, the son of Izhar, a younger Brother of Amram; and therefore had not so good a Right as Aaron. Why the elder Branch of the Family was not chosen, does not indeed appear: but there is an Instance parallel to this in another Tribe. We find that Nahshon, the Prince of the Children of Judah, was the Son of Amminadab, \(^m\) who was the younger Son of Hezron, the Son of Pharez, who was a younger Son of Judah. \(^n\) I take this Instance rather than another,

\(^k\) Numb. XVII. 
\(^1\) See Harrington's Commonwealth of Israel Ch. ii. P. i. and Menochius de rep. Heb. P. 42. 
\(^m\) Numb. I. 7. Ruth IV. 18, &c. 
\(^n\) 1 Chro. II. 9, 10.

* Calmet \(^1\) supposes that the Election of the Levites depended chiefly on Aaron's Election; though they had Merit afterwards in their Imitation of Moses and Aaron, who had been chosen before them. The Appointment of Aaron to the Priesthood was indeed prior to the Election of the Levites, but, as all Times may be considered as alike present with God, no stress is to be laid on this Circumstance. When the Patriarch Levi was still in the Womb, God knew as well what would be the Merit of his whole Tribe as of any particular Part of it; and, as each Part seems to have had such a Merit as may be judged a sufficient Foundation for their respective Elections, we may conclude that the Merit of the Priests was independent of the Merit of the Levites, and vice versa; though both joined together contributed to make Levi the more worthy of being preferred to the other Tribes.

\(^1\) Comm. Lev. III. 12.
as a much higher Honour than that of the Priesthood depended on the lineal Succession in this Tribe, viz. the Birth of the Messiah.

[iiv.] WE come now to consider whether there can be perceived in either of the Prophecies any Signs of PARTIALITY to the Persons who are the Subjects of them.

I. As Jacob professedly declares to his Children only such Things as Providence knew would certainly befall their respective Posterities in distant Times, he could have no Ground for shewing particular Marks of Favour to any one of them: because the Blessings as well as the Curses which he promised to them were not fulfilled till long after they were foretold: the Event therefore could not depend on his own Will. That he shewed no Partiality to Benjamin, for whom he seemed to betray a particular Fondness, as being the Child of his Old Age, has already been intimated, P. 103. And if Merit was the Foundation of what he predicted concerning Judah and Joseph, (as there seems good Reason to suppose,) it will follow that Jacob's greater Affection to them was as much founded in Justice, as his Indignation against his three elder Sons, who had grossly trespassed against the Law of Nature.

II. It has been observed that Moses, when he speaks of himself, does it with the greatest Modesty; that he conceals none of his own Failings or Sins, nor those of his dearest Friends, but records them all with the strictest Justice; and that he leaves it entirely to the impartial Reader to extenuate, as Occasion may be found, any of their Transgressions which he registres. He may indeed appear INJUDICIOUS to an hasty Observer, by seeming to magnify the high Office of the Priesthood, while he sets the first High-Priest in no very advantageous Point of View. But UNPREJUDICED Searchers into his Writings will thence be the more convinced of his Divine Mission: and, as they may find in Aaron's Character, duly examined, a sufficient degree of Merit for the Honours with which he was vested by Moses, they may conclude that Proximity of Blood, if that should be made an Objection, had not the least Weight in his Determination of choosing his Brother, and they will doubtless see a general Fitness in that Election. And in respect to the Offices of Leader and Lawgiver which he enjoyed himself, as no one I believe ever doubted of his Qualifications for them, or supposed that among all Abra-
ham's Descendants a Person more fit or worthy could be found, I shall not insist on that Point. But

The Circumstances which set Moses's Character above all Cavil are his Designation of Joshu to the chief Command, and his Exclusion of his own Sons from the Priesthood. Had he appointed Gershom or any other of his Sons his Successor in the Government, there might have been some room for the Pretence that he, like many Benefactors to Mankind, was too much influenced by Self-Love, and regarded Kindred more than public Good: Or, had he left the Choice of his Successor to the People, in hopes that by that Compliment, and for his Services, they would have elected one of his Sons, this might have been conf-_r_ued as a Piece of refined Policy. Instead of this, not one of his Children is, in the least, considered above the meanest in the Tribe; No particular Provision is made for them; and they are all to submit to the most menial Offices of the Tabernacle, indiscriminately with other Levites. And, on the other hand, he himself appoints a Man of approved Courage and Merit, in no wise related to him, for his Successor.

[v.] THE Objections which have been made to the unequal Distribution of Property and Privileges among the Tribes are now to be considered.

[v—iao.] The Portion of the Tribe of Levi, is the only one to which I can find Exceptions made in these respects: and, as they are not inconsiderable, they may be thought to deserve a particular Examination. It has been asserted, among many other gross Misrepresentations of the Mosaic Dispensation, that "the Tribe of Levi did not make a _sixtieth Part of the whole Body;" and that "yet it would be easy to prove that the Church Revenues under that Government (the Priesthood) amounted to full 20 Shillings in the Pound upon all the Lands in Israel; q "and that this Tribe had a considerable Share of the Cities, Towns, "Villages and Lands themselves, which by computing from the Places given and allotted to them by the Law would seem to amount to a _seventh, at least, of the whole Country; but I shall (says the Author) put it only to a tenth." r But, as he either concludes without Premises, or

p I. e. one clear annual Rent out of the three Rents, which, he says, every Estate ought to produce that the Tenant may live. q Moral Philosop. Vol. I. Page 128. r Ibid. Vol. II. Page 137.
takes such as are repugnant both to Scripture and Reason, I shall here give a general View of the Numbers, the Freeholds, and the Revenues of this Tribe.

I. The Tribe of Levi appears indeed to have been the least numerous when the first Poll was taken, in the Year after their Departure from Egypt, they being then but 22,300; and if they are reduced one third, that they may be on the same Foot as the rest of the Tribes, (which were numbered from 20 Years and upwards, whereas these were reckoned from a Month old,) they will have amounted only to 14,867; and will then have been about a fortieth, and not a sixtieth, Part of the whole Body. But this Capitation is not to our present Purpofe; as it was not made, like that in the Plains of Moab, with a View to the Division of the Land: At this Time we are told that the Levites amounted to 23,000; but Aaron's Family is certainly not included; and as

* Numb. XXVI. 53.  t Ibid. Ver. 62.

† The Proportions taken in these Calculations are not arbitrary, but agree with the Principles established among the best political Arithmeticians. It is allowed, for Instance, that one third of Mankind are under the age of 16, and one half under 26 in modern Times: but I believe it will be found that 16 and 26 bear the same Proportion to 20 and 30 respectively, as the Length of human Life since David's Time bears to the Length of it in the preceding Period back to Moses.

‡ He has since allowed this: Page 394 and 348. Vol. III.

It does not appear that the Priests were ever numbered. When the Land of Canaan was divided, it is highly probable that Aaron's male Descendants could not amount to above 100, and that they were to all the rest of the Tribe, at most, only as 1 to 230: but yet they obtained above one fourth Part of the Levitical Cities. From this unequal Distribution the Levites may seem to have had more Cause of Complaints against the Allotment of the Priests than the other Tribes had against the Tribe of Levi, according to our Author: and this moreover seems to have been contrary to a fundamental Law concerning the Partition of the Land. But it may be observed that this Advantage was in a great Measure nominal. For if the Priests admitted into their Cities (as we find they did 2) many Families of those Tribes wherein they were situated, we cannot suppose that they would refuse Room to their Brethren the Levites, if they wanted it: and it is likely that

1 Numb. XXVI. 62.  2 Joth. XXI. 19, 41.  3 Numb. XXVI. 53, 54.  4 Compare Judg. XX. 4, 5. Joth. XV. 13. XXI. 11, 17.
four of nine principal Families of this Tribe are not mentioned, (viz. the Shimeites, Amramites, Izharites, and Uzzielites,) it has been thought u that their Amount is not contained in that Number: and that there is some Omission, beside the Lineage of the High-Priest and the odd Numbers, will appear probable from the following Consideration, viz. that in the last Year of David's Reign the Levites, without including the Priests, amounted to 38,000 from 30 Years and upwards. w * Now if this is to be understood from 30 to 50 Years, as it had been ordered by Moses, x this Number will be about a fourth Part of the whole Tribe, and all the Males in it, excluding the Priests, will have amounted at that Time to 152,000. And as Mankind, since David's Time, are al-

their Admission was entirely gratuitous; for otherwise none would have come to settle among them while they had a Right to Possessions elsewhere. But still it must be allowed that the Priests had a real Advantage over the Levites (their Disproportion of Numbers considered) in that they had a larger Share of common Pasture round their Towns. Though most Writers on the Commonwealth of Israel1 think that their Agrarian Law did not allow of any Inequality in the Portions when the Land was first divided between the several Families of each Tribe, yet it seems not improbable that the twelve Princes had each of them a larger Portion than their Brethren. We are certain, however, that there were some Exceptions to that Law; for Joshua and Caleb have each of them a Town and its Dependencies given them; 2 Otniel gains the Property of another Town by his Valour; 3 and Machir on the same account becomes Master of two large Territories.* If therefore Eleazar, Ithamar, Phinehas, and other Priests (who had signalized themselves in their respective Duties,) had larger Shares given them by Joshua than what fell to the Lot of the other Levites, this was not without Precedent.

* It should seem that David numbered the Levites twice in the same Year; (at least, this is the Opinion of the best Critics;) and that in the first Poll he confined himself to them who were within the Ages of thirty and fifty, according to Moses's Injunction; under which Restriction they amounted to 38,000: but finding their Circumstances much altered since the Days of the Lawgiver, (see Ver. 25.) he probably had another Poll taken from 20 Years and upwards; the Amount of which does not seem to have been enrolled: it has not however been transmitted to us.

1 See Harrington, Lowman, &c. 2 John XIV. 12. XV. 13. XIX. 49. 3 Ibid. 4 Chap. XVII. 1. 5 See Calmet's Comm. on the Place. w 1 Chron. XXIII. 3. x Numb. IV. 3. and VIII. 25.
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owed to double at farthest in 400 Years, we may fix the Time necessary for that Purpose to 300 Years, on account of their greater Longevity, Temperance, &c. in the preceding Period. The Interval between these Poles is 435 Years. Hence it will follow that when they were numbered by Moses they may have been 42,223, exclusive of Aaron's Family: and consequently, when they settled in Canaan, they were about a nineteenth Part of all the Males in Israel. It cannot I think be supposed that the 38,000 above-mentioned were numbered from 20 Years and upwards without Limitation; for, in that Case, they would have been considerably less than a third of 23,000, on the Principles used in the foregoing Calculation. In short, whatever Computation we adopt, it will in all probability be found that this Tribe was far from being so disproportionate to the rest in this respect, as it has been unjustly represented: and it cannot be denied that, whatever their Numbers might have been at the Time we are now considering, they were much more likely to increase than the other Tribes, on account of their Exemption from War and other perilous Occupations: and it was proper that they should have been sufficiently provided for in the original Constitution, which was unalterable.

II. The Principle this Author proceeds upon in determining the Extent of the Freeholds of the Priests and Levites is by the Number of Cities they had in any particular Tribe: but this is very uncertain, because we have no exact Catalogue of the Towns in any one Tribe; and because it cannot be ascertained whether they were large or small. Leland answers that they might have had a twelfth or a tenth of the "Number of Cities; but that this did not make a fiftieth Part of the "whole Country." But let us try another Calculation. It seems now agreed upon that the Land of Canaan (properly so called) was about


\[\text{† By the Muster-Roll made in the Plains of Moab it appears that all the Israelites (the Levites excepted) capable of bearing Arms amounted to 601,730, to which Sum I add a third for those under twenty Years of Age. Dr. Halley supposes that one half of the Males, or a Quarter of all the Souls in a Place, are able to serve in War; but then he confines the Time from 16 to 56: but here we have no Limitation after 20.}\]

\[\text{† See Univ. Hist. B. i. Ch. vii. and Lowman's Civil Government of the Hebrews, Ch. iii. P. 38.}\]
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200 Miles in Length, and, as the Breadth of it varied, it may be fixed at a Medium to about 80: this will therefore make 16,000 square Miles; and the Land on the other Side Jordan seems to have been about 150 Miles in Length and 60 in Breadth, which added to the former will make the whole Extent of the Country 25,000 square Miles. Now it was ordered, that each of the Levitical Cities should extend two thousand Cubits (measured from the Centre, as it should seem) every Way: and within this Space were to be their Gardens and Pastures, as well as the Town itself. By the Square of these 4000 Cubits (if we take the larger Cubit of one Foot nine Inches,) it will appear that each Levitical City was about 14 square Miles; that the whole Tribe of Levi had little more than 84 square Miles for their Habitation and other Uses; and that their Proportion of Land was not the two hundred and ninety-sixth Part of the whole.† It is no material Objection to this Computation that the whole Land of Promise is here considered as possessed by the Israelites, when in effect it never was entirely possessed by them. This Neglect of theirs is not to be charged to Moses: on the contrary, he acted as a wise Lawgiver in fixing himself in the original Constitution what of Right belonged to the Priests and Levites; who, if employed in their proper Business, ought not in Justice to have been deprived of their lawful Dues, through the Fault of their Brethren; whose Duty it was to drive out the Canaanites: and particularly as their Portion was incapable of Increase. Upon the same Principle Joshua took Care that this Tribe should have, as soon as possible, their whole Number of Cities; that the other twelve Tribes might be kept in constant Remembrance that, if they did not extirpate the remaining Part of the Seven Nations from among them, they would not only displease God, but suffer also in their private Property; and thereby be exposed to Idolatry, and likewise in their Turn to Expulsion from that Country.

III. From what has been here offered it appears that the pretended Moral Philosopher's Assertions are not well grounded: and it may not be a difficult Matter to shew farther the Fallacy of his Reasoning in regard to the Revenues of the Tribe of Levi: Had they been so immoderate as is pretended, the rest of Israel might justly have said, "Ye take too much upon you, ye Sons of Levi!" and they would doubtless

† The M. P. has reduced his Account from a 7th to a 33d Part of the Land. P. 348. Vol. III.
have shaken off a Yoke imposed on them by so defenceless and inconsiderable a Part of their Body. But we have not the least Intimation given that any of the Tribes thought themselves aggrieved by the legal Provision appointed for them: the contrary is therefore to be presumed. As one of the thirteen Tribes they had a Right to a certain Part of the Land of Promise proportionable to their Number; whether a tenth, fiftieth, or the like. This Estate they gave up for the common Interest: but on Condition that they should have a Rent-Charge on all the Estates in Israel. Those agreed to give them a stated Part of the Produce of their Farms; and these were in Recompense to do for them all the ministerial Functions, whether of the Tabernacle or of the Temple.*

And the Levites surrendered their Right of private Government, in order that they might exercise the Office of civil Judges over the whole Nation, and be Teachers of the People in spiritual Matters. So far then the Compact appears not to have been unequal. And as all the Lands in that Commonwealth were unalienable, and Usury was forbidden, the Revenue of the Tribe of Levi was incapable of Augmentation: but, on the other Hand, it was liable to Diminution by the Neglect or Fraud of others; hence in some degree uncertain and precarious; and, considered as an Annuity, not so eligible as the Fee-simple of the Land. To counterbalance these Disadvantages, they ought in Justice to have had such a legal Maintenance as would, upon an Average, put them upon an Equality with the other Tribes. But, before we consider what this Maintenance was, it will be necessary to premise that God, as Sovereign of this Constitution, referred to Himself in the original Compact a tenth of the Produce of the Land He gave them, together with the

* Many learned Men, by not attending to these and other Circumstances, have concluded that the Portion of the Tribe of Levi was much better than it really was: thus one of them† says, That the Tithes and Offerings were set apart for the Levites, which, though this Tribe had no other Lands, made their Portion by far the best.

† The Priests and Levites do not seem to have had their Portions paid to them regularly for some Time before Hezekiah;‡ and so likewise under Nehemiah's Administration.† The Custom of setting aside the Tenth for religious Purposes is so ancient, that its Origin cannot be traced. It is probable from what we read Gen. XIV. 20. that it had its Birth in the Antidiluvian World; perhaps even

1 Harrington's Art of Lawgiving. Page 410. 2 2 Chron. XXXI. 4, 5. 3 Neh. XIII, 10.
First Fruits of it and some other Oblations: besides which there were stated Fines for legal Pollutions and an occasional Poll-Tax. All these have been estimated by our Author as amounting to a yearly Rent of the whole Land: but I believe that, when they have been candidly examined, they will not be found to have much exceeded a fifth Part of it. And let it be observed that this which is usually called the LORD’s Part in Scripture, was really appropriated by Him to three different Purposes; Part to the national Treasury, Part to stated Sacrifices, and the other Part to the Priests and Levites. The not attending to this Distinction has led others besides our Author into Errors, who, knowing that God could receive no Advantage from His Part, have hastily concluded that the Tribe of Levi must have had it all. Though it is certain that the Israelites could not justly have complained had that been the Case, since God who gave them the Land had a Right to charge it with what Incumbrance He pleased; yet I trust that, when the Line of Distinction has been drawn as precisely as remote Antiquity will suffer us, there will be no Cause of suspecting the Lawgiver of Partiality to his Brethren; and of Course it will be found that the enormous Structure of the M. P. must fall for Want of a proper Foundation. By the Estimate underneath it will appear that the Estates in the Holy Land, so far from being all set at a Rack-Rent for the Agrandizement of the Hierarchy (as he sometimes calls the Government established in that Country) were as clear from Burdens and Impositions as any Estates can well be in the freest and best policed Forms of Government; that the Tribe of Levi, all Things considered, did not receive a thirteenth, nor the Priesthood (strictly so called) a fiftieth, Part of the whole.

in Paradise itself; and that the Tenths are coeval, if not one and the same, with Sacrifices. And no Custom seems to have been more universal than that of paying them: it is found among the ancient Arabs, Medes, Persians, Scythians, Phœncians, Greeks and Romans; and the Egyptians allowed their Priests a third Part of the whole Country. See Selden, Calmet, &c.

† Let us suppose an Estate of £300 per ann. Value of our Money, and which consisted, as was usual in the Land of Canaan, of Soils, the Produce of which was different; one third Pastures, for Instance; one third Corn-Land; one sixth producing Wood, partly Underwood, partly Timber; and the remaining sixth being Fruit-Grounds; then the Onus on the Landholder will be as follows, (being the whole that was paid by him for religious and civil Purposes,) viz.
For the national Treasury. 2°. For Sacrifices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART.</th>
<th>LAND.</th>
<th>VALUE per ann.</th>
<th>1st. Tenth.</th>
<th>2d. or 3d. Tenth.</th>
<th>FIRST-Fruits.</th>
<th>IN ALL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>Pasture.</td>
<td>£100.</td>
<td>paid a 10th.</td>
<td>— a 10th.</td>
<td>— a 20th.</td>
<td>1 s. d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/12</td>
<td>Underw. 50.</td>
<td>— a 10th.</td>
<td>— 0</td>
<td>— 0</td>
<td>2 10 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/12</td>
<td>Timber.</td>
<td>— 0</td>
<td>— 0</td>
<td>— 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Oblations at the three solemn Festivals (generally a Beast or a Fowl) may be valued at 10 Shekels.

N.B. Redemption-Money, Poll-Tax, and Fees for any legal Pollutions (as some of them were never paid by many Individuals, or perhaps paid but once in their Lives,) if they have here a Place, cannot be rated at more than 4 d.

30. For the Tribe of Levi.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAND.</th>
<th>VALUE per ann.</th>
<th>1st. Tenth.</th>
<th>2d. or 3d. Tenth.</th>
<th>FIRST-Fruits.</th>
<th>IN ALL.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>Corn. 100.</td>
<td>— a 10th.</td>
<td>— a 10th.</td>
<td>— a 50th.</td>
<td>22 00 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>Fruit. 50.</td>
<td>— a 10th.</td>
<td>— a 10th.</td>
<td>— a 60th.</td>
<td>10 16 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Portion of Pastures about the Lev. Cities, being to the whole as 1 is to 150, will be

N.B. The Portion which the Priests received for Peace-Offerings (whether bloody or bloodless Sacrifices) were no additional Expence to the Offerer.

The whole Onus on 300' per ann. (besides personal Service in War) 63 18 4 1/4

or per 100 — — — — 21 6 1 4

N.B. It must be confessed that if there was a greater Proportion of Corn or Pasture-Lands in any one Estate, the Onus would be greater than I have have stated it; yet the Estate would be more valuable to the Owner, as the Payments were directly in Proportion to the Produce of the Land.
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But, though we should allow that there were no reasonable Exceptions to be made to the Provision settled on the Church by the Mosaic Constitution, if notwithstanding it should appear that the Law granted such Immunities to the Priests and Levites as were oppressive to the Community, this Fault ought by no means to be defended.

[v.—io.] IV. The Moral Philosopher has boldly asserted that, "Levi was a Tribe exempted from the Jurisdiction of the Law and protected against it." But, as his only Proof of that Charge in founded on one single Instance, viz. the Case of a Levite and his Wife, which he has grossly misrepresented, and which has been sufficiently answered by others, I shall not dwell upon it; but only mention in general that this Calumny is amply refuted by the Jewish Writers, who shew that the High-Priest himself was subject equally with others to the Jurisdiction even of the lesser Courts.

V. Another Author of more Candour as well as Credit imagined that the Tribe of Levi had a twofold Advantage over the rest of the Tribes, viz. in a Right both to promiscuous Marriage and to promiscuous Election.

As to the first of these Points, I cannot find that there is any Authority to support it. It is said indeed that the High-Priest might take to Wife a Virgin of his own People; by which Expression seems to be meant a Virgin of any one of the Tribes. This Privilege, however, (if it deserves the Name of a Privilege, on account of the Restriction laid on him in respect to other Classes of Women,) seems to have

...
been confined solely to him by Moses; though Ezekiel in his Vision, which relates only to the future State of the Jews, extends it to all the Priests. But in regard to the Levites, properly so called, it is highly probable from the Silence of Scripture that they were subject to the same Laws as the rest of the Israelites: and it is certain that they were as much prohibited from marrying an Heiress of another Tribe as any of them were. And

In respect to the Levitical Right of promiscuous Election, (the natural Consequence of their promiscuous Abode;) it does not appear that any very great Advantage was likely to have arisen to them from that Circumstance. For if, on the one hand, a greater Number of them than of any other Tribe might have been elected, for Instance, Members of the national Council; because each of the twelve Tribes are suppos'd to have been confined to six Represen'tatives, of whom the greater Part might possibly have been of the Tribe of Levi, if it had pleased the Electors: yet, on the other hand, it might have so have happened that not one of that Tribe would have had a Chance of being ever elected; as they were in each Tribe, at most, only as one to twelve. But to remedy this Inconvenience the Lawgiver had indirectly pointed out the right Way of proceeding in such Cases. The Tribe of Levi were in general the best qualified by their Education for interpreting the Laws: and hence it was the Interest of the several Electors not to neglect making Choice of some of them, as being their properest Representatives. And, if we can suppose that Envy might have had Birth in a State founded, as much as could be, in Equality of Power and Property, it is much more likely to have subsisted between any other two Tribes than between any one of them and Levi; because the Levites, by being as it were ingrafted in all the Tribes, were to be considered, in some sort, as one and the same with every particular Tribe. One of the greatest Posts subject to Election, the Office of Member of the Senate, however honourable it might have been accounted among the Israelites, was certainly burden-some: It was not lucrative, and the Power of it was very much limited. But, if it is still found that the Tribe of Levi had some Advantage over their Brethren in this respect, let it be remembered that, by their being incorporated into the several Parts, they lost their original Right of being considered in Elections as a distinct Member, of the whole Body.

g Chap. XLIV. 22. h Numb. XXXVI. 6.
From this general View of the Property and Privileges of the Tribe of Levi, there seems to be no Reason to conclude that their Condition in any of these respects was much superior to the Condition of the other Tribes. The High-Priest and the Priests subordinate to him rather appear to have been nearly on an Equality with the Princes and Rulers, as were the inferior Order of Levites to the common Land-Holders, in the twelve Tribes. And in Afterages, during the Asmonean Dynasty, if a Race of Priests governed the Jewish Nation, this proceeded not from any Fault in the Constitution; for no better Plan could be formed to preserve the Balance of Power even: but it was the Effect of eminent personal Merit on the one Side, and, on the other, of the free Choice of a grateful People.

Besides the Exceptions made to the Portion allotted to one particular Tribe, there remains an Objection of a more general Nature, which, as it essentially affects the Matter of these Prophecies, deserves to be attentively considered. It has been doubted whether the Land of Canaan was really such as the Promises represent it. A Country, (say these Objectors) bordering on the Deserts of Arabia, subject to the pestilential Vapours of the Dead Sea; a Country, for the most part full of Mountains, Deferts, and barren Woods, cannot answer the Description of a Land flowing with Milk and Honey: neither is it credible, (it is farther urged,) that so small a Tract of Land, so liable to Famine, could feed so many Millions of Inhabitants, and besides that produce a great Quantity of Corn and Fruits for Exportation. As this Point has nowhere, that I know of, been sufficiently examined, I shall here collect together in one View the principal Circumstances (notwithstanding that some of them have been already mentioned in the Notes,) which I find recorded concerning the Holy Land, from the earliest Times to the present; in order that we may be able to form


‡ This I apprehend is the Period of the Jewish History which Strabo (Descrip. Syrie Lib. xvi. P. 1104. Amst.) had in View, where he remarks "That the Successors of Moses continued for some time to observe his Ordinances justly and religiously; but, when they invaded the Priesthood, they became superstitious and Tyrants." But it is not surprizing that an Heathen, full of Prejudices against this peculiar Nation, should thus stigmatize a strict Adherence to a Constitution directly levelled against Idolatry.
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some idea of it in its better Days, under the Divine Blessing: which we
could never do, merely by viewing it in its modern State, lying, as it
visibly is, under a Curse.

I. The Land of Canaan or Palestine seems to have been well peopled
as early as the fifth Century after the Deluge: for when Abraham re-
turned to it, after the Famine which had driven him out, he found that
he and Lot were frightened for want of Room: and, in Joshua's
Time, it appears to have been full of Inhabitants: from its Populous-
ness then we may infer the Richness of its Soil. The Plain about Sodom
is allowed to have been once very fertile: and hence perhaps proceeded
that Luxury, the parent of those Abominations, which caused its Over-
throw. The Wine of this Country is more than once mentioned about
this Time; and so likewise its fat Cattle, Venison, Milk, Butter, Bread,
Cakes, and Delicacies. We find that Jacob and Esau had such numerous
Herds of Cattle in this Country, that the latter was obliged to remove
with them and all his Subsistance to Mount Seir in Arabia: And as
Men were then more intent on Pasturage than the Cultivation of Corn,
hence seem to have arisen the frequent Famines about this Period: but
even during these Times of Scarcity, Canaan produced such Fruits, that
they seem to have been thought an acceptable Present to the Prime-Mi-
nister of the most opulent Country in the World: And in distant
Times from this Epoch, the two great Queens, who visited Solomon
and Herod, carried some of them back to Arabia felix and Egypt, as
being superior to any of the Productions of those fine Countries. From
the Time Jacob went up to Egypt till the Exodus (which is 211 years,)
we have no direct Account of the Land of Canaan, but may collect,
from Places which shall be referred to presently, that it was in a very
flourishing State. The Land on the other side Jordan sufficiently ap-
pears at this Time to have produced Abundance of Cattle of all Sorts, the
Israelites are no sooner entered into the Land of Promise but they
find Plenty of old Corn of the Land, unleavened Cakes and parched Corn,
and have no farther Occasion for Manna: and the Quantities of Gold
and Silver found in Jericho, with the Spoils of Cattle taken from Ai and
other Places, demonstrate that it was far from being a poor Country.

1 Gen. XII. 9.  m passim, part. Ch. XI. 4. and Judg. VII. 12. 1 Sam. XIII. 5,
2 Gen. XIV. 18. XIX. 32 and 35. XXVII. 25.  n ibid. XVIII. 5, 6, 7, 8. XIX.
3. XXVII. 3, 9, 31.  o ibid. XXXVI. 6, 7, 8.  p Numb. XXXI, and
XXXII.  q Chap. VI. 19. VII. 22.  r Jof. V. 11.  s VIII. 27. XI.
14. and XXII. 8.  t But
But still a better Argument may be deduced from the Appeal God makes to his People by Joshua 32 Years after their Entrance into it, viz. " Whether they did not eat of the Vineyards and Oliveyards which they had not planted." The Damage Samson did to the Standing-Corn, to the Vineyards, and Olives of the Philistines indicates that the Promises in these respects were accomplished on God's Part, though the Israelites had not done theirs in expelling them. The Report made by the Danite Spies concerning the northern Part of Canaan was, We have seen the Land, and behold it is very good. — It is a Large Land —— a Place where there is no want of any thing that is in the Earth. The Country about Mount Ebal must likewise have been very good, since we are told that it afforded Plenty of Bread and Wine and wanted Nothing; and we read that an Inhabitant of it returning from his Work out of the Field at Even, could entertain his chance Guests in the plentiful Manner we have it related. And Boaz, an Ancestor of David, is represented as having much Corn on his Estate in the Land of Judah. The Israelites are threatened that their King would take their Fields, and their Vineyards and Oliveyards, and their Asses, and the Tenths of their Sheep, and give them to his Servants. That the Southern Part of the Land of Judah and the neighbouring Country of Amalek (which was a Part of the promised Land) were very different at that Time from what they now are, appears (1°.) from the numerous Herds and the great Wealth of Nabal, and from the Provisions his Wife sent on a short Warning to David: "And Abigail made Haffe, and took two hundred Loaves, and two Bottles (or rather large jars) of Wine, and five Sheep ready dressed, and five Measures of parched Corn, and an hundred Cluster of Raisins, and two hundred Cakes of Figs;" and (2°.) from the great Quantity of Cattle and Spoil, which both Saul and David took from the Amalekites. The Portion of the two Tribes and an half seems not only to have abounded in good Pastures, but also in fine arable and fruit Grounds, by the different Sorts of Provisions which some principal Men of that Country brought to David. The two Galilees are described at this Time as abounding in Asses, Camels, Mules; and in Meat of all Sorts, but particularly in Oxen and Sheep; and in Bread, Wine, Oil, and in Figs and Raisins. The large Distribution of

u Chap. XXIV. 13. w Judg. XV. 3. x Ch. XVIII. 9, 10. y z Ch. XIX. 16, 19, 22. a 2 Sam. VIII. 14. b II Sam. VIII. 14. c Ver. 18. d Chap. XXVII. 9. e Chap. XXX. from Ver. 16 to 20. g I Chron. XII. 40.
Loaves of Bread, Pieces of Flesh, and Flagons of Wine made by David to all his Subjects, is an Instance of their Plenty. We read frequently of this King's and his Successor's Officers over the Tillage, over the Vine and Olive-Yards, and over the Pastures and Flocks; and likewise of costly Burnt-Offerings; not to mention the stated Sacrifices. Solomon's daily Provision for his Table, (viz. thirty Measures of fine Flour, and threescore Measures of Meal, ten fat Oxen and twenty Oxen out of the Pastures, and an hundred Sheep, besides Harts, and Roe-Bucks, and Fal-lowo-Deer, and fatted Fowls,\textsuperscript{1}) proves that he reigned over a rich Country; and the Security of his Subjects, every Man resting under his Vine and under his Fig-Tree, from Dan to Beersheba,\textsuperscript{2} leaves us no room to doubt of their general Happiness and Opulence. And it appears that, though the Inhabitants of Israel are represented at this Time as numberless,\textsuperscript{3} they could still spare without Inconvenience for Exportation twenty thousand Measures of beaten Wheat, and twenty thousand Measures of Barley, and twenty thousand Baths of Wine, and twenty thousand Baths of Oil;\textsuperscript{4} and it is observed that at the Feast of the Dedication of the Temple, the Sheep and Oxen which were then sacrificed could not be told nor numbered for Multitude.\textsuperscript{5} Afterwards we find Haaiah speaking to the House of Judah saying, "Ye shall eat this Year such Things as grow of themselves, and in the second Year that which springeth of the same, and in the third Year sow ye and reap, and plant Vineyards, and eat the Fruit thereof."\textsuperscript{6} And we read in Ezekiel\textsuperscript{7} that Judah and the Land of Israel traded with Tyre; and carried to that Market Wheat and other Grains, besides Honey, Oil, and Balm; and their Commerce seems to have been very extensive and flourishing under King Jehoshaphat.\textsuperscript{8} In Hezekiah's Reign the First-Fruits of Corn, Wine, Oil, Flax, and of the Increase of the Field are brought in Abundance: and he is said not only to have had Treasures for Gold and Silver, for precious Stones and Jewels of all Sorts, but also for Spices, and Precious Ointments: besides Store-Houses full of Corn, Wine and Oil; and Stalls and Cotes for Flocks.

\textsuperscript{1} The ingenious Author of a Dissertation on the Numbers of Mankind makes the whole Number of the Inhabitants of Paleftine amount at this Time to 6,764,000; and adds that it was at least five Times as populous as England.
and all manner of Beasts. * We are informed that Menahem, King of Is-
rael, diverted Pul from attempting the Conquest of his Country by
Means of a Subsidy of a thousand Talents of Silver, which he raised on
his rich Subjects; t and that Jechoiakim exacted in like manner a large
Contribution for the King of Egypt. u The prodigious Armies which we find
the Kings of Judah and Israel brought to the Field of Battle about this
Period w (one of which amounted to 1,160,000, and was made up only
of two Tribes,) prove, not only the Fertility of the Land of Canaan, but
also that the Promises made to Abraham, in respect to the wonderful In-
crease of his Seed, were accomplished. During the Captivity of Judah,
the poor of the Land are left by Nebuzaradan to be Vine-dressers and
Husbandmen. x At the Time appointed for the Restoration of the Jews,
Darius permits that Bullocks, Rams and Lambs might be allowed out of
his Revenues from that Country for the Temple: and fo likewife as
much Wheat, Salt, Wine, and Oil as was necessary for the public Ser-
vice. y The Jews complained to Nehemiah that they had mortgaged their
Land and Vineyards; z and it appears that, though they were at this
Time in a State of Poverty, they still had Corn, Wine, and Oil: z and
that Nehemiah’s daily Provision was one Ox and six choice Sheep, besides
Poultry; and once in ten Days, Store of all Sorts of Wine. a The Levites
about this Time bear strong Testimony to Moses where they say, “They
z* (their Ancestors) took strong Cities and a fat Land, and posseffed Hous-
es full of Goods, Wells digged, Vineyards and Oliveyards, and Fruit-Trees
in Abundance: so they did eat and were filled and became fat, and de-
lighted themselves in God’s Goodness:” b and presently after, the
Land of Promise is called “A LARGE AND FAT LAND, which God
* had given their Fathers to eat the Fruit thereof and the Good thereof;” c
and it is said to yield at that very Time “much Increase unto the Kings,
* whom God had set over them for their Sins, &c.” d The People also
resolve to bring the First-Fruits of their Herds and Flocks, and of Fruits
of all Sorts, and of Corn, Wine, and Oil: e and Jerusalem is represented
as a great Mart, and the Country about it as trafficking with the Tyrians,
who brought there Fish and all manner of Wares, and took probably in
return some of their Wine, Corn, Grapes and Figs. f

s 2 Kings XX. 13, and 2 Chron. XXXII. 27, &c. t Chap. XV. 19, 26.
u Ibid. XXIII. 33. w 2 Chron. XII. 3. XIV. 8. XVII. 14, 15. XXV. 5.
XXVI. 13. x 2 Kings XXV. 12. y Ezra VI. 9. z 2 Ch. V. 3, 11.
a Ibid. v. 18. b IX. 25. c d Ibid. VV. 35, 36, 37. e Chap. X. 38, &c.
I Ch. XIII. 15, 16.
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From this long Induction one may, I think, draw this Conclusion, that the Land of Canaan was a good Country in most Parts of it, and that for the Space of near two thousand Years; that, at particular Times, it abounded in the choicest Produce of the Earth; and that at no Time, during this Period, it can be pretended that it was a bad Country. But even though it should be allowed that at some Intervals in this Space of Time it had been such, Moses's Veracity would not therefore be questionable, for he had very expressly forewarned the Hebrews that the Blessings of the Land of Promise were in a great measure conditional, and depended on their Obedience. And the Event has shewn that God has sometimes been pleased accordingly to make a fruitful Land barren for the Wickedness of them that dwell therein; and, on the other hand, that this Country was never so plenteous as when they religiously observed His Laws.

II. If it should be said that the Authority hitherto produced is suspicious, as it comes from Writers prejudiced in favour of their own Country: it is replied that the Conclusion here made is not from Descriptions purposely made to recommend it, but from incidental Circumstances scattered in their Works. And if this should not satisfy such Objectors, let them hearken to Persons whose Interest led them to make not the most favourable mention of the Land of Canaan. The Spies whom Moses sent to view this Country deserve to be ranked in this Class. The Number, Strength, and Opulence of its Inhabitants terrified all these Men, two only excepted, who deferredly lived to reap some of its Produce: The rest of their Party conspired to bring an evil Report of the Land as to its Inhabitants, whom their Fear had magnified into Giants, both as to Stature and Brutality; but, at the same Time, they seem agreed in their Account as to its Goodness; they brought some of its Fruit, as a Specimen of what might be expected, and said to Moses, We came unto the Land whither thou sentest us, and surely it floweth with milk and honey, and this is the Fruit of it. The Assyrian General, Rabshakeh (whose Prejudice against Jehovah and His People is sufficiently known) when he solicits the People to a Revolt; says, "Make an Agreement with me by a Present, and come out to me, and then eat ye every Man of his own Vine, and every one of his Fig-Tree, and drink ye every one of the Waters of his Cistern; until I come to take you away unto a Land like your own Land,"
“A LAND OF CORN AND WINE, A LAND OF BREAD AND VINEYARDS, A LAND OF OIL OLIVE AND OF HONEY.”

To these I shall add the Emperor Julian, because his Testimony is nearly akin to the preceding ones, on account of his Apostacy. He says indeed nothing expressly that I can find of the nature of Judea, but by the Eulogium he makes of Damascus and its Environs, he describes in Part the Land promised to Abraham, and possessed by David and his Son. According to him no Part of the World rivalled this Canton in Beauty, Convenience, and Fertility. He enlarges much on the Figs of this Country; “which (says he) far exceed Honey in Sweetness; are superior to any Fruit whatever; may be preferred a long Time, and be transported into foreign Countries; are a proper ornament of Banquets, and a royal Delicacy:” and by this Observation which he quotes from Herodotus, viz. (παρὰ οὐκ ὑπάρχει περὶ ἐν αὐτῷ ἐπικράτους, παρὰ οὐκ ἐγείρεται φυτῆς,) who have neither Figs nor any other good Thing, he proves that Moses’s Characteristic of Palestine was a good one, when he describes it as a Land of Figs; and, as it has been proved that it actually produced a sufficient Quantity of that Fruit, he proves in effect the whole of Moses’s Description, whether the Particulars of it are enumerated, or whether it is briefly called, according to the known Phrase, a Land flowing with Milk and Honey.

III. Here we might rest, as having sufficiently vindicated the Jewish Lawgiver from the Charge of Falsehood, which some Writers bring against him; the Nature of the Evidence last-mentioned being universally allowed to be the strongest that can be produced. But, as two of the Instances are extracted from Authors of that Nation, and the Inference from the other may not perhaps be thought so conclusive, let us next hear what Heathens and Mohammedans assert concerning Palestine; (for I pass over in this Place the Testimonies of Josephus himself and what he has recorded from Hecataeus, and likewise of Jerom, another Native of this Country;) and if I mention one or two Christians at the Close of this Head who bear Witness to this Point, I would not have them considered as Friends to Moses, but only as the latest Writers I know of, who argue in this Cause from ocular Demonstration. I begin with Strabo; who, indeed, gives but an unfavourable Account of Jerusalem.

h 2 Kings XVIII. 31, 32. i Epist. XXIV. to Serapion. k See his fine Description of this Country, De belo Jud. Lib. iii. Cap. iii. l See the first Book against Apion, Page 1347. Hudf.
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lem: † for he says that Moses soon gained Possession of it; because that Place was not worth contending for, it being full of Rocks; it is however (continues he,) well watered, considering that the Neighbourhood is dry and barren, and for sixty Furlongs stony. m But in regard to Je-

rircho, he affirms that it is situated in a Plain surrounded with Hills, like an Amphitheatre; that the Palm-Tree grows there, in the midst of other fine Shrubs; that it is a fruitful Country, abounding with Dates; is well supplied with Water for the Space of an hundred Furlongs, is full of Houses, and is the Paradise of Balsam Trees, which he describes; and concludes with saying, that it is very valuable, and that it grows only in this Place. n The Description he gives of the Asphaltites, or Dead Sea, under the Name of Sirbon, o is nearly the same as that which we meet with in Josephus, † Diodorus Siculus, p Solinus q and the Arabian Geographers. Strabo seems astonished that Samnia, and some neighbouring Villages, could bring out fortyousand armed Men into the Field of Battle. r He takes Notice of a large Forest between the last-mentioned Place and Mount Carmel; and observes that in the Bay near this Promontory stood anciently many Towns, but of which scarce any Thing remained besides their Names. s After having mentioned the Libanus and AntiLibanus and the fertile Plain between them, he says that it is watered by Rivers, especially the Jordan, which passes through a

s Ibid.

† I have not extracted from the Authors here quoted such Places only as represent Judea as a good Country, but such also, wherever they occurred, which may be thought the most opposite to that Notion.

‡ The Manner in which this Historian expresseth himself on this Occasion is very remarkable; viz. It is said that this Lake was occasioned by Lightning, "by reason of the Wickedness of its Inhabitants; and one may still see the Remains of the heavenly Fire, and discover some Vestiges of the five Cities; and any one who choses to go on the Spot will be satisfied of the Truth of the Stories he has heard concerning Sodom:" s And Philo to the same effect remarks, "That in Syria there were still to be seen in his Time Monu-

ments of the surprising Overthrow of impious Men and their Cities, in the Ruins, Cinders, Sulphur, and Smoke issuing from the Places; and by a Flame which at Times bursts out, as happens frequently in Places which have been set on Fire." See also what Moses foretells to this Effect. t
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rich Country abounding with every Thing, and observes that this last River runs through a Lake producing aromatic Shrubs. Strabo's ancient Interpreter confirms in a summary Way the foregoing Account, when he says that this Country is an happy one, abounding in Rivers, and remarkable for the Jordan. Dioscorides observes of the Bitumen, that a particular fort was generated in a Lake in Judea. Theophrastus takes Notice of the excellent Balsam no where else to be found; and in another Place, that the Fruits of Jericho could be preserved a long Time. Diodorus Siculus says that as much of this Country as bordered on the fine Rivers, or bad Springs, produced excellent Balsam, which, he likewise adds, was peculiar to Judea; and that the neighbouring Arabs lived in a great Measure on Milk and Honey. Pausianias observes of the Palm-Tree that it produces a Fruit good for Food, mentions the Balsam, and says, That be himself had seen the Lake Asphaltites. And Polybius affirms that Galilee yielded sufficient Quantity of Corn and of all other Neccessaries for the support of Antiochus's Army. Tacitus says that in Judea Showers are uncommon but the Soil is fertile: and that Corn abounds in it as in Italy, and that Balsam and Palm-Trees grow in it besides: neither does he forget to mention the strange Nature of the Dead Sea, and the Tradition concerning the Caufe of it. Justin commends this Country on account of the Temperature of its Air and the Fertility of the Soil; and observs of the Balsam-Tree, that it grew only there, and contributed much to enrich that Country; and that the Lake Asphaltites is of a sulphureous Nature, &c. Pliny says of the Country near Jericho that it is planted with Palm-Trees and has many Fountains; and of the Jordan, that it is a fine River, which flows slow, being as if were willing to give as much of its good Water to the Inhabitants as it can before it mixes with the pestilenial Asphaltites, which he describes immediately after; that the Lake of Genesaret is surrounded with pleasant Towns, &c. and that in the maritime Parts of Syria (under which Name Judea is often comprehended,) the Olive-Tree grows spontaneously. Lastly, Ammianus Marcellinus describes Pa-
The parallel Prophecies of Palestine as abounding with tilled and fine Grounds, and as having some beautiful Towns.

IV. The Country of Palestine does not seem to have been a despicable one from the View we have of it in the Arabian Geographers, notwithstanding that it had already greatly suffered under the Saracens and by the Crusades. Bethania (the same as Bassban) is said in Giauhari and in the Camus to signify a plain and soft or fruitful Soil: to which Etymology is added in the latter of these Books the following summary Account, viz. "Bethania is a Country near Damascus, in which grows "the best of Corn, and the Soil of it is a light Sand." Palestine reaches to the Territory near Damascus, according to Sharif Ebn Edris. This last mentioned Author, 'Abu'l-Feda, and the Arabic Geographical Lexicon agree in representing Damascus and its Environs as the finest Country in the World: the first of them says that all the Water of Damascus empties itself into the River Zachar, which has its Rise in the Sea of Tiberias, and that the Vale about it is covered with all manner of Fruits and full of Rivers. Saphad is said to be "a Town situated above the Lake of Tiberias, having a strong and well-built "Fort, with Canals and Aqueducts; and in the Vale between it and the "Lake are Gardens." "Tiberias, before it was destroyed by Saladin, "was a Place of Note, and is still remarkable for its hot Baths." "Sidon is situated in a most delightful Country, in which the Vales, Plantations and Rivers are agreeably interspersed:" It is also said to be "in the Jurisdiction of Damascus, and famous for the Abundance of its "Vines," "At Acca is a good and safe Harbour for Ships; and close "by it is a fine Vale full of Villages." "Sijinnum, near the Jordan and "between Neapolis and Beifane, is a beautiful little Town, abounding "with Water and Fountains." Nabolus (or Naplofe, the ancient Si-"chem) "is a neat Town, and abounds with Water; is thirteen Para-"fangs distant from Jerusalem; was called Gerifim by the Jews; &c." "Joppa is now a small Sea-Port, but formerly a very safe and noble Har-"bour; it was also well fortified and much frequented by Merchants." "Lydda, now a small Town, but formerly was very plentiful." "Al-"seltum, in the Plains of the Jordan, opposite to Jericho, abounds with
"many Fountains and has many Gardens: the Pomegranate of this Place is much esteemed and sought after all over the Provinces: the Town is polite and populous."a "Ramla (the same I suppose as Rama) was formerly a considerable Town; it is still noted for good Water, whether it issues from its Springs, or is collected in Reservoirs: the Town lies in a Plain, and the Soil about it is a light Sand."b There is nearly the same Account of Jerusalem in the Nubian Geography (as it is called) as we meet with in most of the modern Relations; which, as it is chiefly a Description of the Buildings, I pass over; and shall only observe, that it is there called an illustrious and ancient City, and said to be situated on an Hill of an easy Ascent; and near it are Gardens extremely pleasant and full of various Trees and Shrubs."c "Bethlehem is situated in a Plain; and not far from it in a Vale is a Town surrounded with Hills, but planted with thick Groves of Olives, Figs, Dates, and other Fruits."d "Tekoa is a Town dependent on Jerusalem; whose Honey is so excellent as to have become proverbial, (but in the Talmud it is noted for its Olives:"

a Bohadins Life of Saladin by Schultens P. 227. b Mositarechi in Abul-Feda long. 56. 50. lat. 32. 40. c Part. v. Clim. iii. d Ibid. e Lex. Geog. f Ibid. g Ibid. h Ibid. i Sharif Ebn Edris Part. v. Clim. 3. & Geog. lex. see also Abul-Feda. k "Abul-Feda long. 61. lat. 34. 20. l "Abu long. 54. 35. lat. 30. 10. m Sharif Ebn Edris P. iv. Clim. ii.
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V. I shall close this Point with an Observation of two judicious Travellers; viz. "That there is no forming an Idea of Judea's ancient flourishing State, when under the Influence of Heaven, from what it is now under a visible Curse:" and "That the Barrenness, or Scar-city which some Authors may, either ignorantly or maliciously, complain of, doth not proceed from the Incapacity or natural Unfruitfulness of the Country, but from the Want of Inhabitants, and the great Aversion there is to Labour and Industry, in the few that possess it. "There are besides, such perpetual Discords and Depredations among the petty Princes who share this fine Country, that, allowing it was better peopled, yet there would be small Encouragement to sow, when it was uncertain who should gather in the Harvest: otherwise, the "Land is a good Land, and still capable of affording its Neighbours the like Supplies of Corn and Oil, which it is known to have done in the Time of Solom-"

[vii.] TO CONCLUDE: Upon the whole there appear evident Marks of Wisdom in God's selecting a particular Family to be the Guardians of His Laws. The Founder of it, on account of his Faith and Obedience, obtains ample Rewards, both present and in Reversion. His Posterity for many wise Reasons have not the immediate Fruition of the Promises; but they are frequently renewed to them in the mean-time by the Almighty, who so far is pleased to comply with their Infirmities as to reside among them in visible Symbols; and, in every Prophecy He delivers to them, to discover more of His Designs. At last when they come to take Possession of their indisputable Right, a Country than which none could be better situated with respect to the rest of the World, we find it divided among the People in the wisest and most impartial Manner; so as to be an adequate Reward for each distinct Tribe, according to the Merit of the respective Founders of them, or of the Tribes them-

n Mandrel's Journey from Jeruf. to Alep. P. 63.  o Dr. Shaw's Travels P. 365.

† I cannot here omit the Testimony of Brochard (a Writer of the XIIth Century) who says, "That the Dead Sea is always smoking, looks dark and dismal, and sends forth a black Vapour: and it appeared to me when I saw "it like the Entrance of Hell."
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selves. And, though we cannot pretend to discover the Wisdom of every Part of the Plan, we may safely conclude from that Outline which may still plainly be traced, that the whole was uniformly worthy of the Divine Creator. And that the Prophecies were duly fulfilled, may perhaps be proved more clearly than any other Event of equal Antiquity; for the most material Parts of their Completion, (viz. that the Land of Canaan answered the Description given of it both by Jacob and Moses, and that the Advent of the Messiah was at the Time predicted,) are Points established beyond all Contradiction: since Authors sacred and profane, ancient and modern, Friends and Foes, agree in confirming the first of them; and the Jew may still wait for the Accomplishment of the latter, but a Christian knows by the clearest Evidence of Reason and Scripture, as well as by sensible Demonstration, that the Messiah has actually been in the World, and will not return to it again till the End of it, at the great Day of Judgment.
ΣΥΜΜΕΤΡΑ ΤΑΙΣ ΗΛΙΚΙΑΙΣ

ΠΡΟΣΦΕΡΕΙ ΠΑΙΔΕΥΜΑΤΑ Ο ΘΕΟΣ.

ΤΗΕΟΔΟΡΕΤ. Ηæετ. fab. Lib. V.

THE

APPENDIX. NUMB. II.

A DISSERTATION ON THE CHARACTER OF
THE PATRIARCH ABRAHAM.

THAT God should never have left Himself without a Witness in the World, or have disregarded any Part of his rational Creatures after He had first formed them; That in His Government of the World He should have been directed in His Choice of particular Persons by their Merit; or, at least, by some apparent Degree of Moral Fitness, seem to be allowed Principles of Natural Religion: and they are found perfectly agreeable to Revelation. We may go one Step farther and observe, That a wise and benevolent God would probably be induced to manifest Himself gradually, in proportion to the Exigencies of Men; constantly adapting the Matter and Form of His Declarations to their progressive Capacities. This Position, I am well aware, the strenuous Advocates for the Dignity and Perfection of human Nature will not readily allow: it seems, however, as much founded in Reason as it is in Scripture; and their bare Negative will avail little against the Feelings of Mankind in general, and the Experience of all Ages.

If we examine the History of God's Providence of the World, we shall find it conformable to these Rules. Some positive Institution is allowed to have been the best Mode of Religion in the Infancy of the World: and such were the Sabbath and Sacrifices. If Men's Days were remarkably prolonged in that Period; it was a wise and just Provision of the Almighty, that He might give them the necessary Time to learn their Duty in its several Branches, and to contrive Means to make their Abode on Earth comfortable. Nor was this all: they were also favour-
ed with a Glimpse of the two great Blessings of Redemption and a future State. And the Preachers of Righteousness gave them besides an Opportunity of rectifying their Deviations from the Line of Truth.

After the most signal of all the Judgments ever yet experienced by the whole Race of Men, God was pleased to establish a Covenant with the few, whose Virtue had preserved them from the general Inundation. The former Longevity was now indeed contracted within narrower Bounds: but then they not only inherited the civil and religious Improvements of the Antediluvian World; but they received also new Instructions for their Conduct, and obtained a Grant of more extensive Privileges; which were ratified to them by a particular Mark in the Heavens: This visible Sign of the Covenant ought to have kept alive the Memory of it; to have alarmed their Fears, and to have confirmed their Hopes. But even while there still lived a Witness of God's just Severity against Sin, the whole new World conspired to frustrate the Designs of Providence. They being now numerous, it was Time that they should disperse, that the Earth in its different Parts might begin to be tilled and inhabited. This benevolent Plan they agreed to oppose: but God forced them to desist from their Project, and to comply with their Interest.

In the Course of a few Generations, when the Worship of the one true God was almost obliterated by human Inventions, and Vice, in consequence, very much prevailed; He thought this a proper Season to display in an eminent manner both His Wrath and Mercy. He overthrew five Cities with their abominable Inhabitants: the Memorial of which Fact remains to this Day in the Lake Asphaltites, and has been acknowledged as a Judgment by all Nations in every intermediate Age. And, on the other hand, Mankind has all along tasted, and ever will reap, the Fruits of the Covenant God entered into about this Time with the Patriarch Abraham.

A Person, on whom such extraordinary Blessings were conferred, one might well presume to have been a signal Example of Goodness and Piety: such he is represented in the Scriptures, and by all the Eastern Writers. And there has never lived one (excepting the Holy Jesus, his Son according to the Flesh,) whose Virtues have been so constantly and universally celebrated in all Parts of the World. For Abraham, next to the Founders of their respective Religions, has always been the most honoured not only by Jews and Christians, but by the Brachmans, by
the Magians and all the Followers of Zoroaster, as well as by the different Sects of the Mohammedans.

But though Abraham's Character has stood the Test of all Ages, there are not wanting some who will object That he is recorded to have prevaricated: That he married in a prohibited Degree of Consanguinity; and That he was guilty of Polygamy and Concubinage. Again, as they expect to find in him such a Perfection as neither Reason can expect, or the Times wherein he lived could warrant, they impeach his religious Conduct, in that it was not wholly disinterested or free from Idolatry, and from Doubt; and it has been insinuated that it was only in a Dream that he thought of sacrificing his Son; otherwise (say these Objectors) he must have been superstitious, or an Enthusiast.

If any Motive can justify the disguising the Truth, it is the Hopes of preserving thereby one's own Life and the Honour of another Person, as it happened twice to Abraham with regard to Sarah. * Again, the Laws of God and Man allow Parents to conceal the Truth from Children, and from grown Persons in certain Circumstances, when thereby some good Moral Purpose can be answered. When Isaac, ready to be offered in Sacrifice, asked his Father, Behold the Fire and the Wood, but where is the Lamb for a Burnt-Offering? Abraham prudently and affectionately replied, My Son, God will provide Himself a Lamb for a Burnt-Offering. * Some Christians indeed have endeavoured to represent the former of these Instances as an Act perfectly consistent with the strictest Rules of Morality; but no inspired Writer has ever apologized for Abraham in that respect.

The Person he married was one whom neither a Jew, a Christian, nor an Heathen in most Societies could legally take to his Bed. But the Law under which Abraham lived laid no such Restraint on him. The State of Nature absolved him from Sin in that Act. Polygamy and Concubinage we have long since known to be Breaches of the Law of Nature. But the Patriarchs, unacquainted with the Perfection of that Law, seem not to have thought that they violated by those Means the conjugal Union. Far different is their Case in these respects from that of the Royal Prophet; who acted against Nature more enlightened and against an express Revelation. He was accordingly punished for his manifold Incontinence: and had he not been a Man after God's own Heart, in religiously adhering to the positive Duties of the Worship established by the Lord, we have reason to suppose that he would have been cut

a Gen. XII. 14, &c. XX. 2. b Chap. XXII. 7, 8.
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off immately from the living, and would not have died full of Days and full of Glory.

But to return to Abraham: those who object to his religious Deportment in that it was not void of secular Views, should consider that he did not ask God, "What wilt thou give me?" till God had said, That "He would be his exceeding great Reward." The obvious Import of the Question then is chiefly as to the Nature of the Promise which God had just before made him: and it may imply a modest Request to God to give him a Child to inherit the Promises. Abraham's Conduct therefore in this Instance is consistent with the purest Religion. That he had acted from the first as persuaded that Virtue was to be its own Reward, appears from his quitting his native Country and Possessions on a religious Motive, to be a Sojourner in the Land of Canaan. And, though in Time he acquired in it great Wealth, this seems to have been for the most part the natural Fruits of his Industry.

That Abraham distrusted not God's Word, when He promised him that he should inherit the Land of Canaan, should seem probable from the Context: for immediately before we have the strongest Testimony which can be given to a Person's Faith: viz. He believed in God, and it was counted unto him for Righteousness. The Tendency therefore of his Question, Whereby shall I know that I shall inherit it? seems clear from the Event and from God's Reply, that he meant to have a Sign given him, and to learn the Time and Manner in which his Posterity were to be put in possession of that Country: and this, in order that he might have some Token, whereby he might assure them of the Promises which were distant, and be enabled to direct them in the Execution of God's Plan. We find throughout the Scriptures that the best Persons (Gideon, Hezekiah, Mary and the Apostles) in the like Circumstances acted nearly in the same Manner: and that God never blames them for such Petitions: but on the contrary sometimes unasked, as in the Case of Moses when He appeared to him in the Bush, He gave them Signs; which no one is recorded to have refused but incredulous Ahaz. Hence we may infer that there was properly speaking neither Diffidence nor Presumption in such Questions; and that God required not under former Dispensations, any more than did our Lord of his Disciples, That Men should believe Them on Their own Authority, but because of the
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Works which they saw: which Evidence could not but encrease their own Faith, and conduce to establish the Faith of others.

If Abraham had been educated in Idolatry, the greater must have been his Virtue in surmounting the Difficulties of rooted Prejudice, by the Exertion of his rational Powers. But it is confidently said "That the "Abrahamic Reformation from Idolatry was but imperfect; for though "Abraham had rejected all Image-Worship, yet he still retained the me-"diatorial Worship of Angels, which had been the Rise and Founda-"tion of it." This Charge so injurious to the Patriarch's Character has not the least Ground to support it. What I suppose was the Ground of this Conclusion, is, that Jacob (who might be supposed to have agreed in religious Sentiments with Abraham) in blessing Joseph's Sons, says, The Angel which redeemed me from all Evil bless the Lads. a But it is evident from the Context and other Places that Jacob meant no other Person by that Expression than the Lord Jehovah, or the God whom Abraham, Isaac and himself worshipped.

In regard to Abraham's intended Sacrifice of his Son, as it is the most glorious Instance of Faith upon record, it is no Wonder it should have been spoken against by Sceptics. That God should try His Creatures on particular Occasions, cannot surely be doubted by any one who knows that the End of his Creation is Virtue, and that Providence sometimes interposes in the Government of the World: That God should be pleased to proportion those Trials to our Abilities to bear them, may reasonably be expected from His Wisdom and Justice: and That He has actually made this the Rule of His Conduct, the History of His Dispensations satisfactorily shews. God did not command the Father to offer his only-begotten Son, whom he tenderly loved, till about fifty Years after He had first manifested Himself to him; till Abraham's Faculties had been improved to the utmost by repeated Revelations and Miracles; in short, till he could reason with himself that the Almighty might, for some wise Purpose unknown to Man, suspend for a Moment, on particular Occasions, the eternal Laws of Morality, as well as of the material World: He was fully persuaded from Experience That what God had promised, He was able to perform. He knew that that very Son whom he was preparing to offer had been born to him contrary to Hope and beside the established Course of Nature, and therefore he justly inferred that God would raise him from the Dead.

k John V. 31, 36. 1 Mor. Phil. Vol. iii. P. 106. m Gen. XLVIII. 16.

But
But how was Abraham sure of the Divine Command? might he not have mistaken the Suggestions of a warm Imagination for the Impulse of the Spirit? For before he determined upon an Act contrary to Nature he must have had the highest Degree of Evidence that God, and He only, enjoined it.

The whole of Abraham's History tends to shew that his Faith was founded on reasonable Principles, and that his Obedience was the Result of Conviction. As distant from Enthusiasm as it was from Superstition, his Devotion appears to have always been pure, manly, noble. More intimately acquainted with his Maker than any Son of Adam, after repeated Trials and Signs he could easily distinguish the Means and Manner God had fixed upon to declare His positive Will; and this, whether it was done in Visions of the Day or of the Night: whether a created Angel, or the Lord Jehovah personally appeared; or only a Voice, without any visible Form, was distinctly heard speaking to him. The latter of these Methods it was, God was pleased to make use of when He gave the World a Proof of the most consummate Act of Faith. A Vision of the Night might have appeared in distant Times not so credible, and the Command brought by an Angel might have been more liable to be questioned by Abraham himself than the well known Voice of that God, who he knew could not err, or deceive.

And though the severest Acts of Virtue become easy by Habit, yet never can the good Man, while in the Flesh, totally divest himself of the tenderest Feelings of Humanity. The Conflict in Abraham's Bosom between his Religion and Affection must for a while have been obstinate (though perhaps less so to him than to any other Man) till he had Time to call in the Succours of Reason, which had him not hesitate in resolving to part with his Son rather than with his God.

As he virtually sacrificed Isaac, he was entitled to all the Merit of the Action. At that very Instant in which he levelled the fatal Blow at the innocent Victim, the same Divine Voice which before had impelled him to Action, now restrained him from farther Progress. But (it is said) "That God should actually and expressly command this, and then forbid it again, as the Story is literally told, is a Degree of Faith which every one cannot attain to."

Though Reason as well as Scripture teach us that the supreme Being, considered abstractedly, must necessarily be immutable; yet they both as

---

plainly

m Mor. Phil. Vol. III. Page 274.
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plainly declare that, if He is represented in any Relation to Man, He must also be viewed in some sort in an human Light: He must be described with bodily Organs, with Passions and Affections; that Men, by comparing Him with themselves, may form some Idea of His Excellencies, and better understand His Will. Now it has been shewn that it was in no wise inconsistent with the Divine Attributes to give this Command by way of Trial: but it would have been much more difficult to justify the Ways of God with Man, had He suffered His faithful Servant to execute an Action, the End of which had been fully answered by the actual Proof of the Intention of doing it.

But, as God had had before full Proof of Abraham's Sincerity of Heart and knew previously what he would do in those Circumstances, was there Occasion for this hard Trial?

God is indeed represented after this Event as saying, Now I know that thou fearest God, seeing that thou hast not withheld thy Son, thine only Son from me. But it is manifest that here God only accommodates His Words to human Conceptions. Sometimes a mere Act of Volition, and in other Cases, as in the present, a full and determined Intention of complying with a Divine Command, would be sufficient, if the supreme Being was the only Object to be regarded. But as all His Dispositions have the Good of Men ultimately in View, He chooses for their Sakes that their Virtue should be tried by some outward Act; by which only they can form a Judgment of the Dispositions of others; and that they may thence be excited to follow their Example, when they see that He confers not His Rewards arbitrarily, but according to Merit and moral Fitness.

Another Reason which seems to have influenced the Almighty in putting Abraham upon this Trial may have been, That He might thereby prepare Mankind for the Doctrine of Redemption, which was in due Time to be effected through the Death of His own, only-begotten, Son. If it is urged, That this Sacrifice had no such Effect on the generality of Abraham's Descendants; this surely can no more derogate from the Goodness shewn by God in this respect to free and moral Agents, than the bare Assertion of some Persons in these Days can prove, that it is inconsistent with the Divine Attributes of Justice and Goodness to transfer the Punishment of guilty Man on the innocent Son of God, as the Scriptures throughout clearly and expressly declare.

a Gen. XXII. 12.

Still
Still it is urged that mistaken Men from the Example of Abraham might be led in Afterages to offer the Fruit of their Bodies, from the Notion that it was the most pleasing Sacrifice to God. And Abraham's Sacrifice of his Son is assigned as the Cause of the human Sacrifices for which the Phœnicians have been notorious. It has already been observed that the Sacrifice we are now considering answered some good moral Purpose. And it is an allowed Rule that there is no arguing against a Thing merely from the Abuse which may be made of it. The Parent's Love of his Offspring is so deeply implanted in human Nature that it can never be counteracted by the mere Force of Example, excepting those Cases when habitual Impiety and Superstition have quite destroyed all the softer Affections in our Frame. It does not appear that the Example of Abraham's Sacrifice had ever the least Influence over any of his Descendants in determining them to copy after him. If Jephthah sacrificed his Daughter, in Consequence of his rash Vow, he was superstitious and guilty of a great Sin: and so were the Phœnicians, and whoever else could suffer an erroneous Conscience to set aside the plain Dictates of Nature; whether they did this in Imitation of Abraham, or not.

Before we conclude Abraham's Character, let us for a short Time consider him at the critical Moment when he received the interposing Command. If he had before suffered the Pangs of Death while he thought he should see no more the beloved Child of his old Age, the Joy he felt in his Breast on receiving him, as it were, from the dead must have been inexpressible. Then it was, we may suppose, that he saw the Day of Christ and was glad; that God admitted him into his Council, informed him of the general Resurrection, and instructed him in the Doctrine of

† The more probable Opinion seems to be that Jephthah did not sacrifice his Daughter: for as by the Tenor of his Vow he was as much at Liberty to consecrate her to the Service of God, as he was to put her to Death, it cannot be supposed that any Father, much less a good Man, would in these Circumstances choose the latter Part of the Alternative; particularly as he was an only Child, and not only innocent, but beloved by all her Acquaintance. The Text besides seems to intimate that she suffered no other Punishment than that of being sequestered from the World, and obliged to live and die a Virgin.

1 See Sykes's Conn. of Natural and Rev. Religion, P. 326, etc. 2 Judges XI. 31. 3 Ver. 34. 4 Ver. 40. 5 Ver. 39.
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of Man's Redemption through his Seed; a Doctrine which we are told the Angels themselves were desirous to look into. And, immediately after the Burnt-offering, God renews, and solemnly ratifies for the last time, every Promise of that Covenant, which on the one Side we have seen was founded on Abraham's great Merit, and on the other in God's transcendent Love to all His reasonable Creatures.

THE APPENDIX. NUMB. III.

A DISSERTATION WHEREIN THE OBJECTIONS TO THE MOSAIC INSTITUTION ARE EXAMINED.

The exalted Sentiments which the Jews entertained of the particular Privileges derived to them from the Abrahamic Covenant were productive of such a Frame of Mind that the Apostles were frequently obliged to animadvert with Severity on the Pride of this Nation. They being so ignorant and elated as to imagine that they were the only Favourites of Heaven, there was need of inculcating these important Truths: That God is no respecter of persons; but in every nation, he that feareth Him, and worketh Righteousness is accepted with Him; That the Jews had very little Reason to boast of superior Attainments in Virtue; and That the Time limited for the Continuance of their federal Advantages, which the sole Merit of their great Ancestor had procured them, was ready to expire.

And, as the Mosaic Constitution had ratified their Privileges, the Apostle of the Gentiles omits no Opportunity of shewing the Imperfection of this temporary System, and of extolling in comparison the great End

Acts X. 34, 35.
of that Covenant, the everlasting Gospel of the Son of God, into which all Nations had an equal Right of Admission. He therefore very justly inveighs against their Folly for their strict, but unnecessary, Adherence to a complex and burthensome Ritual, which neither they nor their Fathers could bear; for their Attention to the mere Letter of the Law, which in its Institution was holy, just, and good, as it contained the first Elements of true Knowledge, and was well adapted to their State of Non-age: but was at that Time to be considered as imperfect, weak and unprofitable, deserving no better Name than that of a Minister of Death and Condemnation.

From these and similar Expressions used by St. Paul, some Persons, prejudiced against the Jews and their Lawgiver, have made use of his Authority to support their Invectives against the Mosaic Institution, which they represent as unjust and tyrannical, as tending to encourage Men in Superstition and Vice, and as wholly destitute of moral Goodness.

Now if Christianity was not necessarily connected with Judaism, the Disciples of Jesus might rest unconcerned at these Attacks: but when they consider the Law delivered by Moses as a Link in the Chain of God's Dispensations, as a preparatory Discipline ordained by Him, and intended to continue in force till after the Advent of His Son; they cannot but expect to trace in it evident Marks of Justice, Wisdom, and Goodness; and, as Lovers of Truth, they will search the Scriptures, whether these Things are so.

I shall here examine some of the chief Objections which have been made to the Jewish Constitution.

Though the sacred Writings agree in representing Moses only as an Instrument employed by God at the Time He was to fulfill His Promise of putting Abraham's Descendants in possession of Canaan; and though he appears in every part of those Books to have been commissioned by the Almighty to transact Matters between Him and them in the Horeb Covenant, at the Time when it was expedient that the Foundation of their Church, and State should be laid; yet as this Position is insisted upon, "That no Book or Writing can prove itself, nor ought to be admitted upon its own Authority against the plain Marks of Fraud, Artifice, and Deception;" conformity to this Rule, I shall consider these Objections before  I pay any Regard to Scripture Authority: But must, in my

b Rom. VII. 12. c Heb. VII. 18, VIII. 7. d 2 Cor. III. 7, 9. e Mor. Phil. Vol. III. P. 5. Turn,
Turn, beg Leave that these first Principles be granted, \textit{viz.} That it is as probable that God should have revealed Himself to Moses, as it is that He has revealed Himself to any of the Patriarchs and Prophets; and That, if Miracles were ever wrought by any Man in Attestation of Divine Truths, for any thing that appears to the contrary, Moses might have been endowed with this Power. And I would desire farther, That the Circumstances of the Israelites, at the Time when they were first formed into a Society, may be kept in constant Remembrance.

To begin with the Ceremonial Law; \textit{"relating to the Jewish Sacrifices, the Priesthood, and the Methods of expiating Sins and atoning the Deity;"} which Part is insisted upon to have been \textit{"a low, abject, blinding; tyrannical Constitution and State of Things, unworthy of God, and perfectly inconsistent with the inward, spiritual Worship,"} which He can only accept and reward. 

As to the Power of the Priesthood, it was no more exorbitant than the Revenues allotted for the support of it. And it might be shewn, were this the Place, that the Tribe of Levi had no other Privileges, nor more Property, than of Right belonged to them as a Tribe; that their Immunities were counterbalanced by particular Burdens laid on them; and, in short, that the original Constitution admirably secured the Rights of every Member from Incroachments.

In regard to Sacrifices, if they are only considered as an human Invention, as the Means of Access to the Supreme Being; as a Tribute of grateful Acknowledgment for Mercies received, they cannot appear irrational. But, if we view bloody Sacrifices, as ordained by God, in the Light of a Forfeiture on the Transgression of positive Duties; as designed to awaken in the Offerer a just sense of Sin, when he saw the Blood of an innocent Victim shed instead of his own; if they are viewed as the Means of preparing the World for the Doctrine of Atonement, by the full, perfect, and sufficient Sacrifice of the Son of God; and if we add to these Considerations the Time of their Institution and the Persons to whom they were enjoyned; they must appear founded in Wisdom as well as in Mercy.

Farther, it is allowed that the great Design of the Covenant of Peculiarity (as it has been called) was, that the Knowledge of the one true God might be preferred pure from Idolatry. Now it was morally impossible that this End should in general be attained in such a Community without some Ordinances relating to external Matters. If all the De-

\textit{Moral Phil. Vol. iii. P. 185.}  \textit{Ibid.}
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The offspring of the Patriarchs, like them, have worshipped God in Spirit and in Truth, they would doubtless have been freed from that multitude of ceremonies, which made a chief part of their religion. But as we know their circumstances to have been very different, and that the prevailing mode of worship among the Gentiles in those times consisted in pomp and show universally, some ceremonies, indifferent perhaps in their nature, but of no immoral tendency, and such as they law established among them, were expedient to keep them employed. And, lest they should follow other gods, the institution also of many rites opposite to those used by idolaters became an object worthy the attention of a wise lawgiver. Again, as the memory of God's interposition in behalf of the Israelites would soon have been forgotten, it was necessary for the perpetuating it throughout all generations, that certain solemn seasons, with the particular manner of celebrating them, should be appointed. And, that the inquisitive among that people might be induced to examine into the end of their law, there were instituted some obscure representations of supernatural truths, which were in time to be revealed; besides which there were not wanting a few rites calculated for the conveyance of moral instruction. Upon these principles we may account for most of the religious ordinances objected to; and may see a fitness in the appointment of several things apparently insignificant, in the minute directions relative to the materials and form of the place of worship and its utensils, in what we read of the priestly vestments, and the like circumstances; which, had they not been prescribed in the law, no doubt, might have been modelled by patterns tending to defeat the end for which they were designed.

In this light therefore the ceremonial law can no more be said to be unworthy of God, than that he should annex temporal sanctions to the observance of it. For if reason informs us that God is naturally immutable, it teaches us also that his moral attributes require he should exact from moral agents only an obedience proportionable to their capacities and intellectual improvement; and that he should reward and punish them accordingly.

And as the Mosaic institution was only superadded to the law of nature, the duties deducible from that original light were as much binding as they were clearly discoverable, notwithstanding the silence of the law in that respect; and they were doubtless practised by the good men under that dispensation, who carried their views beyond the Mosaic statutes and sanctions. On the other hand, if there was no method
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prescribed for the Expiation of the wilful Transgression of many natural Duties, it was because such Sinners were accountable, as all other Men have ever been, at the great Tribunal of the Judge of the Universe.

Lastly, Though the judicial Laws ordained by Moses have been allowed by his Enemies to be perfectly just, yet our Lord seems to censure the Law of Retaliation. He intimates that it was not good in itself, as it allowed of no Mercy: but that the Hardness of their Hearts, which could not bear to be acted upon by purer and more equitable Motives, made the strictest Justice necessary.

Hitherto we have considered the Law of Moses as far as it related to outward Practice, and was intended to secure the Well-being of Society. Let us next examine

IIo. How far it was calculated to reach the Conscience, the internal Principle of Action, and whether it countenanced any Immorality.

That the Law repressed inordinate Affection towards all outward Objects belonging to others, is plain from the Tenth Commandment. And that there were penal Laws established against a general Intemperance and Dissoluteness of Manners, is evident from the Captivities with which Moses threatens the Israelites in these Cases.

But the Law is charged with intolerant Principles, and with making Idolatry a capital Crime.

Though Persecution on account of Diversity of Opinion in Matters of Religion, when the Peace of Society is not thereby affected, is against Nature; yet in a State constituted, as that of Israel was, with a View to guard against Idolatry, Death was but the just Punishment of that presumptuous Offender, who dared to bid Defiance to an express Law, which we must suppose he knew was enacted by Divine Authority. This Law was therefore necessary to such a Society, and had nothing unjust in it: but it would not have been defensible, if it could be proved that it was designed to have reached beyond the Limits of the Land of Promise, to which it is expressly restrained: for none could justly be subjected to such a Law but those to whom the Unity of the Godhead had been clearly revealed.

We may collect farther from the Extent of this Law, and from the extreme Difficulty which distant Nations must have been under in complying with many Parts of the Ritual, that the Lawgiver never purposed


that
that the Religion which he established should have been universal, as some have asserted.

Again, from these Circumstances added to the strict Prohibitions of Intercommunity in Worship with Idolaters, and to the consequent Discouragements of Commerce with foreign Nations, it may be inferred that they are mistaken who assert, that it is apparent from the military Laws of the Hebrews, that Moses meant they should extend their Conquests into all Parts of the World. When therefore he directs in what Manner they were to proceed against Cities which were afar off, Justice, as well as the Context, requires that we should restrain his Words to such People as were not Canaanites, and yet were situated within the Borders of the promisèd Land.

It must be confessed, however, that Intolerance in Religion, and particularly the strict Laws which have the Seven Nations for their Object, though they were a wise Regulation at the Time the Israelites took possession of their Country, yet had an indirect Tendency, while they kept this People separate, to make them also hate all their Enemies. For though it might be proved that Moses, considered as a mere human Lawgiver, was incapable of insisting on anything contrary to the plain Dictates of Nature; yet that this Nation thought themselves authorized to regard all that were not within the Pale of their Church as Enemies, is manifest from all profane History, from the frequent Imprecations against them in the Jewisli Writings; but above all, from our Lord’s Charge against that Dispensation; Thou shalt love thy Neighbour, and hate thine Enemies. But it has been insisted on that Moses ought to have endeavoured to convert the Canaanites, rather than have formed a Plan for their Destruction.

That this Pretence is weak, is abundantly proved from the various and abominable Crimes with which the Seven Nations are constantly charged in the Law. And if these Objectors will pay no regard to Moses, let them believe a Cloud of Witnesses taken from among the Heathens and Mohammedans, who confirm the Tradition of the Truths he affirms. And, if this be not sufficient, they may see with their own Eyes the Monument which still bears record in an extraordinary Way to the Impiety of some of that very People. If therefore the Canaanites, for upwards of four Centuries, had been constantly invited to Repentance

m Deut. XX. 15, 16. n Matt. V. 43.
by the dreadful Judgment which occasioned that singular Lake in the Midst of their Country, and had not profited by this Admonition, we may conclude that they were incorrigible, and that the utter Excision of them prescribed by the Law was perfectly just, and adequate to their Crimes.

The Objection, which, if true, would bear hardest against Moses is, That he encouraged human Sacrifices. This Opinion is founded on these Words of his Law — No devoted Thing that a Man shall devote unto the Lord of all that he hath, both of Man and Beast, and of the Field of his possession shall be sold or redeemed: every devoted Thing is most holy unto the Lord. None devoted, which shall be devoted of Men shall be redeemed, but shall surely be put to Death. Now in order to solve this Difficulty it is necessary we should know the Meaning of the Phrase rendered be surely be put to Death. By examining the Force of these Words in all the other Places where they occur, it will be found that they seldom, or never, mean simply that a Person who had incurred that Penalty was actually to be put to Death, but only in general that he was thenceforth LIABLE TO DIE; whether this Death was to be inflicted by God in a judicial Way, or by Sentence of the Magistrate. This will farther appear from hence, that nearly the same Penalty is annexed to the Transgression of that positive Command which God gave our first Parents; from the particular Species of Death which Moses constantly adds, where he seems to have meant that the Judge should pass Sentence on the Criminal; from the Case of that Man who presumptuously broke the Sabbath, whom neither the Elders nor Moses himself would resolve to put to Death till they had formally consulted God; notwithstanding that the Law had long before declared in the same express Terms that such Offenders should certainly be put to Death. And it is clear that the Words under Consideration are often used as equivalent to some legal Curse, or to the Cutting off from Society, because these different Punishments are promiscuously annexed to many of the same Crimes.

† Though there seems to be an essential Difference between מת מת and מת מת, it appears however that the first of these Expressions is used for putting to Death in the following Places, viz. 1 Sam. XIV. 39 and 45. XXII. 16, 17, 19. 2 Sam. XII. 13, 14, 15. 1 Kings II. 37 and 42; and that the latter Expression signifies only that the Person shall die. Ezek. XVIII. 13. Compare also Lev. XVIII. 20, and 29, and Deut. XXII. 22.
That the Law moreover intended not that the Person Devoted should be put to Death, may be collected from a subsequent Law, wherein Moses says expressly to the Tribe of Levi, *Every Thing Devoted in Israel shall be thine.* Now as Moses is there enumerating the Advantages of the Priesthood, and as the Priests could not be profited by putting an innocent Person to Death, there is the highest Probability upon the whole, That the true Intent of this Place is only the making a Provision to this effect, That, if a Man was ever so devoted by another Person who had some Right over him, the Lord in such a Case would on no account accept of any Ransom for that Person, as he became, by Means of the singular Vow solemnly made, a perpetual Bondman to the Tribe of Levi; in which State he was to be considered as being under the Malediction of the Law, and as such was liable to be cut off immaturely by the invisible Hand of the Lord.

To this it may be replied that such a Law must be severe which would allow of no Dispensation from the fulfilling a rash Vow: and such our Lord seems to have judged it. It cannot, however, be denied that it was an excellent Means at that Time for the restraining Men from approaching God with any inconsiderate Purpose.

It has been objected that Polygamy was allowable by the Law; at least, that it was connived at by Moses. But because he supposes the Existence of the Fact, it cannot hence be fairly argued that he licenses the Practice. It was necessary when his Laws were enacted, that some Regulations should be made in regard to those who had already more than one Wife; that the Wives and their Issue might not be left to the Caprice of the Husband. But it is urged that in some Cases Polygamy by the Law became a Duty; when a Man, for instance, was obliged to marry the Widow of his Brother who died childless: and this, whether he was already married, or not. As to this Objection, it is well known that general Laws admit of Exceptions, as much as they do of an equitable Construction. And, if the Lawgiver is consistent, he must necessarily have here meant to except, at least, all such as were under any natural or legal Incapacity of answering the End of the Law. And as we find that an unmarried Brother was only subject to Reproach, if he declared before the Elders that he liked not to take her; y it is to be presumed that a Man who had then a Wife was not to divorce her, or obliged to take a second to the first; but was absolutely exempt from

* Numb. XVIII. 14. w Matt. V. 33. x Deut. XXI. 15. y Chap. XXV. 8.
the Power of that Law. But farther, it may be proved that a second Marriage in Conjunction with the first was prohibited, not only to the King and to the High-Priest, but also to every Member of the Community: for the Law declares, Neither shalt thou take a Wife to her Sister, or one Wife to another, (as the Margin of our Bible properly renders this Idiom,) to vex her, to uncover her Nakedness, beside the other in her Life-time.

In regard to Divorces, they were certainly allowed of by Moses; and it was fit that this Liberty should have been granted in some Cases at that Time, particularly as it is not absolutely denied in the most perfect of all Institutions. However, the legal Indulgence in this respect was not so unlimited as we find the Pharisees were willing to make it, who supposed that any Cause might dissolve the Marriage-Contract and justify a total Separation. The only Instance in which the Lawgiver seems to have allowed the Husband to write a Bill of Divorcement was, when he found some Uncleanness in his Wife; or could prove her guilty of any Shameful Action which had a Tendency to alienate his Affection from her.

IIIo.) The Objections which have been made to the Theocracy are now lastly to be examined.

The Man of Reason appears to be offended when he finds that God enters into a Covenant of Peculiarity with a Nation perverse and rebellious; that, notwithstanding their Demerits, He shews them particular Marks of Favour; that He dwells among them, and takes them under His immediate Protection, while He disregards the rest of Mankind. Such a Representation of the Deity savours, (as it is said,) of human Policy, and absolutely contradicts those Notions, which the Light of Nature teaches Men to entertain of God's natural and moral Attributes; for, if there exists a Supreme Being, He must be infinite, He must be impartial.

God's Reasons for separating the Seed of Abraham for His peculiar Service, (in consequence of which they enjoyed some temporal Blessings,) are so frequently and clearly mentioned in Holy Writ, that one would think, they could not have been mistaken; and every impartial Reader sees in them nothing repugnant to God's Nature, to His universal Providence or Love of all His reasonable Creatures.

As to the Objection that the eternal Son of God should have been seen by the Patriarchs in the Form of an Angel, or that He should have

appointed under the Mosaic Dispensation some permanent material Symbol of His Presence, this is no more incredible than that the same Divine Person should have condescended afterwards to take upon Him human Nature, and to have tabernacled in the Flesh. His Inducement in both these Cases was manifestly the Good of Man; and in either Case His Condescension is as amazing as His Love.

Again, the Manner of the Manifestations of the Godhead, which has been censured, may be found replete with Wisdom. The Reason why the Lord Jehovah chose to appear to the Israelites under the Veil of a Cloud or of a Pillar of Fire, was, doubtless, because this People, educated in a servile State, could not at that Time entertain but the lowest and grossest Conceptions of the Deity, and because nothing could have excited their Hopes or Fears but some present and sensible Token of God's Presence. As they were besides tinctured with Idolatry, it was expedient that the Divine Being should not manifest Himself personally to them, as He had done to their Forefathers; otherwise they would probably have admitted Moses, or other Men, to share in that Homage which is due only to the Creator; or they might have supposed that the Almighty was like the local and tutelary God of the Nations.

As the Israelites were besides lawless and disobedient at the Time they were rescued from the Egyptian Bondage, this was a farther Reason for the Proposal which the Lord Jehovah made to them by Moses of His becoming their King and Lawgiver. e And whatever Benefits this People may have received from being subject to the Theocratic Government, it is certain that they suffered by it in other respects: They were all abridged of their natural Liberty by the Multitude of positive Duties enjoyned them by their Laws, which are to be considered in the Light of a Penalty; for we are told that they were added because of Transgressions. f The Justice of this peculiar Administration is moreover as conspicuous in the Punishments as it is in the Rewards, which under it were for a long Time constantly dispensed. The Jews therefore had in strictness little more Reason to boast of their particular Privileges, than other Nations had Cause of Jealousy on their account.

This Mode of Government, wisely adapted to the Infancy of a People such as they have been described, would not have appeared so suitable to the improved Age of Manhood. We find accordingly, that, like the Law, it was intended to decline gradually, and act with less Force, in proportion to the Progress which the People under that Economy made.

---

e Exod. XIX. 3. f Gal. III. 19.
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in Virtue: the Measure of the Divine Interpositions, with regard to this peculiar People as well as to Mankind in general, having always been adequate to their Wants. And, however partial the supreme Being may have been thought by some who do not read the Scriptures but with Prejudice, it is very remarkable that He is not recorded to have ever caused any signal Miracles to be wrought in behalf of the People He had chosen, but He gave the rest of the World an Opportunity of being informed of it. The amazing Display of Power and supreme Majesty, which we are told accompanied the Delivery of the Law, may indeed be thought an Exception to this. But if the neighbouring Nations had not sensible or moral Evidence of this Fact, as they had had of God's drying up the Red Sea and of the utter Excision of the two Kings of the Amorites, we may easily account for it from this Consideration, that the Law was designed almost solely for the Use of the Seed of Abraham. And it was fit that God should, on this Occasion, impress a due Sense of His Power on a stubborn and stiff-necked People, before He put their Obedience to the Test; and in order that they might ever remember after this Event, that Jehovah, whom they had before elected for their King, was God in Heaven above and in Earth beneath, beside whom there was no other Lord.

That God Almighty took Care to inform all People of His Revelations, and of the Worship He had instituted, appears from the Travels of the Patriarchs; from the several Captivities of his Descendants, and the remarkable Country in which they were situated; from the many Miracles wrought in Egypt and Arabia, Canaan and Syria; from the Jewish Prophets who were sent at various Times to different Parts of the Assyrian Empire; from the many Prophecies delivered against several populous Cities and States; some of which, as Niniveh, repented; but others, which did not produce Fruits worthy of those gracious Admonitions, were soon after, according to the Predictions, totally subdued by the great Monarchies; which were also in their Turn to be overcome successively one by the other, as the Prophet had foretold; and as all History confirms. And from God's raising up the Prophet of Midian, it is certain that He has sometimes favoured the Gentiles with His Visions. Again, from the Queen of Sheba's Visit to Solomon; from the great Intercourse between this King and the King of Tyre; the
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great Mart of all Nations; from the Voyages which in this Reign were undertaken from Palestine to Places more remote than the Ganges; and from the miraculous Cure performed by the Prophet on the great Syrian General, we may conclude that the Name of the God of Israel was abundantly spread over most Parts of the East. It might be shown farther, that not only the many Princes who distinguished the Jews by particular Marks of their Esteem, but all the Western Parts of the World had Opportunities given them of attaining to the same important Truths; but it would carry us too far at present were we to dwell on these Points, and on the several Circumstances which under Providence concurred to prepare Mankind for the Reception of the universal Law of Righteousness after that Æra which is remarkable for the ceasing of Miracles, and the sealing up of Visions.

To conclude; if it has appeared that the Mosaic Constitution had nothing unwise, immoral, or superstitious in it; but was on the contrary well adapted in all its Parts to the Temper and Circumstances of the Jewish People, when they became a Body Politic; and if it has been shewn that it was in general a proper Means for the preserving of the Knowledge of the one true God in Israel, and for informing the World by degrees of the Error of Polytheism, this is sufficient: the Jewish Religion has then all the Perfection, which can in Reason be required of it; and in this View may be considered to have been as perfect as the Patriarchal, or the Christian Religion. They therefore who expect a greater Perfection than was suitable to it are unreasonable. And those who object to the Covenant of Peculiarity, and as such represent it as inconsistent with the Abrahamic, should consider that it was as necessary that the temporal Promises of that great Covenant should be fulfilled as the spiritual; and that if all Nations had a federal Right to Adoption, in consequence of the Patriarch's Faith, the Jews, as his lineal Heirs, for the same Reason, had the best Title to a temporary Preference.

In short, if no Fraud, Artifice, or Deception can be proved against the Lawgiver of the Jews, he cannot fairly be charged with Imposture. And if we find that his Institutions are, upon the whole, perfectly agreeable to our Notions of the supreme Being and of His Attributes; that the Miracles he wrought have all the Requisites, which Reason can demand.

m 1 Kings IX. 28. n 2 Kings V.
in order to stamp Credit on any Doctrines; that what he predicted was accordingly fulfilled; and to these Considerations if we add the Innocency of his Life, which stands unimpeached, and the artless and impartial Manner in which he is known to relate Facts; it will follow, that he has still an indisputable Right to the Title which he assumes of being a Divine Teacher, and that the Authority, which has been allowed him in consequence by all the Prophets, by Christ and His Apostles, and which three thousand Years have not been able to extort from him, remains yet unshaken, still triumphing over the impotent Attacks of his Adversaries.

THE APPENDIX. NUMB. IV.

A DISSERTATION ON THE CHANGES, IMPROVEMENTS, AND DURATION OF THE MOSAIC INSTITUTION.

THOUGH Moses often calls his Statutes everlasting, it cannot hence be inferred that he thought them, properly speaking, to be of endless Duration. The Usage of Mankind sufficiently justifies such Expressions; for it is well known that all Laws are either called, or understood to be, perpetual, when no Period is fixed for their Abrogation; when they are essential to the support of a State, which it is hoped will continue in existence to the remotest Ages: in short, that Laws are called by that Name in Contradistinction to some that are temporary, which any present Exigency may either occasion or repeal. It was moreover expedient when the Constitution of the Hebrews was formed that it should have been represented as everlasting, because if an ignorant and rebellious Multitude had not been induced to think highly of it, or if they had suspected that it might have been repealed, the Obedience which it exacted would have been but weakly secured.
That a considerable Part of the Law of Moses was to be repealed at some particular Period, may be judged from its Matter. And that these Parts were to be repealed by degrees, in proportion as they became useless, seems probable from Analogy. For the Experience of all Ages plainly shews that Mankind has always advanced in Knowledge and Wisdom; and the Scripture evinces this Truth, that God's dealings with Men have constantly kept pace with, and been adapted to, their Progress. Whence this Inference seems clearly deducible, That God would not suffer a Nation, which He had set apart for His immediate Service and as a Light to lighten the Gentiles, to have been constantly kept in the first Rudiments of Knowledge, to have been amused in their manly Years only with childish Ceremonies, and never to have been instructed in true moral Righteousness till the Decline of their State, on the Advent of Christ.

Were this Fact true, an Objection would arise more difficult to be surmounted than any perhaps ever yet urged against Revelation: for Moses, in that Case, and his Successors the Prophets, must appear, like Mohammed, artful Politicians, endeavouring to keep a whole Nation in Ignorance, through the Consciousness of the Imperfection of the Laws they taught Man to revere; and it is evident that the Mosaic Dispensation, on that Foot, could not easily be defended as a Divine Institution.

In the Course of this Dissertation I shall consider the Changes, Improvements, and Duration of the Mosaic Institution.

In respect to the first of these Points, if any material Changes were ever to have taken Place in the Mosaic Constitution, it is probable it would have been on its Re-establishment, after its Suspension for near a Century. For it is a well known Truth, that Mankind has always discovered great Reluctance in parting with the Usages and Establishments of their Fathers; and that the less they have improved their Minds, the greater has always been their Obstinacy in refusing to admit any Innovations. When therefore the Jews for some Centuries had been prepared by the Prophets to consider the End of the Mosaic Ordinances, which had been impracticable for the most Part during their long Captivity; in these Circumstances they would naturally in a great measure be weaned from the Discipline of their Childhood, be led to exercise their rational Powers, and accept of a Plan manifestly designed for the Regulation of their moral Conduct and suitable to their improved Age.
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For, as few of that People who had seen Jerusalem in its Prosperity could still be living when Cyrus's Edict was published, it may appear to have been a Matter of Indifference to the Generation which had arisen since the Captivity, whether some of the Laws which had been in force before that Time were then to be abrogated, and give place to other not less equitable ones; or whether they were required to pay Obedience to all the same Laws, precisely in that very Sense as their Ancestors, or according to a qualified Interpretation.

Let us now examine whether we can trace about this Period the Revocation of any of the Laws of Moses, or any Change made in his Sanctions.

The Law, which forbade the Eunuch, the Bastard, and the Stranger from entering into the Congregation of the Lord, & seems to have been in force as long as the First Temple subsisted, was formally repealed before the Foundations of the Second Temple were laid: For God clearly declares that all such were to be admitted by Him into His Church; and that no legal Impediment or national Distinction would thenceforth prevent the Sacrifices or Prayers of such Persons from being accepted at the Throne of Grace, provided they observed the Sabbaths and kept the Covenant.

Again, before the Captivity God's equal Providence over His People, in rewarding and punishing them, was so remarkable, that the Psalmist who lived in those Days declared, That throughout the whole Period of his Life he had never seen the Righteous forsaken, nor his Seed begging their Bread. But after that Time we meet with not a few Instances of prosperous Unrighteousness as well as of distressed Virtue.

It appears farther, that about the same Era the Sanction of the Second Commandment was repealed: for Jeremiah d and Ezekiel e both formally declare that in those Days, Men shall say no more, The Fathers have eaten a four Grape, and the Children's Teeth are set on edge: But every one shall die for his own Iniquity; every one that eateth the four Grape his Teeth shall be set on edge. From hence, and from this Complaint of the People, who said, Our Fathers have sinned and are not, and we have borne their Iniquities, f it is evident that God visited, as He had promised, the Iniquities of the Fathers upon the Children, but that, upon their Restoration, He would proceed with them in a different Way; by re-

a Deuter. XXIII. 1, 2, 3. b Isaiah LVI. from Ver. 1. to 9. c Psalm XXXVII. 25. d Chap. XXXI. 29, 30. e Ch. XVIII. 2, &c. f Lament. V. 7.
voking the Sanction of the Law, and punishing personally every Offender, without Regard to the Merit or Demerit of their Fathers. And

That a long Life was not always to continue to be the certain Reward of Obedience to the Law, Isaiah shews where he says, There shall be no more thence (viz. after the Captivity) an Infant of Days, nor an old Man that has not filled his Days: for the Child shall die an hundred Years old; but the Sinner, being an hundred Years old, shall be accursed: i.e. the virtuous and vicious shall from that Time live in general to the full Measure of their Lives indiscriminately, without any particular Interposition of the Almighty, in protecting the one and cutting off the other. And the Event fully answered to the Prediction. For those brave Chiefs, surnamed Maccabees, whose Virtues and Exploits shine brightest in the Jewish Annals, were all slain or murdered with many of their Children. And the good Onias, for refusing to utter Imprecations against the Enemies of his Country, was cut off immaturely in the same Manner as were those Wretches, Jason and Menelaus, who to their many other Enormities added the Crimes of purchasing the Priesthood and of betraying their Country. 

That God, however, had not forgotten to be gracious to His People; but that he amply recompensed them for the Loss of these temporal Advantages, will appear, if we consider,

In the next Place, What new Revelations of His Will were made to them, and on what Promises the Covenant which took place after the Captivity was founded.

The Doctrine of a future State of Retribution, however well known it might have been to the Patriarchs and Prophets, and however it might have been intimated in preceding Dispensations, had certainly not been clearly and expressly revealed till Daniel informed the Jews in Babylon, That many of them that sleep in the Dust of the Earth shall awake, some to everlasting Life, and some to Shame and everlasting Contempt; That they that be wise shall shine as the Brightness of the Firmament, and That they that turn many to Righteousness, as the Stars for ever and ever. Hence the Jews began to walk by Faith and not by Sight, and to believe universally that they were accountable at the great Tribunal of Heaven. And

\[\text{g Chap. LXV. 20.} \quad \text{h i Macc. IX. 18. XII. 48, &c. XVI. 16.} \quad \text{i Josephus's Ant. B. XIV. Chap. ii.} \quad \text{k 2 Macc. IV. 7, 24, &c.} \quad \text{l Chap. XII. 2, 3.} \]
Of the Mosaic Institution.

As there had been a Change in the Law and in its Sanctions, it should seem that the preceptive Part of it must in some respects have been altered. One of the principal Points accordingly insisted on by the Prophets is, That positive Duties had very little Merit before God, in comparison of such Duties as were of eternal Obligation; for He desired Mercy and not Sacrifice, and the Knowledge of God more than Burnt-Offering. 1 The Jews were told that Sacrifices, unaccompanied with Sincerity, were an Abomination to the Lord; for he that slew an Ox was as if he slew a Man, and he that sacrificed a Lamb as if he cut off a Dog's Neck or offered Swines Blood. m The Prophets constantly dehort from all manner of Oppression and Extortion, from Fraud and evil Imaginations; they reprefent all Divorces n and false Oaths o as most odious to the Lord; and encourage Men on the contrary To speak the Truth every Man to his Neighbour, and to execute the Judgments of Peace and Truth. p Justice, Mercy, and Humility are declared preferable to the most expensive Holocauts, and to ten thousand of Rivers of Oil. q The Man whom the Lord delighteth in is said to be he that was poor and of a contrite Spirit, and that trembled at his Word. r In short, this People during their Captivity are informed that they would have done well, instead of failing as they did at that Time, to have heard the Words, which the Lord had cried by the Former Prophets, when Jerusalem was inhabited: s and they are expressly told, by God's Command, that there was no absolute Goodness in the Mosaic Ordinances, which were chiefly to be considered as a Punishment on their Fore-fathers, for their repeated Apostacies and Idolatries: Because they had not executed my Judgments, but had defièd my Statutes, and bad polluted my Sabbaths, and their Eyes were after their Fathers Idols; wherefore I gave them also Statutes that were not good, and Judgments whereby they should not live. t

In regard to the Blessings promised the Jews on their Restoration, they were such as became a just God to grant to a reformed People. The Almighty knew by Attributes essential to Him, that after they had passed through the Furnace of Affliction in the Land of their Captivity, they would come forth as Gold refined by the Fire; that their Minds would not be set as aforetime on Flesh-Pots, but that they would serve Him their Redeemer in Spirit and in Truth. Hence it was prophesied That they

would not walk any more after the Imagination of their Hearts, a or defile themselves with Idols; w that they would no more depart from God, x or be either lacking y or haughty; z that no deceitful Tongue would be found in their Mouth; a but that they would return to the Lord their God with their whole Heart, b and would all serve Him with one Consent; c that they would be His People d and called the Sons of the Living God. e On this account it is that God declares that He would be the Husband of their Church, f and would betroth her unto Him for ever in Righteousness, in Judgment, in Loving-kindness, in Mercies and in Faithfulness. b And hence those glorious Promises —— And it shall come to pass after I have plucked them out that I will return and have Compassion on them; and I will bring every Man to his Heritage and Lands from all the Countries whither I had driven them. h In those Days the House of Judah shall walk with the House of Israel, and they shall be fruitful and increase, i and I will cause the Showers of Blessings to come down in their Season. k They shall dwell safely and none make them afraid; l they shall never more be dismayed; m and I will no more make them a Reproach among the Heathen, n nor carry them away into Captivity: o But will punish all that oppress them, p and will grant them abundance of Peace and Truth; q and the Heathen about them shall surely bear their Shame. r God moreover engages to give them a new Spirit that they might walk in His Statutes and keep His Commandments; s that He would put His Fear in their Hearts, and rejoice over them to do them good with His whole Heart and with His whole Soul; t that He would cleanse them from Iniquity, u and pardon all their Sins; w in fine, that He would be their God in Truth and Righteousness, x and that He would put His Spirit within them. y And, to transcribe no more from the Prophets relating to this Period of History, I shall only add, that the Jews were assured that they should have Pastors according to God's Heart, who would feed them with Knowledge and Understanding; z That when they brought the Sacrifice of Praise and Thanksgiving into His House, He would accept them with their sweet Savor; a that when they prayed unto Him, He would


a Ezek. XX. 41.
bearken unto them; and be found of them that searched Him with all their Heart: by which Means as He would be sanctified in them, He would glorify them. And, least any Jews should doubt of the Truth of these Predictions, some of the Blessings are represented as actually enjoyed at the Time when they were promisė: I have poured out my Spirit upon the House of Israel, saith the Lord. In such Circumstances the Jews might deservedly be called Blessed by all Nations; and Jerusalem dignified with the Appellation of the City of Truth and of the Lord of Hosts; and the Temple distinguished by the Name of the Holy Mountain, and the Zion of the Holy One of Israel.

These great Alterations and Improvements in the Jewish Constitution may naturally be expected to have been ratified by a new Covenant: And such a Covenant we find it had been predicted would take Place, and was accordingly established. For God says not only That He would bring them into the Bond of the Covenant when He brought them forth from the Countries where they sojourned; but declares expressly That He would establish His Covenant with them, and that they would know that He was their Lord. This Covenant is also called everlasting; and the Pledge God had given to assure them thereof was, That Samaria and Sodom (or Moab) the Jews Sifters (as they are called in the prophetic Style) would be given unto them for Daughters: i. e. become subject unto them; which Event was fulfilled some Centuries after this Prediction. It was also foretold that the Jews on their Part would be disposed to enter into Covenant with God; In those Days and in that Time (viz. before the Destruction of Babylon) the Children of Israel shall come, they and the Children of Judah together, going and weeping; they shall go and seek the Lord their God: They shall ask the Way to Zion with their Faces titherward, saying, Come, and let us join ourselves to the Lord in a perpetual Covenant, that shall not be forgotten. And Nehemiah informs us that the Jews entered into a Curse and into an Oath to walk in God's Law which was given by Moses, the Servant of God; and to observe and do all the Commandments of the Lord their God, and His judgments and His Statutes. And as God had before changed the Names of Jacob and Israel, in Token of His Promises to them, so upon Occasion of this
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new Covenant, He called His Servants by another Name, as Isaiah had forewarned them: and hence the Name of Jēhudim or Jews, which it is well known they first obtained on their Restoration, and have constantly retained.

And that these Prophecies in general were accomplished, sufficiently appears from History and from posterior Revelations. Those Priests already mentioned of the Town of Modiin were doubtless the Pastors according to God's Heart, who most effectually recommended true Virtue and Religion by their Lives, and by their Deaths saved their Country. Under their Administration the Jewish Church flourished more than in the Days of David and Solomon; not indeed in external Pomp and Magnificence, for it was never more oppressed and persecuted: but in the certain Assistance of the Holy Spirit, cooperating with the sincere Endeavours of God's faithful Servants; some of whom, we are told, were tortured, not accepting Deliverance; that they might obtain a better Resurrection. And others had Trial of cruel Mockings and Scourgings, yea, moreover of Bonds and Imprisonment: They were floned, they were sawn asunder, were tempted, were slain with the Sword: Of whom the World was not worthy: but God had provided some better Thing for them.

I come now to consider what Circumstances concurred at different Times after the Captivity to draw the Jews off from the Letter to the Spirit of their Institution.

In regard to the Theocracy, it is well known that the visible Marks of it were gradually less apparent from the Delivery of the Law to the Erection of the Second Temple. During the forty Years that the Israelites wandered in the Wilderness, they never were without a permanent Miracle, to convince them that God accompanied them in their Journies. But after they had been put in Possession of the Land of Promise, and when the Tabernacle was fixed in Silo, God's Residence among them was outwardly manifested only by the Shekinah and the Oracle of Urim: and under this Restriction also, that the first of these Signs should be confined to the inmost Recesses of the Place of Worship, accessible only to the High-Priest, on stated, solemn Occasions: and it was in like manner provided, that the same Person alone should be authorized to consult the divine Oracle in distressful Circumstances, affecting the whole Nation. But when all Israel had had full Proof given

q Jer. LXV. 15. and LXII. 2. r Heb. XI. 35, 36, 37, 38, 40. 2 Macc. VII. them
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them of the Revelations made to Samuel, and David had been securely established on the Throne, the Oracle ceased; and was succeeded by the Voice of Prophecy, which was heard chiefly about the Times of the Captivities, and continued till the Jews had been restored and settled in the Land of their Ancestors. At this Period it was that God was pleased for some Ages to cease to interpose in an outward and visible manner, and to comfort the afflicted Jews with the Promise that their latter House would exceed the former in Glory. And hence, accordingly, it came to pass that the inferior Fabric of the Second Temple, the Want of the Symbols of the Divine Presence, as well as of the instituted Means of consulting the Lord, and the Deficiency of the Ark of the Covenant with what it contained, were all amply recompensed in this Period, had it been only in that their new Temple was by God's Appointment erected into an House of Prayer for all People; where all Men had now the Liberty given them of approaching Him themselves with their humble Tribute of Praise and Supplications.

Hence the Jews might have collected that personal Holiness and devout Prayers were more pleasing to God than the Priesthood and the Sacrifices instituted by Moses; That the inward Operations of the Spirit were a greater Blessing to them than the external Signs of the Divine Presence; and That it was for their Advantage that the Wall of Partition, which had hitherto separated them from the Gentiles, should now be broken down, as they would thereby be the happy Means of bringing all Nations, as they were intended, to the Knowledge and Worship of their common Creator.

And it must be confessed that God's ceasing to interpose in a visible manner among His People for some Ages, had a remarkable Tendency to lead the Jews to study the Prophecies now collected together in one Volume; which would naturally open their Minds, and lead them to conclude that God designed to introduce an universal Religion.

Farther, though God's last Charge to His People by the Prophet was, Remember ye the Law of Moses My Servant, yet as we frequently meet with these Prophecies — Behold the Days come, saith the Lord, that they shall no more say, The Lord liveth which brought up the Children of Israel out of the Land of Egypt: but the Lord liveth which brought up and which led the Children of the House of Israel out of the North Country, and from all the Countries whither I had driven them; and again, They shall say no
226 **ON THE IMPROVEMENTS AND DURATION**

more, The Ark of the Covenant of the Lord: neither shall it come to Mind, neither shall they remember it, neither shall they visit it, neither shall that be done any more; y it should thence I think seem that God's Intent was, not only that they ought to consider their last Deliverance by the Command of Cyrus His Anointed to have been as much the Effect of His Providence, as the Rescuing their Fathers with a Stretched out Arm from the Power of Pharaoh, but likewise that they were to consider the Law of Moses according to the Interpretation which He had put upon it, and the Alterations He made, by His Prophets.

Again, the Reason why God suffered His People to be subject to different foreign Powers successively after their Re-establishment was, doubtless, that those Nations might become acquainted with His Revelations, and that the Jews might by degrees regard them with a brotherly Affection, and as fellow-Heirs to the Promises of the great Covenant. In this View their great Asmonean Leaders seem to have confidered Things, by the Leagues of Friendship they made with the Lacedemons and the Roman Senate; and so likewise the Pharisees, who, though bigotted to the Letter of their Law in other respects and to their late Glosses, were, however, so far of a liberal Disposition as to be indefatigable in enlarging the Borders of their Church.

Lastly, The Union of the two Kingdoms of Judah and Israel under one common Head, and by one general Name; the free Use of every Part of the Land of Judea without Distinction of Tribes, as before; the Mixture and Incorporation of Cutheans with the Remnant of the Israelites; the Dispersion of the greater Part of the ten Tribes over all the eastern Countries; the Settlement of Multitude of Jews in Egypt, with the Privilege of building there a Temple, and enjoying their own Laws, under the Ptolemies; and the Version of the Scriptures into Greek, then the most universal Language; must all be acknowledged to have been wise Means for the Execution of the Plan God had formed of uniting all Men to Himself by the common Bond of one Religion.

I shall here in the last Place enquire briefly into the Time when it may be supposed that the Law of Moses and the Theocracy were repealed.

When the Spirit of Prophecy revived, John preached to the Jews the same Doctrine of Righteousness as the former Prophets had done to
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y Jer. III. 16. z 1 Macc. VIII, XII, XIV. a 2 Kings XVII. 24.
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their Fathers, exhorting them to return to the original Law of Nature or Morality. Before the Forerunner had finished his Ministry, our Lord, that great Prophet spoken of by Moses, took up the unfinished Task, shewed Men what the eternal Law of right Reason had at all Times required, and upon what Account it was that a Dispensation of some Parts had been permitted in ancient Times. This Law, partly practised by the Patriarchs, faintly recommended by Moses, preached in a great measure by the Prophets, and seen at a Distance by unenlightened Sages, was by our Lord cleared of all Doubts and Difficulties, extended to its due Limits, brought to the last Perfection, and made the perpetual Law of His Kingdom. This Law He Himself practised in the most trying Circumstances, He recommended it not more by His Authority than by the Reasonableness of it; and to pure natural Religion He added only two positive Duties, which readily approve themselves to the most common Understanding, are practicable without Difficulty, and necessary to the Well-being of His Church. And the Practice of the Apostles afterwards shews that the Observance of a Seventh Day, in Commemoration of God's Benefits to Man, which had been enjoyned in all preceding Dispensations, was not meant to be dispensed with in the Church of Christ.

And as our Lord took Flesh under the Law of Moses, and many of its Ordinances had reference to Him, He strictly complied with all its Injunctions, and recommended at particular Times the same Practice to those who were still subject to it. And though the Aaronical Priesthood and the Duties of that Institution were of no longer Effect at His Death, they however continued (as well as the civil Government of the Nation which He refused to take upon Him) in as much force after His First Advent as before; and the Law in other Instances seems to have remained equally unrepealed. The Apostles themselves practised the Ceremonial Law, and, though they would lay no unnecessary Burden on their Gentile Converts, they, however, never represent the Jews in a criminal Light merely for the Observance of it.

It appears then that the Ceremonial Law was explained by the Prophets in such a manner as greatly to lessen its Force; that it was rendered unnecessary by our Lord's Death, and was proved to be so by His Apostles; but that it still continued unrepealed, and was practised till God raised the Roman Emperor to punish, as he had threatened, His unprofitable and incorrigible Servants, in a manner unparalleled in all

And though God did not formally declare the Mosaic Institution at an End, which it might not have become His Majesty to do, He seems however to have sufficiently manifested His Intention that it should never more be practised, by rendering it for the most part impossible.

And it may be observed in regard to the Theocracy, that, though there remained no visible Token of the Divine Presence among the Jews after their Restoration; and though the civil Power had been gradually lessening from that Period; yet as they had never been without God's Vicegerents among them; as they had been assured that the Sceptre would not depart from their Nation till the Advent of the Messiah; and as they had full Proof given them in the mean time that God was still with them, as He had promised; we may conclude that the Theocratic Form of Government still existed at the Coming of the Deser of all Nations. And God's Government over that People cannot surely be called in question from this last Æra to the Dissolution of their State.

It hence follows that the Theocracy and the Law which were instituted at the same Period, constantly subsisted, declined gradually, together; and at last expired at the same Time: when there was as great a Display of Supreme Majesty as at the first Appointment. This Dissolution of the Jewish Polity was not effected till Christianity had been preached in all Countries, till the Promises made to Abraham had been duly fulfilled, till all Nations had been blessed through his Seed, in short till the whole World had received full Information that God had finished the Transgression, had made an end of Sins and Reconciliation for Iniquity; in consequence of which He had put all Things under the Feet of His Son, and had appointed Him the Head over all Things to the Church. The Almighty having thus established everlasting Righteousness among His People, He thought this a fit Season to seal up for ever the Vision and Prophecy.

If it is thought that the Theocracy and the Law still subsist among the Jews; this may be granted in a qualified Sense: For God still suffers that People to be separate from the rest of Mankind by their peculiar, original Institution; and still rules over them, but it is with a Rod of Iron. And because they have refused to be the Ministers of His Mercy, He makes them the Object of His Vengeance. Instead of being the Publishers of glad Tidings to all the World, they are permitted by Him to exit in all Parts to convince the incredulous of the Truth of His Re-
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c See Josephus's Account of the Destruction of Jerusalem.
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velations, and obliges them, notwithstanding their Endeavours to the contrary, still to carry on the great End of His Providence.

To conclude: if it should be objected to the Doctrine here advanced, that the Apostles, who may be thought to be the best Interpreters of God's Word, make no mention of the Covenant here supposed; or, if they make mention of a new Covenant they thereby understand the Christian: It may be replied, that, as God's several Covenants were co-existent, it may not be possible to assign precisely the Bounds of Distinction between them; and as the Apostles fix no particular Time for the Commencement of the new Covenant, it may have begun, for any thing that appears to the contrary, at the Epoch here mentioned, and in its Progress have been gradually improved, as has been intimated, till the Jewish Economy was entirely freed from Imperfection. That Allusions, however, to an intermediate Dispensation are not wanting in the New Testament, appears from the constant Distinction there is made in it between the Law and the Prophets; which seems sufficient to establish this Point. And

Hence we may perhaps account for the Manner in which Christ and the Succession of the Prophets are prophesied of in the Law, I will (says God) raise them up a Prophet from among their Brethren, like unto thee, and I will put my Words in his Mouth, and he shall speak unto them all that I shall command him. And it shall come to pass that whosoever will not hearken unto my Words, which he shall speak in my Name, I will require it of him. f For by the mention of one Prophet only, either Christ must be meant, or some other Prophet, or all the Prophets must be taken collectively. That Christ only cannot be understood here is probable, because it is not to be supposed that the Prophetic Dispensation should have been entirely omitted in the Law; and from the Supposition that a false Prophet might arise, it is certain that others besides Christ are included in this Text. And as no one among the Prophets has ever been thought of sufficient Dignity to have this Prediction interpreted of him solely, we may conclude that all the Prophets, from Samuel to Christ inclusively, were meant to be comprehended in it. And the Reason why they are all considered as one single Character seems to be this, That the End of their Mission, with respect to moral Instruction, was one and the same, differing only in degree.

f Deut. XVIII. 18, 19.
There is then Ground, upon the whole, to conclude that the new Covenant took Place under the Prophets; but was not fully establisht till the Second Advent of the Holy Jesus, when He put an End to the Theocracy and the Jewish Polity. And as the prophetic Dispensation was of a mixt Nature between the Law and the Gospel; i.e. as much supe-rior to the first as it was inferior to the latter; and, as it appears clearly to have been designed to bring Men by degrees to Perfection, it may be inferred That the intermediate Oeconomy here supposed is as much founded in Reason, as it seems to be in Scripture.
Excerptum ex antiqua Pentateuchi Samaritani Versione MSta, haecenus typis inedita; ex urbe Damascena Ann. Dom. 1663 allata, & a Josepho Taylor S.T.P. Bibliothecœ Bodleianæ OXON. dono data.

Lib. Genes. CAPUT XLIX.

O STEA vocavit Jacob filios suos & dixit, Congregamini ut annuntiem vobis quod superveniet vobis in fine dierum: 2. Congregamini & audite, O filii Jacob, & audite Israel patrem vestrum. 3. RAUBEN, primogenitus meus tu, virtus mea & principium roboris mei, praebans dignitate & praebans potentia. 4. Vis tua non erit praebanter aqua, propterea quod ascendisti cubile patris tui; tum praebanasti fratum meum ascendendo.

All the Chapters and Sections are distinguished in this Version by one or two Words of the Text placed, as they are here, at the Beginning of each Paragraph: Besides these general Pauses there rarely occurs in the MS. any Distinction of Sentences.

Vis tua non erit praebanter aqua] These Words will not I believe admit of a better Sense than that which is here given to them. It may be questioned whether the Reading should not be, SWIFTER THAN WATER, THOU SHALT NOT EXCEEL.
The Various Lections
of the
Two Arabic Versions
of the
Samaritan Text.

V. 5. N.B. The Words which have a Bracket after them are the
Readings of the Samaritan-Arabic Version.

* In the Damascus MS. the Words of the Text are rendered here
with more Exactness, viz. "Simean and Lavi are Brethren; they
have executed the Violence of their Counsels."

V. 6. † I imagine is a Mistake for ِ.*

V. 7. ‡ This Word should have no Point under the ٌ* and it is probable that the fifth Letter in both the MSS. was the same,
and that there was in the Sam. a ِ instead of an ِ. See the same
Mistake in افاذاع in the Sam. Ar. V. 11.

‡ † The ِ seems to have surreptitiously got into this
Word.
These two Prepositions answer exactly to the Interpretation I have given to משל; and they are explained by the Word \textit{The King} or \textit{Melchab}, in the Margin. There is a Rasure here in the MS. but it seems to have been made by the same Hand which wrote the rest of the Book. What the Lection was which stood there before, cannot be discovered: it was not, however, the same as we read in the Sam. Ar. for there could not be Room for it. The two Prepositions are for the most Part written above the Line.

V. 10. משל The Word is a Mistake of the Transcribers for משל.

V. 14. ** Carrying a great Burthen.

V. 16. ** It cannot I think be doubted but that this Word is a Mistake of the Transcribers for פָּנָה

V. 19. According to this Version this Verse should be thus rendered, viz. "Gad a Troop shall fall upon him; but he shall fall upon their Rear."
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Deuteron. C. XXXIII.

And dwelt in Strength.

By the Power.

of the Shepherd.

Who shall help thee.
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V. 7. ** [Heqab] See the Remark on this Word in the Sam. Ar. Verl. whence it will appear that there is here properly speaking no Var. Lection: My Reason therefore for taking Notice of it, is in order to observe, that hence one might almost pronounce that these two Versions were originally one and the same; or, at least, that one of the Authors had copied from the other; or that they had both drawn this Interpretation from the same Source: for it is not credible that they should thus concur by mere Accident; there being nothing in the Text which can easily suggest any of the Senses either of the Verb חָפָּב or חָפָּב: and particularly if it be remembered that we have in general in both the MSS. a very close and literal Version.

V. 8. * [The Point under the ח is certainly a Mistake of the Transcribers.

V. 9. † This Word wants a Point over the first Letter.  
   † [Because.

V. 10. ‖ Thy Judgments.

V. 11. § This Word, like some of the preceding ones, is I think faulty in the Points: there should be three Points instead of one upon the מ.

   †† That they may not rise against him.
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[The text is a page from a book, discussing various verses from the Bible in the context of the English language, particularly focusing on the verb "to destroy" and its use in different verses.]

The text includes references to specific verses such as:
- V. 12: "The appendix of the people, the people."
- V. 13: "The appendix of the cattle, the cattle."
- V. 14: "The appendix of the birds, the birds."
- V. 15: "The appendix of the people, the people."
- V. 16: "The appendix of the cattle, the cattle."
- V. 17: "The appendix of the birds, the birds."
- V. 18: "The appendix of the people, the people."
- V. 19: "The appendix of the cattle, the cattle."
- V. 20: "The appendix of the birds, the birds."
- V. 21: "The appendix of the people, the people."
- V. 22: "The appendix of the cattle, the cattle."
- V. 23: "The appendix of the birds, the birds."
- V. 24: "The appendix of the people, the people."
- V. 25: "The appendix of the cattle, the cattle."
- V. 26: "The appendix of the birds, the birds."
- V. 27: "The appendix of the people, the people."
- V. 28: "The appendix of the cattle, the cattle."
- V. 29: "The appendix of the birds, the birds."

The text concludes with "THE END."